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SYNOPSIS

This thesis argues that it is Lancelot Andrewes who broke the Calvinist

dominance of the Elizabethan Church. Ih a ministry spanning fifty years, his

teaching, preaching, writing, worship and piety influenced the lives of many

contemporaries who came from all walks of life: monarchs, statesmen, students,
courtiers, artists, writers and humble folk. His first twenty years, in the

latter part of Elizabeth's reign, co-incided with Hooker's preaching ministry

at the Temple and his writing of the Ecclesiastical Polity. It has been
suggested by some historians that it was Hooker who made this initial

breakthrough, yet set aside the ministry of Andrewes this does not seem

possible. While Hooker was in London, Andrewes was giving his catechetical

lectures in Cambridge and a few years later his Genesis lectures at St. Paul's

Cathedral and St. Giles, Cripplegate. Contemporaries wrote of their popularity

and the catholicity of their contents. He also became a chaplain to Elizabeth

in 1586 which began an association with the Court which would last until his

death in 1626.

Although Hooker in his treatise defended the Elizabethan Settlement

against Puritans, Andrewes in his lecturing and preaching was also subtly

chipping way at what he labelled the new learning, and emphasising the Fathers

as the source for all interpretation of Scripture and doctrine. He most

clearly offered an alternative to Calvinism by stressing the ever availability

of God's grace through the sacraments to grow towards perfection / and the

importance of repentance and confession.

At the heart of his teaching was the Eucharist where Christ's Body and

Blood are giVen. Unlike Hooker Andrewes showed that he had an appreciation of

liturgical ceremonies and a love of altar plate. Hence worship in his chapel

was celebrated in "the beauty of holiness". What transpired in this chapel was

transferred to all parts o England by the 1630's, while Andrewes came to be

regarded as the authority on liturgy and doctrine. His ministry offered a

sacramental religion as an alternative to Calvinism.
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INTRODUCTION

During the second half of Elizabeth l's reign, it is clear that the

English Church was dominated by Calvinists. Yet at the same time it is also

apparent that there were divines who definitely were not Calvinists. They were

presenting a worship which was sacramental and aesthetic, and doctrines which

were universal for redemption and grace. Such divines I define as Reformed

Catholics or Sacramentalists, and I suggest that amongst them Lancelot

Andrewes was the most influential in this counter challenge.

In a recent paper Dr. Duffy intimated that what he termed "the founding

fathers of the Church of England" were intent on making it "emphatically part

of the constellation of Reformed Churches which had received definitive form

in Zurich and Geneva. ... They saw themselves ... united in all essentials

with the Swiss Churches, and as different from the Church of Rome - and

therefore from the medieval Ecolesia Anglicana - as chalk is from cheese."

If he is referring to reformers like Cranmer and Latimer I would not disagree.

However ever since the English clergy surrendered their independence to Henry

VIII in the Act of Submission in 1532, the Reformation had been in a state of

flux as the pendulum swung to and fro from conservative Catholicism to radical

Protestantism. By the 1580's the Reformation was by no means complete, and

therefore what Andrewes and other Reformed Catholics aimed at doing was not

unlike what Gardiner and Tunstall were doing in the early 1540's against

Cranmer.

Andrewes had definite views on what he understood was meant by the

catholicity of the English Church.
2
 It particularly Meant upholding the

Christian faith defined by the early Church councils, implanted in England,

long before the arrival of Augustine. During that time the British Church had

been represented by three bishops in 314 at the Council of Arles, and although

it was not represented at the Council of Nicaea in 325, Athanasius noted that

E. Duffy, "The Reformation Revisited", The Tablet (4th March, 1995),
p. 281.

2
MacLeane defined Reformed Catholicism as that where a "Chrysostom or

Alfred could feel at home in, and David, Boniface, Chad or Anselm not
repudiate as alien." D. MacLeane, Lancelot Andrewes and the Reaction (London,
1910), p. 2.
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the British Church had accepted its decisions. ' With the arrival in 597 of

Augustine, the Roman Church gradually extended its influence and augmented its

power, and in time formulated new doctrines such as Transubstantiation and

Purgatory. The reforming of the English Church was therefore welcomed by

Sacramentalists as it purged it of these new doctrines, and restored its

ancient independence. However there was no suggestion that they viewed the

Reformation as a "violent disruption".4

Sacramentalists thus had a burning desire to be faithful to the

tradition and teaching as defined by those early councils and of course

Scripture. As these were always Andrews' maxims he therefore had very little

affection for the Church of Rome which he believed had departed from the

Catholic religion of antiquity, and now was setting itself up against the true

Catholic Church in England. He also loathed the Genevan Church which had

departed from the ancient form of ecclesial government and which lacked

certain sacramental and aesthetic emphases. He considered that the followers

of these two churches in England only fragmented its unity, and so he

constantly preached that if all Christians followed the early Church then all

would live in unity under the umbrella of the national Church. As this was his

sincere belief he was never concerned with working out a via media between

these churches as has been suggested.
5

There is ho doubt therefore that Andrewes saw himself as standing in

that long line of Christian tradition embedded in antiquity. So it is not

surprising that in his own teaching Andrewes referred constantly to the

teachings of the Fathers and hardly ever to the Reformers. Within that

patristic tradition he had a special admiration for the Eastern Fathers and

Orthodoxy.
6
 How much they were in his bloodstream was evident in his

3
Present were Eborius of York, Restitiatus of London, and Adelphius,

probably of Colchester. As "the third bishop is styled of the civitas colonia
Londinensium" it is not certain that it was the bishop of Colchester. J. R.
H. Moorman, A History of the Church of Ehgland (London, 1973), p. 4.

4 Duffy, p. 4.

Welsby, p. 275.

6
It is interesting to note that in the religious tussle between "radical

and traditionalist bishops" in the mid 1530's the latter such as Tunstall and
Stokesley in fighting to preserve some of the "'old customs" appealed to
"less resolute bishops" to emphasise that these were as much part of the
ancient "rites and ceremonies" of the Greek fathers and liturgies as they were
of the Western, and therefore they "could not be charged with 'popery'."
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interpreting scripture through their teachings. Indeed his famous sermon on

the magi, which Eliot has immortalised, is similar to Chrysostom's homily on

the appropriate verses from St. Matthew's gospel. Yet he did not ignore the

Western Fathers. His sermons have frequent reference to them, especially the

Latin doctors, Ambro ge, Jerome, Augustine and Gregory, of whom Augustine was

his favourite. "Let me tell you this: St. Augustine is very earnest upon this

point." Neither did he dismiss the great mediaeval theologians such as Anselm

and Bernard.7

At the heart of Catholic life in the early Church was the celebration

of the Holy Eucharist and partaking of the Sacrament, and so it was for

Andrewes. Although the medimval Church also had the Mass as the centre of its

worship, receiving the Sacrament was usually but an annual event at Easter.

Consequently there was not that frequent communicating which Andrewes believed

was necessary for union in Christ. Instead the focal point had been the

elevation of the Host during the prayer of consecration which meant that Jesus

was adored from the nave, but not at the altar rail where for Andrewes

Christians received the Body and Blood of Christ. All his life he stressed

that this moment is the most precious of all, and in "that blessed union is

the highest perfection we can in this life aspire unto."8

Therefore for this divine, theology and Christian living were

eucharistic and not Word based as it was for the Reformers. The mystery, love,

beauty and wonder of what was experienced at the altar overflowed into an

appreciation of nature, art, music, literature, architecture etc. And indeed

the reverse could also be said. Who but someone who has studied a painting in

detail, could comment that "shadows and the darkness of parts, give it greater

grace and beauty", those qualities which Andrewes also ascribed to worship and

which were manifested in his chapel. Thus every one of the senses, especially

the visual, he maintained enriched the Christian life and gave a better

understanding not only to worship but also to doctrine. An example of this was

his teaching on heaven and hell.

Duffy, p. 400.

7
J. Chrysostom, The Homilies of St. John Chrysostom, Archbishop of

Constantinople, on the Gospel of St. Matthew, Part 1, L.F., Vol. 11* (Oxford,
1843), pp. 97 - 102; T. S. Eliot, Selected Poems (London, 1980), p. 97;
Andrewes, Vol. 1, p. 192.

8
ibid., p. 283.
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When we tell you of the joyes of Heaven, which are inestimable, of the
paines of hell, which are intollerable, by our speeches you are nothing
moved, but if you might see with your eyes the joyes of Heaven, you
would be enamoured of them; might you see the paines and torments of
hell, whiFh sinners have, you would abhorre sin, and tremble at the
torments.

This thesis pivots around Andrewes' life as priest, pastor and preacher

of which much iS known through his private devotions, sermons, lectures and

writings. His ministry began in 1578 when he was appointed Catechist at

Pembroke College, Cambridge, and where he would stay and/or have constant

contact for most of his life, and ended as "our Gamaliel" in 1626. This is not
to say that I dismiss his contemporaries and friends of similar mind such as

Hooker, Overall, Harsnett and Buckeridge as not having any influence in

contributing to Reformed Catholicism. Of course they did. How much influence

either Andrewes or Hooker had on each other will always be hard to establish.

They were both from the early 1580's exercising a responsible pastoral and

preaching ministry, and they were friends. A hint of this is gleaned from a

letter Andrewes wrote to Dr. Parry as soon as he learned of Hooker's death

(five days after) in which he expressed his concern for the safety of Hooker's

writings, and appealed to Parry as a close friend of the family, to safeguard

them.
10

It has been claimed by some historians that Andrewes followed Hooker,
11

and built on his groundwork. Such a claim I cannot accept. Peter Lake is

right when he stated that "it was Hooker, with a unique combination of

theoretical ambition and polemical acuity, who broke with the mainstream of

English Calvinism", but he certainly was not alone as he suggested. Lake also

stated that "the point had been reached where if Hooker had not made the
12

crucial breakthrough someone else would. This thesis claims that it was not

so much Hooker but Andrewes who made that "crucial breakthrough", and who

9
Apos. Sacra, pp. 27, 269.

10 
Andrewes, Vol. 11, pp. xl - xli.

11 
A. Foster, The Church of England 1570 - 1640 (London, 1994), p. 10; P.

Lake, "Lancelot Andrewes, John Buckeridge, and Avant-Garde Conformity at the
Court of James 1", in L. L. Peck, (ed.), The Mental World of the Jacobean
Court (London, 1991), p. 114.

12 
P. Lake, Anglicans and Puritans? Presbyterianism and English

Conformist Thought from Whitgift to Hooker (London, 1988), p. 228.
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therefore was mainly responsible for the initiating of Reformed Catholicism.

Undoubtedly Hooker in his Ecclesiastical Polity made a considerable

contribution to it as he defended those ancient Catholic beliefs and

ceremonies as set out in the Prayer Book.

Nevertheless there are differences, notable differences between the two.

In his ecclesial and sacramental beliefs Hooker differed from those of

Andrewes. With the ecclesial, although Hooker acknowledged episcopacy as the

accepted form of church government, he did not regard it as absolutely

necessary, and believed that each indigenous church should be able to workout

its own fOrm of government. However for Andrewes, episcopal government is

essential to be part of the Catholic Church. Sacramentally, although Hooker

believed in the real Presence, he taught that Christ's Body and Blood are only

given to those who came in faith, whilst for Andrewes, Christ's body and blood

were given to all, irrespective of belief. Because of this difference there

is nowhere in Hooker the depth and devotion that Andrewes gave to the

Sacrament, expressed in so many ways. Christ as the Temple is the Sacrament;

Christ as the Corner-stone is the Sacrament, Christ as the Passover is the

Sacrament etc. Furthermore he emphasised that no one is such a sinner that

Christ will not receive him, and without the Sacrament there could be no union

with Christ.

Andrewes was also a liturgist, and as such he influenced the reshaping

of the Liturgy in 1662 and the Scottish Prayer Book of 1637. Both of these

included once again those ancient manual acts, notably at the offertory and

consecration, which Andrewes had always observed in his chapel. m There is

very little evidence that Hooker was a liturgist while Andrewes was

atknowledged as the authority on liturgical matters, and his practices were

widely adopted in his time and after. Cosin, in his notes on the Prayer Book

which were considered when revising the Prayer Book in 1662, had included

those of Andrewes as well as Overall's.

In outreach there was also a notable difference. Although Hooker's

Ecclesiastical Polity would eventually influence others, unlike- Andrewes,

Hooker apart from his time at the Temple Church, London from 1585 - 1591, held

few prominent positions. This meant that his teething did not have the

Hooker, Vol. 1, P. 352 (3:ii.1), Vol. 2, p. 352 (5:lxvii.6); Andrewes,
Vol. 2, pp. 237, 288, 322, 362; Apos. Sacra, p. 596.

Refer to p. 100.
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immediate impact oh the lives of others as Andrewes' did. The latter was

chaplain to reigning monarchs for forty years, vicar of an important London

parish, St. Giles, Cripplegate, and a prebendary of St. Paul's Cathedral for
fifteen years. He was also Master of Pembroke for a similar period, a

prebendary and then Dean of Westminster Abbey for a total of eight years and

finally a bishop for twenty years. He therefore not only held influential

positions but also ministered to sovereigns, politicians, gentry, actors,

artisans, musicians, writers, students, common folk and clerics.

Contemporaries such as Chamberlain verify his influence through his preaching

and piety.
15
 Another contemporary, Robert Cecil, who became Elizabeth's Lord

Treasurer in 1598, through his association with Andrewes, gradually changed

from a Calvinist to a Sacramentalist.

There was also a difference in their approach to Puritanism. Hooker's

treatise defended the ceremonies and teachings of the Prayer Book against
16

Puritans. Andrewes however was never defensive; he presented the Catholic

faith to his contemporaries as the status quo. His attack on Puritianism was

more subtle as he wove it into the tontext of lectures and sermons. As well

as admonishing Puritans, he also pleaded for their return to the faith of the

early Fathers as this was "a sure way to heaven". Unlike Hooker, Andrewes only

became an apologist when he was forced into it by James 1 and that was not

against Puritanism but Roman Catholicism. In his Responsio ad Cardinalis

Bellarmini and later on in his more succinct reply to Cardinal Perron he gave

a clear statement of what he believed were the main beliefs of his Church,

especially on the Eucharist, and where it differed from Rome and also Geneva.

I suspect that one of the reasons for Andrewes' overshadowing by Hooker

has been the neglect of his pre-Jacobean ministry. Yet this was just as long

as the Jacobean, and was a crutial time when he sowed the seeds of the

Catholic faith as taught by the Patristics in the lives of many of his

contemporaries in a dominating Calvinist environment. That it was just as

evangelising as his later days was acknowledged by many. This earlier period

also revealed there was very little change in his teaching from his

catechetical lectures in Cambridge to his death in 1626. One of his main

teachings, that the Church and its ceremonies were rooted in pre-Christian

v aniquity, was just as evident in the 1580's as it was when he wrote A Learned

15 
Chamberlain, Vol. 1, pp. 292, Vol. 2, p. 309, 470.

16 
Hooker, Vol. 1, pp. 165, 363 (Pre:v.3, 3:vii.4).
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DiScourse tot long before his death.

In living out Reformed Catholicism it brought Sacramentalists into

conflict with many of their Protestant contemporaries who did not understand

the nature of, nor the reason for a Catholicism which so much resembled Roman

Catholicism. All that they could see was a return to Popery and idolatry, and

hence they accused Sacramentalists of "trying to set up Popery againe".

Sacrwilentalists retorted, "we as little follow Calvin as we do the Pope, where

either the one or the other departs from the footprints of the Fathers.""

Neither were Reformed Catholics better understood by their Roman Catholic

contemporaries who saw them as heretics or schismatics rather than

articulating the national expression of Catholicism. Hence the English Church'

was simply one of the many Protestant Churches in Europe.18

The failure of contemporaries to understand what Sacramentalism was all

about, no doubt helps to explain in part why there was Civil War in England

in the 1640's. This failure to understand Reformed Catholicism was mainly

caused by some Sacramentalists who followed Andrewes. He had been content to

manifest Catholicism through his own life and to teach its worth and richness

in worship and sermons, but many tried to impose their Sacramentalism

arbitrarily on others. If Laud, Cosin, Wren and others had learnt "the

enjoying without enjoining" and had captured Andrewes' generosity of spirit

as well as his teaching then the 1640's might have been another story.

Andrewes, I am sure/ would have disapproved of imposing the various policies

of the 1630's, which he would have seen as quite distinct from enforcing the

visitation articles. This is the line that Fuller took when he stated whether

as "a parson, a dean, or a bishop, he never troubled parish, college, or

diocese with pressing other ceremonies upon them than such which he found used

there before his coming thither." Andrewes' approach is better seen in some

of his other students and admirers like John Hacket who advised Laud not to

continue with Convocation in 1640 after Parliament had been dissolved, and who

in 1641 appealed to parliamentarians not to abolish episcopacy and the Prayer

Book.

17 
Burton, p. 25; Andrewes, Vol. 8, p. 309.

18 
Cosin, Vol. 4, p. 242.

19 
T. Fuller, The Church History of Britain, 3 vols (London, 1837), Vol.

3, p, 349; Hacket, p. xvi.
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During those hard times of the Interregnum many regarded Andrewes'

teaching and piety as their guide. The editor of Apospasmatia Sacra published

in 1657, and the sermons of Mark Frank certainly conveyed this. Reformed

Catholics' faithfulness during this period enabled the Prayer Book of 1662 to

be more Catholic than Cranmer envisaged. There is no doubt that the continuity

of the past was evident in the reappearing of candlesticks and Gothic
communion plate on altars, and organs and choir boys once again filled

cathedrals with music. Yet the settlement also made it less Catholic in that

it forced many to leave the Church, and that unity for which Andrewes desired

for the English Church was for ever lost.

In this thesis I have used the terms Sacramentalists and Reformed

Catholics interchangeably. These embrace all those whom historians have

labelled as English Arminians. However it is important to note that not all

Sacramentalists Would be classified as Arminian or Catholic. For example there

were credal Calvinists like Edward Reynolds, Joseph Hall and Arthur Lake who

placed a high value on sacramental theology and worship. Sacramentalism was

Of course far more embracing than Arminianism. In its strictest sense the

latter referred to those who followed Arminius, the Dutch theologian, whose

theology was intellectual and not devotional and sacramental. For instance his

teaching on the universality of grace was not especially linked with the

sacraments. Moreover Armininianism in England has been described by historians

as beginning "as an intellectual movement" and ending as Erastian.
20
 However

the sermons and lectures of Andrewes, and of those who followed him such as

Cosin, Hacket and Frank challenge this, with their emphasis that theology was

only meaningful when it was given expression through worship, the arts, piety

and charity.

In this thesis the term Puritan is also used, a term very seldom used

by Andrewes. In Tortura Torti he referred to them as having "no distinct and

peculiar religion, but discipline ... except that they are too violently

addicted to their Order of church government, are in other things sufficiently

sober-minded ... and" sufficiently orthodox in the rest of their doctrine."

However he modified this by stating that "I am not ignorant that there are

numbered; ... some unreasonable men ... overinclined to schism; nay, that some

20
H. Trevor-Roper, Catholics, Anglicans and Puritans: Seventeenth

Century Essays (London, 1989), pp. 41, 98.
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who are scarcely sound in all things as regards some points of religion."fl

Accordingly in this thesis the term Puritan refers to those whom Andrewes

regarded had strayed frbm the religion of the last fifteen hundred years by

either adopting or wanting to impose the Genevan Church on the English.

In writing this thesis I have made extensive use of those lectures and

sermons given by Andrewes in his pre-Jacobean days (although some were not

printed until well after his death). These works were The Wonderfull Combate

first printed in 1592, Scala Coeli, in 1611, A Patterne of Catechisticall

Doctrine, in 1630 and Apospasmatia Sacra in 1657. The last two were published

from notes taken down by Andrewes' pupils. Perhaps this may throw some doubt

on their authenticity in regards to the teaching of Andrewes, as compared with

the famous Ninety-six Sermons of which the editors, Laud and Buckeridge had

stated "as the Sermons were preached, so are they published." 22 However on

studying the contents of A Patterne of Catechisticall Doctrine in its earliest

edition as well as Apospasmatia Sacra, one finds the theology compatible with

that in the Ninety-six.
23
 For example his eucharistic doctrine, the importance

of receiving the Sacrament and his deep awareness and appreciation of beauty,

were just as much embedded in these as they were in the Jacobean sermons. In

1630 his chaplain, amanuensis and first biographer, Henry Isaacson collated

his writings on prayer and some of his devotions and published them as

Institutiones Pix to which I too refer. I have also made extensive use of an

unpublished manuscript of a set of lectures given at Westminster school while

Andrewes was Dean of the Abbey from 1601 - 1605. These provide a valuable

index of Andrewes' doctrinal position at the beginning of the seventeenth

century, and bridge his earlier days in Cambridge with those at the Jacobean

court. This manuscript als0 contains six sermons which were probably preached

to students (judging from the simple style) at Christmas and Good Friday-

21
Andrewes, Vol. 7, pp-. 161 - 2, trans. in Welsby, p. 152.

22 
L. Andrewes, Ninety-six Sermons (London, 1629), p. A2.

23 
On the authenticity of Apospasmatia Sacra, a noted modern scholar on

Andrewes, Donald Allchin, wrote, "Certainly their style is less highly wrought
than in the case of the great sermons, and the patristic quotations are less
numerous. But the substance of the doctrine is identical and it is interesting
to see how positions characteristic of Andrews' later teaching are here
advanced in the last years of the sixteenth century." G. Rowell (ed.), The
English Religious Tradition and the Genius of Anglicanism (Wantage, 1992), p.
147.
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Easter. Yet much of their contents reappeared in his more sophisticated

Jacobean sermons, as seen in the 1605 Passion sermon with its powerful

suffering images and the 1610 Nativity sermon on Bethlehem, the house of

Bread.

This thesis thus examines what can be termed Sacramentalism or Reformed

Catholicism spearheaded by Aftdrewes for almost half a century in formulating

a Catholic way of life and an identification against the background of

medi&val and ccntemporary Roman Catholicism, and the Reformed Churches. It is

surely this prelate more than any other who enabled the English Church to be

distinct from the Protestant churches in Europe.

10



CHAPTER ONE

ANDREWES AND HIS CONTEMPORARIES

If ever any merited to be
The Universall Bishop, this was Ife.
Great ANDREWES who the Whole vast Sea did drain
Of Learning and distill 'd it in his brain;

These pious dropps are of the purest kind
Which trickled from the limbeck of his mind.

When he was bishop of Chichester, Andrewes had a meeting with Sir Toby

Matthew who was converting to Roman Catholicism. The latter stated his reasons

for this: the Roman Church has "a continual visibility, of a perpetuity, of

an infallibility, of sanctity, of unity, of universality, of converting

nations from idolatry, ... of the learning of her doctors, of the piety of her

confessors, of the purity of her virgins, of the penance of her eremites and

innumerable other saints." Andrewes replied that he agreed absolutely "that

all these signs and marks did most absolutely belong to the Catholic Church."

He thus informed Matthew that this made "the English Protestant Catholic

Church, and the Roman Catholic Church, to be one and the same Church of

Christ" ( with one noticeable difference that "my Church" is "the better swept,

and more cleanly kept, and more substantially repaired". Andrewes made it

clear that this Reformed Catholic Church represented for him the truest

expression of the Catholic faith; it was indeed the national Church of

England, and the Church in which to rive and die. From a life time of study

he had concluded that it is the Church to serve God here in preparation to

"enjoy him hereafter". It "was a-sure way to heaven." He also informed Matthew

that if "I had been able to find just cause why I should hold myself to be

unsafe where I am, I should not have failed to choose the best way to the next

world whatsoever it might have cost me in this." This conviction he repeated

in the 1615 Gowrie sermon when he declared, "what is it to live out the full

compass of man's uttermost age, if he live not so in this life, as after this

1
This inscription appeared under a copperplate engraving of Andrewes on

the inside cover of Drake's first edition of Private Devotions.

2
Mathew, pp. 93 - 4, 96 - 7, 99 - 100.
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he may live for ever?"3

In this meeting with Matthew, Andrewes referred to the English Church

as the "English Protestant Catholic ChUrch" 4 which clearly showed a seeking

for an identity distinctive from Roman Catholicism and the various Reformed

Churches. It would seem from Responsio Bellarmini that he regarded the

label Protestant as "temporary" as it will last only as long as those abuses

within the Roman Church remain unreformed. When reform came there would be

once again the one Catholic Church in England, but until then he claimed, it

is the Reformed Church which is the true Catholic Church of England:

The Catholicism for which Andrewes sought had to be worked out in a

post-Reformation church shorn of monastic life and all that was associated

with it such as the recitation of offices, and caring for the sick, poor and

pilgrims; without a piety which revolved around adoration to the Host and

pilgrimages to shrines; and without the authority of a Pope. Accordingly

religion under Andrewes' influence became focused on the beauty of the altar

where Christians received Christ in the Sacrament; prayers centred on the

daily recitation of Matins and Evensong; charity came from the tables of

bishops and gentry; and discipline for priests and people meant observing the

feasts and fasts of the Church and being obedient to Christ through their

superiors.

The Reformers in their reaction against some doctrines of the Roman

Catholic Church emphasised justification by faith only, double predestination

and obedience to the Word of God in all doctrine and ceremonies. Andrewes was

apprehensive about much of the Reformers' teaching, and he made it clear that

whenever these novm doctrinx departed from the teaching of the early Fathers,

so did he. Although he did not dispute publicly on doctrinal issues, apart

from the Lambeth Articles, his sermons and lectures were full of references

to these new doctrines. He took popular Calvinistic terms such as signs and

covenant, and gave them a Catholic meaning. For example the sign of Jonah

taught that repentance, and not assurance of salvation enables Christians to

share Christ's risen life. He also undermined the term "decrees" by showing

3
Andrewes, Vol. 4, p. 116.

4 Mathew, p.99. Cosin, refers to it as the Protestant Reformed Catholic
Church. Cosin, Vol. 4, p. 167.

5
Andrewes, Vol. 8, p. 26, trans. in Ottley, p. 164.
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God's expression of it in creation. God took the two decrees of command and

execute, by which He made, for example, the waters. These waters first

"devoure the Earth," but then God "transposed and set aloft" so that the

waters in turn came to feed and nourish the earth. In this instance "God did

as it were change and transpose his Decree to have it so." 8 Thus God

demonstrated He is not rigidly tied to His decrees, as predestinarians think.

He also used deliberate phrases such as "golden chain"
7
 to describe the love

and mercy of God to attack Perkin's teaching on double predestination.8

Andrewes continually criticised many of his contemporaries for their

beliefs, yet by his very teaching he was provocative in a post-Reformation

era. He taught frequently on such topics as the Sacrament being more important

than preaching, the necessity of a sacerdotal ministry, the importance of

auricular confession and the inheritance of Christian ceremonies and

government from "even the most extreme antiquity" which included many heathen

customs.
9
 Furthermore in his visitation articles he insisted that the Prayer

Book services be followed 'Lb the letter, but in his own chapel he exploited

the ambiguity of the Prayer Book to celebrate the Liturgy more or less as it

appeared in the 1637 Scottish Prayer Book. There were times too when he

adapted ceremonies from the pre-Reformation Church but appealed to the

tradition in the early Church for their use. The burning of incense is one

example, and the mingling of water with wine in the chalice is another.

However there was a selectiveness over some controversial issues of the

Reformation. For example on prayers for the dead he said very little publicly.

Although Andrewes detested Calvinism there was some common ground that

he shared with Puritans such as the strict observance of the Lord's day, and

a love for Holy Scripture as it was the "perfect rule of knowledge", and its

authority for all doctrine necessary for salvation. However he departed from

6 
Andrewes, Vol. 2, pp. 389 - 90, 399; Apos. Sacra, p. 59.

7
In A Golden Chaine Perkins had argued that God had predestinated His

elect to eternall life, and the rest to eternal damnation as an act of His
will and for His pleasure. W. Perkins, A Golden Chaine (London, 1591),
Introduction to the Christian Reader, Chapter 15, (no page numbers).

8
Lambeth, p. 156.

9
Hooker had written in a similar vein. We do not "lightly esteem what

hath been allowed as fit in the judgment of antiquity, and by the long
continued practice of the whole Church." Hooker, Vol. 2, p. 30 (5:vi.2).
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them over what he termed were matters of "sound divinity" and ceremonies which

were part of the Church's tradition. "' He also took a strong stand against the

Roman Church and joined the Puritans in their rejection of the doctrines of

Transubstantiation, Purgatory and indulgences. However he parted with them

over their denial of the Roman Church as a true Church, that her members are

reprobates, and the Pope is the anti-Christ. It was particularly the strong

stand that Andrewes took against the Roman Church and the violating of the

Sabbath that made him respected by Puritans."

What concerned Andrewes greatly during his ministry was what he termed

the "sins of the age". There were many of these, which broadly speaking could

be classified as worldly and religious. On worldliness he preached, "Such is

our days ... the civil Christian ... careth not for religion and faith at all,

but for the most part lives and dies in brutish ignorance." He had plenty of

labels, and even harsher words to describe them. In one of his Genesis

lectures he referred to them as "anjmales Spiritum non habentes as Jude

calleth them" as they are "'mere natural men,'" whilst in his 1613 Pentecost

sermon he referred to them as "label-Christians". These are content with "a

label without any seal to it, all their life long" as during their lives they

want nothing to do with "the Holy Spirit" until "some quarter of an hour

before they die". Instead "they desire to wear the signature of the flesh or

of the world, of pride or of lust, as long as they are able to stand on their

legs. Animales, all their life; and Spiritum habentes, at the hour of their

death. Clinci Christiani, 'beddered Christians', as the Primitive Church

calleth them."

Much of what Andrewes preached about worldliness was at Court where it

was very much ne Pratorio, non Sanctuario". He accused contemporaries of being

"parasites to others for favour or gain", and told them "we love to be

flattered of others, and to have a great and glorious name for small and

simple gifts, though our deeds be very small and few." By the way many lived

it was obvious that the very grounds and principles of Christianity were not

understood as "one would think that their souls were only fleshie souls,

Apos. Sacra, p. 189; Andrewes, Vol. 2, p. 426.

11 
When hard pressed he could argue that the Pope was the anti-Christ.

ibid., Vol. 7, pp. 217 - 23, Vol. 8, pp. 21- 3.

12 
ibid., Vol. 3, p. 216, Vol. 5, p. 59; Apos. Sacra, p. 458.
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because they never give themselves to spiritual and heavenly actions." To

those who lived "by [their] flesh-pots", he warned, "will die" by them.13

As Andrewes was a lover of souls he was much concerned that these

contemporaries did not have "that sense of our souls and the dangers of them."

Therefore he preached just as strongly on the Saviour of souls. Christ can

save us "throughly, body and soul, from in the destruction, and Satan the

destroyer of both, ... here, and for ever." It "should be the joyfullest

hearing that we ever heard." Yet it seemed to him that "when we hear of saving

or mention of a Saviour, presently our mind is carried to the saving of our

skin, of our tempOral state, of our bodily life, and farther saving we think

not of." However there are greater dangers which should be feared more than

these earthly ones, "and it would be well sometimes we were remembered of it."

If his contemporaries did not heed his urgent pleading, then Andrewes declared

that their sins be upon their own heads as he had striven to present the

Gospel to them. Before heaven I declare upon "mine own soul" that this I have

said, "'Lord, thou knowest I have spoken for them, I have called for them, I

have cried for them.'"

His preaching against the general sleaze of the Court was reflected in

James l's preface to his meditation on the Lord's Prayer published in 1619.

He had dedicated this work to Buckingham whom he praised "in not onely giving

so good example to the rest of the Court, in frequent hearing the word of God:

but ... in so often receiving the Sacrament which is a notable demonstration

of your charitie in pardoning them, that offend you."
15
 Buckingham despite all

his own worldliness nevertheless realised that his soul "has need of a

Saviour", and did something about it.

Andrewes reacted just as strongly to what he believed were the religious

sins of his age, or what he temed the "errors of our time" or the "faith

falsified" or the "new perspective" of religion. Although these sins were more

or less the old heresies under a new guise, he saw them as "the bane of our

age". In his Genesis lectures on 1:4, he compared these sins with those during

St. Paul's time. Like the apostle, we too "may complain of ... the false

faith, zeale, sincerity, preaching and reformation of many, which indeed is

13 ibid., pp. 36, 153; Andrewes, Vol. 1, p. 316, Vol. 2, p. 199, Vol. 3,
p. 195.

14 ibid., Vol. 1 pp. 74 - 5, 83, Vol. 5, p. 36.
15

James, p. 5.
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but falsly so called; for their unfruitful' faith is no faith, their blinde

zeale is no zeal, their reformation is deformation, and their preaching is but

a jingling or prattling, though it be be falsly otherwise called." These

contemporaries "are in great fault, which give one and the same name both rei
and privationi rei, to the substance and the shadows of things." He claimed
that this was Satan's work."

He especially upbraided those contemporaries who were hypocritical with

their "outward holiness", a façade for "inward corruptness". They were like

"a Cake baked on the out-side, and dow raw in the inside," or as "a fair

marble tombe over the foul rotten carkass." These definitions were not

dissimilar to Perkins when he described hypocrisy as giving "God painted

worship", that is, when "outward behaviour" appears to have "great

sinceritie", but inwardly there is no heart felt affection at all. However

Andrewes parted company with him when he also depicted it as being "more

curious in the ancient traditions, then the statutes and commandments of

almighty God." Andrewes' reply to that was that the worst kind of hypocrisy

was that done under the "cloak of godlinesse" and "under the pretence of a

good thing, namely of reformation" and as a result these hypocrites "seek much

hurt to Gods Church"."

Andrewes summed up all these worldy and religious sins of his age in

what he called "consuming sins", illustrated in his 1612 Gunpowder sermon. He

declared that on this day seven years ago, it was not only the conspirators

who were full of sin but many others. Consequently he directed his

contemporaries to recall the state of their souls on that day, "whether in

state of sin or of grace." He suggested that "we were in consumpti," evident

in the "huge sums in superfluity, riot, of belly and back, and worse matters!"

It was seen in the waste of time by "the consuming of it in ease and idleness,

and too-well-known fruits of them both." It was also evident in "our service

of God" being consumed in a sermon, "if that; and how little like a sermon we

hear it, and less I fear after regard it!" It was seen in the blaspheming of

both "God's name" and "our blessed Saviour['s]"; and in all kinds of "oaths

and execrations". All these sins plus many tore we find "fret like a moth and

creep like a canker, to the consuming of our souls."
18

16 
Apos. Sacra, pp. 35, 255.

17 
ibid., p. 30; Perkins, Vol. 1, p. 38; Andrewes, VOI. 1, p. 411.

18 
ibid., Vol. 4, 270 - 1.
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The sins of the age featured in visitation articles by Andrewes and

other Sacramentalists. Accordingly articles enquired as to whether a parish

had any minister who held "heresies, errors or false opinions", any who

attended "unlawfull assemblies, conventicles or meetings" and any who preached

or spoke anything which was contrary to the Scripture or Book of Common

Prayer.

Thus Andrewes saw as one of his pastoral concerns to pin-point the

errors of those who dissented from the faith of the primitive Church, in the

hope of persuading them to acknowledge their errors, and to point them to the

"sure way to heaven". Hence over a period of almost fifty years Andrewes

chiselled away, rather shrewdly most of the time, at these "sins". Shrewdly,

because these- attacks were often cloaked in the context of a particular

teaching. For instance in one of his sermons on creation he made a passing

reference that men these days are no longer content "to be under government",

and be "Child-like" but believe they are "wiser", and need no ruler. The

crunch comes when he stated that such discontent has its origin when to bring

order out of chaos, "God by his word conceived three children, Deformity,

Confusion, and Darknesse, of the first he made the Earth, of the second the

Waters, of the third he made the Lights." We as the descendants of Adam, from

the earth, have so often continued to be the sons "of Deformity" rather than

ones "of conformity" and have sought confusion and darkness rather than order

and light.

Andrewes was to spend most of his life under the turrets and towers of

Cambridge. He arrived there as an undergraduate in 1571, a year after Thomas

Cartwright had been deposed from the Lady Margaret chair of divinity by the

Vice-Chancellor, John Whitgift. 21 In 1575 after graduating Andrewes was

elected a Fellow of his college,
22
 and in 1578 Catechist. As Catechist he gave

weekly lectures on Saturdays and Sundays in the chapel. These and his early

19 
ibid., Vol. 11, pp. 116 - 118; Fincham, p. 157 - 8.

20 
Apos. Sacra, pp. 142 - 3.

21 
Strype, Altgift, Vol. 1, pp. 38 - 43.

22 
At the same time both Nicholas Felton and Samuel Harnsett were also

fellows who later on received benefices from Andrewes. He remained in touch
with Felton all his life, and it was he whom Andrewes recommended as Master
to follow Harsnett. P.R.O. S.P. 14/70/15; Attwater, Pembroke College: A Short
History (Cambridge, 1936), p. 52.
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sermons were given at the time of the State and Church's confrontation with

Puritans and separatists. In the 1570's Puritan members of the House of

Commons had made various attacks on the Prayer Book, culminating in the Bill

and Book introduced by Cope in the 1586/7 Parliament with the intention of

implementing the Genevan Book of Discipline. The 1580's had also seen a strong

reaction by many clergy against Whitgift's three-fold subscription, and in the

1584 parliaMent a petition was presented to Elizabeth 1 against it. As will

become evident Andrewes' preaching reflected his concerns for such demands.23

The 1580's also witnessed the start ot a serious campaign by the Jesuits

to convert England to Roman Catholicism and to support recusants. It was the

beginning of a very aggressive campaign, a campaign into which Andrewes was

reluctantly drawn by James 1, both in sermons and writings, but in which he

revealed his disapproval of their methods. This decade also saw Andrewes

having direct contact with Papists imprisoned in Wisbech and in the north as

chaplain to the Earl of Hungtingdon. Through that contact, Isaacson noted that

he converted some of them "to the Protestant religion."24

Until Andrewes delivered his catechetical lectures there is scarcely any

evidence to ascertain his religious beliefs. Buckeridge informs us that in his

studies as an Undergraduate "he owed little to his tutors, but most to his own

pain and study", while Andrewes himself told Toby Matthew that "I have been

a lover of books ever since I was born." This suggests that at an early age

Andrewes had acquired an ability not only to think independently but to value

learning as a treasured gift. When he began his public ministry Isaacson

remarked that "he was an excellent catechist for his profoundness in the

fundamental points of religion, and eminent in all other kinds of learning as

being skilful in the Oriental tongues; ... [and] that he was a man deeply seen

in all cases of conscience." It was because of this learning and sincerity

that he was soon sought out and respected, even by leading Puritans.25

It has been suggested that in his early Cambridge days, Andrewes was a

Puritan. One historian who has put forward this view is Knappen. Her grounds

for this, even though she admits that "the sources of Andrewes' Puritanism are

23

Neale, Vol. 1, p. 194ff., Vol 2. p. 145ff; Andrewes, Vol. 5, pp. 68,
329, 361, Vol. 6, pp. 125 - 8.

24 
ibid., Vol. 11, p. vii; Weston, pp. 128 - 30.

25 
Andrewes, Vol. 5, p. 290, Vol. 11, pp. vi 	 vii; Mathew, p. 93.
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difficult to trace", were based on three premises: firstly, his teaching on

the strict observance of Sunday; secondly, his associ4ion with well known

Puritans such as Chaderton and Knewstub; and thirdly, his early patronage by

Walsingham and Huntingdon, also recognised Puritan sympathizers:8

Knappen took Andrewes' catechetical lecture on the Fourth Commandment

to demonstrate that in the 1580's his teaching on the observance of Sunday was

similar to the Puritans', and then in later years this changed. It has already

been stated that one of the few agreements Andrewes had with Puritans was on

the strict observance of the Lord's Day. Of course what Andrewes actually

taught in his catechetical lectures, as Knappen indicated, will always be

difficult to ascertain, as they were not printed until after his death,

although supposedly there was one form of them in circulation during his life

time. " The first edition published in 1630 is obviously in note form, either

from Andrewes' papers or those of a student, This was reprinted in 1641 with

minor additions for clarity, while in 1642 there was published an enlarged

edition, The Morall Law, edited by a moderate Puritan. Another edition was

printed in 1650, entitled The Pattern of Catechistical Doctrine, which the

editor claimed was "the Author's own copy". It was supposedly "purged from

many thousands of errors, defects and corruptions" of the "imperfect Draught

formely Published." 28 However in this fuller version, the editor has added

other extracts of Andrewes' sermons, and at times has given an exaggerated

expansion of the 1630 text. It therefore seems that the 1630 or 1641 versions

are the best for assessing Andrewes' teaching, and it is those I have used.

Andrewes presented his teaching on the Fourth Commandment about the time

when Sabbatarianism was beginning to become an important platform for Puritans

as illustrated when members of the House of Commons presented a bill for the

"better observation of Sunday," in the 1584 parliament which was vetoed by

Elizabeth. Greaves has suggested that the emphasis on keeping Sunday as a

strict day of worship began earnestly in 1577 when Knewstub lecturing on

Exodus 20 stated_ that all physical activities were forbidden on the Sabbath

26 
Knappen, pp. 95 - 7, 102.

27 
Heylyn, Cyprianus Anglicus (London, 1668), p. 165.

28 
L. Andrewes, The Pattern of Catechistical Doctrine at Large: or A

Learned and Pious Exposition of the Ten Commandments, 2nd ed (London, 1650),
title page.
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in order to devote the whole day to spiritual exercises.29

Ever since the Reformation, Protestants had stressed the moral and not

the ceremonial obligation for keeping the Sabbath. Andrewes followed the

Protestant line that the observance of Sunday is essentially moral as God had

ordained His day of rest in the garden of Eden when all was perfect before the

Mosaic law had imposed ceremonial observance upon the Jews. With the coming

of Christ that ceremonial observance ended as He fulfilled the Law. By

commending the moral, Andrewes taught that man has been given a precept by God

which is to "crave freedom from work, that we more intentive to the present

duty." In emphasising those things from which the Christian must rest, he

included not only Old Testament restrictions but also those imposed by the

Fathers. Under the former, buying and selling, travelling, reaping, sowing,

building and indeed all manual works were forbidden, while the Fathers forbade

such pastimes as plays by Jerome, dancing by Augustine, hunting and hawking

by Gregory and playing dice and cards by Leo."

This cessation from work had to be positive; we rest in order that

"'the whole day [can] be employed in God's work.'" It certainly was not a day

to be idle, but to be busy in public and private prayer and works of charity.

Thus in contrast to the Jews who were to "cease from gathering manna for this

day", for the Christian "it is mercatura anima?, the market day for the soul:

wherein are better things than manna to be gathered, ... the 'bread which came

down from heaven; [so] he that eateth of this bread shall live for ever.'"

Hence under the new Covenant all Jewish ceremonies have come to an end in

Christ whose day it now is in honour of the new creation, and so "the day [is]

changed from the day of the Jews to the Lord's day" on which the Christian

receives this Bread of Heaven. This means that the strict ceremonial of rest

which "belonged only to" the Jews has ended for the Christian. Andrewes always

stressed that both spiritual and corporal works of mercy must be done on the

Lord's day. In this teaching he followed the 1563 Hbmilie of the Place and

time of Prayer which stated that "Sunday ... is our day of rest, in the honour

of our Saviour Christ" and that there should be "one day in a week" that we

"rest ... from our lawful and needful works."

Knappen suggested that this Sabbatarian teaching changed in Andrewes'

29 

Greaves, p. 23; Neale, Vol. 2, pp. 59 - 60.

30 

Andrewes, Vol. 6, pp. 154, 157 - 8.

31 

ibid., p. 157, pp. 163 - 4; Homilies, pp. 339 - 40.
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later life, as evident in his answer to Traske in the Star Chamber in 1618.

Surely what Andrewes is addressing in this case was not so much the sanctity

of the Lord's day, but the fact that Traske observed the Jewish Sabbath,

rather than Sunday, the Lord's day. The only noticeable difference in his

later years is his explicit reference to Sunday in terms of the Resurrection,

yet this is implied in his catechetical lecture in the phrase "the Lord's

day". As Parker commented, his teaching on the Sabbath in his Jacobean sermons

did not vary much from his early days. He took as an example the sermon for

Easter day in 1608 in which Andrewes described the women coming to the tomb.

Although they were anxious to embalm Christ's body, they would not violate the

Sabbath. "Thus they came as soon and as quickly as they were able, that iS,

when the Sabbath had ended."n

This sermon is very similar to one of those sermons given to students

at Westminster in which Andrewes had observed that the "Text saith they

prepared spices and ointments and rested the Sabbaoth day according to the

Commandment." As "God had sanctified the Sabbaoth day to be a day of rest, ...

they would not prophane it to perform a ceremony, not breake a precept, though

to anoint a Saviour", and to remember the dead. "But as soon as the Sabbaoth

was over, very early in the morning they came to the sepulchre." In his

lecture in St. Paul's on Genesis 2:3 in 1591 Andrewes again stressed the moral

observance of Sunday. In characteristic fashion he insisted that we should not

"trouble ourselves about the altering of the set day" to Sunday but to give

more "consideration of the commandment as it is morall." Thus "opus Sabati"

are "godly exercises" which are those defined in his catechetical lectures,

such as worship, receiving the Sacrament and works of mercy. Indeed in this

lecture he emphasised even more strongly his conviction of keeping Sunday holy

by giving examples of some of the various councils which had upheld the

prohibition of work, apart from works of mercy, on Sunday.
33

When the Book Of Sports was issued in 1618, Andrewes never supported it,

nor for that matter did he verbally speak against it, although his visitation

articles said much. For instance in hit 1619 articles he enquired whether

Andrewes, Vol. 2, p. 227, Vol. 11, p. 84; K. L. Parker, The English
Sabbath (Cambridge, 1988), p. 99.

33 
Latbeth, p. 160; ApoS. Sacra, pp. 137 - 141. On the observance of

Sunday Andrewes agreed with Perkins. The latter had also taught that we "rest
from labour", but that rest must be sanctified. He too recommended that works
of mercy. Perkins, pp. vol. 1, pp. 46 - 8.
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parishioners "profane, violate, or misspend the Sabbath, or Holy Day, ... by

offensive conversation, or worldly labour", or "opened their shops, exercised

their trade, using any gaming, been in any tavern or alehouse, or otherwise

ill employed". Churchwardens and Side-men were asked whether during Divine

Service they "usually walk out of the church, and see who are abroad in any

alehouse or elsewhere absent or evil employed." Within the diocese of

Winchester when Andrewes was bishop, there were presentments even for those

who had attended Evening Prayer and then worked. For example, a John Hide was

presented on the grounds that "he did on Sunday after evening prayer bind up

some sheaves of corn like to perish."34

Knappen is right when she stated that Andrewes' teaching on the strict

observance of Sunday was an embarrassment to some Sacramentalists in the

1630's such as Francis White. He had had been appointed by Charles J. to write

a treatise on the observance of the Lord's Day to support the Declaration of

Sports which allowed recreation after Evensong, and against the strict

sabbatarianism kept by the Puritans. 35 Yet Andrewes was not the only

Sacramentalist who demanded the sanctity of Sunday. When Hooker wrote book

five of Ecclesiastical Polity in 1597, he confirmed what Andrewes had been

teaching for more than a decade on the moral obligation of keeping Sunday.

Like Andrewes he declared that its keeping was in accordance with "the very

law of nature itself, which all men confess to be God's law, requireth in

general no less the sanctification of times, than of places, persons, and

things unto God's honour." Thus "the moral law" requires "a seventh part" to

be "employed" in "the same proportion" for the new creation in Christ as was

given to the old. A generation later Cosin followed Andrewes teaching on the

strict observance of Sunday as a day of rest to worship God.36

Knappen also drew attention to the similarities between Andrewes'

teaching on the Sabbath with that of Bownde and his step-father, Greenham.

From Fuller we know that Andrewes and Greenham were well acquainted with one

Andrewes, Vol. 11, pp. 119, 121, 123; Welsby, p. 117. Overall's
visitation articles for 1619 expressed similar enquiries. Fincham, p. 165.

The dedication of White's treatise stated "that such a treatise
should be set forth, to prevent further mischief and to settle his good
subjects, who have long been distracted about the sabbath question." F.
White, A Treatise of the Sabbath Day (London, 1635), epistle dedicatory;
Knappen, p. 104.

36 
Hooker, Vol. 2, p. 390 (5:1xx.9); Cosin, Vol. 1, pp. 153 - 189.
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3.7

another.	 Welsby suggested that neither Greenham nor Bownde had "a

theological turn of mind", and so as Knappen concluded they based their

respective writings on the Sabbath on Andrewes' teaching.
m
 Thus it was really

Andrewes "who formulated Puritan doctrine" on sabbatarianism.

Andrewes' association with Bownde and Greenham led to Knappen's second

point, Andrewes' contact with other prominent Puritans. Knappen particularly

drew attention to his sharing exercises with Chaderton, Knewstub and

Culverwell. The evidence for this was based on an extract from Samuel Clarke's

Lives of Thirty-Two Bhglish Divines, published in 1670. Clarke himself was a

non-conformist who was ousted from lectureships in Coventry and Warwick in the

1630's, and was one of the clergy ejected from the national Church in 1662.

In his Lives he praised those who were "non-conformists" including Carter who

is the source of Andrewes' attendance at these exercises as he also attended

them. Carter's non-conformity caused him to be "troubled by the Bishops", and

eventually this led to his dismissal from his parish of Bramford in 1615."

If Clarke is accurate in stating that Andrewes met with these PUritans

the question arises why Andrewes preferred to study the Scriptures with them

rather than, for example, Perne or Baro who were definitely not Puritans. Yet

it is interesting to note that when Clarke described the method of studying

the Scriptures it was in similar terms to what Andrewes taught on "the true

sense of the Scriptures" in his catechetical lectures, and so it is probable

that Clarke used Andrewes as his source: I His comments also have to be

considered against those of another conteMporary account of Andrewes' contact

with these Puritans. This appeared in Aubrey's Brief Lives written after the

Restoration. Aubrey who was a moderate Royalist during the Civil war intimated

that the "Puritan faction ... had a great mind to draw in this learned young

man, whom if they could make theirs, they knew would be a great honour to

them." Aubrey's schoolmaster was Dr. Sutton who was a fellow pupil with

Andrewes at the Merchant- Tailors' Free school, and so it is reasonable to

T. Fuller, Church History of Britain, 3 vols (London, 1837), Vol. 3,
p. 132.

These were The Doctrine of the Sabbath by Bownde, and A Treatise of
the Sabbath Day-by Greenham.

39
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suppose that he was the source of such information. This raises the question

that Andrewes could have attended these exercises on invitation, and he

accepted through his great admiration for the Scriptures, and an opportunity

to study them seriously. One of his main grievances throughout his life was

the misusing and misinterpreting of the bible, illustrated a few years later

in that scathing sermon entitled Of Imaginations in which he complained of

those who gave to Scripture meanings which were "never meant", and suggested

they do as he did and turn to the Fathers who made "sureties" against "strange

senses to places of Scriptures.
02

From Aubrey there is also another revealing anecdote describing how

Andrewes came to find these Puritans playing bowls in Emmanuel College after

he had opened "the private dore to the bowling green" with a key given to him

by a friend. Here he saw these "zealous preachers with their gownes off

earnest at play" and thus violating the Sabbath, the very thing against which

they preached. They in turn were surprised "to see the entry of one that was
43

not of the brotherhood."

There are also other comments from contemporaries which help to throw

some more light on Andrewes' religious views in the later 1580's. One is from

a divine and poet who in the next decade was converted to Roman Catholicism,

and the other from a Roman Catholic priest imprisoned at Wisbech. The former

was William Alabaster who observed that "Andrewes's opinions were made up of

a Certaine mixture of all sides of religions, which by their novelty now in

England do begin to please againe especially such men as have some affection

to the Catholique faith."" The latter was William Weston who after reflecting

on "a discussion with Dr. Andrewes" some twenty years later commented that

"this doctor ... was one of those Puritans who allow some form of confession,

and his frame of mind, as some held, was not altogether opposed to the

Catholic faith." That discussion took place in 1587, just after Huntingdon had

appointed Andrewes as his chaplain, and just prior to Walsingham's intent to

42
Andrewes, Vol. 5, p. 57; Vol. 6, pp. 58 - 9; Brief Lives, Vol. 1, p.

29.

43
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make him Reader of Controversies in Cambridge.
45
 It would seem that one of the

reasons for seeking the services of Andrewes was to strengthen the Protestant

cause against the Papists."

This led to Knappen's third point about Andrewes' early patronage by

these two powerful Puritans. Walsingham, Elizabeth's Secretary, lived in the

same parish as Andrewes' family and no doubt knew of the young Andrewes' great

gift for learning and his outstanding talents while at the Merchant-Tailors'

Free school. Therefore it could be, as Knappen indicated, that it was

Walsingham who nominated Andrewes for one of the newly founded Greek

scholarships by Dr. Thomas Watts to Pembroke. Yet Buckeridge and Isaacson

declared that Andrewes won his scholarship purely on academic grounds as "an

excellent Grecian and Hebrician" scholar. However as Watts was also a patron

of Walsingham it could be that the latter recommended the young Andrewes.

Either way it is certain that Walsingham contributed generously to Andrewes'

education which the latter acknowledged in a letter written in 1589. What

had been Walsingham's motive for his patronage? Simply to advance the career

of a brilliant student? This would have been partly the reason, but

undoubtedly it would also have been in the hope that such a gifted scholar

would support the Puritan cause, and to take a strong stand against Roman

Catholics. Huntingdon too probably saw Andrewes in a similar light and often

had him preach to, and in conference with recusants.

In his thesis for his doctorate of divinity, De Decimis, written in

c.1587, Andrewes took a definite anti-Reformed stand. "I shall make bold to

plead for Tithes." Thus he took the traditional view that the clergy by divine

right were entitled to receive their tithes. To support his argument he

appealed to antiquity to show that it had existed since the time of Abraham

and Melchizedek, and in the early Church it was sanctioned by the council of

Chalcedon. It was especially commended by the Fathers such as Augustine,

Ambrose, Jerome and Chrysostom, while in England, Theodore with his reforms

in the years 670 - 73 enforced it. Andrewes also appealed to reason as

another argument for tithing, when he suggested that it was only just that the

45 
Weston, p. 129; Andrewes, Vol. 5, p. 290.

46 
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laity should pay for the ministry they receive from the clergy. He thus

rejected the teaching of the Reformers who transferred tithing to the civil

authorities, who in turn paid the clergy a stipend. This Andrewes believed

would Make the clergy's ministry mean very little to their people, and so he

was highly critical of this reformed attitude and commented that these "new

Writers", such as "Calvin, Martyr, Bucer go another way" and "do not apply

themselves home, and strongly to the cause." Andrewes also indicated the many

problems which had arisen in those churches where a stipend replaced

tithing.
os

As many laity, whom he labelled "devourers of Church-Revenues", wanted

to deprive the clergy altogether of tithes, this thesis also had a strong

clerical emphasis, evident in his conclusion:

Two Patriarchs, as many Prophets, CHRIST, his Apostles, the Whole
Church, Fathers, Councils, History, both Laws (Civil and Canon) Reason,
the [imperfect] pieces and fragments of the Heathen, and finally,
Experience it self, have brought in their evidence for Tithes. Which if
they seem to you to deserve your vote and suffrage, and to have spoken
home and good Reason, be you, if you please, with me, of the same mind
and judgment

49
That Tithes ought not to be ABROGATED.

Such a thesis would hardly recommend itself to Puritans as evident when Dr.

Preston, the Vice-Chancellor, "denied his grace of Doctor of Divinity in the

first congregation" when Andrewes presented it c.1589.5G

So what does all this say about Andrewes' early religious views? I

suggest that Andrewes formed his own opinions and made his own conclusions in

whatever situation he found himself, but always in line with the Patristics.

As will be evident in the chapter on Doctrine he loathed doctrine to be made

a matter of controversy, and therefore he avoided, if at all possible, any

discussion on it. As he remarked in 1595 in connection with the Lambeth

Articles, it was the first time in his sixteen years of ministry he had

publicly commented on doctrine. It is obvious that he shared similar views

with the Puritans over the Lord's day, and a love of Scripture, but he parted

company with them over the authority of it for everything. It is also clear

that his sacramental and ecclesial teachings were quite distinct from

48 
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Chaderton and other Puritans in Cambridge. It seems hardly possible to put

Andrewes into the same category as Chaderton who,when he became the first

master of Emmanuel in 1584, celebrated the Holy Communion according to the

college's own form of service, and received the Sacrament sitting. 51 Andrewes'

lecture on the second Commandment certainly illustrated this. If he did have

any romance with Puritanism, and if the anecdote of the bowls incident has

some truth in it, it would have ended any sympathy he had for Puritanism as

hypocrisy was one of those sins he detested. Perhaps his life long preaching

against it was rooted in that bowling green at Emmanuel college!

Tempering too his studies and duties in Cambridge was his love of

nature. Isaacson tells us that in his post-graduate years he walked from

Cambridge to his home in London, for his annual holidays at Easter, that time

of the year when nature is exploding with new life and colour. That Andrewes

observed the re-awakening of the natural world in minute detail is all too

obvious in his sermons. His biographer also informs us of his sensitive

observations of "the grass, herbs, corn, trees, cattle, earth, waters,

heavens, any of the creatures"; and of his contemplations of "their natures,

orders, qualities virtues, uses, &c." For him this was his "greatest mirth,

content and recreation that could be, and this he held till his dying day."

Hacket recalled in later life the long walks that he and other students took

with Andrewes, when amongst other things this divine would draw their
52

attention to the wonder and loveliness of nature.

His Genesis lectures beginning in 1590 revealed this admiration and

appreciation of the aesthetic and sensuous in the cosmos. It was this response

to the beauty and orderliness of the cosmos that he imitated in his worship.

This would have set him even further apart from his Puritan brethren. It is

therefore unlikely that Andrewes ever was a Puritan, and by the time he

replied to Walsingham in 1589 when the latter intended to make him Reader of

Controversies, Andrewes knew exactly what his position was. It was not for the

Puritan cause. Those years of learning, especially in the Patristics, had

taught him that their teaching was the way to follow, his conscience would not

allow him to do otherwise. It was that Catholic faith taught by the early

Fathers that Andrewes held as the model, not only for himself, but for all

J. B. Mullinger, The University of Cambridge, 3 vols (Cambridge,
1884), Vol. 2, pp. 313 - 4.
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Christians, and so he spent a life-time appealing to fellow Christians to

follow it. This "was a sure way to heaven".
53

Those catechetical lectures also revealed Andrewes' gift for teaching,

and therefore it is pot surprising that these lectures attracted a wide

audience. Isaacsbn described how people came "not only out of other colleges

in the University but divers also out of the country, did duly resort unto the

college chapel".
54
 Writing just prior to the outbreak of Civil War in 1642,

the editor of The Morall Law Expounded stated:

In those dayes he was scarce reputed a pretender to learning and piety
then in Cambridge who made not himselfe a disciple of Mr. Andrewes by
diligent resorting to his Lectures, nor he upretender to the study of
Divinity, who did not transcribe his notes.

Shortly after his catechetical lectures, he was probably delivering the

seven sermons on the Temptation and the nineteen on the Lord's Prayer within

his college and/or his parish church of Cripplegate. Both series of sermons

showed that Andrewes was countering the Calvinist teaching on predestination,

assurance and grace. Another way he counteraCted Calvinism was by constantly

searching out "the hopeful young men [who] were in the University" to guide

them in their studies."

1589 was a turning pOint in Andrewes' life as he assumed authoritative
57

positions. He became Master of his college, a prebendary at St. Paul's

Cathedral and vicar of an important London parish, St. Giles, Cripplegate.

These positions he owed to Walsingham. It was after Andrewes' appointment to

Pembroke that the college was bequeathed most of the library of William Smart

of Ipswich. This collection consisted mainly of pre-Reformation manuscripts

from the abbey of Bury St. Edmunds. Obviously Smart also saw that Andrewes
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"was a man with the breadth of vision to take it into safe keeping", and to
58

encourage students to use it.

In the early 1590's Andrewes was appointed one of the clergy to visit

separatists in prison. Those with whom Andrewes conversed were Udall, Barrow

and Greenwood, and although several sessions were held, Andrewes was not able

to change their way of thinking. An account of his meeting with Udall, given

by the prisoner, revealed that Andrewes was patient and helpful, and that

Udall appreciated the time he spent with Andrewes, even though he could not
59

sign the submission form. However Andrewes' meetings with Barrow and

Greenwood had a different atmosphere, and proved to be frustrating to both

sides over such discussions as the authority of Scripture, and the nature of

the true church. It was obvious that Andrewes tired of the dead-end arguments

over these. It also revealed that he was insensitive to their conditions when

he told Barrow "for close imprisonment you are the most happie". He may have

preferred the eremetic life for himself, but that was quite different from

close Confinement." Moreover the repugnance and acrimony that Andrewes felt

towards such separatists were manifested in a Lenten sermon preached on the

eve of the first date of their execution when he compared the separatists with

Judas' reaction to Mary Magdalene's lavish anointing of Christ.

But Judas grew enraged and fell from evil to worse, ... even to this
dangerous resolution, vendere nardum, or, if not, vendere Christum, and
to subvert Him That he might not spoil. For all the world, as some in
our time that sought help of authority, while they had hope that way to
prevail; but when that came not, since begin ta hold they will and may
do it without stay for autlprity, and seek to subvert the state they
cannot form to their fancy.

One of the reasons for separatists being imprisoned was because they

refused to take the ex officio oath. This forced them to take the oath to

answer questions truthfully before knowing what the actual charges were.

Whitgift the initiator of this oath had Andrewes, as one of his chaplains,

read a Theological Determination upon the lawfulness of this oath in the

Andrewes, Vol. 11, pp. xxxvi; Blatchly, p.4.

59
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Divinity School at Cambridge in 1591. In this paper Andrewes argued that as

the authority of magistrates extended over the soul as well as the body, it

was lawful for the ruler to insist that his subjects take the oath providing

it fulfilled three conditions. Firstly "that it requires the speaking of

nothing but the truth"; secondly, "that questions are about such things as

fall, within the person's knowledge"; and thirdly, "that deliberation rather

than haste marks it procedure."

Andrewes in characteristic form pointed out that the taking of an oath

was rooted in antiquity. For example Abraham had made his servant take an

oath, and Jacob before his death had made Joseph do likewise. He argued that

if oaths were taken for less weighty matters, how more important it was to

take them for weightier ones such as defending the Church and State against

the dangers of non-conformity to the Prayer Book and disobedience to the

bishops. Both Church and State were right in wanting to root out the guilty

even if this meant going to extraordinary means to do so, just as Joshua had

done to expose Achan. A year later in his London parish church he preached on

the lawfulness of swearing. This was not only directed against the Anabaptists

who held that all swearing was unlawful, but also against those who refused
62

to take the ex officio oath.

The year 1593 saw for the first time legislation directed against the

separatists as well as Papists. Accordingly all those who were "present at any

unlawful assemblies, conventicles or meetings under pretence of any exercise

of religion, contrary to her Majesty's said laws and statutes" were liable to

fines or imprisonment. The act made it very clear that every "person ... of

sixteen years" and over had to attend his parish church for Divine Service

according to the Book of Common Prayer. In that same year Andrewes addressed

the clergy assembled for Convocation at St. Paul's Cathedral when he

admonished them for their nonconformity and laxity. He reminded the bishops

that they "are the guardians of this wounded church" so use "the whip of

Christ and the keys of Peter" on your visitations against the "iresome and

odious preachers". It is possible that Andrewes was preaching under

instruction as what he said was not unlike what Elizabeth had said to her

bishops many times. For example, before the House of Lords in the 1584 - 5

parliament she had criticized them for their carelessness in ordaining men who

are of "lewd life and corrupt behaviour", and not "worthy to come into any

62
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honest company". She also admonished them by permitting "many ministers to

preach what they list and to minister the sacraments according to their own

fancies, some one way, some another to the breach af unity." She also informed

them, "I wish such men to be brought to conformity and unity."

The 1590's also saw Andrewes spending more time in St. Giles and St.

Paul's Cathedral. The number and diversity of parishioners of St. Giles

increased considerably during the latter part of Elizabeth's reign. As well

as gentry seleCting Cripplegate for their London residence, there were also

artists and traders who resided there. And the parish had its poor and

destitute Which explains why Andrewes constantly appealed to the affluent to

do their Christian duty and care for them."

St. Paul's Cathedral also had a mixed congregation. In some ways the

cathedral itself was a den of iniquity, and despite Elizabeth's proclamation

in 1561, "the nave continued to be the resort of hawkers and riff raff of

buyers and sellers, of knaves and thieves." Bancroft's visitation in 1597

revealed this, as even in "the time of service", the church was "made a

warehouse". Having to minister in such an environment illustrates why so many

of Andrewes' sermons complained of those interested in filling their own

pockets, and his redress of this by teaching that man has spiritual needs as

well as the material. Attached to the prebend of St. Pancras was the office

of confessor. Harington noted that although this office was abused "in time

of Popery" it was "of late ... too much forgotten and neglected" until

Andrewes revived it. Accordingly, "especially in Lent time" he would "walk

duly at certain hours, in one of the Iles of the Church, that if any came to

him for spirituall advice and comfort, as some did, though not many, he might

impart it to them." Harington added that "this custom [was] ... agreeable to

Scripture and Fathers, expressed and required in sort in the Communion Book,

not repugning the 39 Articles," though some saw it as Popery."

Prothero, pp. 89 - 92; Andrewes, Vol. 10, p. 40; trans. in Russell, p.
44; Neale, Vol. 2, p. 70.
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In a recent paper given by James Saunders, he suggested that the prime

function of the cathedrals in Elizabeth's time was to educate. If this were

so, then Andrewes, in giving his Genesis lectures at St. Paul's would have

fulfilled this. In the academic years of 1590 and 1591 he gave his thrice

weekly lectures. Then there is a break of six years when the lectures resume

for the next two academic years but now given at St. Giles. These lectures are

significant as they instructed students on the essential teachings of the

Catholic faith, beginning with the Trinitarian God creating heaven and earth

out of chaos and concluding with the beginning of "ecclesiastical worship in

the Church" by Enoch and his family. These sermons also disclosed how subtly

Andrewes probed the sins of his time such as disorder, disharmony, disunity,

dissension, and disobedience. Roughly covering the same period of the Genesis

lectures at St. Giles, that is, from 1598 - 1600, Andrewes also gave twenty-

five lectures in his parish church "upon severall choice text from both the

Old and New Testaments".
66

The mid 1590's saw the eruption of the doctrinal debate over the nature

of grace, election and assurance in Cambridge between Calvinists and Reformed

Catholics. The outcome were the Lambeth Articles which are discussed in the

chapter on Doctrine. Suffice to say that it was the first time in the

Elizabethan Church that two opposing doctrinal opinions were so hotly debated.

By commenting publicly on the articles, Andrewes showed his support for

Sacramentalists. One of them was Peter Baro who personally approached Andrewes

to present his cause to Whitgift as he believed that he had not taught

anything contrary to the Church's teaching. He specially asked Andrewes'

assistance in the restraining of Perkins' preaching which had attacked

Overall's sermon to his parishioners in Epping on the universality of

redemption and grace.
67

Andrewes had a long connection with the Court which began when he was

appointed a chaplain to Elizabeth in 1586. At the Chapel Royal he held various

positions which culminated with his appointment as Dean in 1618. In 1601

Elizabeth appointed him Dean of Westminster Abbey, some four years after his
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appointment as a prebendary there.
68
 As Dean he had a close association with

the school and spent many hours teaching students Hebrew and Greek as well as

instructing them in religion. His ' catechetical lectures emphasised the

importance of attending religious instruction as this was not like "homilies

or sermons, for of them if we misse one, we may redeem it by another, but if

we misse this exercise there will be a chasme." The contents of these lectures

again reflected Andrewes' response to various Calvinist teachings as they

included the sacrifical and sacerdotal aspects of Christ's ministry as well

as emphasising that love and mercy are the chief attributes of God.
69

When James 1 succeeded Elizabeth he gave Andrewes "the preference to all

other divines as a preacher, but likewise made choice of him to vindicate his

sovereignty against the virulent pen of his enemies." Initially it was his

"learning King James admired above all his Chaplains", but over the years he

responded to his sacramental teaching. It is also apparent from contemporary

correspondence that James deliberately chose Andrewes as the preacher for

major feasts as evident in Thomas Lake's letter to Winwood in April 1617. The

King, "desirous to preserve all rites and ceremonies of the English Church

during Easter, wishes Andrewes to preach before him." 7° From letters of

contemporaries, we also know there were others who eagerly looked forward to

his sermons, one of whom was Chamberlain, a friend of Andrewes in his

undegraduate years at Cambridge. In his correspondence to Dudley Carleton, a

student of Andrewes at Westminster, Chamberlain conveyed not only his own

appreciation of Andrewes' preaching but that also of James and courtiers. For

example commenting on Ash Wednesday, 16'20 Chamberlain stated "there was the

greatest throng that ever I saw at a sermon" when "the Bishop of Winchester

68
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began Lent with an excellent sermon." The demand for reflection on his sermons

was such that James had his own printer publish some of them. Chamberlain also

highlighted this enthusiasm when he wrote to Carleton about the Nativity

sermon for 1609. "I hope we have his sermon upon Galatians 4.4. preached on

Christmas day last [1609] with great applause, the king with much importunitie

had the copie delivered him on Tuesday last before going towards Royston and

sayes he will lay it still under his pillow.""

Another who was full of praises for Andrewes was the scholar Sir John

Harington. He noted that "the course of his studies was not, as most mens are

in these time, to get a litle superficial sight in Divinity by reading two or

three of the new writers, and straight take orders and up into the pulpit. Dr.

Andrewes gathered before he did spend, reading both new Writers and old

Writers, and not as tasting them, but as digesting them, and finding according

to our Saviours saying." Twice in his Epigrams Harington praised him for his

genuine learning. Yet it wat not his preaching that he saw as the most

important aspect of Andrewes' ministry but the quality of his Christian

living. So numerous were his virtues that those "that are not seen in him, are

more and greater then those that are seen." '" Both Chamberlain and Harington

when praising Andrewes' preaching also highlighted "his reverent speaking of

the highest mystery of our faith and heavenly food, the Lord's Supper." This

is not really surprising for the majority of Andrewes' sermons referred to the

receiving of the Sacrament as being the most intimate moment in a Christian's

life. Obviously Andrews had communicated this to both Harington and

Chamberlain."

Writers and poets too were influenced by Andrewes such as John Lily and

Thomas Nash. The latter was noted for his satirical and controversial

writings, some of which had been against the Martin Mar-Prelate tracts. In his

"Have with you to Saffron Walden", written in 1596, whilst Andrewes was at St.

Paul's Cathedral, he depicted this divine's preaching as "powerfull ... like

Paul out of his chaire; and his Church another Pantheon, or Templum omnium

deorum, the absolutest Oracle of all sound Devinitie heere amongst us; hee

Chamberlain, Vol. 1, p. 295, Vol. 2, p. 293. There is a similar
entrance about the sermon for Easter-day 1620. ibid., Vol. 2, p. 309.
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mixing the two severall properties of an Orator and a Poet both in one, which

is not onely to persuade but to win admiration." He confessed he came to

admire this divine firstly on the commendation of the poet John Lily, and then

from Andrewes' "own desert". How "little and little I was drawne on to bee an

Auditor of his: since when, whensoeVer I heard him, I thought it was but hard

and scant allowance that giv'n him, in comparison of the incomparable gifts

that were in him."
74

It was not only in preaching that Andrewes touched the lives of many but

also in worship. In his own chapel, similar to the Chapel Royal, the altar

placed at the east end was the focal point with its beautiful plate and

frontal. Those who worshipped in these chapels experienced the Liturgy in the

beauty of holiness. As Collinson commented, here the Sacrament was always

celebrated more frequently and was never afflicted by that "severe visual

anorexia" which prevailed mostly elsewhere- 75 A similar tone no doubt was set
76

in the chapel of Pembroke, at Westminster Abbey, and St. Giles.

One layman to be influenced by Andrewes' style of worship was Robert

Cecil. Like his father he served Elizabeth, was Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge

university, High Steward of Westminster Abbey and Secretary Of State under

James 1. 77 Pauline Croft has suggested that Cecil had direct contact with

Andrewes for the very first time in 1600, when he preached a sermon on

auricular confession. However as Andrewes was a prebendary at Westminster

Abbey when Cecil followed his father as High Steward the relationship probably

can be dated from at least 1598. It would seem that they established a close

bond for in 1605 they both "spent hours together attending the dying Earl of

Cumberland" to whom Andrewes administered his Viaticum. Cecil wrote very
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movingly to James 1 of the dying Cumberland who "made to Mr. Dr. Andrews a

religious and penitent confession in a faith constantly and clearly condemning

all Popish and corrupt opinions. He hath received the communion, forgiven all

the world lovingly, and discreetly reconciled all dryness between him and my

Lady." 
78

Cecil had been reared in the Calvinist tradition but as he responded to

the sacramental preaching and example of Andrewes and through his associations

with his chaplains, Neile, Harsnett, Montaigne, Meredith and Bowle he

gradually adopted a mote sacramental outlook. Croft has traced this change,

but perhaps does not go far enough in regards to Andrewes' influence. The

outward sign of this change was manifested in his construction of the chapel

at Hatfield House. In an age which had seen so much iconoclasm, Cecil built

this ornate chapel to reflect his sacramental belief in his later years. For

him the Sacrament had become not "a bare sign or signification of Christ's

death", but "it is really and truly his body and blood, to all purposes of

spiritual nourishment-" At Court, he would have heard Andrewes preach many

times on this theme, and probably ha was present at Christmas 1605 when

Andrewes concluded his sermon with the oneness of the crib and altar, and the

oneness of Christ and us:

This day Verbum caro factum est, ... But specially in His flesh as this
day giveth it, as this day would have us. Now the bread which we break,
is it not the partaking of the body, of the flesh, of Jesus Christ?' It
is surely, and,by it and by nothing more are we made partakers of this
blessed union.

Cecil's sacramental expression of faith, was also reflected in his own

piety, not dissimilar to that of Andrewes. With his intense devotion to the

crucified Saviour some of Andrewes' prayers began with "0 sweet Saviour".

Similar devotion was expressed in Cecil's death-bed prayers, one of which was

"Oh Lord Jesus, nowe, sweete Jesus! 0 Jesus, nowe, 0 Jesus, lett me come unto

Thee! My auditt is made, let me come nowe, 0 Jesus, in the strength of my

understanding." tecil's emphasis on meeting his sweet Saviour had overtones

of death-bed prayers in medieval days as illustrated by this one. "0 glorious

Jesu, o moost swetest Jesus, I praye the ... that I may se and receyue thy

holy body God man Savyour of al mankynde." At the very last Cecil received
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80
the Viaticum.

It can also be argued that James l's religion changed from rigid

Calvinism to being more sacramental. The dedicatory in his Meditation on the

Lord's Prayer in 1619 certainly reflected this. In his text James made many

critical remarks about the Puritans which were not dissimilar to what Andrewes

had said in his sermon Of Imaginations. Accordingly the king censured those

who dismissed set prayers, condemned ceremonies, tried to change the episcopal

government, and who are "Jacke-fellowlike with Christ at the Lords table". He

added they "will have us hunt for hearing of sermons, without ceasing, but as

little prayer as yee will, turning the commandment of the Apostle from Pray

continually to Preach continually." In regards to church government he

declared that "our Puritans are adverse to the government of Bishops, calling

it an Anti-christian government", whilst they "quarrell with all the

Ceremonies of our Church, that agree not with their taste, because the Church

of Rome doth use them who (they say) have polluted them." James also

recommended sacramental confession to "a godly discreete Church-man". "With

all my heart I wishe it were more in custome amongst us then it is, as a thing

of excellent use, especially for preparing men to receive the Sacrament

worthily." Undoubtedly this work reflected the change in James over the years,

which, I believe, was due mostly to Andrewes. It was this divine whom James

summoned to attend him on his death bed but Andrewes was too ill to do so.
81

Living a generation later the layman, John Evelyn of Wotton, manifested

his indebtness to Andrewes. Part of his life spanned the Interregnum when it

was difficult for a Reformed Catholic to receive the Sacrament regularly. When

he did, like Andrewes, it was a most precious moment. "For 'tis certaine, that

the most precious moments of our Lives are those, which Immediately Preceede

or SucCeede the participation, of the Holy Eucharist. For before, ... we

strive to fit and prepare ourselves, to Receive our Lord, and afterwards, to

keepe possession of him." More often than not, Evelyn was forced to make a

spiritual communion, and so he compiled his own "Mental Communion" service.82
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Then there are the casual comments that were made in correspondence

about Andrewes not long after the Restoration. For example Thomas Lany, vicar

of Laxfield, SuffOlk (a relation of Benjamin Laney, Master of Pembroke in the

1030's and A prominent Sacramentalist in Cambridge in the 1630's), writing to

his cousin Mrs. Anne de Grey of Bury St. Edmunds informed her that she "will

find nothing so good in Dr. Sanderson" that she has not already found in

Bishop Andrews "whose sermons ... will outlast all others"."

It is also clear from various correspondence that Andrewes was valued

as a mediator, reconciler and confessor. Lady Monson had written to the Lord

Commissioners for her husband to meet with Andrewes, as she thought he "will

freely unburden his conscience" to him. Likewise Lord Cobham who was found

guilty of treason in late 1603 also desired Andrewes to hear his confession.

The wife of John Hopkinson, a Papist and linguist (like Andrewes he was fluent

in Hebrew, Greek, Syriac, and Chaldee), had written to Walsingham for clemency

on the grounds that her husband had been induced by Papists to go oveneas

without the required licence. In pleading her case she had obtained a

certificate signed by Andrewes and parishioners of St. Giles' to certify that

her husband resided in the parish and was highly respected. Sir Simon Weston

had also sought Andrewes' intervention in regards to the estate of his sister,

the widow of the late bishop of Salisbury.
84

During his episcopal ministry which began with his appointment as bishop

of Chichester in 1605, Andrewes became a member of the House of Lords, and ten

years later was appointed a Privy Councillor. Over those years he served on

various committees, enquiries and boards. For instance he was appointed one

of the first governors of the Charterhouse founded by Thomas Sutton in 1611."

He served on various commissions, one of which inquired into the hunting

accident of Archbishop Abbot. It is said that members of the commission were

marginal markings. These were the fourth edition (1641) of the Ninety-six
Sermons (Eve. b. 50) and the first edition (1650) of The Pattern of
Catechistical Doctrine At Large (Eve. b. 26).
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equally divided, but Andrewes by "siding with the four lawyers" against the
86

other five bishops enabled a favourable verdict for the archbishop.

Some of the students who attended Westminster school while Andrewes was

Dean of the Abbey also acknowledged their indebtness to him. These included

George Herbert, John Hacket, Dudley Carleton, Brian Duppa, David Stokes,

Godfrey Goodman and William Beale. Years later John Hacket would write of

Andrewes as "the first who planted me in my tender Studies and water'd them

continually with his Bounty". He was "the most Apostolical and Primitive-like

Divine that wore a Rochet in his Age; in my opinion the most Devout that ever

I saw when he appeared before God; of such a Growth in all kind of Learning."

He was "full of Alms and Charity; of which none knew but his Father in secret:

A certain Patron to Scholars of Fame and Ability, and chiefly to those that

never expected it. This is that Andrews, the Ointment of whose Name is sweeter

than all Spices." Who could not come "near the Shrine of such a Saint and not
offer up a few Grains of Glory upon it? Or how durst I omit it?""

As Hacket's own biographer, Thomas Plume, wrote, Hacket "ever revered

this great person in loco paren turn, often retired to him for advice in his

studies, and even and honoured him as S. Cyprian did Tertullian, tanguam

magistrum." Plume related how Andrewes sent Hacket "commendations and counsel,

and money to buy books, sometimes ten pieces at a time" when he was at Trinity

College, Cambridge. So it is not surprising that Hacket modelled his adult

life on that of Andrewes in which he spent the mornings in prayer and study,

and in the course of the day observed the canonical hours. He also was a

tireless preacher, and like Andrewes "was an enemy to all separation from the

Chutch of England of whatsoever faction or sect." In his years as bishop of

Lichfield he spent Sundays travelling to one of his parishes where after "the

full service" he would preach. In doing so, he constantly remembered those

"words of Bishop Andrewes, who was wont to institute all his Ministers in

curam meam et tuam, and therefore thought he must no more hide his talent in

a rochet, than they might theirs under a cassock." Much of his preaching was

reminiscent of his old master too. Mitchell noted that "a certain

colloquialism and homeliness which had given life and point to much of

Andrewes' preaching reappeared also in Hacket." When he was appointed bishop
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of Lichfield at the Restoration, his very first task was to rebuild his

cathedral. This he accomplished in eight years, and in a magnificent

consecration service on Christmas Eve 1669, similar to Andrewes', dedicated

the cathedral once again to the glory of God."

Another account of Andrewes' tremendous influence and tribute came from

David Stokes. Shortly after the Restoration he published a booklet called An

Appendix to the Directions for Private Devotions and Retirement, which was

attached to his own work Verus Christianus. The appendix was an anthology of

Andrewes' private devotions, with a special emphasis on his eucharistic,

penitential, intercessory and evening prayers. He believed Andrewes' pattern

of prayer life was worth imitating as "in the midst of his great and publick

employment", he shut himself away "every day in some Private Holy

Retiredness". One could only become a better Christian, Stokes suggested, by

"observing the light of his Candle, and tredding in the footsteps of his

blessed and holy wayes." Another reason for this publication was to express

his own "thankfulness" for what he had received from that "extraordinary

remarkable Person", a "walking Library and Miracle of Learning and Goodness."

He was indeed "the chiefest Guide, and encourager of my Studies and put me

into the happiest Method, and order of them.""

He especially commended his evening devotions.

I wish all may use them with his Spirit: and remember that like the
winding up again of the Clock, such is the necessary Recollection of
ourselves at night, after the disturbance and discomposing of ourselves
in the day time, by the ordinary etployment and duties of our Calling
and our occasional Commerce with other men.

By following Andrewes' pattern we "reflect upon our sinnes of the day"; "the

hazard of the night against which we have need to be armed by our prayers";

"the blessing and praising of God for his former works of mercy and

providence; and the confidence which we have in his custody of us this night

and for ever."
90

From his correspondence, especially with Chamberlain, we know that
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Dudley Carleton, sometime ambassador in Venice and at The Hague, held Andrewes

in high regard. In one letter he wrote, "You cannot do me a greater pleasure

than to continue me in my lords of El 'ey's remembrance to whom I should most

gladly perform all possible service." He even chided Chamberlain for not

appreciating the kindness that Andrewes bestowed upon him. When Carleton was

at The Hague, the Synod of Dort was held in 1618 during which he kept Andrewes

informed of its proceedings. Beforehand when Grotius was desperately trying

to enlist thit divine's support, Carleton, who had no love for the

Remonstrants, wrote to Chamberlain, "I should be sorry they should shroud

their brainsick humors and pernicious designs under the authority of so

learned and reverend a person", meaning of course Andrewes."

Another student who was indebted to Andrewes was Godfrey Goodman,

younger brother of the previous Dean of Westminster, who became bishop of

Gloucester. Unlike his mentor, in his later life, he concludedthat it was not

"possible to be a Catholic in the English Church." Perhaps if Andrewes had

still been Alive he might not have converted to Roman Catholicism as he

admired and valued his judgment. Goodman alto believed that many others

admired this prelate, illustrated in his correspondence to Ussher in July,

1650. At a time when the latter was out of Ireland, and lodging in Lowick,

Goodman commented that he must miss his library. However he felt that the good

lady with whom he was staying would also possess a library, "and, I suppose,

amongst others Bishop Andrew's Sermons." He thus urged Ussher to

peruse that Sermon at Easter, upon this Text, 'If any man will be
contentious, we have no such custom', and then let me know whether any
man did ever speak more for Traditions than he doeth there for Customs,
both which words are the same in effect.

In Goodman's own writings, especially on the Incarnation, he had that same

"spirit of tender devotion" which was clearly seen in Andrewes' sermons."

Brian Duppa, was so appreciative of Andrewes' tuition and learning that his

own monument in Westminster Abbey made reference to his learning Hebrew from

this prelate. Andrewes' influence is also seen in A Guide for the Penitent

which Duppa wrote in 1665."
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During his life, Andrewes held influential positions, and therefore he

was able to fill those livings and preferments under his jurisdiction with

what he called "good and learned" men. This was clearly shown when he was Dean

of Westminster, during which time four stalls became vacant. With the possible

exception of Richard Hakluyt (an old boy of Westminster school), the other

appointees were definitely Sacramentalists. These were William Barlow, Adrian

de Saravia and Christopher Sutton, whose own published meditations on the

Sacrament mirrored Andrewes' teaching and devotions to it. When he was bishop

of Ely, Andrewes appointed Matthew Wren as his chaplain in 1614 and gave him

the living of Teversham in Cambridgeshire. Later on when Andrewes was bishop

of Winchester he appointed him as a prebendary to that cathedral in 1623. At

his trial some twenty years later Wren was accused of using "Superstitious and

Idolatrous Actions and Gestures in the Administration of the Lord's Supper,

[for] Consecrating the Bread, and Wine, standing at the West-side of the

Table, ... [for] Elevating the Bread and Wine" and for bowing afterwards. To

this charge Wren declared that he had learnt all his religious practices from

the teaching and example of that "learned and holy prelate, Bishop Andrews,

... under whom [he] ... was brought up from his Youth, and had depended upon

him more than forty Years." As a man "of high Account for his Piety, Knowledge

and great Learning", he knew what he was about."

Another appointment Andrewes made when bishop of Ely was to John Boys

who was given the second prebend at Ely; a prebend which was freely bestowed

"without any one moving him thereto." While there under the patronage of

Andrewes, Boys began Veteris Interpretis cum Beza Collatio, a comparison of

the Vulgate with modern translation 8 of Beza and others. At the time of

Andrewes' death he had completed this work as far as the end of Acts, but

without his mentor he felt unable to continue. This was not through any lack

of scholarship on Boys' part, but from a genuine admiration for his patron.

Andrewes' influence is also seen in his sermons and especially his eucharistic

teaching." Others who were given stalls at Ely were Jerome Beale who in 1619

was appointed Master of Pembroke through Andrewes' influence, and Samuel

Collins who had supported Andrewes in his controversy with Bellarmine and was

also Provost of King's College, Cambridge.
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William edwell, a great Arabic scholar owed much to Andrewes who not

only gave him the living of Tottenham in 1607 but also financed his Arabic

dictionary project. Bedwell's esteem and gratitude for this divine was

reflected in his dedication of his Johannine epistles to him, whilst at the

end of his epistle to the Colossians, probably written in 1604, he stated:

Many have promised, still more attempted, but hitherto noone has
actually made an Arabic dictionary. ... My Lord Andrewes alone performed
this strenuous undertaking under felicitous auspices, but more serious
pursuits, the magnitude of the labour and the lack of books retarded the
work he had begun.

He then related how by following "in his footsteps" he had "turned his labour

into a volume, a rough specimen" which he hoped soon to publish "in an

increased, more polished and perfected form." By the end of his life the

dictionary had reached nine volumes. Another outcome of this relationship was

Bedwell's intermediary role between Andrewes and Dutch Arminians when in

Holland for the printing of his works."

Andrewes' influence went well beyond the coastline of England. Carleton

writing from Venice in Lent 1613/4 disclosed

he is much reverenced by such learned men in these parts as dare read
his bogks, and in that point here are many give themselves more liberty
than in times past, which appears by some of these nObi1i who have been
heard this Lent using his arguments and disputing with their preachers
in their church doors.

The ambassador also disclosed that Andrewes corresponded with the Neopolitan

theologian Giovanni Marsilio in the early seventeenth century. Andrewes also

became the respected theologian and friend of Continental theologians such as

Isaac Casaubon, who himself was a lover of the Fathers and of great learning

and piety. Disenchanted with Calvinism, he came to England at the invitation

of James, perhaps on the recommendation of Andrewes in 1610. Through his

friendship with Andrewes and Overall, both of whom in Casaubon's eyes were

deserving of the title of theologian, he died happily embracing the Catholic

religion he sought. It was Andrewes, whom he begged to minister unto him in

his last hours on earth, and thus he received the Viaticum, from the hands of

the prelate whom he regarded as possessing "true Piety" and "uprightness of
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judgment", and who eased his passing into a more glorious life,
97

Other Continental theologians who esteemed Andrewes (and also Overall)

were the Dutch Arminians, of whom Junius, Grotius, Erpenius,
98
 Doublet,

Cluverius and Vossius spent time in England. " At the beginning of the

seventeenth century, at the university of Leiden, Arminius had openly

challenged Calvinism by teaching on the universality of grace and
nO

redemption. After his death in 1610 his followers formulated his teaching

in what is known as the Remonstrance and they became known as Remonstrants.'°1

In their campaign against the Calvinists they sought the support of Andrewes

and Overall. Of these, it was Grotius who especially wanted recognition of

their cause from Andrewes. As already mentioned Bedwell made contact with the

Remonstrants on his visits to Holland. Either Andrewes was using Bedwell to

find out more about the controversy, or the Arminians were using Bedwell to

enlist Andrewes' support for their cause. Probably it was the latter which

becomes more plausible when Grotius began citing Andrewes' name in the

Remonstrants' cause as their tussle with the Calvinists became more intense.

However Andrewes as soon as he learnt of this, quickly acted to dissociate

himself from Grotius. It seems that Andrewes did not want to be involved in

a struggle which was just as much political as religious in a foreign
102

country.

Another who respected Andrewes and his teaching was the French Calvinist
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Pierre du Moulin who had corresponded with him on church government. The

French divine wrote, "It is to my great profit and honor to be taught by you;

nor am I so senseless as to contend with a man of so great learning and

worth." He also remarked, "I am much indebted to that my error, which hath

drawn from you so learned and accurate Letters, that no gold can value, and

weigh against them." He also appreciated the generosity of time that Andrewes

gave him which was illustrated in the closing lines of Andrewes' third letter.

I "do freely promise you my help and assistance in anything that may, heer,

concern your interest, ...[and] though I am of a quite different judgment in

some points, yet my charity and brotherly affection towards you, is not

chang'd awhit, nor (by the grace of God) shall ever be.""

After his death in 1626, Andrewes continued to influence the direction

of the English Church, even more so than during his life. Laud who became

archbishop of Canterbury in 1633 admired Andrewes tremendously. Certainly at

his trial he intimated that Andrewes had been his example. When he defended

the consecration service at St. Katherine Cree, he declared it had been

Andrewes', "from whom I desired a coppy", and when questioned about his chapel

at Lambeth and Abergwili, he replied they had been remodelled and refurnished
104

to imitate that of Andrewes'. He had also included some of Andrewes' own

prayers in his own devotional manual which he noted in the margin such as the

confessional form for Monday. His meditation in preparation for death, and

visitation of the sick manifested too the influence of Andrewes. As Laud had

received from Andrewes a personal copy of his "Private Devotions", it is not

surprising that Andrewes' hand is seen in his manual:"
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Many of the Laudian policies of th6 1630's were also inspired by

Andrewes.
106
 Laud with his insistence on ceremonies being "the hedge that fence

the substance of religion" was reminiscent of Andrewes' statement: "I take it

to be fancy to imagine there needs none [i.e. ceremonies]; for without them

neither comeliness nor orderly uniformity will be in the Church." The policy

of enclosing the altar at the east end to make it the focal point in the

church imitated Andrewes' chapel, whilst to worship God in "the beauty of

holiness" mirrored what transpired in his chapel. Whenever Laud promoted the

Sacrament above the WOrd it was but a reiterating of what had already been

said by Andrewes many, many times. "Hoc est corpus mem" was Andrewes' theme

*song long before it was Laud' S"7

Andrewes was often cited as an authority on church matters and doctrine,

especially when Sacramentalists were defending themselves against Puritan

attack. As Dean Church wrote in Charles l's time he was "looked up to and

studied by the men of Laud's generation as the greatest living theologian of

the English Church." When Cosin was defending his Book of Hours and in

particular against Prynne who had accused him of demanding confession to be

made three times a year, Cosin pointed out it was not confession to what he

was referring but the receiving of the blessed Sacrament. The three times, he

retorted, was what the Prayer Book rul?rics demanded and what both Bishops
108

Andrewes and Overall inquired in their visitation articles.

Another Sacramentalist, William Page, wrote Justification of Bowing at

the Name of Jesus, to counter Prynne's attack on this reverent act, and his

claim that Bishop Andrewes was singularly responsible for such an innovation.

In defending Andrewes, Page wrote, "you could not have done an admirer of

antiquity greater wrong, then to accuse him of such novelty and singularity."

Page admitted that when he first approached this text (Phil. 2:10) he was not

sure whether bowing to the holy name could be "directly proved", but after
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reading "Bp Andrews upon these words" and examining his reasons, he "could not

but condescend to his opinion." In replying to Prynne's criticism of this

reverent act, Page stated:

The learned bishop does not say this bowing has immediate reference to
the person of Christ but it is mediante nomine, this name coming
between, we doe it to the name and from thence to the person; we divide
them not, but conjoine them, for these are the bishop's words.

He insisted that Andrewes' "profoundness of judgment, variety of learning, and

acuteness of wit" be respected as it was in "the Christian world", and how
wrong it was of Prynne to "ranke him" and "to confute him ... as easy as you

109

can from the Sorbist and Rheimist."

William Forbes who was consecrated bishop of Edinburgh just prior to his

death in 1634, drew on Andrewes' writings in his own treatise on the

Eucharist. In stating his own position, he quoted Andrewes' words, "We as

little follow Calvin as we the Pope, where either the one or the other departs

from the footprints of the Fathers." He also cited Andrewes' argument that if

the Roman Church did away with its doctrine of Transubstantiation, then there

would be no disagreement over the nature of sacrifice. Like Andrewes he also

saw the Eucharistic sacrifice aS being not only for the living but also for

the departed.
in

During the Interregnum Andrewes was especially looked upon as a light

in darkened times. Charles 1 set the stage before his execution when he

commended to his elder daughter the reading of Andrewes' Ninety-six Sermons

alongside Laud' s Confrontation with Fisher and Hooker' s Ecclesiastical Polity.

Many of Andrewes' sermons and devotions were published in order to have him

speak again, not only to strengthen those who were faithful Sacramentalists

at a difficult time but hopefully to enlighten others of the "sure way to

heaven". The editor of Apospasmatja Sacra referred to him as "both a faithfull

and able Steward, right/yusing the Key of knowledge, religiously opening the

Mysteries of God, [and] 'bringing forth out of his Treasures things new and

old.'" In that time of disillusionment there was a hearkening back to the

secure times under Elizabeth and so in the Apospasmatia Sacra, published in

1657, a collection of lectures given in the last decade of the sixteenth

century, Andrewes was seen as part of the good days as against those "dayes
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111
of ... Mourning and Captivity".

In the preface, the editor revealed from his own experience the impact

Andrewes had on his life and that of others. He was a true "Pastor [who] took

carefull heed ... to his flock, over which the holy-Ghost had made him

Overseer." He intimated that his teaching and example gave strength and

comfort until that time when God will "raise up such able Pastors to gee in

and out before his People, and to keep his Remnant from being carried from

Jerusalem to Bethel." Prior to this publication, A Learned Discourse of

Ceremonies Retained and used in Christian Churches, Sc. had been published in

1653 in which the editor remarked, "I would the Church of God had more such
_

Bishops."
112
 In 1659 The form of Consecration of a Church or Chappel, and df

the place of Christian buriall was published, perhaps in anticipation of the

Restoration when some churches and cathedrals such as Lichfield which had been

desecrated during the Civil War needed to be restored and reconsecrated.

In sermons too during the Interregnum Andrewes was quoted and looked

upon as the examplar. In one of his Easter day sermons, Mark Frank who

immediately after the Restoration became Master of Pembroke, took as his text

"This is the day that the Lord hath made", and remarked that "that devout and

learned Bishop Andrewes" believed that all the early Fathers had interpreted

this quotation as referring to Easter Day. Like Andrewes he wove into his

sermons for various festivals the relevance of the blessed Sacrament and the

importance of Christ dwelling in the life of the Christian. For instance at

the end of his fifth Whitsun sermon Frank preached on being "'filled with the

Holy Ghost,'" but he only had time to speak of one way, and that was the most

important, being filled "with the body and blood of Christ". This was similar

to Andrewes' 1612 Whitsun sermon which concluded with this fusing of the flesh

and the Spirit. By stretching forth our hands "we receive body, blood, Spirit

and all."
113

Cosin's sermons often reiterated those of Andrewes as instanced in his

sermon on Christ's Temptations in which he attacked those who think they can

go from the cradle to heaven in one swoop. In his notes and study on the

Prayer Book, he not only incorporated Andrewes' own Prayer Book notes, but

nl
Apos. Sacra, Preface.
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some of his annotations were quotations from Andrewes' sermons such as

defining ceremonies and the origin of the blessing at the end of the service.

When Cosin was defending the validity of English orders and the doctrine of

the Eucharist against Roman Catholics in Paris again it was Andrewes to whom

he appealed. By quoting Andrewes he insisted that the Eucharist was "a great

mystery" and both "a Sacrament and a Sacrifice", and that we are not so rash

to define what is understood by the real presence. 114

Another way of estimating Andrewes' influence on his age is seen in the

number of publications of his sermons and lectures. Within his own life time

the very first work published was in 1592, The wonderfull Combat. Although

published anonymously, its registration acknowledged Andrewes as the author.
115

So when the editor referred to the author as "a sweete sounding Cimball, or

rather a singuler instrument in Gods Church, for the propagation of his Truth,

and speciall reliefe of hunger-pining soules", readers knew to whom he was

referring. The editor, in a Calvinist environment, also declared that these

sermons contain "sound assurances of eternall life", as "our harts are cheered

and consciences prepared, to imitate so good a guide, whensoever our triall

happen."'"

James 1 's printer published several of Andrewes' sermons. These were the

Christmas sermons for 1609 and 1610 which were published separately and

together in 1610, and then in 1611, and again in 1618. The Paschal sermons for

1611 and 1614 were published afterwards, and also in 1618. So were the Easter

sermons for 1618 and 1620, while the Good friday sermon for 1604 was published

in the same year and again in 1607. The Sermon he gave Concerning the Right

and Power of calling Assemblies before James 1 at Hampton Court in 1606 was

published immediately afterwards and re-issued in 1618 as was the sermon

preached at Holdenby in 1610. The re-issuing of these sermons in 1618 bear out

remarks from some of his contemporaries of how they looked forward to reading
117

Andrewes' sermons.
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Scala Coen, Andrewes sermons -on Prayer was published in 1611, and its
title iS not without significance. In the medieval Church "Scala Coeli" was

intricately bound up with indulgences to lessen the time of purgatory through

prayers, masses and penances offered for the dead, and at the beginning of the

Henrician Reformation it was one of the abuses to be clearly put away. It had

also been one of the pilgrimage cults of Westminster Abbey when in 1500 "Henry

VII secured the 'Scala Coeli' indulgence for requiem Masses celebrated in his

new chapel". On its title page, the editor, Francis Burton, depicted the

purpose of these sermons, "the first sixe guiding to the true Doore" and the

rest "teaching how so to knock thereat that wee may enter." In his dedicatory

of Scala Coeli he insisted that "In these our dayes of frozen zeale," there
118

was great need for "Lord teach us to pray". Hence prayer must always be the

way to heaven, but offered simply in gratitude for God 's mercy and love

without the implication of any leniency on Judgment day.

After Andrewes' death the Ninety-six Sermons, edited by Laud and

Buckeridge was published in 1629. In the 1630's there were two more editions,

to which had been added the Funeral sermon in 1631; a fourth edition was

printed in 1641 with another addition of A sermon preached before two Kings,

and a fifth edition in 1661. The 1630's saw also a reprint of his sermon on

pestilence in 1636. In 1629 Opuscula guawdam posthuma was also published.

In 1641 when the Long Parliament was beginning to dismantle the whole

structure of the English Church, there was published A Summarie View of the

Government ... whereby the Episcopall Government of Christ's Church is

Vindicated, out of the rude draughts of Lancelot Andrewes, late Bishop of
115

Winchester. This was an obvious ploy to bring to the attention of parliament

what the learned Andrewes taught on church government. In the same year

Andrewes' nineteen sermons on prayer were reprinted simply as the Nineteen

Sermons. In this Cambridge publication the editor wrote, "Peruse it: commend

it I need not, for the Authors work is so well known, that he needeth not any

mans commendation; and the work itself so perfect and elaborate that it
120

needeth not the Authors."

The following year Seven Sermons (i.e. the Temptation sermons) were
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published by Richard Cotes. The main publication of 1642 was The Morall Law

Expounded which was an enlarged edition of the Andrewes catechetical lectures

given "many years since in Pembroch-Hall Chappell, in Cambridge", and since

those days "have ever since passed from hand to hand in Manuscripts, and been

accounted one of the greatest Treasures of private Libraries." Its editor John

Jackson, a moderate Puritan and a preacher of Gray's Inn, significantly

dedicated it "to the High Court of Parliament, Both Lords and Common". In his

preface, Jackson described Andrewes as "a man both at home and abroad of

great fame for his clerk-ship and of a good fame for his regular and strict

life."121

Shortly after the abolition of episcopacy by the Long Parliament,

Richard Drake, a fellow at Pembroke, translated and published Andrewes' own

prayer book in 1648. His motive was made clear in a letter to John Ferrar in

1647 in which he stated that in "the great declining of Christianitie, which

our eyes have seen with tears", Andrewes' prayer life would help to "keep our

soules". Then when this stormy time is passed "all our losses [will] be gaines
122

in the end." Printed as Private Devotions it was republished in 1670, 1674,

1682 and 1692, while his Greek and Latin version was first published in

1675.
123
 Closely connected with the Devotions was the publishing, also in 1648,

of A Manual for Direction of the Sick, which was based on the manual Andrewes

had used "in his ordinary Visitation of the Sick, when he was Vicar of St.

Giles Cripplegate:' Seven years later there was another edition published and

in 1670 was published jointly with the Private Devotions:24

Just prior to the publication of Private Devotions, Drake had translated

and published two of Andrewes' very early sermons on sacrilege and tithing and

his correspondence with Moulin under the general title of Three Learned and

121
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of The Private Devotions of the Right Reverend Father in God Lancelot
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treasure, so piously laid up in his lifetime, I thought goOd not to keep wrapt
up in a napkin from the public, ... and let the memory of the devout Author,
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Seasonable Discourses. The reason for publication was that "in these sad

calamitous distractions" they may be used "to their great advantage." When

commenting on the substance of these and other sermons, Drake declared that

Andrewes, whom he described as that "Precious Father of our Church", had a

"divinely piercing ey, ... into the then growing mischiefs of these times",

and therefore Drake believed it was not presumptuous to conclude "that the

Spirit, by which He spake was no other then Prophetical."125

Isaacson in 1630 published Institutiones Pie, a manual on how to pray,
taken from Andrewes' papers. He revealed how originally he had compiled this

anthology "for my own private use", but then realised how "every good thing

is the better for being communicated".
126
 How popular it was is seen in the

many editions published: a second edition appearing in 1633, a third in 1640

and a fourth in 1655. By 1685 there had been seven editions. The first

biography on Andrewes was published in 1650, also by Isaacson. In that same

year an enlarged edition of the catechetical lectures was printed as The

Pattern of Catechistical Doctrine at Large: or A Learned and Pious Expositions

of the Ten Commandments which as already explained was supposed to be purged

of the many "Errours, Defects and Corruptions" of previous publications. It

was reprinted in 1675.

During his life and after his death Andrewes' sermons and other works

began to be acquired by college libraries, churches and private individuals.

After the Restoration Thomas Rich gave to his parish St. Mary Axe the Ninety-

six Sermons which were chained to a reading desk:" In Corpus Christi, Oxford,

Hooker's College, the Ninety-six Sermons appeared in the c.1630 Catalogus

Librorum Collegii Corporis Christi, Oxon but there is no record of who gave

it. His Tortura Torti was also in this catalogue. Later on in the time of

William Fulman's compilation after 1660 there are entries for Opuscula, The

Pattern of Catechistical Doctrine (1650) and the Greek-Latin Version of the

Private Devotions published in 1675. 1" At St, John's College, Oxford a

commoner, Thomas Allen, gave a copy of the 1635 edition of the Ninety-six

125
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Sermons, whilst amongst the books in the library of Dr. Griffin Higgs

bequeathed to his old college Merton after his death in 1659, there is a copy
129

of Andrewes' Sacrilege a Snare.

Christ Church, Oxford had some early acquisitions. For example a

commoner, Robert Burton, in 1613 had his own copy of the sermon preached in

1606, Concerning the Right and Power ofCallingAssemblieswhich he bequeathed

in 1640. A Mr. Robinson had copies of the Paschal sermons for 1618 and 1620,

as well as 1618 Gunpowder Anniversary one. On the inside cover beside the name

there is the date 1652. They could have been owned by a John or William

Robinson who were students at Christ Church in the 1630's and were bequeathed

to the college. In the early eighteenth century Archbishop Wake bequeathed his

library to Christ Church. This collection included the Ninety-six Sermons, The

Pattern of Catechistical Dextrine, and the Greek-Latin Version of the Private

Devotions. Of these, the Sermons are most revealing as it was Wake's

grandfather's copy of the second edition (1631) in which both inside covers

formed a private index of various headings to the end of the Good Friday

sermons. Headings included "Salvation through Christ" with a reference to the

1610 Nativity Sermon; "the sacrament as a conduit pipe of grace", with a

reference to the 1611 Nativity sermon; and "Christ's suffering not for His

Righteousness but because of our sin" with reference to the 1604 Good Friday

sermon. William Wake Senior spent his entire ministry (1625-61) as Rector of

Holy Trinity and St. Michael, Wareham, Dorset after graduating from Emmanuel

and Trinity Hall in Cambridge. However there is no way of discerning whether

he used the sermons as a reference for preaching and/or for his own private
130

devotions.

Oriel College, Oxford too had acquired works of Andrewes through Henry

Chamberlain, an undegraduate in the 1630's, and later a Fellow. He bequeathed

the Ninety-six Sermons (3rd ed.) and The Morall Law Expounded •131

The Catalogus Benefactorum Bibliotheca of Magdalen College, Oxford
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showed that D. Warner donated Andrewes' Opuscula, Tortura Torti, Responsio

Bellarmini in 1631. After the Restoration, the Ninety-six Sermons, The

Pattern of Catechistical Doctrine and Opuscula were given by its President,

Thomas Pierce. Magdalen College also possessed a 1682 edition of Drake's

Private Devotions. It is this copy that George Horne, who was President of

Magdalen in the early eighteenth century, referred to in conversation with

William Jones. He told Jones that he "set so great a value" on this "pretious

composition of Bishop Andrews" that while he was Dean of Canterbury, he
132

published, ... a handsome English edition of it."

In 1649 Francis Mansell, the Principal (1638-48, 60 -1), gave his

library to Jesus College, Oxford, after he was ejected in 1648. In that

collection were the first edition of the Ninety-six Sermons, the 1642 edition

of A Patterne of Catechisticall Doctrine and the sermon Concerning the Right

and Power of calling Assemblies. The Sermons are very interesting as Mansell

had made notes on all the sermons in which he pinpointed those doctrines and

concerns which Andrewes had stressed. For example in the 1602 Ash Wednesday

sermon, Mansell had written "this season to be had, discerning, confessing or

turning by us in all actions"; for the 1615 Pentecost sermon one of his points

was "It is not only the Baptisime of water but of blood takes away sinnes";

for the 1616 Easter sermon or Christ's humility he recorded that this sermon

teaches us to exalt Christ and to acknowledge His humility by "bowing at the

name of Jesus." On the Spital sermon he denoted that "our riches given to not

only to enjoy but to do good with" and the Papists' remark, our "want of good

works." In the sermon On Imagination, Mansell noted the attitude of Cathari

who "will have no ceremonies in the Church ... no set prayer ... but owne

extemporary prayers", and their attitude to the Sacrament. He also noted that

the "breaking of the bread [is] to the poore". Apart from Mansell's copy the

IN

Magdalen College Library, Oxford, Ms. 777; Jones, p. 80. There is also
preserved an interesting letter Horne wrote to a Lady, (8.4.1758), part of
which deals with interpreting of Scripture as raised by the Lady. He
responded, "an English reader need not be at a loss for the interpretation of
the Scripture, so long as the writings of Bishops Andrews, Hall, Brownrig,
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noble and profitable expositor: one of his sermons on the Passion is the
greatest composition extant on the subject: his discourses on Repentance and
Humiliation, on the necessity Of receiving the Holy spirit, with the Way to
distinguish his genuine Fruits, are all admirable." He then commented on his
Private Devotions. "His devotions breathe a most exalted Spirit of piety while
they contain a complete body of the Christian mysteries. There are some
English editions: but the best is from a Greek and Latin copy found among his
papers after his death, all blotted and soiled with his tears." ibid., p. 219.
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College possessed another copy of the 1629 edition of the Ninety-six Sermons,

certainly by the 1640's as it was returned to the college by James Birch (a
133

fellow 1629 - 44) in 1647.

In Pembroke College, Cambridge a copy of the first edition of A patterne

of Cathetisticall Doctrine is revealing. In the inside covet are recorded the

name of various owners beginning with Roger Twysden, the historical antiquary,

and followed by four others, the last dated 1750. 134 St. John's College,

Cambridge had bequeathed to it Dr. Williams' library which included Ninety-six

sermonS, Tortura Torti, Responsio Bellarmini, Condo Latina and Opuscula

Posthuma. Hacket revealed that when Dr. Williams was appointed Dean of

Westminster he wished to emulate Andrewes ip his "advanced Learning in the

School", and enquired of him "to know more of the learned divine. "5 In

Trinity College, Cambridge, there is a copy of the second edition of the

Ninety-six Sermons which was given to Francis Smyth in 1670 by his father John

Smyth, an alderman of Hereford. Two years previously Francis had entered St.

John's College, Oxford. Trinity College also has a copy of the 1627 Seven

Sermons on the wonderfull Combate between Christ and Sathan, which was

withdrawn shortly after its publication and accordingly its owner had

enscribed on the inside cover "this was called in as soon as printed".136

It is significant that some of those who published, possessed or donated

copies of Andrewes' works were amongst those who suffered sequestration,

maltreatment and imprisonment during the Civil War and afterwards. William

Wake was "foremost among the sufferers in Dorset". He was wounded in opposing

the fortification of the town by Parliament, and consequently was imprisoned

in Black Rod, Dorchester, the first of nineteen times during the Interregnum.

Francis Mansell was ejected from Jesus College, while Henry Chamberlain

appealed to the Council in 1656 to "continue as preacher and schoolmaster at

Shellingford, Berkshire". Drake was sequestered from his parish of Radwinter,

133
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Essex and for a short time imprisoned "on charge of Maliginancy". Some of his

former students at Westminster such as Stokes and Racket were also deprived

and sequestered from their parishes.137.

As significant as Andrewes' influence was over a long period of time "8

he was not the only one in Cambridge or Oxford whose teaching was anti-

Calvinist in the late Elizabethan years. Baro and Barrett had publicly

confronted Calvinists over grace and reaemption in the mid 1590's in

Cambridge, while a decade before Samuel Harsnett, a Fellow of Pembroke,

preached against predestination at Paul's Cross. In this sermon he clearly

stated that "God would have every man living to be saved and none to die

eternall Death" as "Christ by His death and passion made a full satisfaction

for the sins of all the sinful souls in the whole world." Just as importantly

He communicated "his goodnesse and the benefits of his precious death unto us

all, then to appropriate them to a few."139

Unlike Andrewes when he became a bishop he was particularly loathed by

the Puritans as he zealously tried to enforce conformity within his dioceses,

evident in the Puritan petition from Norwich diocese in 1625. 140 Harsnett's own

belief in the Reformed Catholic faith was manifested in the preamble to his

will.

I die in the ancient faith of the true Catholick and Apostolick church,
called the Primitive Church, that faith as it was professed by the
ancient Holy Fathers next after the Blessed Apostles, the great renowed
pillars of the same, and signed and sealed with their blood, renouncing
from my heart all modern Popish superstitions, and all novelties of
Geneva, not accordant with the maxims of the Primitive renowned Church.

It was also manifested in the brass effigy on his tomb depicting him fully

vested as a bishop with his mitre and crozier-staff. He had directed that the

brass be 'molten into the Stone an Inch-thick", and "so riveted and fastned

clean through the Stone", so that "sacrilegious Hands" could not break it off.

It wa the first time since the Reformation that an effigy of a bishop in full
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141
vestments had appeared.

Another contemporary of Andrewes at Cambridge was John Overall who as

Regius Professor from 1596 until 1607 had contributed significantly to

stemming the tide of Calvinism in Cambridge. In 1599 some of the Calvinist

Heads, accused Overall of "teaching some erroneous points of doctrine". This

resulted in a long drawn out debate in which Overall refused to be brow-beaten

into signing a paper prepared by the Calvinists to admit that the elect could

not fall from grace. "He answered that he was not persuaded in his conscience

and therefore could not." 42 Shortly afterwards a sermon -preached by him in his

parish of Epping in Essex was brought to Bancroft's attention by some

neighbouring vicars of which the chief was Robert Hill who was the editor of

Williams Perkins' works. When Overall appeared before Bancroft he told him how

he had gone to his parish to visit the sick, but instead he "found them sicker

in mind than in body" as they were demoralized by the doctrine of double

predestination, and they could not be persuaded that "Christ died for them".

Therefore "I thought best, ... for their sakes, to handle this point, that

everyone was bound to believe in Christ, that is, that He died for his sins,

and .... that he died for all."143

In Oxford as early as the late 1570's the Spaniard Antonio del Corro was

preaching against predestination. He was followed by John Buckeridge who had

become a fellow of St. John's College in 1578 and its president in 1605. He

too based his teaching "upon the noble foundations of the fathers, councils

and ecclesiastical historians", but he had also learnt to use "the two-edged

Sword of holy Scripture ... brandishing it on the one side against the

Papists, and on the other against the Puritans or Noncomformists". 144 One of

his students who readily accepted the Catholicism he taught was William Laud,

who as Bishop of London from the mid sixteen twenties, and then Archbishop of

141
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(London, 1888), p. xxi. He bequeathed his library to the Corporation of
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on Oaths. ibid., pp. 5, 7.
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Canterbury from 1633 onwards, with the support of Charles 1, enabled Sacramental
worship and doctrine to become more prominent in the English Church.

There was another Sacramentalist who endorsed Reformed Catholicism. This

was Richard Hooker whose first four books of Ecclesiastical Polity were

published in 1593. The time of publishing coincided with the day that Sandys

(responsible for the publication) led the vote in the house of Lords for the
145

hanging of Greenwood and Barrow. It was because of such separatists and many

Puritans that Hooker had written EcclesiaStical Polity to show how they were

wrong in attacking the Elizabethan Settlement. Just how influential his work

was at the time is hard to ascertain. About the only initial response to it

came in 1599 in A Christian Letter which criticised Hooker for writing
196

contrary to the Thirty-nine articles, the early Fathers and Reformers.

Another point of view was illustrated in a letter written by Andrewes . to Dr.

Parry after Hooker died. "Alas, for our great loss! and when I say ours,

though I mean yours and mine, yet much more the common: with [which?] the less

sense they have of so great a damage, the more sad we need to bewail them

ourselves, who knew his works and his worth to be such as behind him he hath

not, (that I know) left any near him." Sisson has suggested that Andrewes

helped to have the unpublished volumes of Ecclesiastical Polity printed, and

that one of the reasons for delay in publication was a disagreement between

Andrewes and Sandys on the inclusion of Hooker's writing on auricular

confession in Book Six. Andrewes insisted that it had to be included, and
147

eventually he won.

Andrewes grieved the loss of his friend and what his early death meant

to Sacramentalism, and in turn when Andrewes died, his death was a time of

sincere mourning, simply expressed in Laud's diary for 25th September, 1626,

"Monday, About 4 o'clock in the morning, died Lancelot Andrews, the most

worthy bishop of Winchester, the great light of the Christian world." He died

as he had preached all his life, "when he could pray no longer voce, with his
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voice,' yet oculis et manibus, by lifting up his eyes and hands .. and when

necmanus, nec vox officum faciunt, 'both voice, and eyes, and hands failed'

in their office, then, corde, with his heart,' he still prayed, until it

pleased God to receive his blessed soul to Himself."148

There is no doubt that he was held as "our Gamaliel" by many in England

and abroad. No greater tribute could have been given to him than that by John

Cosin in his correspondence to Father Robinson in Paris in 1645. When the

latter questioned whether the words "'Receive ye the Holy Ghost, whose sins

ye do remit &c.'" were adequate for ordination, Cosin replied that they were,

and to think otherwise went against the belief of the primitive Church and

"Bishop Andrewes, who said (and knew always what he said, Si quis alius), that
they who are ordained Priests are not ordained by any other words or verse

than this, John xx.23." For Father Robinson to suggest that Bishop Andrewes

was "the first author of that doctrine" was a wicked injustice to one so

steeped in learning of the Patristics.

He was a man so eminent in learning and piety, (Di such extraordinary
worth and note, so orthodox and Catholic, so exact in all his writings,
and so free from all novelties, that it ... would ... be F. P's [honour]
to carry his books after him, and to learn what he said and taught us,
especially in such doctrines as this, which he received both from
Scriptuu, and his predecessors, the Bishops and Fathers of the Catholic
Church.
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CHAPTER TWO

AESTHETICISM AND SENSUOUSNESS

How wonderfull and glorious Gods word
and wisedpme and art is, by which he
made all.

In an age where there was a reawakening in the appreciation of the arts

and a value attached to beauty and symmetry in painting, architecture and

scOpture by some of his contemporaries, 2 Andrewes challenged them to respond

in a similar fashion to the Artist of this world as His work manifests both

"grace and beauty", those two essential qualities in Sacramentalism. This

appreciation of the aesthetic and sensuous made one of the great contrasts

between Sacramentalism and Puritanism. To a society which had been much

influenced by the Calvinist ethos, Andrewes displayed in worship the enriching

of religion through an appreciation of colour and contour, of smells and

sights, and music and mysticism. Like Augustine he believed that beauty lent

itself to order.
3
 Yet however beautiful and orderly worship is, Andrewes

believed it was a poor imitation of God's creation. Nevertheless worship did

have its own distinctive loveliness in Andrewes' chapel and those present over

the years became aware of a deeper dimension to their worship, and through

their senses to experience what was meant by worshipping God in "the beauty

of holiness". These senses, Andrewes declared, are illuminated by light, not

only by the atmospheric, but by the "spirituall light" which is Christ. So by

the natural light our eyes behold beauty, while "the spiritual" leads us "to

1 
Apos. Sacra, p. 38.

2
Elizabeth l's reign saw the translation of various Renaissance works

such as Castiglione by Hoby (1561) and Lomazzo's Treatise by Haydocke (1598)
with their various appeals to the aesthetic. Englishmen too wrote on being a
Catholic man. One was Henry Peacham. H. Peacham, The Compleat Gentleman
(London, 1622), pp. 18 - 9.

3
Apos. Sacra, p. 75. Augustine wrote, "The Supreme beauty, you give

distinct form to all things, and by law impose order on everything". St.
Augustine, Confessions, ed. and trans. by H. Chadwick (Oxford, 1991), p.10.
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sing the glory and praise of God" for it.4

PART 1.
Ilbw are things beautiful with a variety
ofpartes, strangeness of shapes; how
are they furnished with instruments of
motions, feet and wings and scales ang
with weapons to preserve their being.

i. Creation
While Reformers tended to emphasise the internal ptesence of God within

man more than His external presence in the world, Andrewes always gave equal

importance to both. "In his creatures ... we may as 'twere touch and handle

him" and discover "the hidden power in them". Creation for Andrewes was just

as much a revelation of the Trinitarian God as was Scripture. Hooker also

emphasised this but he never taught nature as a very special and intricate way

to know God in the sense that Andrewes did. For the latter, the book of

Genesis held an exceptional place as it gives "both the knowledge of the

Creation of all Gods works, and ... the wisdome and True word of God." Thus

it not only set out "the word of God" but revealed how "all things were made".

From a "deformed dust heap" which this earth first was, God transformed it

with "beautiful apparrell", and adorned it with what "we call ornaments".

Hence in his lectures on creation to students he challenged them to behold the

wonders of the world which will reveal to them the kind of God in whom

Christians believe:

In making this world, God is not only the "potter" but also the "glass

maker" who breathes over His creation, and in turn sanctifies His handiwOrk.

He is the artist and artificer who beautifies and sanctifies His world in a

designed and delightful manner. The garden of Eden is "the Lords planting,

garnished with all trees for delight and profit", the air is full of sounds

4
Apos. Sacra, p. 74.

5 
Lambeth, p. 66.

6
Apos. Sacra, pp. 2 - 3, 66, 658; Lambeth, p. 49; Hooker, Vol. 1, pp.

271 - 2, (1:xiv.5) ‘ Ândrewes incorporated each act of creation in his daily
prayers. Sunday - light; Monday - the firmanent of heaven; Tuesday the sea and
dry land; Wednesday - the two lights, sun and moon; Thursday - the living
creatures of the water and air; Friday - the beasts of the earth and man; and
Saturday - the sanctification of the seventh day from all works. Andrewes,
Vol. 11, pp. 250, 266, 275, 281, 291, 298, 306.
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and "sweet smells and ofturs which come from the earth (Psa1.45:8) [such] as

myrrhe, alloes and cassia, camphire and spikenard (Cant.4.13)." The air is

also "the bridge ... by which the light Of Heaven commeth to us; it is the

pipe through which sounds and voices come to our eares, smells to our

nostrils, colors to our eyes." The fruits of the earth are "fair and sightly

to the eye, sweet to the smell, pleasant to the taste, delightfull to the

ears", while "it is our delight to behold hills and valleys set orderly, with

woods, springs and rivers (Num.24:6-7)." All give a "Multiplicity of delight"

for our "pleasure and comfort':

Andrewes also appealed to the beauty of the world to teach other aspects

of doctrine. For example the joys of eternal life were described in

horticultural imagery when he depicted Christ as the "gardener" who had

planted that first garden, "the fairest ... that ever was" in Paradise. Yet

more fair will be the heavenly paradise, full of heavenly pleasures and

spiritual delights, where "nothing fades, but all springs fresh and green:'He

who "makes all our gardens green, sends us yearly the spring, and all the

herbs and flowers we then gather", is also the gardener Of our souls. He

"weeds out ... [the] unsavoury" by straing and planting them with true roots

and seeds of righteousness, waters them with the dew of His grace, and makes

them bring forth fruit to eternal life." He is also the gardener of our bodies

who will "turn all our graves into garden plots".8

ii. Preaching
Andrewes believed that a sensuous approach to preaching, like creation,

could lead to a deeper knowledge of God and His truths. For example when

teaching on the Fall he decribed the first paradise as enchanting to the eye

but so was the fruit on the forbidden tree. Lured by its loveliness Eve

succumbed and did what God had forbidden. "The fruit was sweet and wholesome,

pleasant to the eye" but it was not only the sense of sight which induced man

to sin. Before it was "the hearing of the eare ... [that] was the bait of the

understanding to know both good and evil", and afterwards it was "the fingers

that touch, [and] ... the mouth that tasteth" of the fruit. Since that initial

sin the senses have lead men to commit lust, greed, pride, covetousness etc:

7
Apos. Sacra, pp. 42, 68, 70, 156 - 8.

8
Andrewes, Vol. 2, p. 379, Vol. 3, pp. 15 - 6.

9 
Apos. Sacra, pp. 266 - 7, 271 - 2.
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As Adam sinned by succumbing to a misuse of his senses, Christ amended these
in His passion. accordingly "for the flattering speeches of Adam", Christ

"heard all reproaches"; for the beholding of the fruit "which was pleasant in

[Adam's] eyes, Christ ... was buffetted about the ayes"; for Adam's hard

stretching out to touch and take the fruit, Christ's "hands were stretched out

and nailed upon the cross"; "Adams eating of this pleasant fruit, was

redressed by [Christ's1 eating of bitter gall and sharp vinegar." In a

nutshell Christ "tasted death for all men" and through that death we eat and

taste eternal life when we "eat of the bread, which is his body, who brake the

bread in his Supper, and offered his body on the cross.""

Imagery was a powerful tool in Andrewes' preaching. In order to arouse

conviction of sin to students as Westminster, he described sin as "a most

powerfull, malicious, tyrannical enemy" as "it fills the heart full of evill

and madnesse." To show its strength and might over us, he compared it with the

breaking forth "of fire out of an oven" and "the mire and dirt out of a raging

sea". The cost of sin for our Saviour was also presented in vivid imagery, one

of which was the traditional medimval imagery of Christ's wounds being a

window or book. "His wounds they are as windows, through which we may well see

all that is in him."

He was pierced with love no less than with grief, and it was that wound
of love .. we may read in the palms of His hands, ... And the print of
the nails in them, are as capital letters to record His love towards us.
For Christ pierced on the cross is liber charitatis, the very book of
love' laid opgp before us. And again, this love we may read in the cleft
of his heart.

In his 1623 Paschal sermon he used winery imagery in order to convey the

unity of Good Friday and Easter Day. Accordingly Christ is "a double

winepress" where He is the press and the presser. "In the former, He was

the grapes and clusters Himself. ... The press He was trodden in, was His

Cross and Passion" from which flowed His precious blood. On Easter day as the

presser He trod on "His enemies ... like so many clusters Under His feet".

10 
ibid., p. 288.

1 1 
Lambeth, p. 153; Andrewes, Vol. 2, pp. 132, 178. Welsby points out

that Bishop John Fisher had also preached with great effect on this window
imagery in one of his Good Friday sermons. Welsby, p. 197. However there is
no firm evidence to suggest that Andrewes was relating to this sermon. It does
not seem that Andrewes possessed Fisher's works. b. D. Chambers, "A Catalogue
Of The Library Of Bishop Lancelot Andrews (1555 - 1626)", TransaCtions Of The
Cambr.idge Bibliographical Society, Vol. 5, (1970), pp. 99 - 121.
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Death has been trampled upon and Christ has won for us a victbry. The colour

of Christ's garment was also significant. That colour is white, but in the

wine press it became red, "the true tincture of our sins".

Coming then to save us, off went His white, on went our red; laid by His
own righteousness to be clothed without sin. He to wear our colours,
that we His; He in our red, that we in His white. So we find our 'robes'
are n92t only 'washed clean,' but dyed a pure white in the blood of the
Lamb.

Andrewes extended this winery imagery to the sacraments. Christ "is the

'true Vine,' and ... to make wine of Him, He and the clusters ... must be

pressed." He was thus pressed firstly "in Gethsemane, that made Him sweat

blood." Secondly, in "Gabbatha, which made the blood run forth at His head

with the thorns, [and] out of His whole body with the scourges." Thirdly, "at

Golgotha, where He was so pressed that they pressed the very soul out of His

body, and out ran blood and water both" which became "the twin sacraments of

the Church". "The wine is red, it is full mixed, and He pours out of it." This

wine unlike the wine made from sour grapes which was offered to Christ on the

cross is pressed frolagood grapes and is poured into the "cup of blessing" for
13

our salvation.

iii. Worship and the Sacraments
As God has made man with a finely attuned sense system Andrewes believed

it should be used to the full in his worship, and thus returning thanks to the

Trinitarian God for these gifts. He therefore disagreed with those who saw the

outward expression of worship as merely "a11 for Show, a vain Show." Again

Andrewes followed the Patristics by stressing the sensuous in worship, and so

when he preached that the ear "is the sense of faith" while the eye "is the

sense of love", he was but echoing them. Put another way "the ear ... is the

ground of the word, which is audible; [and] the eye, ... is the ground of the

Sacraments, which is visible," Hence Andrewes always insisted that the Word

must be balanced by the Sacrament, and in the words of Gregory, "convertere
scripturas in operas, to change the word which is audible into a work which
is visible." Therefore those who placed all of their worship in the ear only

half worshipped, and thus by only hearing a sermon do "a blind's man work".

By emphasising the visual, Andrewes believed was to follow God's example when

Andrewes, Vol.3, pp. 70, 75.

ibid., pp. 70 - 2.
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the Word was first manifested in a manger and then on the altar. "The Word,

by whom all things were made'" "'was made flesh.'" "What Verbum infans? The

Word, and not able to speak a word?" So "the word we hear is the abstract of

Verbum; [but] the Sacrament is the antetype of caro, His flesh."I4

Although the visual would always be the most influential, Andrewes

taught that the use of the other senses were also necessary to enter fully

into Catholic worship. The Eucharist itself is of course a stimulus for

activating the senses with its drama, but also through its ceremonies. The

sense of smell is aroused with the burning of incense which perfumes "all our

prayers" as well as sweetening unsavoury smells as it wafts to heaven. This

prelate possessed "a triquestral censer" in which "the clerk putteth

frankincense at the reading of the first lessons" in readiness for censing at

the Benedictus and Magnificat, and before the Gospel at the Eucharist. To

Cardinal Perron he insisted that the burning of incense was lawful because it

was used by the primitive Church when they held their meetings "in caves and

grots under-ground" to sweeten the air, and since then has continued to be a

pious custom. Like the use of tapers and candles, the Church retained it after

Christians moved above ground "to show themselves to be the sons and

successors of those ancient Christians which in former times had used them,

(though upon other occasion,) showing their communion in the former faith."

Andrewes also used incense at all special services such as consecrating

churches and church plate. One of his chaplains, Christopher Wren, followed

suit when he censed the altar in the consecration of the renovated chancel in

the collegiate church at Wolverhampton in 1639, and presumably at East Knoyle

too.

The senses of tasting and touching are also experienced at the

Eucharist. In a lecture at St. Giles, in 1598-, when preaching on eucharistic

absolution, Andrewes explained that "in the liturgy of the ancient Church"

these words "Behold this hath touch your lips, your inigujty shall be taken

away, and your sinne purged" "are found applied to the blessed Sacrament of

Christ's body and blood; for it is recorded by Basil ? That at the celebration

thereof, after the Sacrament was ministered to the people, the Priest stood

up and said as the Seraphin doth here." That burning coal from the altar is

Andrewes, Vol. 1, pp. 91 - 2, 100, Vol. 3, p. 116, Vol, 5, pp. 188,
195; E. Hickeringill, The Ceremony-Monger (London, 1689), pp. 11.

Andrewes, Vol. 3, p. 233. Vol. 11, p. xcviii, 33 - 4; Staley, Vol. 2,
pp. 177 - 8.
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now "Christ Jesus, who ... hath taken away our iniquities, and purged our

sinnes". That "taking away of sinne" could not be had from hearing a sermon,

but only from tasting "of ... the body and blood of Christ, which is

communicated unto us." After baptism a more powerful purging element than

water is needed. This is sufficient "to take away originall sinne", but after

baptism we commit heinous sins from our "corrupt nature", and therefore a more

powerful agent is needed. This comes from the "fire of the altar" which

"taketh away the corruption and healeth the wound." As we sin constantly and

as this fire is always burning in the church "wee must come often" in order

to be touched by Christ to "procure health to our soules". In this sensuous

experience of the forgiveness of sins, Andrewes also stressed that the

presence of the Holy Spirit should not be overlooked as He is not only an

"instrument of speech ... but of taste", and so in the Sacrament we "'taste

of His g6odness'" by being "made partakers of His Spirit, and of the comfort

of it."16

The sense of hearing could also be positively engaged at the Eucharist.

As we receive the Cup for "'the remission of sins'" we should hear the cry of

our Saviour. "Blood, ... also hath 'a voice,' specially innocent blood, the

blood of Abel, that cries loud in God's ears." Yet this is not as "loud as the

blood whereof this 'cup of blessing' is the communion;' the voice of it will

be heard above all, the cry of it will drown any cry else. And as it cries

higher, so it differs in this, that it cries in a far other key." Unlike

Abel's voice, it cries "mot for revenge, but for 'remission of sins;' for

that, whereof it is itself the price and purchase, for our salvation in that

'great and terrible day of the Lord,' when nothing else will save us."

Therefore simultaneously we should also hear those "four syllables

salvabitur." The cries of Christ in turn stimulate the visual, and so we see

Him "'visibly crucified among us;'" "when in the memorial of the Holy

Sacrament, 'His death is shewed forth until He come.'" By having His crucified

body before our eyes, it serves as a reminder that in the Sacrament we are

partakers "of his sufferings" and united with Him in those sufferings.

As one would expect in his own personal preparation to receive the Holy

Mysteries Andrewes approached it with a definite sensuous emphaSis, as evident

ApOs. Sacra, pp . 515, 518, 521, 520; Andrewes, Vol. 3, p. 161.

" ibid., Vol. 2, pp. 120 - 1, Vol. 3, p. 321; Apos. Sacra, p. 643.
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in this extract based on the liturgies of Chrysostom, James and Basil.

as ThOu didst not refuse
to be received even in the house of Simon the leper:

as Thou didst not repel
even the harlot like me, the sinner,

coming to Thee and touching Thee:
as Thou didst not abhor

her filthy mouth and polluted:
neither the robber on the cross

confessing to Thee:
in like sort vouchsafe to accept the withal

the inveterate, miserable,
the singular great sinner,

to the touch and partaking
of the immaculate, awful, quickening

and saving mysteries
of thine allholy BoOty
and precious Blood.

A feature of the special services which Andrewes compiled was its

sensuous language. For example in Andrewes' consecration service one of the

opening collects referred to Christ's bodily presence at the feast of

dedication as honouring and approving of such "devout and religious services

as we are now about to perform." After the blessing of the various pieces of

furniture the bishop petitioned:

that their prayers may ascend up into heaven into Thy presence, as the
incense; and the lifting up of their hands be as the morning sacrifice;-
... and when they sing, that their souls may be satisfied as wittI3 marrow
and fatness, when their mouth praiseth Thee with joyful lips.

One of the features that made sacramental worship so distinctively

aesthetic and thus further distanced it from Reformed worship was its AUS,iC.

Needless to say not only the ear was crucial to appreciate music in worship

and the richness it gave, but to comprehend how it harmonised with all

creation. Andrewes responded to the melodious sounds of nature, and thus for

him the music of that natural world overflowed into celebrating the Church's

feasts when heaven and earth are joined together in praising God. These should

"be sounded forth and sung" in hymns to express our joyful thanksgiving as the

organ and other instruments proclaim their "Hosanna in altissimis, in the very

'highest' key we have." He taught that "God loveth our joy ...[to] be full"

and therefore in music we exprest "the joy outward of the body, and gladness

inward of the soul." Indeed "the joy of the soul is the soul of joy", and

Brightman, p.121.

Andrewes, Vol. 6, pp. 313, 317 - 8.
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therefore if there is no joy in worship then there is something seribusly
20

lacking, Andrewes maintained.

In his sermons, Pgidrewes made use of several musical images. For

example, David by his "holy and Heavenly use of his harp, ... doth, by his

tunes of music, teach men how to set themselves in tune." Sometimes that

"music is heavy, and therefore David saw the song must be new set. And so he

doth set it new, changing it into a more pleasant note" which makes it a more

acceptable song to "be sung in the land of Judah." The "glory" we give to the

Trinitarian God should be like "the organ of the Holy Spirit, to set forth and

sound abroad the knowledge of Christ, to the glory of the Father." Priests as

God's representatives are "trumpets of the counsel of God, and of His love to

mankind, in sending His son to save them.""

In the Church's daily worship Andrewes stressed that music must be the

best that can be offered, and in accordance with tradition. With this in mind

he wrote to Cecil as the High Steward of Westminster Abbey when he was Dean.

The Abbey had set a -high standard of music which attracted people not only

from England but other parts of Europe, a standard he wished to uphold.

Andrewes and Cecil were conscious that the Abbey was the showpiece of England,

and therefore its worship must express the best within the English Church.

Because of this Andrewes was concerned about a John Reathman who as a member

of Elizabeth's chapel choir had appealed to her Highness, through the Lord

Admiral, for a "singing man's place in this Church", but without any

commitment, that is to be an absentee. He believed that if this request was

granted, it would not only lower the standard of worship, but set a precedent

for other members of her Majesty's choir. Hence he appealed to Cecil to

"persuade the Lord Admiral ... to favour us in this so honest a care in the

upholding the necessary service of our Church, agreeable to God's and her

Majesty's pleasure."

iv. Meditation

Apart from the Eucharist, the crucifix for Andrewes was the most

powerful for drawing out the senses in devotional worship. He believed that

it made us "fix our eye, to keep it from straying, to make us look on Him

20 ibid., Vol. 4, Pp. 217 - 8.
21 ibid., Vol. 2, p. 3, Vol. 3, p. 122.
22 

Hatfield, 93.23.
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full." Then "our own eyes are witness" to Christ's "bodily suffering". By

suggesting to his contemporaries that they focus on Christ's death sensuously,

Andrewes was once again advocating a devotion of antiquity which had continued

to be a focal point for meditation until the Reformation. Despite the

Calvinist view expressed by Perkins that "a crucifix is an idol" and images

"of the crosse, and of Christ crucified, and of the Saints ought to be
23

abolished out of churches" Elizabeth kept a silver crucifix in the Chapel

Royal, and presumably it was retained in James' time as it explains why

Andrewes' Passion sermons are full of "look on Him" . 24 Accordingly Christ is

presented "to our eye ... hanging on the cross" where "our sight then is

Jesus, and in Jesus." There are two sights to see, "the sight itself" and "the

sight of it". As we thus "behold" and "consider" we see "the grievousnesse of

his sufferings" and the cause for such suffering. "Here is some spectacle to

bthold", "the sufferings of Christ" to consider. "Our very eye will soon tell

us no place was left in His body, where He might be smitten and was not."

"His blessed body was an Anvile to receive all the stroaks that were laid on

him." It is in that silence of fastening our eyes on a crucifix that we can

"admire it, all our words will not reach it."25

Andrewes' extant Good Friday sermons delivered at Court, Westminster and

St. Giles, over a period of eight years from 1597 are icons of the suffering

Christ. In these sermons he therefore begged his contemporaries to use their

senses to enter fully into the suffering and death of Our blessed Saviour. How

much the visual impact of the crucifixion meant in Andrewes' own life was

reflected in the opening of his 1605 Court sermon. It is a "view" that we

should contemplate "all our life long", and therefore it "ought to be frequent

with us" as "blessed are the hours that are so spent!" However if any time

more than another justified looking on Jesus it is on Good Friday because on

"this day are our ears filled full with Scriptures about it". Although "on

other days we employ our eyes otherwise, yet this day at least we" should

"'cast our eyes from other sights,' and fix them on this object, it being the

day dedicate to the lifting up of the Son of Man on high, that He may draw

Andrewes, Vol. 2, p. 162; Apos. Sacra, p. 641; Perkins, Vol. 1, pp.
36, 662.

24
Andrewes, Vol. 2, p. 160. At his trial Laud stated that "the crucifix

hung in the chapel at White-hall on Good Friday." Laud, Vol. 4, p. 405.

25
Andrewes, Vol. 2, pp. 160, 163; ApOs. Sacra, p. 641.
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every eye unto Him." There is indeed no other time

with such cheerfnlness or fulness of faith we cry unto Him, 'My Lord and
My God,' as when our eye is fixed upon the print of the nails, and on
the hole in the side' of Him who was pierced for us. ... And believing
this,,of Him, what is there the eye of our hope will not look for from
Him?

In these Passion sermons not only is the visual fully aroused but our

whole being, even to the point of nausea, as he described so vividly the

gruesome and gory passion of our Saviour. It was not only Golgotha but also

Gabbatha where "Sanguis Jesu" was spilt. "For the blood of the Cross was not

only the blood of Golgotha, but the blood of Gabbatha too." That too must be

gazed upon. "All rigour, all cruelty was shewed to Him, to make His pains the

more painful" as "they rent His body with the whips ... [and] gored His head

with the thorns." Indeed

in Gabbatha they 'ploughed -His back, and made' not stripes, but 'long
furrows upon it.' They did not put on His wreath of thorns, and press
it down with their hands, but beat it on with bats, to make it pfter
through the skin, flesh, skull, and all. This is sanguis crucis.

It is the "last part of His piercing" which Andrewes especially

"commended unto our view". "Here is love, love in the cross; 'Who loved us,

and gave Himself for us, a sacrifice' on the cross!" "If we look better upon

Him, we shall see as much as the Centurion saw, that this party thus pierced,

'is the Son of God.'" Thus our beholding the cross should Make us realize that

it was our sin which "gave Him these wounds", but it was His love that "made

Him receive them". "So that He was pierced with love no less than with grief,

and it was that wound of love [that] made Him so constantly to endure all the

other." Such a sight

ought to pierce us with love too, no less than before it did with
sorrow. With one, or with both, for both have power to pierce; but
specially love, which except it had entered first and pierced Him, no
nail or spear could ever have entered. ... 'Look and be pierced with
love of Him' that so loved thee, that He gave Himself in this sort to
be pierced for thee.

Thus the visual contemplation on Calvary should lead to our hearts being so

pierced that it will make us lament and mourn for our sins.

Surely, the more steadily and more often we shall fix our eye upon it,
the more we shall be inured; and being inured, the more desire to do it.
For at every looking some new sight will offer itself, which will offer

Andrewea, Vol. 2, pp. 133, 159.

27
ibid., pp. 169 - 170.
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unto us occasion, either of godly sorrow, true repentance, sound
comfort, or sonic, other reflection, issuing from the beams of this
heavenly mirror.

Andrewes always insisted that the whole purpose for responding to our

senses in this world is to lead us to that perfect vision. "Videbitis" that

"visio beatifice which is God Himself. This is what "the Angels doe

continually behold ... we have but an enigmaticall sight of [it] in this life,

and it is soon lost." Nevertheless those who use their senses in a postive

way, "videbitis" will be "a matter of so great joy", but for others it will

be a "non videbitis", "the summe of all misery".29

PART 2

There we more plainely behold his glory and
majesty,in the statelinesse, and beautie of
the building, in the richnesse of the sacred
vessells and ornaments, the numerous multitudes
of his servants, the various fruits of the
blessed Sacraments, the dignitz, holinesse, and
sacred pompe of his ministers.

i. Church Buildings: Architecture, Furniture and Furnishings
For Reformed Catholics, everything, but everything had to reflect God's

holiness and beauty: the church building, the altar, font, pew, stalls,

pulpit, screen, altar frontals, and communion plate. God should be glorified

in His Church no less beautifully than He had been in the great temple of

Solomon. Built from cedar trees, this temple was decorated inside with pure

gold, of which the focal points were the two cherubim, ten cubits high and

with wings of five cubits' spanning the altar. Within the holy of holies were

all the ritual vessels of pure gold, including ten candlesticks and censers.

With this as the ideal, Andrewes beautified his chapel which became the model

for all who worshipped in the Reformed Catholic tradition.fl

Within this chapel the altar was the focal point. It was placed at the

ibid., pp. 129, 130, 132.

" Apos. Sacra, pp. 649 - 50.

De Templis, pp. 111 - 2.

In the three dioceses where he served Andrewes renovated the bishop's
residence. Andrewes, Vol. 5, p. 293.
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eastern end, elevated and railed off from the rest of the chancel to denote

it was Sanctum Sanctorum. These rails also served another purpose as Andrewes

insisted that communicants kneel before the altar to receive the Sacrament as

this was the only fit posture to show our humility before Christ. On the altar

were "two candlesticks with tapers", "basin for the oblations", and "a cushion

of violet and crimson damask" which matched the altar frontal, "for the

service book". When the Eucharist was celebrated a chalice, paten and

tricanale for mixing the wine with water were also placed upon it, whilst on

the credence table were the "silver and gilt canister for the wafers like a

wicker-basket and lined with cambric laced", a small barrel for the communion

wine, "a basin and ewer" and towel for the ablutions. On an additional small

table in the nave was placed a "navicula" from "which the frankincense is

poured" into "a triquestral censer" for censing at those appropriate places

in worship. This censer hung outside the sanctuary behind the lectern which

was in the centre of the chancel. On this raised lectern rested a great bible,

and in front of it was the faldstool for kneeling to say the Litany. There

were also seats for the bishop (his seat was canopied), the chaplain, for

ordinands and two long benches for the family. Behind the altar there was "a

... hanging" which depicted "the story of Abraham and Melchizedek", noting no

doubt both the blessing and sacrificial ministeries of the latter. Like the

altar, the pulpit also was richly covered in a matching "cloth of crimson and

violet damask."32

By appealing to the magnificence of the temple of Solomon as the model

for churches, Andrewes was being true to his beliefs that all aspects of

religion were rooted in antiquity, even in paganism. The post-Constantine

Church converted temples to churches, and so in England the first St. Paul's

cathedral had been the temple of Diana, and "Westminster Abbey was ancientely

the temple of Apollo". Indeed Miletus, one of the first British bishops had

been instructed by Pope Gregory not to destroy temples "but that they be
33

hallowed and sanctified, and turned into Oratories for Christians".

Andrewes' teaching on the Church's inheritance influenced many during

the seventeenth century, one of whom was R. T., the author of De Templis.

Accordingly he depicted Solomon's temple sitting upon Mount Moriah as "the

most excellent temple in all the world: It was a true Masterpiece, not made

32 

ibid., Vol. 11, pp. xcvii - xcix.

33 
Learhed Discourse, pp. 3a - 44.
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after the manner of any before it, nor could posterity ever equal' it." 34 It

was indeed the model to follow which was depicted by one of Andrewes' students

at Westminster, George Herbert in his poem Sion.

Lord, with what glorie wast thou serv'd of old,
When Solomons temple stood and flourished!
Where most things were of purest gold;
The wOod was all embellished

With flowers and carvings, mysticall and rare:
35

All show'd the builders, crav'd the seers care.

Another reason for Andrewes and Reformed Catholics taking Solomon's

temple as the exemplar for their churches was that it reflected the heavenly

realm where God held court with His entrain of angels and archangels and' all

the company of heaven.
36
 Hence it is not without significance that Herbert

called his great work The Temple in which hedescribed the church as a replica

of the splendour of this heavenly court. His poetry and prose therefore

expressed the richness of worship and the significance of the sacraments and

ceremonies, art and architecture, beauty and colour, light and order, music

and ritual. This in turn meant the church should "be swept, and kept clean

without dust, or cobwebs, and at great festivals strawed and stuck with

boughs, and perfumed with incense", while the actual building should have

"walls plastered, windows glazed, floors paved, seats whole, firm and

uniform". It also meant "that the pulpit, and desk and Communion table and

font be as they ought, for those great duties that are performed in them."37

Herbert also suggested that stained-glass windows, paintings, and architecture

were icons in teaching the Christian faith, and for providing supplementary

knowledge and devotion to the sermon. "Thou dost anneal in glasse thy stone,!

Making thy life to shine within." They also show "Doctrine and life, colours

and light, in one/ When they combine and mingle, bring/ A strong regard and
38

aw". How Herbert depicted the church was reflected in Andrewes' visitation

article as it enquired:

Whether is the body of the Church and the Chancel thereof in good
reparation, decently kept, as well within as without, the roofs so that

De Templis, p. 158.

F. E. Hutchinson, The Works of George Herbert, (Oxford, 1941), p. 106.

Andrewes, Vol. 11, 265.

Dorman, p. 7.

n
Hutchinson, op. cit., pp. 67 - 8.
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it rain not in, the windows well glazed, the floors plain and even
paved, the pews and seats orderly set, well maintained, q.ean and sweet
kept, without any dust or anything noisome or unseemly?

Andrewes t insistence that what is God's should be loved and respected

became a constant theme with Reformed Catholics, especially in the 1630's.

Some of the expressions that Andrewes had used such as the church is no

"barber's shop", nor "Westminster or Guild-hall" reappeared in the 1630's. One

example came from William Hardwick, curate of Reigate in a visitation sermon

in 1638, when he referred to the church as "no Barbers or Apothecaries shop;

'tis no Westminster or Guild-hall but the place of Angels, the Court of Heaven

yea, Heaven it self e."4°

Before Herbert had written The Temple Andrewes had already preached on

the significance of Mt. Sion where the great temple had been built. It is

"'the gates of Sion' more than all the dwellings of Jacob" which "God loved

and favoured high". During the captivity, the Jews lamented their loss as they

wept by the waters of Babylon, but at the restoration there was "true joy" as

they sang out once again "hallelujah" and "Hosanna" to their God in their

newly built temple. Their joy Christians have imitated ever since at the

dedication of churches, and each anniversary afterwards celebrate "their wake"

as "a feast of joli".41

However during Elizabeth's time many churches had become dilapidated,

often through plunder by laypeople, and so Sacramentalists suggested that

"holy men surely make right good use of the Church, who make it the object of

their bounty and munificence in building, repairing, beautifying or adding any

ornaments unto it." That there were such holy people in England was one of the

features of the Jacobean and Caroline churches. Their concern alleviated in

part, what for Andrewes was the worst features of the Reformation, the sin of

sacrilege.
42
 Some of these "holy" people restored churches to enhance

sacramental worship. Four of these were Viscount Scudamore who restored the

Andrewes, Vol. 11, p. 127. Cosin 1627 articles were identical. Cosin,
Vol. 2, p. 3.

40 
Hardwick, p. 13; Andrewes, Vol. 4, p. 131.

41 

ibid., Vol. 2, pp. 360, 362, Vol. 4, pp. 226 - 7, 232. In the 100's
these wakes were often criticised as they led sometimes to unruly behaviour.
J. Davies, The Caroline Captivity Of The Church (Oxford, 1992) p. 177.

Andrewes, Vol. 2, p. 346; De Templis, p. 221 - 2.
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Cistercian abbey at Dore; Alice Duddeley whose generous gifts enabled St.

Giles-in-the-Field to be renovated; Robert Cecil who gave Hatfield House an

ornate chapel; and Robert Shirley who built a fine Gothic church at Staunton

Harold.
The restoration of Abbey Dore made the altar the focal point. This was

the otiginal altar-slab placed "upon three pilasters of stone", while the

altar rails were made of oak. Behind the altar was a glorious eastern window

with the Ascensilm as the central panel and flanked by some of the Apostles.

The only other pieces of furniture in the chancel were the praying and reading

desks. Separating the chancel from the nave is a "most beautiful and grand"

screen of "Renaissance woodwork". Compared with the chancel the nave is small,

and so all was designed not to detract from the altar. 43 Scudamore not only

gave a beautiful church for the people of Dore, but he also renovated the

family's chapel at Holme-Lacy and the church at Hempsted in Gloucestershire.
44

Under its vicar, Roger Manwaring, St. Giles-in-the-Field began its

renovations in the mid 1620's, and when completed was a splendid sight. The

carved wooden screen, styled in "the figure of a beautifull gate", was

restored, and hence the Sanctum Sanctorum, was once more separated from the

rest of the church. Behind the altar hung "blue silke taffeta curtaines" while

the altar itself was approached by three marble steps. The day that Bishop

Laud consecrated it, the church was decked in all its finery with the altar

"handsomely adorned with best damask" frontal, "the green velvet cushion" and

all its glittering communion plate. In the nave there were "three Turkey

carpets with cushions ... on them to kneel upon" for the service.
45

All this beautification to the glory of God did not mean anything to the

iconoclasts of the 1640's, and like so many churches and college chapels

suffered unmercifully. Nevertheless at the Restoration, as Boreman intimated

in his funeral oration for Lady Alice in 1669, St. Giles was "reheautified,

though not in the same high degree and manner as before", mainly through her

gifts. She also gave generously to the restoration of Lichfield Cathedral and

J. W. Tonkin, The Church of Abbey Dore (1990), p. 6; Gibson, pp. 37 -
38. The altar was "twelve feet long, four foot broad, and three inches thick."
ibid., p. 41.

44
ibid., p. 126, 177.

45
J. Parton, Some Account of the Hospital and Parish of St. Giles in the

Fields (London, 1822), pp. 195, 197, 199, 201; Boreman, p. 23.
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46

St. Sepulchre's, London.

Cecil's chapel at Hatfield House was lavishly ornamented, more so than

any other part of the house. The chapel blazed with rich colours especially

in the stained-glass windows, sculptures, and paintings while around the walls

and windows there were gold leaf decorations. The artist, Rowland Bucket, also

adorned the chapel with religious pictures of which the oustanding ones were

the two Annunciations: Gabriel to the blessed Virgin Mary and the angel to the

shepherds. In these paintings Bucket departed from the post-Reformation idea

of presenting basically Old Testament figures, and returned to the pre-

Reformation era in both content and style. Both of these paintings herald the

Incarnation, the heart of SacraMentalism. Indeed his wall paintings also

reflected this. Amos was depicted with "three sheep, ... a long staff and an

open book", while Obadiah was portrayed blowing his "trumpet with vigour".47

The prophets were pre-empting the coming of the Good Shepherd, a favourite

symbol in the ancient Church and for Andrewes. Bucket also depicted Obadiah

with "a three-quartered turn" which gave the impression of being involved in

the chapel's activities which would have included from time to time the

celebration of the Eucharist. The overall work suggests that it is the whole

company of saints k prophets and angels as well as mortal men who gather around

the altar to worship.

The last church to be built before the Restoration was Shirley's church

at Stanton Harold. His inscription above the west doorway reflected his

purpose "to have done the best thing in the worst times, and hoped them in the

most callamitous." It was built purposely to witness to the catholicity and

the continuity of the English Church and to defy all that the Cromwellian

government represented. Although Shirley died before the church was completed,

he left explicit instructions in his will as to how the interior especially

was be decorated. The only piece of furniture in the spacious chancel is the

oak altar on a raised platform which immediately draws attention to it on

entering the church. On the eastern wall on either side of the altar, are the

Creed, the Lord's Prayer, and the Ten Commandments. The chancel is screened

off from the nave where the carved woodwork, two-tiered pulpit was placed, so

as not to distract from the altar. A further sign that it was built for

46

ibid., pp. 24 - 5.
47

E. Auerbach and C. Kingsley, Paintings and Sculpture at Hatfield
House, (London, 1971), pp. 26, 103 - 5.
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Catholic worship was reflected, as Pevsner expressed it, to the harking "back

to the early fourteenth century with cusped intersected and Y-tracery" and the

motifs Of fleur-de-lis in the lower windows. Another feature was "clouding"

the ceilings. The theme for the nave was creation, suggesting that out of

chaos God brings life and order (a favourite theme of Andrewes), while the

chancel ceiling over the altar featured "a circle of winged heads represented

alternately as singing Halleluiah and Sanctus, Sanctus, Sanctus." This

reminded worshippers that as they gather arolind the altar their prayers and

offerings were mingled with those of the choir of heaven, that is, the whole

Catholic Church offering the Eucharist."

Andrewes' influence was also seen in the restoration and renovation of

chapels and churches carried out by some of his chaplains. One of these was

Christopher Wren who after receiving the benefice of St. Mary's, East Knoyle

from Andrewes undertook to beautify the chancel according to Andrewes' plan.

The result was uncompromisingly Catholic. The eastern wall depicted Jacob's

dream with angels ascending and descending the ladder; the south, the

sacrifice of Isaac; the west, the ascension of Christ; and the north, a man

kneeling below a dove. The chancel was decorated in "Jacobean-looking

strapwork in bold forms and fine decidely Gothic-looking vertical friezes of

little intersected arches." Undoubtedly it represented the splendid court of

heaven. This contrasted dramatically with the rather plainer plasterwork of

the nave, the people's part in church. He also renovated the chancels at

Windsor and Wolverhampton. The latter was so richly furnished that Burton

complained of the cost of the new altar, as he did of its dedication with

"censings, washings, bowings, copes (borrowed from Lichfield), chantings,

abusing of the Scripture (as John 10.22) to prove dedication of Altars and the
49

like."

Another chaplain, Christopher's brother, Matthew also modelled his

chapel on that of Andrewes, and accordingly the altar, covered in a rich

cloth, glittered with candlesticks, basins, "chalice with a prosse upon it"

and other plate. At his trial he intimated that he was but following Andrewes

and insisted that there was nothing in his chapel that could not have been

48
N. Pevsner, The Buildings of England: Leicestershire and Rutland,

Revised by E. Williamson with G. K. Brandwood (Harmondsworth, 1984). pp . 3 9-0 -
1); Borough, pp. 121 - 2.

N. Pevsner, The Buildings of England: Wiltshire, Revised by 8. Cherry
(Harmondsworth, 1975), p. 231; P,R.O. S.P. 16/499/13; Burton, p. 161.
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50
found in Andrewes'.

Christopher Wren had given Laud a , copy of Andrewes' chapel to build his

own at Abergwili when he became bishop of St. David. It is also this plan he

followed when he renovated Lambeth Palace. Accordingly on the altar at the

east end were "two great Silver Candlesticks, with Tapers in them, besides

Basons and other Silver vessels". There was also "a costly Prayer Hooke ...

which ... had a Crucifixe on the bosses." (His own bible cover was designed

with the "five wounds of Christ" in fine needlework). Near the altar, he

placed a credence table for the canister and flagon. He also replaced the old

glass in the eastern window, of which the middle panel depicted the

crucifixion surrounded by the instruments of passion. The other stained glass

panels illustrated "the whole story from the creation to the day of

judgment"."

Most college chapels in Oxford and Cambridge in the 1630's also

reflected Andrewes' chapel. In Cambridge, Pembroke, Peterhouse, Caius,

Queens's, Christ's, King's, Trinity, Jesus and St. John's, all had the altar

as the focal point, approached usually by marbled steps and railed off. These

chapels were tastefully and richly furnished and their altars were adorned

with magnificent gilt candlesticks and communion plate. Of all these chapels,

Peterhouse was the most exquisite. Its master, Cosin, like Andrewes, had a

true sense of liturgical beauty and embarked on an enormous programme of

beautification in the newly built Gothic chapel by its previous Master,

Matthew Wren.
52
 Cogin's purpose for his beautification scheme is enshrined in

the chancel's inscription, Hic locus est Domus Del, nil allud, et Porta Caeli.

Everything drew the eye immediately to the altar; above it a dove represented

the Holy Spirit which was surrounded by cherubim. Behind the altar were

painted hangings depicting eagles and on them were inscribed the words in quod

cuperunt Angell. The altar itself was covered with bright silk on which were

placed "basons, candlesticks, tapers", (very reminiscent of Andrewes), whilst

50 
Canterburies Doome, p. 353; Wren, p. 81.

51 
Canterburies Thome, pp. 59, 62, 120, 467; Laud, Vol. 4, pp. 199, 203,

207, 210, 250 - 1, 404. At hi g trial he was also accused of possessing in his
gallery a pictures of the four Latin Doctors, Ecco Homo, and the Good
Shepherd. ibid., pp. 204 - 5.

52 
Wren, p. 9. R. Willis and J. W. Clarke, The Architectural History of

the University of Cambridge and Eton, 4 vols (London, 1886), Vol. 1, pp. 40 -
2.
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on the altar step was Andrewes' censer. Other enhancing features were the

gilded dome and the great East window. The latter was based on Ruben's Le Coup

de Lance which depicted the events of Christ's passion, "centring on the

crucifixion to disseminate graphically theological and liturgical ideas." Even

within the nave there were numerous carved faces of angels, floral decorations

and arabesque lozenges, all of which gave an "air of fantastic grace", while

the end of the seat had "a carved crosse." 53

ii. Altar Plate
Again it was Andrewes who had the greatest influence on the development

of English church plate. As Oman commented "it was inevitable that in his

efforts to enrich ritual he should become a patron of all the crafts which

could contribute to the embellishment of churches, but it is clear that he had

a particular love of goldsmiths' work." He made beautiful altar plate a

distinctive feature of Reformed Catholicism as a passionate expression of his

eucharistic convictions. With his own plate collection, he deliberately

departed from the Reformers' use of a communion cup, and re-introduced the

chalice in the Gothic style which reflected once again the continuity of the

past. With this in mind he bequeathed to pembroke College replicas of

Communion plate (a silver gilt chalice, basin and ewer) given by the college's

foundress, in the event of some mishap to them:4

Andrewes' altar plate reflected "that sense of matching form, proportion

and ornament as that which came from the reverence and devotion felt for such

Canterburies Doome, p. 123; B.L. Han. Ms. 7019, fols. 71, 74 - 85; J.
S. Hoffman, "The Puritan Revolution and the 'Beauty of Holiness' at
Cambridge", Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society, Vol. 72 (1982 -
3 ), pp . 94 - 105. pp. 97 - 8, 101, 103. After the Restoration Cosin sent sixty
pounds for the building of "East end of Cur Chapel with freestone". Willis and
Clark, op. cit., p. 43. In his will Cosin bequeathed "two hundred pounds
towards the rectifying Of the north and south sides of St. Peter's Colledge
Chappell in Cambridge, with hewen stones-work answerable to the east and west
ends of the sayd chappell allready by mee sett up and furnished." Cosin,
Correspondence, Vol. 2, p. 291.

54
Oman, p. 145; Andrewes, Vol. 11 pp. xxi, ci. In the 1560's, bishops'

injunctions called for the altering of the chalice into a communion cup.
nest's injunction for Rochester Diocese in 1565 stated "that the chalice in
every parish be altered into a decent cup therewith to minister the Holy
Communion." W. H. Frere and W. Kennedy, Visitation Articles and Injunctions
of The Period of The Reformation 1558 - 1575, Alcuin Club Collection, Vol. 16
(London, 1910), p. 162.
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55

a holy sacrament." As Sacramentalism became more widespread during the

seventeenth century, altar plate in the . style of Andrewes began to appear in

chapels and churches. An almost identical chalice which Andrewes had made for

St. Mary'S, Southampton55 has survived at St. John's College, Oxford. Nicholas

Tyacke has suggested that this "good shepherd" chalice was bequeathed to the

college by Andrewes' good friend, and former president of the college, John

Buckeridge in 1631, and not as had been supposed by Laud in c.1619. Yet

Andrewes' influence went beyond his own close colleagues. An almost identical

chalice to that of St. Mary's was made by the same goldsmith, R.B twenty years

later and purchased by either Charles or Robert Shirley for Staunton Harold.

Obviously the goldsmith had kept Andrewes' design. The only difference was

that the chalice for St. Mary's was smaller, seven and a half inches while the

1640 one was eleven inches ta11.57

Lady Alice Duddeley was another who commissioned Gothic style communion

plate sets of silver-gilt chalice, covered paten and flagon, not only for St.

Giles, but also for eleven other parishes before she died in 1668. All her

gifts reflected that same sense of proportion and love of beautiful ware as

Andrewes had. Her daughter Lady Frances Kniveton also gave Gothic silver-gilt

communion plate to some of the churches on her husband's estate in

Derbyshire." Indeed in the ten years before the outbreak of the Civil War the

Gothic revival of the chalice was firmly established, with at least twenty-two

being crafted, of which eleven had paten covers, by no less than eight

goldsmiths. Of these Lady Duddeley and her daughter were responsible for

55
R. Lightbown, "Charles 1 and the Art of the Goldsmith", in A.

MacGregor, (ed.), The Late King's Goods, Collections, Posessions and Patronage
of Charles 1 in the light of the Commonwealth Sale Inventories (Oxford, 1989),
p. 246.

55
Andrewes decided he would use the offertory collection of £4.12s.2d at

the consecration of St. Mary's to purchase a chalice. Oman, p. 205.

57 

Tyacke, pp. xviii, 71; Oman, p. 205.

58 

These were the parishes of Ladbroke, and Monks Kirby, (1623), Ashow,
Kenilworth, Leek Wotton (1638) and Stoneleigh (date unknown) and Bidford-on-
Avon (1663) all in Warwickshire, Acton in Middlesex, (1639); Pattishall in
Northants. (1663); and St. Peter, St. Albans (c. 1663). ibid., p. 147;
Boreman, p. 24.

59 

These included Bradley, Kirk Langley, Kniveton, Mugginton, and
Osmaston-by-Ashbourne. Oman, p. 148.
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60
half,

Even during the Interregnum Gothic altat plate continued to be crafted

by goldsmiths for use in private chapels. One of the prominent goldsmiths of

this period was an unknown craftman, the so-called hound sejant, who was

responsible for ten gothic chalices, six covered patens and one gothic flagon.

Of the five covered patens made in 1653-4, four have identical designs but

different decorations. These were commissioned by Robert Shirley, the Duke of

Lennox for the chapel at Cobham Hall, and probably for Gilbert Sheldon as this

designed chalice appeared in Fulham Palace after the Restoration. Thomas

Riche, a merchant, from St. John the Baptist, Gloucester was another yho

commissioned plate from him. With the anticipation of the return of the

monarchy in 1559 he had crafted "eight peices of Plate, two large Gilt

flagons, two great Gilt Cupes with Covers, one Gilt Bason for the Collection,

one Gilt Plate for the Breade" which were all enscribed "for the service of

Allmighty God" "for the use of the Sacrament of the Lords Supper." At the

restoration, on his return from Paris, Cosin brought with him one chalice and

paten bearing the mark 1651. With his appointment as bishop' of Durham he had

additional plate made to serve the chapel at Auckland. This set consisted of

two candlesticks, an altar dish, two patens, two flagons, another chalice, and

a cover for the other chalice. For the cathedral he commissioned a scalloped

silver and gilt paten "with a foot and a cover of faire embossed work." By the

end of the seventeenth century according to Gilchrist there were over seventy

chalices made in the Gothic style."

Apart from Andrewes' communion plate the most extravagant was that

commissioned by Charles 1 in 1633 to the goldsmith Christian van Vianan, an

Utrecht "man excellently skill'd in the chasing of Plate" for St. George's

chapel, Windsor. As far back as 1618 Charles' father, had been concerned "at

the nakedness Of the altar", and had decreed that all knights and those

admitted afterwards were to donate a piece of altar plate to the value of at

least twenty pounds "for the adorning thereof". This "nakedness" had resulted

from vestments and ornaments being sold during Edward's reign. Yet James'
>' scheme never eventuated and it was relaunched by his son, and although

--
subscriptions came in slowly, by 1633 sufficient had been collected for

60 
ibid., p. 313.
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ibid., pp. 185, 218, 224 J. T. Evans, Church Plate of Gloucestershire

(Stow-on-the-Wold, 1906), pp. 98 - 9; Cosin, Correspondence, Vol. 2, p. 172;
J. Gilchrist, Anglican Church Plate (London, 1967), p. 73.
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Charles to commission van Vianan. By June 1637 he had finished a set

consisting of "two small candlesticks, , chased and gilt" for wax candles, "two

large plain candlesticks" for tapers, two chalices, four patens, a large alms

basin, and two small ones." The basin "contained the whole History of Christ

in chased work." This collection was duly consecrated. However the set was

incomplete and so through the personal gift of Prince Charles in May 1638 van

Vianan was approached to make "two large gilt Water-pots, chased with

histories", which were also duly blessed. Yet Charles still felt the

collection was incomplete, and commissioned van Vianan to craft a further "two

great Candlesticks," "two great Flaggons" and book covers for the bible and

prayer book.
62
 It is interesting to note that immediately after the

Restoration St. George's chapel commissioned a Gothic chalice, undoubtedly to

emphasise continuity with the past, but also as a protest against the

destruction of the van Vianan communion plate at the outset of the Civil War.

iii. Iconography and Inscriptions
When Andrewes selected his motifs for his altar plate he deliberately

chose those that were associated with the Sacrament in the early Church rather

than those associated with the late medimval period. Thus his chalice and

paten-cover were engraved with "Christ with the lost sheep on his shoulders",

and the star of Bethlehem respectively. The chalice reflected Tertullian's

remark in De Pudicitia that the "Shepherd will play the patron whom you depict

on your chalice". Andrewes referred to the "Shepherd carrying home the lost

sheep on his back" in his sermons. Accordingly in his draft sermon for Easter

Day, 1624, he preached that "that one sheep is the image of us all, So careful

he was, as He laid him on His own neck, to be sure." A quarter of a century

before in a Lenten sermon before Elizabeth, Andrewes had used the Good

Shepherd icon to illustrate how the Church like Christ cares for her

children.
63
 Andrewes also explained the significance of the star of Bethlehem.

"In the old Ritual of the Church" this "wise men's star" was engraved "on the

cover of the canister, wherein was the Sacrament of his body" "to show that

E. Ashmole, The Institution, Laws and Ceremonies of the most Noble
Order of the Garter (London, 1672), pp. 491 - 6; Lightbown, op. cit., pp. 252
- 3.

Andrewes, Vol. 2, p. 29, Vol. 3, pp. 89 - 90. Peacham and Laud also
refer to this icon of the Good Shepherd in the words of Tertullian.
Canterburies Doome, p. 465; H. Peacham, The Gentlemans Exercise (London,
1612), p. 12.
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now the star leads us thither, to His body there."
64

Andrewes set a trend fôr both. The Good Shepherd icon featured on Wren's

chalice for Peterhouse and the early chalice at St. John's College, Oxford.

It also appeared in contemporary dress-style on the drum of the flagon for

Severn Stokes, Worcestershire which was crafted in 1619. Before the Civil War

it was also engraved on the chalice given to the parish of Bransdale, West

Riding by John Plumer in 1637, and one for Staunton Harold in 1640 (it also

appeared on the 1654 chalice). During the Interregnum the Good Shepherd motive

appeared on a flagon at Kirk German, a chalice for Wimpole, Cambridgeshire,

and an alms bowel and chalice commissioned by Sir Thomas Chicheley.65

This Good Shepherd iconography also featured in the fine carved woodwork

frieze on the screen in the restored priory of Cartmel by George Prest6n

between 1618 and 1622 as well as on the columns supporting the canopies. These

also had carvings of the instruments of Christ's passion, one of the most

popular forms for devotions in the pre-Reformation church.
66
 These symbols

featured too on the inside of paten covers given by Lady Duddeley for Ashow,

Kenilworth, and Leek Wootton in Warwickshire in 1638.

The star of Bethlehem, which featured on Andrewes' paten cover was

engraved on the cover of that early St. John's College chalice. It re-emerged

during the Interregnum on paten covers made for Sheldon and Shirley, on a

chalice for Sheldon and a flagon for Shirley. With the last two it was set in

the crown of thorns, thus depicting that Bethlehem and Calvary were

inseparable at the altar."

Another ancient symbol to appear was the pelican on a chalice made in

1633 for the parish of Haverfordwest, Pembrokeshire, and once again the

meaning of this symbol had been taught by Andrewes. Of all birds it was "truly

merciful" as by its "bill of mercy" it strikes "itself to the heart, drawing

blood thence, even the very heartblood, to revive her young ones." Hence the
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pelican symbolised Christ's blood flowing forth on the cross "to revive" us

who "were dead in sin, and to make [us] live anew the life of grace."" In the

post-Restoration renovations the "pelican feeding her young with her own

Blood" featured in the lavish new altars for St. James, Piccadily, All

Hallows, Lombard Street and at the turn of the century at St. Giles,

Cripplegate. In his diary Evelyn wrote of his visit to see the restored church

of St. James which had been elegantly built and "especially adorn'd was the

Altar, the white Marble Enclosure curiosly and richly carved and the flowers

and Garlands about the -Wall." Yet the centre of attention was a carving by a

Mr. Gibbons of "a Pelican with her young at her breast just over the Altar in
the Carved Compartment.""

The crucifix was another old symbol which appeared on chalices for

Melbury Samford church, Dorset, (1607), Weston St. Mary, Lincolnshire, (1611),

and at Kingerby, Lincolnshire, (1638). This last parish also possessed a paten

with the crucifix engraved on it, whilst the Last Supper was engraved on a

chalice for Steynton, Pembrokeshire in 1625. Crucifixes were also engraved on

both the back and front covers of the Prayer Book and Bible for Staunton

Harold. The latter also possessed a silver gilt alms dish with the sacred

monogram engraved in its centre, a cross above and a heart below within a

circle of glory.
70
 All of these symbols manifested a turning away from stark

Calvinism to a more sacramental faith which was enriched by symbolism and

beauty.

iv. Vestments and Frontals
Beautiful vestments were another feature of Reformed Catholicism.

Sacramentalists made use of the phrase in the Prayer Book of "such ornaments

as were in use in the second year of King Edward VI" even though in the 1552

Prayer Book vestments of any kind had been forbidden. In his Prayer Book notes

Cosin wrote that a bishop when he celebrated the Holy Communion "shall have

upon him besides his Rochet, a Surplice or Alb and a Cope or Vestment and also

his Pastoral staffe in his hand", while a priest shall wear "an alb with a

vestment or cope". If other priests and deacons were present at the
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celebration they wore "albs or tunicles." In his chapel Andrewes had five

copes, while many cathedrals possessed . magnificent vestments like the "two

coapes of gould [and] one of white sattan" at York Minster. St. George's

Chapel in the late 1630's possessed fifteen richly embroidered copes. Brereton

in his notes on Durham described the bishop as wearing "the new red

embroidered cope which is wrought full of stars, like one I have seen worn in

St. Dennis fin Prancer'. This cathedral also possessed "a black cope wrought

with gold, with divers images in colours". Lichfield cathedral too possessed

"rich copes of cloth-of-tissue". Such vestments, Reformed Catholics believed,

added to the outward solemnity of worship.
71
 However there is very little

evidence that Andrewes and other Sacramentalists ever wore the old eucharistic

vestment, the chasuble, but elected instead to wear the cope. The whole effect

of a post-Reformation bishop dressed in his episcopal robes was probably best

illustrated in the effigy of Samuel Harsnett with its cope being "beautifully

embroidered with flowers, and a rich flowing border."
72

Ornate frontals adorned altars which Sacramentalists believed were only

fitting for the Lord's presence. The altar in Andrewes' chapel had a crimson

and violet damask frontal with a matching back-piece. Another example of a

rich frOntal was when Richard Neile had one of the palls offered at the

coronation of James 1 converted into an altar frontal. Durham cathedral

possessed "a high altar-cloth of crimson velvet", while both Lichfield

Cathedral and York Minster possessed sumptuous frontals for the high altar."

At Staunton Harold the altar frontal was "a dark red-purple, with heavy

gold fringe, ... [which] is pulled out at the lower corners" in order to give

the "altar the appearance of being longer than it really is", which sometimes

appeared in the medieval churches. The altar-cloth was also spectacular, being

"fringed all round", and in the front touching the floor.
74
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The altar at St. Giles-in-the-Fields was also richly furnished. On week

days it was covered with "a Rich Green Velvet Cloth" with the sacred monogram

IHS embroided on it in gold, while for Sundays there was a more elaborate

green velvet frontal with its "rich deep Gold fring". There were also two

altar cloths, one of cambric with deep bonelace around its edges, and the

other of damask, and two, golden embroidered cushions on which to rest the

service books or alms basin on the altar. The prayer desk was covered in

purple velvet with "a great gold and silke fringe" on which were "placed two

great bookes, wrought with needle-worke depidting pictures of Christ, and the

Virgin Mary with Christ in her armes." 75 St. George's chapel, Windsor had lots

of rich furnishings. Amongst these was a large "Carpet of Wire-Gold for the

Communion Table" and a matching large "Cushon". Its "pulpet-Cloth of "Crimson

Damask" was "interwoven thick with Flowers de Lis, Portcullices, Roses, and

Crowns of Gold". 76

Visitation articles of the 1630's enquired whether cathedrals possessed

copes and altar furnishings, and if they did not, the chapter of each

cathedral was directed to purchase them. Amongst those cathedrals which bought

or augmented their collection were Winchester, Chichester and Hereford.77

Andrewes' concept of aestheticism in worship was clearly evident in many

cathedrals, churches and university chapels in the 1630's, and although in

1640's iconoclasts destroyed beautiful furnishings, plate, sculpture and art

it re-emerged at the Restoration.
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CHAPTER THREE

WORSHIP

At length [we shall] come to the place where
we shall day and night sing as the Cberuhims
do, and ... shall fall down before His throne,
saying always, 'Thou art worthy, 0 Lord,
to receive glory, and honour and praise for ever..'1

The vicar of a parish church in the 1630's enters the chancel wearing

his surplice and stole to celebrate the Eucharist on the feast of Pentecost.

As he approaches the altar, now permanently placed at the east end and railed

off to prevent its misuse, he bows. This holy Table is coveted "with a fair

linen cloth" on which have been placed two candlesticks, alight for the

service. In a church where the leaking roof has been repaired recently, the

broken stained glass window replaced, and the squire's pew-box removed, the

vicar conducts the service according to the Prayer Book in a dignified and

devout manner. The cOngregation, in a short sermon, is exhorted to live

piously and prayerfully in order to show the fruits of the Spirit such as

love, joy and long suffering in their lives. When it is time to receive the

Sacrament parishioners kneel at the altar rail. Eowever after the service, one

local yeoman protests about this.

Meanwhile a few miles away in the cathedral, the mother church of the

diocese, the organist has ascended the loft, the clergy and choir have robed

in the sacristy, the candles have been lit, and the plate glistens on the

altar ; decked in its richly embroidered frontal. The signal that the service

is about to begin is the sound of the organ, recently purchased, playing the

Whitsun hymn, Veni, creator Spiritus, as the clergy, in their copes, process
to the altar while the heavenly voices of the choir echb throughout this

Norman cathedral. At the altar the clergy bow lowly; the celebrant is the

bishop, the epistoler, a prebendary ana the gospeller, the dean. Being an

important feast day, incense is used and a special anthem is sung by the

choir. The sermon, which is a little longer than that in the village church,

is basically the same as it revolves around the readings for Pentecost. At the

Andrewes, VOL 5, p. 389.
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offertory the elements are offered with great solemnity, while at the prayer

of consecration the celebrant's manual actions are defined but there is no

elevation as in pre-Reformation days. As in the village church, the

parishioners kneel at the altar rail to receive the Sacrament. The service

ends as it had started, with the sound of the organ filling the cathedral, a

fitting conclusion to this whole service which has been offered to the glory

of God with much splendour and reverence.

This wbrship reflected what Andrewes had offered consistently in his

life time, and manifested that its chief purpose was to give homage to God

with that reverence as stated in the eighteenth canon of 1604. A constant

theme of Andrewes was that this worship should mirror that of the angels and

saints in heaven who continuously "cast their crown before His throne".

Another common theme was that worship is of great antiquity; "be it true or

false", it has been offered upon an altar somewhere ever since man's

existence. In Christian times the altar has become "the Lords Table, where we

celebrate the remembrance of that oblation once made by Christ."2

This had been the pattern for worship for fifteen hundred years, and it

had only been of late that this had been broken with what Andrewes termed

"idle imagination" or "will-worship" when some Christians have decided to

worship according to their own inclinations rather than God's way. This

clearly broke the second commandment. "Thou shalt not worship any graven

image" in the pre-Reformation Church has been superseded by an affirmative

command "thou shalt worship the imagination". As "an image is at the best a

counterfeit representation of the truth", it meant that the Church has not

been purged of images but rather these have taken on a new lease of life under

the modern day Cathari. Like Augustine in his days, Andrewes therefore felt

justified in complaining of "'new imagination never heard of before.'" Perkins

too spoke of the sin of imagination when he commented on the second

commandment. In this category he placed all the usual popish superstitions,

but also some of the practices in the English church such as "musicke in

Divine Service" which he believed fed the ears but did not edify the mind. It

was because of such statements that Andrewes kept emphasising the need to

follow the early Fathers in worship as well as doctrine:

2
Apos. Sacra, p. 597.

3
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Andrewes applied the term "imagination" from the Greek meaning for idol,

an illusion or false appearance, and thereby those who worshipped according

to their own imaginations clearly worshipped God falsely. He suggested that

"all imaginations have been cast, and the truth of God's word ever perverted"

"by philosophy" as in Simon Magus, "the first of all heretics", and "by
Judaism" through the Pharisees. From the philosopher came the "wresting and

tentering of the Scriptures ... with expositions and glosses newly coined, to

make them speak that they never meant; giving such new and strange senses to

places of the Scripture, as the Church of Christ never heard of." From the

Pharisees, came the "eking out God's truth with men's fancies, with the

phylacteries and fringes of the Pharisees, who took upon them to observe many

things beside it." Thus "the disease of our age" is that many want to worship

according to their innovations, rather that what Christ's Church has always

done. It would only be by obeying Christ's teaching, following the early

Fathers and knowing what the Homily upon Peril of Idolatry taught, that "our

Church" would be rid "of many fond imaginations which now are stamped daily"

upon it, insisted Andrewes.
4

Andrewes' labelling of this kind of worship as a sin of the imagination

had similarities with Francis Bacon's attitude to the new philosophy in Novum

Organum. In this he stated:

men become attached to certain particular sciences and speculations
either because they fancy themselves the authors and inventors thereof,
or because they have bestowed the greatest pains upon them and become
most habituated to them. But men of this kind, if they betake themselves
to a philosophy and contemplation of a general cparacter, distort and
color them in obedience to their former fancies.

Andrewes in his sermon Of Imaginations listed imaginations in "Doctrine",

"Government", "Sacraments" and "Prayers". Bacon too wrote of four kinds of

"idols" ("tribe, "cave", "market-place" and "theatre"):

i. God's Precepts for Worship
To counter "imagination" worship Andrewes taught that God can only be

worshipped in the manner He has prescribed. These he set out in his

catechetical lectures under four headings: preaching, prayer, sacraments and

4
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5
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7
discipline.

There were also ceremonies prescribed for worship and contrary to the

"new learning", the purpose of them are "to edifie" and "for order" and

"decency". These had been inherited from pre-Christian days by the early

Church as "nothing was innovated for Christian Religion". This meant that all

ceremonies were rooted in paganism, and every religion, even that of "the

reformed Sectaries", had some ceremonies. Those who thus disapproved of these

because they were "heathenish" or "popish", and ornaments in the church as

they were "idols" showed their ignorance as they were objecting to those

practices which the Church itself had adapted from "many of the [Pagan]

Ceremonies and Usages, not contrary to the Scripture". They therefore were

much older than Popery. For example beating the bounds at Rogationtide was

"borrowed from the Heathen", while praying facing the east, music, and the

keeping of "festivall daies" were all originally pagan customs.
8

Andrewes also informed Roman Catholics they were wrong to think that

"all Christian Ceremonies," were invented by the Pope, and that they were also

mistaken to think that "we have- all our Feasts and Ceremonies from Austin the

monk." What all Catholics should know is that "much of the Christian Policy

and Discipline was in practice when the State of this Land was Heathen", and

so he commended Bellarmine for acknowledging that "all Christian Ceremonies

were not invented by the Pope".9

Hooker had defended the retaining of ceremonies as they were "the

ancient rites and customs of the Church of Christ", and therefore they were

not like some "leprous clothes, infectious unto the Church." They were not

"indifferent" but for "the edification of the Church", to stimulate

"reverence, devotion [and] attention" at worship and to give a dignity to the

sacraments. However Andrewes went further than his contemporary as he held

them not only as edifying and as a means of decency in accordance with

antiquity, but necessary as they had been "enacted in a Christian State, and

made the Laws of the Land." Furthermore he implemented his teaching on

ceremonies in his own chapel. These became a feature of the 1630's and their

importance for Sacramentalists was illtstrated by Richard Tedder. "Take away

7 Andrewes, Vol. 6, pp. 125 - 7.

8
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11

12

the Ceremonies out of the Church, and take away the light that is in it." He

followed Andrewes' line that there is "no religion" which does not have "their

Rites and Ceremonies in the time of worship". Accordingly "Divine worship

cannot bee rightly performed without an outward solemnity" as this is the

"guide to the understanding" of worship.
10

There were also precepts for "behaviour in God's worship"; these too

were rooted in antiquity when worshippers "never came together without bowing

downe, neither ever departed without external signs of reverence." Therefore

Christians are only following their example by "a reverend behaviour in

accessu et recessu", stated Andrewes. In his catechetical lectures he taught

that the correct postures at worship such as kneeling for prayer, standing for

die proclamation of the Gospel and sitting for edification were also inherited

from antiquity. There were also other requirements when attending "God's

liturgy or public service" such as a sense of unity with others; an alertness

and attentiveness, a stillness and quietness, and a discipline to stay for the
11

whole service.

That act of reverence when entering and leaving the church was

specifically given to the altar, "the holiest of all holies". That most sacred

table where angels abide and where that most holy Sacrament is celebrated in

"the highest and most solemn service of God", Andrewes maintained, deserved

the greatest respect. Yet it was ignored by many. Thus he devoted his Genesis

lectures on chapter 4:3 to teach why the altar and not the pulpit is the focal

point for Christian worship. By making it the centre, Christians were

following once again antiquity when Abel and Noah, and later the Jews offered

their oblations and sacrifices upon altars. Since then Christians have

continually offered not an animal sacrifice but "spiritual sacrifices" as "the

Altar of Christians is the Lords table whereon they doe annunciare mortem

Domini."
12
 The Canons of 1640 made it clear in what way Andrewes and Reformed

Catholics viewed it as an altar.

And we declare that this situation of the holy table, doth not imply
that it is, or ought to be esteemed, a true and proper altar, whereon
Christ is again really sacrificed: but it is and may be called an altar

Hooker, Vol. 1, p. 418, 445, 450 (4:i.3, ix.1, x.2); Vol. 2, p. 321,
(5:lxv.5); Learned Discourse, p. 25; Tedder, p.17.
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by us in that sense in which the primitive church called it an altar,
and in no other.

Andrewes' influence was very much evident in the altar policy of the

1630's which restored the Lprd's Table to its place in the primitive Church,

and gave it that honour and reverence as Christ's abode upon earth. One of

those who defended this was John Pocklington who in his Altare Christianum

stated the practical and devotional reasons for having the altar enclosed. He

also indicated that its eastern position was to follow the example of the

early Church which placed the altar away from the nave, commonly called the

auditorium where poenitentes, catechumeni and audientes came for teaching in

the sermon but were forbidden to attend the celebration of the Holy

Eucharist. " Although altars and their rails were often dismantled after 1642,

they appeared again at the Restoration. Evelyn wrote in his diary in April,

1662, "we ordered that the Communion Table should be set (as usualy)

Altarwise; with a decent raile before it, according as formely, before the

Rebellion. 
15

Andrewes' teaching on bowing to the altar had also become not only a

regular practice in many churches, but a favourite sermon topic by the 1630's.

One priest who advocated this was Eleazor Duncon who preached that "the

Fathers of the Primitive Church" taught their people to "worship God towards

the Altar" for here "is Celebrated that Awful and most Venerable Sacrifice".

Here too "the Quiers of Angels and Arch-Angels abiding together with the

Priests within the Railes of the Altar" gather. It was from this concept that

the altar came to be railed off, "least any profane person suddenly breaking
1

in, should come nearer to the Altar, then was meet."
6

Hence viSitation articles reflected Sacramentalists ' concern for caring

for the altar. Andrewes in 1619 enquired whether "the Communion Table [was]

abused by sitting on it, throwing hats on it, writing on it", or in any other

ways "not agreeable to the holy use of it"; and whether it was covered with

E. Cardwell, Synodalia, 2 vols (Oxford, 1852), Vol. 1, p. 405.
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"a carpet of silk Or other decent stuff", and at the celebration of the Holy

Communion "with a fair linen cloth". He also enquired whether parishes had

suitable altar plate for the Communion service, that is, "a fair Communion Cup

of silver, with a large cover of silver, to deliver the bread and a flagon of

silver or tin, for the wine to be set on the Communion Table"."

Andrewes also advocated obeisance to the Sacrament, for as he argued "at

the holy mysteries" here is not only His name ' but "even the body and blood

of our Lord Jesus Christ." Hence he was quite scathing to those who sat in the

presence of our blessed Saviour. As he often intimated, beginning with those

catechetical lectures in Cambridge, the Sacrament itself should initiate

reverence. Shortly after these lectures, his adversary, Perkins appeared

before the Consistory court in Cambridge in January, 1587 for allegedly

recommending sitting rather than kneeling to receive the Sacrament in a sermon

in Christ's college.

To those who refused to kneel, either to receive the Sacrament or in

prayer, Andrewes warned it was something that at sometime every person will

have to do. If it is not done here in this life, it will be forced on us later

on. "Either fall on our knees now, or be cast flat on our faces then; either

confess Him cantando with the saints and angels, or ululando with devils and

damned spirits." Andrewes' censuring of irreverence was repeated by other

Reformed Catholics. For example Bucketidge preached that those who "cannot

endure to kneele, or stand, but must sit at their devotions" and even "at the

Lord's Table" love their comfort more than duty. One would think "they were

equal guests withigim." Commenting on the Puritans' claim that kneeling was

an act of idolatry, he exclaimed, "Good God! Is it Idolatry to kneele at Gods

table", when in earthly-matters no man acts irreverently or ill-mannered when

he "makes his suite or asks a pardon, or receives a great benefit from a

mortall King without this bowing or kneeling?" He too stressed that in the

early Church "no man did receive the fleh of Christ, but first he did

adore."

By the 1630's Andrewes' advocacy of kneeling to receive the Sacrament

had become a constant theme from pulpits and tracts, as well as in practice.

17 
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William Hardwick, curate of Reigate, contrasted this humble and reverent

posture with the irreverent in the Andrewes' vein. Those who knelt recognised

that they are "poor sinners" who weep for their sins and in their humility

revealed that their hearts are close to God. Those who sit "in his Masters

House in his Masters presence, as if he were rather God Almighties fellow than

his Servant, seldom uncovering his head, seldomer bending the knee, or saucily

lolling on his elbowes", show they do not have their hearts attuned to God.2°

Another act oi reverence observed by Andrewes was to the holy name. He

often taught why the name of Jesus should be honoured. "For no name do we hold

by, 'no name under Heaven given us whereby we may be saved, but it.'" Prynne

in the 1630's accused Andrewes of translating the "in" to "at" the name from

Philippians 2:9. Andrewes' answer to him would have been what ever the actual

preposition used, it is never possible, for "a man ... [to] be too reverent

to God." This prelate also insisted that the disrespect given to the holy name

outside of church was partly caused by the irreverence to it in church.

Consequently His name "is taken up in our mouths" so that "now how unholily

this 'holy,' how unreverently this 'reverend name,' is used. ... That which

by Him is 'magnified above all things' is by us vilified beneath all things.
_

... For if it be indeed 'holy,' let no man count it 'common.'"
21

By emphasising the importance of reverence in worship, Andrewes was also

suggesting that worship is physical as well as spiritual. After all "Christ

truly is the Saviour of the whole man, both soul and body, from the first and

second death." In an age where little emphasis was placed on the old outward

forms of piety such as kneeling and genuflecting, Andrewes preached that "if

He hath framed that body of yours and every member of it, let Him have the

honour both of head and knee, and every member else." In advocating bodily

worship Andrewes stated that this was but following Christ who used His body

as well as His spirit to worship His Father and to heal the sick. Hence he

taught his students at Westminster that if they wished "to reap any benefit

by those mercies," they must present their "bodies and souls a living

sacrifice, holy acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable sacrifice."

There was nothing more acceptable, Andrewes told them, "than in your young and

tender" age to dedicate your "soules and bodies to God. Now God calls for

HardwiOX, PP . 15 - 7.
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22

them."

As Andrewes fervently believed that God should be worshipped with our

bodies, he constantly admonished those who thought that God could only be

worshipped in spirit, and thought "it a great disgrace, and debasing of

ourselves, if we use any bodily worship to God." It was not enough to worship

God in "the exalting of the soul" as God "will not have the inward parts only.

... No, mental devotion will not serve, He will have both corporal and vocal

to express it by." Therefore "we must open our lips and shew forth his praise

with our mouths." By making "our worship be inward only, with our hearts and

not our hats as some fondly imagine, we give Him but one of three." Therefore

"our body is to afford her part to His glory," and to practise St. Paul's

words, "'Glorify God with your bodies for they are God's.'" Andrewes also

argued that if reverence is given to "a mean prince" why then not "before the

King of kings, and Lord of lords, even the God of heaven and earth." The right

attitude, Andrewes suggested, could be learnt from the magi who fell down and
n

worshipped Christ. A further reason for outward piety was that "if a

stranger or unbeliever should come into pur assemblies, the very reverence he

there seeth, should make him fall down and say, 'Verily God is among us.'" He

also suggested that one of the reasons that the "simple mind refuse the

Church" is because of our "unseemly behaviour".
24

The importance of reverent behaviour was a constant theme throughout

Andrewes' ministry which undoubtedly resulted from his own pastoral

experience. When Andrewes was a prebendary at St. Paul's Cathedral, during

Bancroft's visitation, it was noted that in "the upper quier, where the

communion table doth stand, there is much unreverence, [and] people walking

with hattes on their heads commonlye all the service time." Andrewes' teaching

on reverence was summed up in his 1621 Paschal sermon with its text Noll me

Tangere. "If Christ said noli to her that failed but in tanto, what shall He

say to them that fail both in tanto and in toto?" Christ says both because

"covered we sit, sitting we pray; standing, or walking, or as, it takes us in

the head, we receive." However Christ demands that we worship in a "dutiful

and decent" way, and not to "offer Him any other" than "the best we have."

22 

Andrewes, Vol. 2, p. 262, Vol. 3, p. 143; Lambeth, p. 131.

23

Andrewes, Vol. 1, pp. 262 - 3, Vol. 2, p. 333, Vol. 5, pp. 554 - 5.

24 

ibid., Vol. 2, p. 341.
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Even that "I am sure is not too good for Christ."25

Thus his visitation articles enquired whether there was reverent

behaviour by parishioners "during the time of divine service", and especially

"all duly and lowly reverence when the blessed name of the Lord Jesus is

mentioned". He also enquired whether they knelt to receive to receive the

Sacrament, and during "the Confession of Sins, the Litany, ... and other
26

prayers"; whether any walked or babbled during the Service.

Andrewes' concept of reverence in worship was another popular preaching

subject in visitation sermons in the 1630's, illustrated again by Hardwick

when he declared that "we must not lightly account of" the things of God "but

shew great reverence to them".

... do ye talke of Gods requiring, onely our hearts? ye are mistaken,
God requireth as well our Hats, our Knees, and our whole bodies: surely
if God requireth our hearts, which are our chief est parts wherewith we
doe him servise, he doth comprehend all the rest which are inferiour and
lesse noble.

The reverent behaviour that Andrewes taught also featured in Thomas

Aston's Remonstrance presented to Parliament in 1641. One of the reasons that

he argued against the introduction of presbyterianism was that it did not lead

to a decent forme of outward reverence, to accompany the inward devotion
of the heart; in humbling the body as well as the soule at the reception
of the pledge of our salvation; in standing up in the profession of our
Faith in the Creed, or in celebrating the obsequies of such as die in
the Lord, with thankA for their deliverance, and with prayers for the
surviving faithfull.

As Andrewes believed that God was often not worshipped according to his

precepts it meant that worship lacked holiness. He thus complained that "there

is not that decor, that 'beauty,' not that honour, not gravity, that

venerable grave behaviour,' in our 'holiness' ... at His service ... as

servants should, and use to do." He suggested that "it is not without

significance that Sanctus, Sanctus, Sanctus," is the song that the heavenly

hosts sing continually before God rather than "Magnus, or Celsus, or Fortis".

25
Simpson, pp. 273 - 276; Andrewes, Vol. 3, p. 33. Hooker too had

stressed how irreverence at worship offended both God and the angels. Hooker,
Vol. 2, p. 119 (5:xxv.2).

26 
Andrewes, Vol. 11, p. 135.

27 
Hardwick, pp. 10 - 1.

28 
Aston, A Remonstrance, Section 7.
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Their choice of all "His sovereign attribute[s]" by which "to laud and magnify

His glorious name" reveals to us that it is this attribute we should esteem

the highest and exemplify. It was not sufficient for a Christian to live "a

secret 'holiness'", but it must be also expressed outwardly as the Church has

always directed for the beginning of each day. "'Before we do anything let us

fall down and worship the Lord That made us.'"29
Andrewes' teaching on "the beauty of holiness" became yet another pulpit

theme in the 1630's. Richard Skinner, preaching before Charles 1 at Whitehall

in 1634 took that apprbpriate quotation from psalm ninety-six "0 worship the

Lord, in the beautie of holinesse." Thus "we see ... what we must doe; we must

worship: And whom we must worship; the Lord; And where the Lord will bee

worshipped, in his holy place", and so we must "bend our knees, and direct our

steps" to worship him appropriately."

Of all the Church's worship, it is the Eucharist which is the great act

of holiness. Yet Andrewes maintained there were those who had a misconstrued

idea of holiness of worship as they took it to mean "to go to a sermon", and

hence "all our 'holiday holiness,' yea and our working-day too, both are come

to this to hear." For Andrewes a sermon could only be an act of holiness if

it led to attending the Liturgy as it had in the early Church. To neglect the

worship of the Church, he believed, was a strategy devised by Satan "to shrink

up all our 'holiness' into one part".22

ii. The Liturgy
The Liturgy is the great act of worship by the whole Church as it is the

time "when all our duties of preaching, and praying, of hymns, of offering,

of Sacrament and all, meet together." To those who thought that private

worship was all that God required "must learn to distinguish the Liturgy, and

the public service of God in the Church from that private devotion which our

Saviour would have us perform daily when He saith When thou prayest, enter

into thy chamber.'" Throughout his life Andrewes insisted that "no fulness

there is of our Liturgy or public solemn Service, without the Sacrament. Some

Andrewes, Vol. 3, p. 206; Vol. 4, p. 374. Hooker also suggested that
holiness of worship does "stir up devotion and ... bettereth even our holiest
and best actions". Hooker, Vol. 2, p. 57, (5:xvi.2).

R. Skinner, A Sermon Preached Before The King at White-Hall, the third
of December (London, 1634). p. 3.

Andrewes, Vol. 4, p. 377.
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part, yea the chief part is wanting, if that be wanting." Our thanksgiving is

even incomplete "without the Holy Eucharist". "Fully we cannot say Quid

retribuam Domino? but we must answer, Calicem salutaris accipiam, we will

take the Cup of Salvation,' and with it in our hands give thanks to Him,

render Him our true Eucharist, or real thanksgiving indeed." n

To appreciate the difference between Andrewes' interpretation of the

Eucharist and Cranmer's intentions in the 1552 Liturgy it is necessary to

sketch briefly that liturgy (which was adopted in 1559 with a couple of

exceptions) in comparison with that of 1549. In its radical departure from the

1549 Mass, the 1552 Lord's Supper had destroyed any concept of real presence,

of celebrating and offering the sacrifice of Christ by replacing it with a

narrative which commemorates Christ's death. It was, as Cuming stated,

"uncompromisingly Protestant". Thus any suggestion of the Holy Communion being

a celebration of the Lord's death or of sanctifying the elements was

deliberately repressed by the omission of words such as "celebrate", "bless"

and "sanctify". Rather the emphasis is on memory and receiving, and so the

parish gathers not "to celebrate the commemoration of the most glorious death

of thy sonne" but "to continue a perpetuall memorie of that his precious

death, untill his cominge againe". The priest does not invoke the Holy Spirit

to "blesse and sanctifie these thy giftes, and creatures of bread and wine,

that they maye be unto us the bodie and bloude of thy moste derely beloved

sonne Jesus Christe", but instead he prays to the Father "that wee, receiving

these thy creatures of bread and wine, accordinge to thy sonne our Savioure

Jesus Christ'S holy institution, in remembraunce of his death and passion,

maye be partakers of his most blessed body and bloud." The emphasis in 1552

was placed on the people participating rather than the elements becoming the

Body and Blood of Christ. The 1552 service also removed the concept of union

in Christ. The communicant was no longer assured "that whosoever shalbee

partakers of this holy Communion, mayeworthely receive the most precious body

and bloude of thy sonne Jesus Christe ... that he maye dwell in them, and they

in him." Instead he heard "that al we which be partakers of this holy

Communion, maye bee fulfilled with thy grace and heavenly benediction" after

he has communicated rather than before. Similarly in the prayer of

thanksgiving "to feede us in these holy Mysteries" was replaced by "to fede

us, whiche have duely received these holy mysteries." In the 1552 service when

ibid., Vol. 1, p. 62, Vol. 5, p. 357.
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the Sacrament was received the bread and wine are signs representing the body

and blood of Christ as compared with the belief in the real presence of Christ

in the Sacrament. Hence there was no longer those four distinctive acts of the

old Mass: taking (offertory), blessing (consecration), breaking (fraction),
33

and giving (communion).

The one significant change in the 1559 service from the 1552 were the

words of administration when the celebrant said both those of 1549 and 1552.

The prefixing "The body of our Lorde Jesus Christe whiche was geven for thee,

preserve thy bodye and soule unto everlasting life", and similar words for

"the bloud" before "take and eat ..." and "drink this" was important for

Andrewes as it allowed him to claim that his belief in a real presence was
34

according to the Prayer Book.

This prelate was regarded as the authority on worship, and so what he

practised in his chapel became the standard for the celebration of the Liturgy

by Reformed Catholics. From his own notes on the Prayer Book, and those of

Cosin (which incorporated both Andrewes and Overall's), it is possible to

describe hbw the Liturgy was celebrated by Sacramentalists of the late

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The omission of rubrics in the 1559

Prayer Book to give directions on how to celebrate the liturgy, enabled

Andrewes to celebrate in his manner. This meant that he restored those four

distinctive acts, and thus turned the 1559 Liturgy from being "a series of

Communion devotions" into what the Liturgy had always been, that is, to

celebrate and offer the passion and death of our Lord, and the Christian's

union with Christ by participation in His life.35

G. J. Cuning, A History of Anglican Liturgy, 2nd ed (London, 1988),
pp. 78 - 79; G. J. Cuming, The Godly Order Tests and Studies relating to the
BCok of Common Prayer, Alcuin Club, No. 65 (London, 1983), pp. 110 - 2; E. C.
S. Gibson (ed.), The First and Second Prayer Books of King Edward VI, (London,
1957), pp. 222 - 3, 227, 389 -90.

34 
ibid., p. 225.

35 
Andrewes, Vol. 11, pp. 151 - 8; A. H. Couratin "The Service of Holy

Communion 1552-1662", Church Quarterly Review, Vol. 163, (1962), pp. 431 -
442), pp. 438 - 40. Perkins also spoke of the four fold actions of the
minister at the Holy Communion as taking, blessing, breaking and distributing,
but of course with a different emphasis from that of Andrewes. The "taking"
sealed "the action of God ... by which he did ... elect His Son to performe
the dutie of a mediatour betwixt God and man"; the "blessing" sealed "the
action of God" by sending "Christ to performe the office of a Mediatour; the
"breaking" sealed "the passion of Christ", and the "distributing" sealed "the
action of God, offerin4 Christ unto all." Perkins, Vol. 1, p. 76.
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Around these acts Andrewes devised his four distinctive ceremonies. The

first came after the Creed with the offering of the elements, as separate from

the almsgiving. The priest from "a by-standing table on the south side" took

"first wafer-bread" (Andrewes always used unleavened and not leavened bread)

from the canister and "secondly, the wine", and placed them on the altar which

were then offered to God. After this came the almsgiving, distinct from the

offering. The celebrant had already taken the "hason from the back of the

altar" and placed it "to the forepart" before going to the credence table. He

placed his own offering in it, and after him "the whole congregation" placed

theirs who then "betake themselves to their proper and convenient places of

kneeling", whilst only bishop and priests remain "within the Septum", and the

"Deacon at the door". It was from here that the priest had read some of the

offertory sentences which were of Andrewes' devising. His next ceremony, the

lavabo, was not as its traditional place, the Offertory, but immediately

before the Prayer of Consecration. "The priest after adoration poureth water

upon the napkin and cleanses his hands" in order to consecrate the elements,

saying the traditional words, "Lavabo in innocentia manus, meas, et sic

introibo ad altare Dei, ut annunciem vocem." Afterwards he took sufficient

bread and wine mingled with a little water for the Communion. The latter was

a custom, as old as Cyprian, symbolised the mingling of Christ s-s blood and

water flowing from the wounded side of Christ, a si4bject on which Andrewes

often preached. Cosin when commenting on this custom, observed that it was not

a general practice of the post-Reformation church, nevertheless "some most

eminent among us do at this day" observe this ancient practice. Andrewes also

restored the manual acts during the prayer of consecration, that is, the

celebrant taking both the paten and chalice in his hands at the appropriate

words. His other distinct ceremony, but another return to the practice of the

early Church, was sharing the Sacrament with the poor. Hence as coMmunicants

returned to the nave, after the Gloria and making "their adoration", they

placed their offering in cippus pauperum "at the foot of the choir" while "the

Priest, standing still at the Altar, readeth the exhortatory sentences for

alms".0

In the context of the Eucharist Andrewes also noted where acts of

reverence should be made. After the introit, the three ministers, the

Lambeth Ms. 943, pp. 65 - 68; Andrewes, Vol. 11, pp. 31, 153 - 8, Vol.

3, p. 3597 R. M. Woolley, The Bread of the Eucharist, Alcuin Club Tracts, Vol.
10, (London, 1913), p. 8; Cosin, Vol. 5, pp. 154.
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celebrant, epistoler and gospeller bowed lowly three times as they processed

to the altar, and if there were only two ministers officiating, they went to

each end of the altar, representing as it were "the two Cherubims at the

mercy-seat".
37
 The Eucharist began with the celebrant saying the opening

collect at the altar after which he "descends to the door of the septum [i.e.

the screen entrance], makes a low adoration towards the altar, then turns to

the people." FrCim here the Ten Commandments were read after which the

celebrant "goes up to the altar and kneels" for the collect of the day. The

epistoler before going to the door to read the epistle bowed to the altar. His

movements were repeated by the gospeller but with more solemnity as the gospel

was incensed. Before and after the Gospel reading there were responses, Glory

be to Thee, 0 Lord", and "Thanks be to Thee, 0 Lord", to be said by the

congregation or sung by the choir. When the name of Jesus was mentioned during

the Gospel reading, the clergy, choir and supposedly all members of the

congregation acknowledged His sacred name by "bowing the knee". Both Andrewes

and Cosin made it clear that it was only when the Gospel was read that

"adoration [is] made at the name of Jesus; for then only is it in right

exaltation [when] ... men stand in a posture ready to make reverence." After

the Gospel Andrewes inserted the most ancient of all propers, the Gradual.

Cosin added the comment that in having the Gospel follow immediately after the

Epistle reading rather than having "tracts and graduals between them" as in

the Roman Missal, makes us "nearer to antiquity". " The Creed followed, either

said or sung; if sung it was often accompanied by musical instruments. " Then

came the hour-long sermon which was based on the readings or collect for the

day.

After the Creed another adoration was made before the offertory. The

prayer for "Christes Church militant here in earth" was taken by the deacon

as in the ancient Church. He "prays for the whole church, and all the wOrld,

and the parts of it, for the priests and rulers, for the king, and for the

3.1
Lambeth, Ms. 943, p. 66. Cosin noted that "it was ordained by the

advertisement in Queen Elizabeth's time ... that there should be an epistoler
and a gospeller besides the priest, for the most solemn performance of the
Divine Service." Cosin, Vol. 5, p. 90.

Andrewes, Vol. 11, p. 152; Cosin, Vol. 5, pp. 90 - 1.

One of the instruments favoured by Cosin was the cornet. Evelyn
commented that the cornet gave life to the organ, and was far mord appropriate
than the strings which became fashionably after 1662. Evelyn, Vol. 3, p. 347.
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general peace." This was a "most ancient and apostolic" prayer, being used by

Clement at the end of the first century. However the wOrds "here in earth"

were a modern addition, which Overall claimed, were added to exclude those

prayers "in the ancient liturgies" which remembered "the deceased Saintes

(Patriarchs, Prophets, Prophets Martyrs etc)." On this omission of praying for

the dead ( Cosin remarked that "the Puritans (craftily) doe not object to this

defect in our Liturgy, for fear it should bee againe put in.""

Andrewes especially commended the reading of the second exhortation

after this prayer as it encouraged "the confession of sins" which is part of

the preparation for the Sacrament. The exhortation was followed by the notices

announcing the holy days and fasts for the coming week. When it was time for

the saying of "the general Confession", a deacon if present, or "the other

priest" or celebrant "descendeth to the door, and there kneeling, saith the

confession, the people repeating after him."41

The Sursum Corda introduced the most solemn part of the Eucharist when

all present should "think nothing but God". "Let all carnal and worldly

cogitation depart. Let not the mind, then think upon anything, but that alone

which it prays", or in the words of Chrysostom, "when thou beholdest our Lord

sacrificed, the priest occupied in the sacrifice, and pouring forth prayers,

dost thou think thou dost converse with mortal men and to be on earth? Art

thou not rather forewith transported into heaven?" This father, Cosin

declared, also insisted that we should soar high like eagles in our thoughts

when we come to the banquet. What has become known as "the prayer of humble

access" followed which the celebrant said kneeling on behalf of his

congregation, exemplfying "what our Church believes and teaches of the

presence of Christ's Body and Blood in the Sacrament", that is, the

communicant does "eat the flesh and drink His blood", despite what "our new
42

masters would make the world believe".

After the prayer of consecration "these creatures of bread and wine"

become "these holy mysteries", and "the spiritual food of the Body and Blood

of Your Son," yet "we do deny not the bread and wine to remain there still,

as God's creatures." This, Sacramentalists believed, was the belief of "the

40
B.L. Harl. Ms. 7311, p. 158; Cosin, Vol. 5, pp. 464 - 5.

ibid., pp. 99 - 101; Andrewes, Vol. 11, p. 155; Lambeth Ms. 943, p.
67.

42

Cosin, Vol. 5, pp. 104, 470; B.L. Han. Ms, 7311, p. 165.
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Fathers, who after consecration could not suffer it to be called bread and

wine any longer, but the Body and Blood of Christ." Consequently none should

"question Christ's veracity, or the truth of His words" when He said "'My

flesh is meat indeed, and my Blood is drink indeed'; which according to St.

Paul, are both given to us by the consecrated elements." Henceforth "after

[the] consecration we think no more of bread and wine, but have our thoughts

taken up wholly with the Body of Christ.' 43 It would also seem from Cosin's

notes that it was not only the reciting of the words of institution but also

the epiclesis was needed for the elements to become the Body and Blood of

Christ. Certainly Laud when questioned over ut fiant nobis in the Scottish

Prayer Book at his trial supported this, So did Cosin's comments on the French

Protestant Liturgy which he accepted as valid because it contained both the

Greek Church's invocation of the Holy Spirit, and the Latin Church's words of
44

institution.

After the Consecration Andrewes personally recited the anamnesis prayer

from the liturgy of Basil.

We, therefore, 0 Lord, in the presence of Thy holy mysteries,
Being mindful of
The saving passions of Thy Christ,
His Life-giving cross,
His Precious death,

Humbly beseech Thee, that we receiving a part of Thy holy mysteries with
a pure testimony of 9pr conscience, may be united to the holy-body and
blood of Thy Christ.

Before coMmunicating he prayed in the words of Gregory:

Let me so receive these mysteries, that I may be worthy to be engrafted
into Thy body,
Which is the Church;
That I may become one of Thy members,
And Thou my Head;
That I may remain with Thee,
And Thou with me;
That now, not I in myself,

But Thou in me,
And I in Thee,	 46

May for ever continue in an indissoluble bond of love.

Cosin, Vol. 4, p. 155, Vol. 5, pp. 109 - 10, 121.

44

Laud, Vol. 3, p. 354; Cosin, Vol. 4, p. 408.

45

Andrewes, Vol. 11, p. 335.

46

ibid.
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In the 1559 rite after the prayer of consecration the priest was left

standing to receive the Sacrament but Andrewes knelt. In his 1625 visitation

articles he prescribed kneeling for the celebrant who must communicate and for

all communicants as this "was the ancient custom", while Cosin suggested that

the words "draw near" implied "coming to the rails", Andrewes also advocated

that communicants respond to the words "the Body/Blood of our Lord Jesus

Christ which was given for you' with "Amen". This followed the custom in the

early Church when the people took the Sacrament "from the priest in their

hands, ... [said] Amen." From this "we gather the priest did not deliver the

Sacrament to any to 'Take and eat' before the communicants had professed their

faith of Christ's Body to be exhibited unto them:147

The post-communion began with the recitation of a psalm followed by the

Lord's Prayer and the Prayer of Oblation. Often Sacramentalists said both of

these immediately after the consecration, especially the latter, as it was

felt it was "the more natural order of the two", and where it was "in all the

liturgies", and where it was placed in the 1637 Scottish Prayer Book." When

the Prayer of Oblation was said it began with the old form in the 1549 Prayer

Book, "Wherefore 0 Lorde and heavenly father, ... having in remembraunce his

blessed passion, mightie resurrection, and glorious ascension, ... ."

Sacramentalists also replaced "all wee which be partakers of the Holy

Communion" with "shalbee partakers of this holy Communion, maye worthely

receive the most precious body and blood of thy sonne Jesus Christe. 	 ."

Cosin stated that Overall's preference was that after the Sanctus, the Prayers

of Consecration, of Humble Access and Oblation were said in that order before

the distribution of the Sacrament. The reason for saying the Prayer of Humble

Access after the Consecration was that "the words therein Flesh and Blood"

refer to the elements after consecration. Thus it is more appropriate to say

this prayer once the sacred elements have become the Body and Blood of Christ.

Andrewes, Vol. 11, pp. 131, 157; Lambeth Ms. 943, p. 68; B.L. Harl.

Ms. 7311, p. 162.

48
At his trial when questioned about the Scottish Prayer Book, Laud

remarked that it was an improvement on the English. "Though I shall not find
fault with the order of the prayers as they stand in the Communion book of
England (for, God be thanked, it is well), yet, if a comparison must be made,
I do think the order of the prayers as now they stand in the Scottish Liturgy
to be the better, and more agreeable to use in the Primitive Church; and I
believe they which are learned will acknowledge it." Laud, Vol. 3, p. 344.

49 
Lambeth Ms. 1050 (no page nuMbers); Gibson op. cit., p. 223.
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In respect to the Prayer of Oblation Cosin added it had been the opinion and

practice of Overall when he had consecrated the Sacrament to make an offering

of it ... unto God, that by the merits of Christ's death, which was now

commemorated, all the Church of God might receive mercy etc."5°

Hence after the Communion, it was mostly the prayer of Thanksgiving

that was said before the singing or saying of the Gloria during which

communicants had remained within the chancel. Andrewes insisted that this was

the Most appropriate place to sing the angels' song, for never are we as close

to them than when we have received Christ in the Sacrament. At that point the

congregation arose, and returned to their seats, after which the celebrant

gave the blessing. Sacramentalists believed that according to the rubrics at

the end of the Communion service the Eucharist was meant to be celebrated

daily. "The mind of the Church of England was and is to have a communion and

commemorative sacrifice of Christ's death every day, that the people will come

to it, and make up a sufficient number."
51

And so the faithful for Andrewes gather (and will continue to gather

unto the end of the world), for the great Canon and kneel to receive the

Sacrament in order tO be Christ in the world. Thus the Eucharist celebrated

in Andrewes' chapel differed very little from the old Mass. Yet there were two

noticeable differences: firstly, Andrewes wore a cope instead of the chasuble

which had been banned in 1552; and secondly, there was no elevation of the

Host and adoration to It during the prayer of consecration. Yet how different

it was from most Reformed worship which centred on the sermon, and Cranmer's

intent for the English Liturgy.

Andrewes' influence was evident in the worship pattern of the 1630's.

Towers, bishop of Peterborough, set out the pattern for Sunday worship in his

diocese. Accordingly the office of Morning Prayer was said first, followed by

the Litany, after which a psalm was sung before the Communion service. For

this service there were explicit intructions, especially on praying and

preaching. After the Nicene Creed, the preacher was to go immediately to the

pulpit wearing his surplice and hood, whereupon he was not to pray unless he

used the bidding prayer as set down in Canon fifty-five. The sermon was not

to last more than an hour and had to be concluded with "Glory to God etc."

Once the sermon was ended, the preacher was to return to the altar, and read

50
Cosin, Vol. 5, pp. 114 - 5.

Andrewes, Vol. 11, p. 158, Vol. 1, p. 214; Cosin Vol. 5, p. 124.
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the prayers for the whole state of Christ's Church, and then continue with the

Eucharist. Towers like Wren also insisted that communicants kneel at the rails
52

to receive the Sacrament.

The influence of Andrewes was also seen in the 1637 Scottish Prayer

Book, and before that in the annotated notes that Laud made in a copy of the

1604 Prayer Book at the command of King Charles in preparation for that

book.
53
 These included the first rubric which defined where the Eucharist was

celebrated. This was to be upon "the holy Table ... at the uppermost part of

the chancel or church" which was to be covered with "a faire white linnen

cloth" and on it were to be placed "decent furniture meet for the high

mysteries". Within the Liturgy itself, the distinctive acts of the Eucharist

were restored. There was a definite offertory at which the elements of bread

and wine were offered, whilst some of the offertory sentences that Andrewes

had devised were included (Genesis 4:3-4, Exodus 25:2, Psalm 96:8). He had

taught that the eucharistic sacrifice was not only offered for the living but

also for the dead, and so the prayer for the Church restored praying for the

dead and thanksgiving for the lives of the saints. For the prayer of

consecration the celebrant moves towards the centre of altar where he could

"with the more ea$e and decency use both his hands" in taking the paten and

chalice. This in turn made his acts more visible to the congregation. This

prayer also included the ancient epiclesis which was followed by the anamnesis

and oblation. Andrewes' insistence on the communicant saying "Amen" after

receiving the Body and Blood of Christ also became a rubric. The final rubric

directed that the consecrated elements had to be consumed, and not to be taken

out of the Church as they had been in the 1559 Liturgy, and therefore

emphasised Andrewes' teaching that the bread and wine did indeed become the

Body and Blood of Christ. Andrewes had also recommended that what is not

consumed should be burnt."

Andrewes' celebration was also seen in the 1662 Prayer Book liturgy with

the insertions of various rubrics. Thus there is a rubric to place bread and

wine on the table after the collection of alms, before the Prayer for the
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Canterburies Doome, p. 378.
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Charles command was given on 26th September, 1634. Lambeth Ms. 1050
(no page numbers).
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Church, and the addition of the word "oblations" as the alms were presented.

The manual acts during the Prayer of Consecration were restored which was

preceded by the rubric to have the celebrant stand in a position more visibly

for the people to. see them. It too inserted the rubric that the elements be

consumed and not taken out of the church.

The visitation articles by Andrewes, Cosin, Overall and other Reformed

Catholics emphasised that the parish priest should observe the "Administration

of the Sacraments" as "prescribed in the Book of Common Prayer", without any

"diminishing" or additions. 55 On the surface perhaps it may seem that they

were being two-faced, doing one thing in their chapels but saying another to

their priests. However they undoubtedly would have argued without rubrics to

direct how the service should be conducted, the Church of antiquity must be

the guide. (That is why Andrewes' lead was followed). They certainly never

omitted any part of the service which sometimes Puritan ministers did to give

more time for preaching. The articles also enquired whether celebrants "use

the words of Institution every time that the bread and wine is received", and

when they administer the Sacrament that they use "the whole form of words

prescribed and instituted for him to say unto every one of them, without

posting and running over a many of the people at once." This was to guard

against those "Puritan minister [who] were offended" by the first part of the

words of administration, believing they implied transubstantiation. These

articles also enquired whether the priest took home "any of the consecrated

elements" which was allowed according to the 1559 rubric.56

iii. Public or Common Prayer

By public prayer Andrewes meant those times when Christians come

together in a public place dedicated to God's glory to praise and thank Him,

to confess their sinfulness, and to pray for all things needful. He always

cOmpared public prayer with the offering up of incense, and a practice of

great antiquity. As early as Enoch, he and his family "began to come together

55 
ibid., Vol. 11, p. 115; Cosin, Vol. 2, pp. 12; Cosin, Correspondence,

Vol. 2, p. 118; Fincham, p. 158.

Andrewes, Vol. 11, pp. 132 - 3; Cosin, Vol. 2, p. 121, B.L Han. Ms.
7311, p. 166. Overall's visitation article was similar with its enquiry
whether the priest "useth .... the words of institution according to the booke,
without alteration, at every time that the bread and wine is renewed".
Fincham, p. 162.
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to serve God" in the name of the Lord. It is this pattern which has continued

throughout the ages, and so Andrewes insisted that when Christians gather "the

chief end of our meeting" is praying and not as "a public school of divinity

and instruction."57

Public prayer in the English Church as stipulated by the Book of Common

Prayers, and always misted upon by Reformed Catholics, was the daily saying

or singing of the Divine Offices of Matins and Evensong. These offices

followed the structure of the monastic offices, and included much of their

contents. For instance Evensong combined features of both Vespers and

Compline. The recital of the Divine Offices continued the Catholic practice

of perpetual prayer offered by the Church militant in unison with the heavenly

hosts. To these offices the laity were also encouraged to attend, and when

they did it made their prayers "so much worthier" than any other kind of

prayer. Extempore praying or even private prayer could never replace the value

of praying publicly. 58 Whether the laity came or not, the priest offered up

the daily offices on behalf of his people as he acted as mediator between God

and his people. Andrewes suggested that "God hath a greater respect to the

prayers of those that have a spiritual charge, than to those that are of the

common sort." It was because of his responsibility of praying for his people

that made the priest's ministry far more effectual and valuable than his

preaching one.

Sacramentalists took the phrase, "the beginning of the day" in the third

collect at Matins to mean six o'clock as the most appropriate hour for the

morning office and "not towards high-noon or after nine when the morning is

past." This was certainly the practice of Andrewes, while Cosin in his time

as a prebendary of Durham Cathedral said Matins at this hour with his fellow
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clergy, as undoubtedly he did at Peterhouse and elsewhere.
60

On Wednesdays and Fridays, the Litany, composed by Cranmer and based

loosely on the the old Rogationtide litany, was also said. Andrewes indicated

that it "bee said or sung in the midst of the Church as stated in the

eighteenth Elizabethan injunction", and so assuming a church still had its

screen he directed that "the priest goeth from out his seat into the Body of

the Church, and at a low deske before the Chancell door kneels and sings or

says the Litany." By the 1630's this had become a common practice as noted in

a report on the "Innovations in Religion and Abuses in Government in the

University of Cambridge." Other observances recorded were the custom of

turning to the east when reciting the gloria at the end of the psalms and
canticles and the singing or saying of them alternatum. These too had been
used and recommended by Andrewes.61

However in the English Church there were ministers who did not publicly

say the Divine Offices, and some who refused to follow "the service book". To

this attitude Andrewes declared:

It grieveth me to see how light it is set; nay, to see how busy the
devil hath been to pour contempt on it, to bring it in disgrace with
disgraceful terms; to make nothing of Divine Service, as if it might be
well spared and invocaverit here be stricken out.

He also denounced those who thought that these services could be left to the

choir to perform. That is why at visitations not only Andrewes but many

bishops insisted that the Divine Offices were to be said "without any omission

or addition", and that they should be said "both morning and evening

distinctly and reverently, every Sunday and Holy day, and on their eves" at

a convenient time and in a "most convenient place in the Church for the

edifying of the people".62

One of the reasons for some ministers not saying their Daily Offices was

their objections or distaste for set prayers. Andrewes' response to this

attitude was how disullisioned they were to think that extempore prayer could

60
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replace the prayers of the Church. They "imagine prayers at the same instant;

whereby, it is plain, they so occupy their minds with devising still what to

say next, their spirit is 'unfruitful,' no less than the others'

'understanding.'" They condemn the Papists for saying the Rosary but "they

bring in the Pharisee's imagination of 'long prayers,' that is, a prayer as

long as a rosary." Although they believe this to be "a great part of

holiness", in actual fact "it is nothing but the former superstitition drawn

in backward." Whosoever sees them "shall find they commit both faults: that

of the Pharisee, in tedious length, procuring many times nauseam sp.fritils, a
dangerous passion; and the other of the heathen, in fond repetitions,

tautologies, inconsequences, and all the absurdities that may fall into such

manner of speech." As Cyprian said, "It was ever in Christ's Church counted

an absurd thing, which some count their glory, ventilare preces inconditis

vocibus." This absurdity even extended to "Psalms and spiritual songs" as

"they would have no stinted Psalms, but conceive their songs too upon the

present out of the Spirit, and so sing them." Yet "there is no more reason for

the one than for the other." Such imagination ignored that from apostolic

times there has always been a set form of worship, what "the Fathers in all
ages have called a Liturgy." He particularly admonished them over their

relUctance to say the Our Father, that prayer which the Church has always held

to exhibit the "most excellent spirit of perfection", and which has always

been the Church's custot "to begin and end all her prayers." The Papists too

"hath her imaginations touching prayer". This took the form of "much babbling

after the heathen manner" in the saying of rosaries and psalms so that the

peoples' understanding of them was unfruitful.63

iv. Preaching
Preachers are the "Lord's remembrancers". Andrewes viewed the sermon

together with catechising as the main pastoral means of teaching the faith.

He saw it as a heavy responsibility for all ministers, and that is why he so

often criticised those who demeaned preaching, either in poor substance or

delivery. "In ... preaching, we are employed as much about recognosce as about

cognosce; as much in calling to [people's] minds the things they know and have

forgot, as in teaching them the things they know not, or never learnt."

Accordingly whenever Andrewes came to the pulpit when consecrating a church

Andrewes, Vol. 5, pp. 68 - 9. Hooker had also defended this model
prayer in his treatise. Hooker, Vol. 2, pp. 154 - 5, (5:xxxv.3).
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or chapel he prayed, "Grant that Thy holy word, which from this place shall

be preached, may be the savour of life unto life, and as good seed take root

and fructify in the hearts of all that shall hear it.""

In Andrewes' priority in worship the sermon should be placed in its

right context, that is, in the structure of the liturgy as he made clear in

his 1610 Nativity sermon. Here he described the angel's announcing Christ's

birth to the shepherds as having a "church wise" context in which there was

not only the "sermon" from the angel but also the "Gloria in excelsis, taken

up by the choir of Heaven." Indeed it had "the whole service of this day, the

sermon, the anthem, by Angels, all", and the Word in the Sacrament. That is

why for Andrewes preaching must never be seen as the end but the means to an

end. If it is an end it is but "a circle of preaching" (what he believed was

the current fashion), rather it must lead to "'calling on the Name of the

Lord.'" Hence he is scathing towards those preachers who monopolized worship

with a sermon so that the liturgy was neglected. Be described them as

deceivers who emptied God's house for "any other parts of the service of God",

by singling "out some one part of it from all the rest, and to be

superstitiously conceited on that part, to make much of it, and to magnify it

highly, nay only, with neglect and even as it were with some disgrace to all

besides it." To such preachers Andrewes had this reminder at the end of his

1620 Paschal sermon, "Seeing we have both, both are ready for us; the one now,

the other by-and-by. And this is the best and surest way to end it; to

esteem of them both, to thank Him for both, to make use of both.""

Andrewes had strict ideas of what should be preached in the Church. The

model is Christ, who told "us plainly we must receive a law. ... If we love

not to hear of a law, we must go to some other Church; for in Christ's Church

there a law is preached." As Christ began, so "we must follow, and say every

one of us as He saith, pradicabo legem". This meant that the preacher must

constantly teach that "the Gospel consists not only of certain articles to be

believed, but of certain commandments also, and they to be observed." He

explained that is why in the early Church according to the Fathers, the

"Christian religion" was called "Christiana lex, ... and the Bishop,

64
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Christian& 1egis Episcopi.""

When preaching about Christ, Andrews had strict ideas on this too.

"Rodie genitus is the law, that we are to preach; that is, not His eternal,

but His hodiernal generation. Not as God, of the substance of His Father

begotten before all worlds; but as Man, of the substance of His mother, born

in the world." Hence gendi shows the "truth of the identity of His nature and

substance with His Father who begat Him, and with His mother who bare Him,"

and"dixieunveils this truth. Yet "if we bring our sermons to an end as a

tale that is told;' if that be all, we forfeit this iMportant text Filius

Meus, and hole genui and all." Hence the one text which Andrewes insisted

must be preached was "Filius Pfeus Tu ll as "no light of nature could reveal it

from within." The only way Christians could come "to the knowledge of it" was

by hearing it, and so if it was not preached often, it meant that the laity

did not have constantly before them Christ as their exemplar for meditating
67

and living.

Having in mind those who preached according to their own spirit rather

than on the texts according to the Church's year, Andrewes indicated that

Christ's first sermon was on a set text which is the equivalent in the Church

of preaching on the readings for the particular day. Even if He had not taken

a text, Andrewes declared that "there was no fear Christ would have ranged far

from His matter", yet He took one in order "to teach us thereby to do the

like. To keep us within; not to fly out, or preach much, either without, or

besides the book." Christ thus showed that the purpose of having a text was

to prevent a preacher from wandering in his thoughts or from tampering with

it and giving it a meaning it did not have. A proper text, Andrewes believed
68

will always lead to finding Christ.

Neither could preaching the Word for Andrewes be separated from the

Spirit's work. As "the breath and the voice in naturalibus go together; even

do the Spirit and the Word in the practice of religion. The Holy Ghost is

'Christ's Spirit,' and Christ is the Word.'" Therefore in preaching it is

"the Spirit which proclaims the Word, thereby giving knowledge of Christ", and

so without the Spirit, the preachers' labour "be but the fruit of men's lips",

and hence is likely to make "a cold reckoning of it." As the Spirit was needed

66
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to preach, and as that Spirit could only be had in the Church, Andrewes

constantly stressed that there could not be any valid preaching outside of the

Church.
69

Therefore with the Anabaptists in mind he maintained that without the

Spirit, preaching is "'but a letter that kills.'" They like the "enthusiasts

of former ages" misquote the Scripture, and therefore all kinds of errors

"were let loose". This was nothing else "but a malicious device of the devil",

which turned preaching into what had "falsely been surmised at Pentecost -

must° pleni or cerebro vacui ... that doth intoxicate the brain as much as

must or new wine; even of self conceited ignorance, whereof the world grows

too full." Thus from their mouths come "crudities of their own brain, idle,

loose undigested gear, God knoweth." How different this preaching was from the

wotk of the Spirit which was evident in the Apostles as everything they spoke

"was an oracle." Preachers should therefore imitate them and wait to "be

filled with the Spirit before they can preach." Even when preachers "have [a]

measure such as it is" none is so full "but we could hold more." " He

suggested that those who preached according to their "private" spirit were

easily detected by "some spring within, their eyes are made to roll, and their

lips to wag, and their breast to give a sob." They fancy they are "speaking

by the Spirit" even though "a wise word" is never spoken, and "new doctrines,

or a new faith, which was never heard on since the world began" is preached.

In reality what they preach from "the motion of their own spirits, ... is but

wind." On the other hand when the Holy Spirit is the guide there will always

be a "soundness of the sense" which will leave a "true impression" upon the

auditors. In other words the fire of the Spirit will keep the sermon "still

alive" without which it rapidly wanes.
71

Andrewes also had definite views about qualifications for preaching; it

was not for the "unlearned and unskilful men". "He must be a man of knowledge;

... he must not only be a Doctor, but a fit Teacher" as "Christ promiseth to

his Apostles not only a mouth, but wisedome." When there is wisdom "the force

of Gods word must needs pierce very farre" as the preacher opens "the

Scriptures with the key of knowledge." To possess such knowledge ministers

need "to spend much oil at [their] studies, before [they] can attain much

69
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knowledge in it". That study must be based on Scripture, "but in a good part

also, by the books of the ancient Fathers and lights of the Church." Andrewes

always made it clear that it was the Fathers' interpretation of Scripture that

should be the guide for preaching."

He had explicit ideas too on how a sermon should be delivered, and so

a good preacher delivers "the word ... with authority, gravity, and majesty;

as knowing that it is not his own word, but the everlasting truth of God." It

therefore concerned him that instead of speaking with the "learned" and

"fiery" tongues from the Spirit which "nails" "the soundness of the sense

[and] leaves the true impression ... that will sit by us", preachers were more

concerned with "a passionate delivery, phrases and figures." This kind of

preaching may "make us a little sermon-warming for the while" but leaves no

"true mark". Yet his words must go towards "some good done upon the hearing

of it" and bear fruit, otherwise it is in vain. Preaching in the way of Christ

and the Fathers meant it pricked the consciences and hearts of the auditors;

it certainly was "not a tickling or itching". The substance of preaching

should therefore be "spirit" not "art". If the latter, preachers drew "from

men a vain applause" rather than a bringing "forth the fruits of the

Spirit"." He believed that if a preacher could pray in a similar vein to

Augustine, he would always preach in the right spirit. Let

'what my heart hath profitably thought on' to bring it thence into my
tongue, and from thence into your ears, and from thence into your
hearts, and from thence into our deeds; that so all may end in proferte
fructis, bring forth fruits.

It is obvious that Andrewes thought there was a lot amiss in preaching

as often it did not teach the true faith nor lead to its fullest expression

in worship and service. His concern was shared by other Reformed Catholic

Bishops, manifested in their visitation articles. For instance in Overall's

visitation articles for the diocese of Norwich he enquired:

whether doth your minister publish in his sermons, any doctrine which
is new and strange, and disagreeing from the word of God, and from the

72
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articles of Christian faith and religion agreed on and published ann.
dom. 1562 or whether doth they teach any thing, which they would have
the people religiously to observe, and beleeve, but that which is
agreeable to the scriptures, and that which the catholicke fathers and
auncieRt bishops have gathered out of that doctrine, according to the
canon.

vii. Catechising
Both public and private catechising were popular in the Elizabethan

Church, but none stressed its importance more than Andrewes. Its overall

popularity can be gauged from the number of catechisms which were printed

between 1549 - 1646. Ian Green gave the figure of over 350 different

catechetical forms, of which the mbst popular was Alexander Nowell's. The aim

of these catechisms was not much different from Andrewes' catechetical

lectures, that is, to instruct Christians in a true knowledge of the faith.

Of course in the question and answer type there was the danger of rote

learning which meant that the catechised did not learn it properly as Perkins

stated. He believed that if catechising was to be effective it had to be

applied inwardly to the heart and conscience, and outwardly in conversation

and living.
76
 Andrewes agreed, and that is why his catechising was always in

lecture form. However at the same time Andrewes was aware that this method,

like preaching, could easily be abused. This was the reason for Laud replacing

the afternoon sermon on Sunday with catechising in the 1630's."

Despite its popularity, Andrewes nevertheless believed that catechising

was on the whole neglected by both ministers and those in need of it. It was

indicative of "the lazy day" of his time. Thus he insisted that "for the

preservation and safety of both Church and State" instruction in the Christian

religion was essential. "Where there is no knowledge of the true God, there

can be no true church", while government cannot be truly just and moral

without its members being faithful Christians. In this sense religion was no

different from any of the arts, trades and sciences for like them it cannot

Fincham, p. 162.

Yet Perkins wrote one of the most popular question and answer
catechisms, Foundations of Chriatian Religion.
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be "rightly delivered and profitably learned unless some Grounds be laid" in

the principles of it. That grounding for Andrewes was the old method, teaching

the Decalogue, the Lord's Prayer, and the Apostles Creed."

Andrewes also taught how catechising was rooted in antiquity. He argued

that Cain and Abel could not have made their offerings to God if they had not

been instructed by their father, Adam. Later Moses "commands the Israelites

to instruct" their children, whilst one of the functions of the Levites was

to teach the people "in the law of the Lord" and instruct them "in the

principles of true religion." When the new covenant replaced the old,

instruction was just as clear as manifested by Paul, Apollo, Timothy and

others. It was even practised by the heathens who had their "sacred

remembrances which they were to learn when they were boyes." In the primitive

Church catechumens were given regular instruction before baptism, and it was

only when catechising was neglected that the Church "became darkened and

overspread with ignorance." Andrewes intimated that even the Papists now

acknowledged the importance of instruction and if their proselytising gains

great numbers "it will by their more exact and frequent Catechizing than

ours.""

Just as Andrewes had definite ideas about preaching, so he did on

catechising, and thus he had various recommendations to catechists. He

compared them to master builders, overseeing a building which if "upon the

sand, or if the foundation be not well laid what can" be expected from the

"whole fabric?" Disaster! And so if youngsters are taught without a sure

foundation, their faith will also be in danger of collapsing. Another

suggestion Andrewes made was to teach according to the level of the

catechised. This followed the example of our Saviour who instructed people at

their own understanding in their "country Rhetoriques, in Parables and

similitudes of Merchants and Husbandmen and vine-dressers as they were able

to bear it." Hence catechists should follow His example by giving a "little

and little" at a time. To illustrate what this meant, Andrewes gave these

analogies. "When you are to fill a Bottle with a narrow mouth; you do it by

degrees, least you shed more, than you pour in, and when Nurses feed their

children, they do it with minced meat and small morsells, such as they are

Lambeth, pp. 17, 20.
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able to swallow and digest."
80
 He certainly practised what he preached,

evident in the different approaches in his lectures to students as Westminster

school, from those in St. Paul's Cathedral or in Pembroke chapel. Those at

Westminster were simple with few references to the Fathers and cover the

essential doctrines for salvation, whilst the others were far more complex,

with more quotations from the Fathers and covering more aspects of the

Christian faith.

Andrewes was thus one of the great catechisers of his time not only

because the greater part of his ministry was spent in teaching but in the

content and the method of his teaching. His own remarks such as "let us take

heed", reveal his passionate concern for instilling "pure doctrine". He showed

that in regular and structured catechising, all could be taught the faith in

such a way that they thirsted to know more. He likened the catechised to

plants which need water to grow, but in order to grow the plant must first

make roots which could only be established by care. Therefore in the

introduction to his catechetical lectures, Andrewes first established the

reasons for believing in God, and how Scripture reveals God's truth. This

should enable the catechised to give an answer for his faith when confronted,
n

for example, by Papists and atheists.

Andrewes used catechising for not only giving a "solid foundation" in
doctrine but also knowledge of God's prescripts for worship. He also taught

the various Christian virtues such as holiness, obedience, love, mercy,

humility, repentance, confession, prayer, fasting, almsgiving and

mortification. There is no doubt that Andrewes truly practised the old maxim

which he quoted, "Train a child in the way he should go and when he is old he

will not depart from it," and also Augustine's "the prospering of the Lords

sheepfold dependeth upon the good feeding of the lambes."82

One of the concerns during the Interregnum for Reformed Catholics was

the neglect of catechising the young. Hammond commented on this, and Evelyn

remarked in his diary that he stayed home frequently on Sunday afternoons "to-

catechize and instruct my familie" as these exercises have ceased "in the

parish churches." As a result the people had grown "very ignorant of even the

80
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common points of Christianity".

viii. The Prayer Book and the Christian Year
For Andrewes the Prayer Book preserved the orderliness and discipline

of prayer life and the administration of the sacraments of old. Although

Andrewes and other Sacramentalists had their own private opinions about the

celebration of the Liturgy, they commended and indeed insisted on the

observing of all the, Prayer Book services. Thus Andrewes enquired in his

visitation articles whether the minister

doth ... observe the Orders, Rites, and Ceremonies prescribed in the
Book of Common Prayer, in reading Public Prayers and the Litany, in
administering the Sacraments of Baptism and the Lord's Supper, in
solemnizing Matrimony, in visiting the Sick, burying the Dead, Churching
of women, in such manner and form as in the said book enjoined, without
omission or addition?

Other Puritan objections were also censured such as omitting the ring in

marriage, the sign of the cross in baptism, the disregard for churching of

women and not conducting a proper Christian burial. In these articles it is

obvious that many of the traditions associated with the past were insisted
89

upon by Sacramentalists.

Particular note wae also given to the observance of the rubrics for

various services as many of these were also neglected by ministers. One of

these applied to catechising on "Sundays and Holy-days, after the second

Lesson at Evening Prayer" that the minister "instruct and examine" those

children "sent unto him". Another enquired whether the minister gave notice

of the approaching holy and or fast days; and the next celebration of the Holy

Communion, whilst others referred to wearing of vestments as prescribed by the

Prayer Book, and of pastoral responsibilities such as relieving "troubled and

disquieted" consciences, giving "the benefit of absolution", visiting the

sick, and motivating parishioners to "make their TeStaments, and to remember
85

the poor, and other works of charity."

One of the important aspects of the Prayer Book for Sacramentalists was

that it maintained the calendar of the Christian year. With the Reformers this

became redundant, but for Andrewes it keeps Christ before the Christian almost

Hammond, Vol. 1, Pt. 2, p. 135; Evelyn, Vol. 3, p. 160.

84
Andrewes, Vol. 11, pp. 130 - 2.
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Lambeth Ms. 1050; Andrewes, Vol. 11, pp. 116, 131 - 2.
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perpetually, and as such encourages him to be a partaker of His divine nature.

It was also the nucleus for all worship, preaching and devotional life, and

it was for this reason that Andrewes insisted that sermons should be based on

the readings for the day."

The first half of the Christian year concentrates on the main events in

the life of Christ which Andrewes summarised.

Take the feasts all along, ... Christmas day: for us, and for our love,
He 'became flesh,' that we might love Him, because like us He took our
nature on Him. New year's day: 'knowing no sin, He was made sin for us,'
sealed the bond with the first drops of His blood, wherewith the debt
of our sin light upon Him. Candlemas-day: He was presented in the
Temple, offered as a live oblation for us, that so obedience of His
whole life might be ours. Good-Friday: made a slain sacrifice on the
cross, that we might be redeemed by the benefit of His death. Easter-
day: opened us the gate of life, 'as the first fruits of them' that rise
again. Ascension day: Opened us the gate of Heaven; thither, as our
forerunner entered,' to prepare a place for us. And ... [Pentecost]
seals up all by giving us spsin of all He hath done for us, by His
Spirit sent down upon earth.

Besides these feasts these were other days to be observed throughout the

year. These included the Ember days, which in the medimval Church came to be

celebrated quarterly, and continued as such. The only procession from pre-

Reformation days to be retained was for Rogation Sunday. It had always been

a popular and joyful procesSion during which the parish was supposedly

exorcised of all evil spirits. If Herbert is right, then "the beating of the

bounds" continued to be a happy, thankful, charitable and blessed occasion in

the Reformed English Church. This thanksgiving aspect was also conveyed in

Andrewes' visitation article when he enquired "whether doth [the minister] go

in perambulation in the Rogation week, using prayers and thanksgiving to God

for his blessings, or otherwise entreat His grace and favour, if there be fear

of scarcity?" In his notes on the calendar, Cosin referred to Corpus Christi,

how on the Thursday after Trinity Sunday, "in the Order of Sarum" there was

appointed a service "for the Sacrament and they called it festum Corporis

Christi." However "there is no mention of any transubstantiation or

circumgestation of the Sacrament, as now the papists use.""

The number of saints' days had been radically reduced by Cranmer who

86
ibid., Vol. 4, p. 400.

87
ibid., Vol. 3, p. 148.

Cosin, Vol. 5, pp. 96, 283; F. E. Hutchinson (ed.), The Works of
George Herbert (Oxford, 1941). p. 284; Andrewes, Vol. 11, p. 133.
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retained the New Testament saints with the notable omission of St. Mary

Magdalene, and only a handful of others. Some of those saints omitted by him

were restored in the Scottish and 1662 Prayer Books. In his annotations in his

Prayer Book, Cosin restored St. Mary Magdalene with the collect, epistle and

gospel from the 1549 Prayer Book. He also commented that in Haddon's Latin

Prayer Book, the calendar was "full of saintes", practically for every day."

Although Andrewes had a high regard for the saints, sermons on saints'

days barely exist. From his sermons we know he held our Lady highly as

Theotokos, as it is in the Orthodox Church. Christ was "made of her"; He is

"the flesh of her flesh"; [and] He is "made of her very substance".

Undoubtedly Reformed Catholics gave to our Lady the dignity and reverence that

befitted the Mother of God but there was no suggestion of praying directly to

her. However Andrewes indicated that "the Virgins key of Prayer, accompanied

with the prayers of all Gods people in all ages opened the Heaven of Heavens."

As manifested in their sermons it is clear that for Sacramentalists the

commemoration of saints not only expressed that continuity with the past, but

they were an inspiration to worship God in "the beauty of holiness" and to

live the Christian life."
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B.L. Han. Ms. 7311, p. 11; Cosin, Vol. 5, p. 457.
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Andrewes, Vol. 1, p. 53; Frank, Vol. 2, pp. 376 - 7; Cosin, Vol. 5, p.
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CHAPTER FOUR

SACRAMENTALISM

The kernel of grace is planted in us by
the participation of the body and blood
of Christ; of which kernel commeth a tree,
which bringeth forth the fruits of hplinesse
and righteousness in our whole life.

The sacramental life is the core of Reformed Catholicism, and it is this

more than anything else which separated it from the other reformed religions.

Through almost fifty years of ministry Andrewes awakened in his contemporaries

from all walks of life, firstly an awareness, and then an appreciation of a

sacramental way of living in a reformed church. By advocating Sacramentalism

Andrewes was returning to the practice of the early and medieval churches, and

thus he would have seen himself as moving further away from Protestants in

England who did not have such a high regard for the sacraments. However in a

recent paper Arnold Hunt has challenged this view by arguing that Puritans

valued the Holy Communion service and approached it in a devotional manner,

not unlike that of the Arminians.
2
 This of course is not the impression that

Andrewes, Cosin and other Sacramentalists give,

In his sacramental teaching Andrewes presented two very definite

statements for his day. Firstly that salvation and therefore eternal life is

only offered through the sacraments, and secondly, that in the Eucharist

Christ's Body and Blood is given to all. These beliefs thus distanced him from

the main Reformers, except Luther, and even hi S contemporary, Hooker, who was

closer to Calvin. Andrewes' belief was noted by Beza in his second answer to

Andrewes "in the act of their Colloquie at Mompelgart [Montbeliard], &c."

where he stated that "D. Andreas is of the opinion" that "these holy signes"

are "the very body and blood of our Saviour Christ."3

Apos. Sacra, p. 578.

2
A. Hunt, "The Lord's supper in early modern England", unpublished

paper, presented at the Institute of historical Research, University of

London, 7/2/1995.

3
Andrewes, Vol. 1, p. 281; Perkins, Vol. 1, p. 116.
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PART 1.

The Sacramental Principle

The Sacrament consisteth of a 4

Heavenly and of a terrene part.

The sacramental principle is that God is present in all His creation but
there are certain "outward and visible" elements which He uses to convey His

special grace, what the Church has called the sacraments. s They are therefore

more than "the sign of a holy thing" as Zwingli had defined them to be. In his

sacramental teaching Andrewes constantly argued that God could have used some

other means to convey His grace, but He deliberately chose the sacraments to

be the "conduit-pipes" for grace. Deliberately, because He wanted to show that

weak elements in God's hands become powerful and convey to us the life of

grace. In this Andrewes was close to Luther who had stated that "in the

sacraments we see nothing wonderful - just ordinary water, bread and wine. ...

There is nothing spectacular about that. But we must learn to discover what

a glorious majesty lies hidden beneath these despised things."6

In emphasising how God gives Himself in these humble elements, Andrewes

was of course countering Zwingli's teaching that these were but "bare signs".

He further distanced himself from Zwinglianism with his emphatic teaching that

God chose the sacramental Way for man's salvation when the Logos clothed

Itself in human flesh, and that Christ taught every spiritual truth through

a bodily action. Since then God has continually made "bodily signs the means

of conveying graces of His Spirit into us". For example in purging that sin

which "is naturally planted in us", He uses a "bodily sacrament" to take away

"the corruption of our nature". Thus "there is a correspondency ... between

the Sacrament and His character. ... The parts of the Sacrament they are

permanent, and stick by us: they are a remembrance of the characters made in

His skin and flesh."
7

Hence in his Christological teaching, Christ in the cratch and Christ

4
Andrewes, Vol. 1, p. 281.

5
Hooker described them as "the powerful instruments of God to eternal

life". Hooker, Vol. 2, p. 220 (5:1i.1).

6
McGrath, pp. 164, 175; Apos. Sacra, p. 517.

7 Andrewes, Vol 1, pp. 116, 143; Apos Sacra, p. 519.
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at Calvary were inseparable from Christ on the altar. 8 On Christmas day in

1612 he thus stated, "And this day they first came together, the Word and

flesh; therefore, of all days, this day they would not be parted." Two years

later he concluded his sermon with this commendation.

This then I commend to you, even the being with Him in the Sacrament of
His Body - that Body that was conceived and born, as for the other ends
so for this specially, to be with you'; and th4 day, as for other
intents, so even for this, for the Holy Eucharist.

At Calvary His death was made "the medicine", of which "the Water and

the Blood" flowing from His wounded side were "to be the ingredients" for what

Augustine described as the "twin sacraments". " This Andrewes illustrated in

his 1597 Passion sermon when he explained that Zechariah had preached that

"out of His pierced side God 'opened a fountain of water to the House of

Israel for sin and for uncleanness'; of the fullness whereof we all have

received in the Sacrament of our Baptism." Then the prophet has called the

blood that "'blood of the New Testament'" which runs "in the high and holy

mysteries of the Body and Blood of Christ. There may we be partakers of the

flesh of the Morning Hart, as upon this day killed" and receive remission of

sins when we are "partakers of the cup of salvation.'" " Thus the celebration

of the Eucharist was for Andrewes, as it had been in the early Church, the

bridge between Christ's earthly ministry and the Last Day.

Another emphasis that Andrewes gave in his sacramental teaching was the

mystical. The Sacrament is part of that whole "great mystery" when the "-Bread

... came down from heaven,'" and Christ took these "two poor elements" and

exalted them to "the highest mystery in the Church of Christ". Like the

Orthodox, Andrewes often referred to the Sacrament as the holy mysteries (the

Greek word for sacrament is mysterion, and the birth of Christ is "the great

8
Taylor defined this succinctly when he stated that the Crib is the

"altar where first lay that 'Lamb of God' which was afterwards sacrificed for
the sins of all the world" Taylor, Vol. 2, p. 65.

9
Andrewes, Vol. 1, pp. 116. 151 - 2.

Hooker, referring to the teaching of the early Fathers, also stated
that these "Sacraments have flowed out of the side of Christ, from whence only
water and blood issued." Hooker, Vol. 2, p. 551 (5:app.1.15). George Herbert,
also depicted Calvary not as the end, but the beginning of sacramental life.
"Nay, after death their spite shall further go;/or they will pierce my side,
I full well know;/ That as sinne came, so Sacraments might flow." Dorman, p.
50.

Andrewes, Vol. 2, p. 134.
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mystery of godliness"). These mysteries fuse at Christmas when "the Church

offereth to initiate us into the fellowship of this day's mystery", and the

other mystery. "Nothing sorteth better than these two mysteries one with the

other; the dispensation of a mystery with the mystery of dispensation".12

PART 2.

The Main Sadramehts

For Heaven-gate, doth ever open at baptism;
in sign, he that new cometh from the foRt, hath
then the right of entrance in thither.:.

Article twenty-five stated that it was only the sacraments of baptism

and the Lord's Supper which were necessary for salvation, and on this Andrewes

did not quibble. These are "the two Sacraments of the Church our Mother" as

taught in the early Church. " Yet he did not dismiss the other five sacraments

which were kept in the Latin Church, and like it, he too saw the seven

sacraments corresponding with the seven seals in Revelation:5

In Andrewes' teaching on the two necessary "seals" for eternal life, he

described baptism as so needful that Christians cannot be without it, while

in the Eucharist they are "sealed to the day of [their] redemption._" Unlike

Zwingli who did not see the sacraments absolving "from guilt", Andrewes

insisted that without these two sacraments we are dead in original and actual

sin, as "the Cistern of life" firstly, through "the sprinkling of his blood

in Baptism" removes original sin, and secondly, "his body and blood in the

Sacrament of the Supper" removes actual sin. Andrewes maintained that these

two sacraments could not be separated. "They are mixed; either is in [the]

other. ... We can minister no 'water' without 'blood,' nor 'blood' without

'water.'" Although water has often been thought of in terms of baptism alone,

ibid., Vol. 1, p. 43, Vol. 2, p. 2$8.

ibid., Vol. 3, p. 250.

14
Augustine had taught, "we have a few [signs] ... which the teaching of

the Lord and the Apostles have transmitted to us, and these are very easy to
perform, very sublime in implication, and most upright in observance. Such are
the sacrament of Baptism and the celebration of the Body and Blood of the
Lord." Augustine, On Christian Doctrine, trans. D. W. Robertson (New York,
1958), p. 87.

Andrewes, Vol. 3, p. 219.
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Andrewes maintained that yes, we are indeed "washed with 'water,' [but] that

'water' is not without 'blood.' The 'blood' serves instead of 'nitre.' He hath

'washed us from our sins in His blood.'" There can be "no washing, no whiting

by 'water' without 'blood.'" Likewise in the Eucharist we do not just drink

of the Blood as "in that blood there is water, for the blood of Christ

purifieth us from our sins.'" 
16

This divine stressed, as Hooker had also
17

done, that as we sin often, we need to receive the Sacrament frequently.

i. Baptism

The infant is carried into the church to be admitted as a member of the

body of Christ, and thereby sealed to be His child for ever as part of the

Christian community. This is his re-birth when he is "translated into the

state of grace". It is also his Passover as it symbolises the "great change"

when the baptised is delivered from bondage to freedom, and from mortality to

immortality. Therefore for Andrewes baptism could never be expressed as a

symbolical washing as it was for Zwingli.

Baptism is also the beginning of a covenant relationship with God and

a striving towards perfection. This was one of Andrewes' constant teachings

that the Christian life begun in baptism must be one of progress. Hence in

baptism "our souls are endued with inherent virtues, and receive grace and

ability from God, to proceed from one degree of perfection to another all our

life time, even till the time of our death, which is the beginning and

accomplishment of our perfection." One of the reasons for emphasising the

Christian's pilgrimage towards perfection was to counter the dangers of

predestination which presumes a Christian does not have to make progress in

the Christian life:9

On this issue Andrewes had also challenged Beza who stated that "so many

Apos. Sacra, p. 577; Andrewes, Vol. 1, p. 63, Vol. 3, pp. 219, 253,
352; Gerrish, Continuing the Reform, p. 64.

1,7

He stated that "the grace which we have by the holy Eucharist doth not
begin but continue life." Perhaps "the grace of baptism, would serve to eternal
life, were it not that the state of our spiritual being is daily so much
hindered and impaired after baptism." Therefore those who seek "to live the
life of God, Must eat the flesh and drink the blood of the Son of man."
Hooker, Vol. 2, p. 348 (5:lxvii.1).

Andrewes, Vol.2, pp. 293 - 4, Vol. 3, p. 258, Vol. 5, p. 462; Gerrish,
Continuing the Reform, p. 64.

Andrewes, Vol. 5, p. 315; Perkins, Vol. 1, p. 73.
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times and in so many words" Andrewes had opposed his teaching on election, and

"hath gotten the victorie". Andrewes had insisted that regeneration must "be

alwaies united to baptisme", and that this regeneration "remaineth in such as

are baptized." As Beza stressed the Comfort the elect felt from their surety

of salvation, Andrewes responded by stating "howe should the troubled

consciences of those be eased and comforted, who because they feele not in

themselves any good motions of Gods holy spirit, finde none other refuge, but

the Word and Sacraments, especially the Sacrament of Baptisme?" It is only in

the two main sacraments that the Christian finds a remedy against the devil

who causes "a troubled heart". Therefore Andrewes believed it was imperative

for Christians to know that

God is greater than our hearts, who in baptisme hath not onely offered
us the adoption of sonnes, but hath indeede bestowed the same upon us
as is said by Christ, Mark 16.16. He that beleeuth and is baptized,
shall be saved, and by St. Paul, Gal. 3:27. Yee which are baptized, have
put on Christ.

To this argument, Beza replied by asking how St. Mark's words could be a

comfort to those who "feeleth no testimonies of faith in himselfe." He also

believed that Andrewes did "violently wrest" St. Paul's words for his own

advantage." Andrewes responded by going back further to the Old Testament tO

prove his point. "David beeing armed with the like comfort from his

circumcision, feared not to joine battell with the Giant Goliah." He argued

that if David and others were not given grace to withstand evil, "it must

needes follow, that Baptisme were nothing els, but an idle ceremonie, and also

the persons of the Trinitie would be thought liars." Andrewes emphasised that

the baptised when assaulted by Satan, must resist him by saying, "Depart from

me Satan, thou hast neither part nor portion in the inheritance of my soule,

because I am baptized in the name of the holy Trinity, and so am I truly made

the Sonne of GOD by adoption." The grace to withstand that temptation came

from partaking in the other Sacrament.

On baptism itself, Andrewes taught both the Johannine and Pauline

approaches. With the former he emphasised the function of the Spirit, that

unless we are "born again of the water' and of the Spirit" we cannot enter

"'into the kingdom of God'". Therefore the Spirit joins the water and blood

in making a "trinity" at baptism just as it had in Christ's baptism which
manifested that we "ought to be baptized" not only in water but also of blood

20
ibid., p. 116.
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and the Spirit. "All three we must have", he added, in his consistency that

the Trinity is involved in every aspect of salvation. For us, the waters of

Jordan could not wash away sin, "nothing pn earth" could do that, except

blood. For that we need Golgotha from which "the two streams of 'water and

blood'" make the true Jordan in our baptism, and hence we are not baptized

"into His water-baptism, but into His cross-baptism", that is we are

"'baptized into His death'" (Paul's teaching). Yet without the Spirit, that

water "is but a naked, a poor, and a dead element".
21

Just as clearly for Andrewes as for most of the main-stream reformers

such as Calvin and Luther, baptism is the entrance into Christ's Church.

Zwingli however described it as a sign that a person belonged to the Church,

but for Andrewes church membership could never be separated from Christ's

sacrifice at Calvary from whence flowed water and blood. That water initiates

Christians into His death, whilst His blood "hath redeemed us to be 'a

peculiar people". As Christ is the Head of the Church, the baptised are

therefore "His Church" and a member of "His Kingdom by right of purchase" . 22

Andrewes constantly upheld infant baptism as he was mindful of the

Anabaptists who rejected it. In his pre-Jacobean days he taught on the

necessity for infant baptism as "we are all by nature first the children of

wrath [Eph. ch.2j, and belong to the posterity of Cain, before we can be

partakers of grace." This is the "reason that in Scripture our state by nature

be first spoken of, before our state of grace, that the law should goe before

the Gospel, the seed of the Serpent before the blessed seed of the woman." In

that "blessed seed" is our "second birth, call 'regeneration' which setteth

us in degree above mankind, and makes us not only men but Christians.""

Accordingly he preached, let "the poor 'new-born babes'" receive "the Baptism

of the Church". There was "'not a child a day old' but needs baptismus

lavacri." Even though the infant could not respond in faith, he maintained that

this Sacrament, is a service of faith as the child is welcomed into the Church

of believers who support him/her. As Christ died for all, God wanted all "in

the number of the faithful", and so Andrewes declared that all should "be

baptized in God's name; good and bad, men and children." His concern for all

to be baptized, especially babies who are in danger of dying, is evident to0

n
Andrewes, Vol. 3, pp. 247 - 50.

n
Gerrish, Continuing the Reform, p. 64; Andrewes, Vol. 5, pp. 462 - 3.

23
Apos. Sacra, p. 469, Andrewes, Vol. 5, p. 366.
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in his visitation articles. In these he enquired whether the minister has

baptized those children who are in "danger of death", whether any have died

"unbaptized" through his neglect, and whether he has "refused" baptism to

those "brought to the Church upon any Sunday or Holy-day".24

Yet there were some matters in relation to baptism on which Andrewes was

silent or said very little. On newly born babes dying before baptism, he said

virtually nothing. The only clear reference he made to newborn infants was

that even those born of devout Christian parents were tainted by sin until

baptism. Of infants who die after baptism and who have never consciously

sinned, he implied in his lecture on Sin at Westminster that they obtain

heaven. For more definite views on this we have to look to other Reformed

Catholics. Cosin was certain "by God's word that children being baptized have

all things necessary for their salvation, and be undoubtedly saved, if they

die, before they committ actuall sinne." So does Bramhall. Both are echoing

the words of the homily On the Salvation of Mankind that "infants, being

baptized and dying in their infancy are by [Christ's] sacrifice washed from

their sins, ... and made his children and inheritors of His kingdom of

heaven." 25 Of those infants dying without baptism, Bramhall believed

for as much as they have a right to the Sacrament, but are defrauded of
it without their own defaults, we believe, that God Who hath not limited
His grace to His outward ordinances, may and doeth many times according
to His good pleasure supply the defects of otheg, and operate in them
the grace of the Sacrament by His Holy Spirit.

Of all Reformed Catholics it was Taylor who advocated the most strongly that

children who die unbaptized were not outside the realm of salvation. "If the

unavoidable want of baptism should damn infants, for the fault which was also

unavoidable, I do pot understand how it can in any sense be true that Christ
died for all; if at least the children of christian parents should not find

the benefit of Christ's death."27

Andrewes also ignored baptism by the laity, especially by midwives, a

contentious issue with the Puritans. Taylor was adamant "that no lay hand may

24
Ibid., Vol. 2, p. 372, Vol. 3, p. 244, Vol. 11, p. 117.

Lambeth, p. 81; Cosin, Correspondence, Vol. 2, p. 65; Bramhall, Vol.
5, p. 172; Homilies, p. 24.

Bramhall, Vol. 5, pp. 172 - 3.

27
Taylor, Vol. 7, p. 318.
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pretend a reason to usurp the sacred ministry", and therefore "I wish we would

make no more necessities than God made, but that we leave the administration

of the sacraments to the manner of the first institution", that is by a clerk

in holy orders. Cosin also believed it was a minister's function, but if a

layman did baptise, then that baptism was always accepted as valid, even if
28

irregular.

Although Andrewes has much to say about the baptised who have chosen to

follow the pleasures of the world rather than Christ's teaching and who think

they can leave repentance of such a life style unto their deathbed, he

virtually passed over those who neglected baptism even in "riper age"."

Perhaps this is because he took it for granted that all were baptised in

infancy. However Bramhall dealt with this when he stated that "there is a

great difference to be made between the sole want of Baptism upon invincible

neccesity, and the contempt or wilful neglect of Baptism when it may be had.

The latter we acknowledge to be a damnable sin; and without repentance and

God's extraordinary mercy, [will] ... exclude a man from all hope of

salvation." However "if such a person, before his death," desires with all his

heart to be baptized but for some reason is not, "we dare not, pass sentence

of condemnation upon him."
30

Many Puritans objected tO the sign of the cross in baptism, and so its
use was defended by Reformed Catholics who regarded it as the emblem of the

Christian faith. Andrewes had defended it at the Hampton Court Conference in

1604 as being the teaching of the Fathers such as Tertullian, Cyprian and

Origen. Herbert boldly proclaimed that the country parson, "willingly and

cheerfully crosseth the Child, and thinketh the Ceremony not only innocent but

reverend." Overall in his visitation articles for Norwich not only enquired

whether the minister baptised all those who sought baptism, but also he does

"use and never omit the signe of the cross in baptisme".31

28

ibid., Vol. 1, p. 29; J. Cosin, The Judgment of the Church of England
in the Case of Lay-Baptism and of Dissenters of Baptism, ed. W. Fleetwood
(London, 1712), pp. 52 - 53.

29 

refer to p. 218.

30 

Bramhall, Vol. 5, p. 172.
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E. Cardwell (ed.), A. History of Conferences (Oxford, 1840), p. 198;
G. Herbert, Herbert's Remains, or Sundry Pieces of that Sweet Singer of the
TeMp.le, BI-. George Herbert, sometime Orator of the University Of Cambridg
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That sacramentalists regarded the signing of the cross as a necessary

part of baptism was illustrated during the 1640's when the Rector of Holy

Trinity, Colchester, Thomas Newcomen, was bullied into not using the sign of

the cross. Accordingly instead of performing the baptism, he said, "We do not

receive this child into the congregation of Christ's flock, neither do we sign

it with the sign of the cross, in token that it shall herafter be ashamed to

confess the- faith of Christ crucified."32

ii. Eucharist
It is not without significance that Buckeridge in his funeral oration

for Andrewes preached on the nature of the eucharistic sacrifice. No other

subject dominated Andrewes' sermons and lectures more than the Eucharist

because "the chief point is that in the Sacrament Christ himself is received."

It is the perpetual Bethlehem, the great thanksgiving, the manna from heaven,

and Viaticum. In the Eucharist, heaven and earth are one in Christ.

For as there is a recapitulation of all in heaven and earth in Christ,
so there is a recapitulation of all in the holy Sacrament. You may see
it clearly: there is in Christ the Word Rternal for things in Heaven;
there is also flesh for things on earth.

Of course the Eucharist has always been the centre of Catholic worship,

but in Reformed worship it was not necessarily so. Having in mind therefore

those contemporaries who valued the Word above the celebration of the Liturgy,

Andrewes taught that the Eucharist has not only been the heart of Christian

worship but it is also the centre of the Scriptures as it united the Old and

the New Testaments. He illustrated this in his 1611 Paschal sermon with Christ

as the Corner-stone "'when He joined the Lamb of the Passover and the Bread

of the Eucharist', ending the one and beginning the other, recapitulating both

Lamb and Bread into himself." This then makes "that Sacrament, by the very

institution of it, to be as it were the very corner-stone of both the

Testaments", and "the corner-stone of the Law and the Gospel."34

Amongst those charges against Newcomen before the Earl of Manchester's
committee in the mid 1640's included this refusal to baptise. In the 1630's
he had insisted on communicants coming to the altar rails for Communion,
another charge against him. H. Smith, The Ecclesiastical History of Essex
Under the Long Parliament and Commonwealth (Colchester, 1932), pp. 66 - 7.

Andrewes f Vol. 1, p. 281; Apos. Sacra, p. 598.

Andrewes, Vol. 2, p. 288.
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a. Benefits
Andrewes believed that the overall benefits from the Sacrament were

almost inexhaustible. Such was the measure of this Sacrament. Those benefits

formed part of his own preparation for the Eucharist. From Scriptural

quotations, he listed some of these as "an amulet against all evil"; "viands

of our spiritual life", "quieting of our conscience", and "healing of the

infirmities of our souls". Above all these, is union with Christ. "At this time

is our faith at the highest; for when we have the body and blood of Christ in

our hands, then it makes us say with Thomas ... Domine ml and Deus mi." Thus

it follows that his main eucharistic teaching was that the Sacrament is the

way to be united in Christ. "We are said to come to Christ in Baptism, ... in

the hearing of the word," and in preaching, "but Christ receiveth none of

these, but that we come to him as is panis vitae, when we come to Christ, as

he offers himself in the Sacrament." Christ gathers "us as close and near as

alimentum auto, that is as near as near may be."35

Never is Andrewes' universal teaching more pronounced than in his

eucharistic doctrine. In one lecture at St. Giles in 1599 he stressed that all

who come to Him, receive Him, despite what they are. No one is excluded from

His banquet. "We come to Christ, as he offers himself in the Sacrament to be

the lively food of our souls." Christ will not "cast Gut" any whe come, but

rather he will be "received to be a member of Christs mystical body, and

partaker of the divine nature." He emphasised, as did the Fathers, that the

Sacrament is for sinners as there is "no unworthinesse by means of any filth,

either of body or soul", will keep Christ "from us". In His incarnate life

Christ showed for "bodily uncleannesse, he was content to be received by Simon

the leper, ... and ... in spirituall pollution ... Christ ... doth not only

receive sinners, but 'eats with them'". Thus the sinners' assurance is that

Christ not only eats with them "but receives them into that union, that is,

to be one with him; which is a greater union that is either between brother

and -brother or between man and wife." Another assurance is that at Calvary,

Christ "was content to receive the thief", and he also prayed "'Father forgive

them.'" "Therefore it is most likely that he will receive us, if we come to

him." And so the only condition is "'that we come.'" In that coming if ever

we are going to be "contrite and broken in spirit" it will be in the context

of the gucharist. And what in coming the communicant is unrepentant? Andrewes

does not explicitly say, except he still receives "the body and blood" of our

ibid., Vol. 1, p. 281, Vol. 11, p. 334; Apos. Sacra, p. 597.
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Lord, but he implicitly implies that it is to his damnation. Thus Andrewes

followed the early Fathers' teaching that sinners are united with Christ in

the Eucharist, a far cry from Zwinglianism which denied the remission of sins

in the Sacrament. It also differed from some contemporary thinking that only

the "godly" can receive Christ, and then in a spiritual manner."

And what of those who do not come? Andrewes believed though they deserve

to be cast out, "yet Christ doth not cast them out, but they cast out

themselves, in as much as they sever themselves from this Sacrament and from

the memorial of his loving kindness." He insisted that they who do not come

to the Eucharist are heathenish, and are no better than Jews and Turks. If

they want to "be bidden to the Lambs Supper" then it is imperative they "come

to the Lords Supper", but if they "neglect the opportunity, they shall be cast

out, as Saul was." This was another reminder to those contemporaries who

ignored or infrequently came to the Eucharist. It also reflected another of

his favourite themes, though "sin abounds, grace superabounds". By coming to

Christ in the Sacrament the Christian, providing he shows some contrition, is

assured of forgiveness by receiving the cup of Salvation. He followed St.

Paul's teaching that when our lips touch the cup of blessing our sins are
purged, bringing healing and forgiveness. Hence we must never underestimate

the power of God that in Christ "that our sins shall be taken away by the

outward act of the sacrament."37

Just as the Sacrament is for sinners, it is also the remedy against sin-.

It is another reason for sinners to come to the Sacrament to receive "active

grace" to endure "the conflict of sinne, and to be conquerors over Satan and

own our corruptions". It is thus the antidote against the wiles of Satan as

it assures us that Christ as "the seed of the woman" has vanquished "the seed

of the Serpent". " Hence the blessed Sacrament restores man to his rightful

nature. Andrewes taught this around another common theme, "the tree of life".

Adam by being cast out of the garden was "kept from the tree of life", the

original sacrament, but which was restored with the second Adam. "In Paradise

there was Sacrament, a Tree of Life indeed it was.,.. [so] the Tree of

Paradise was but a Sacrament of Life in heaven, so Paradise itself, was but

ibid., pp. 596 - 7, 601.

ibid., pp. 519 - 20, 600, 624.

ibid., p. 683.
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a Sacrament of Heaven." These are not the words of Andrewes but of Edward

Reynolds, but they are so similar to those of Andrewes that one suspects

Reynolds must have been aware of Andrewes' lectures on this theme. Returning

to Andrewes, he declared that the second Adam has restored the original

purpose of the tree in the garden which was to give eternal life. "By eating

the flesh of Christ, the first fruits of life" we overcome death in the "first

Adam" by bpcoming "branches of the Vine." Hence we are "partakers of His

nature, and so of His life and vexdure both."4°

Another benefit from participating in the Sacrament is to become like

God (theosis). "He is in us and we in him, we and Christ are made one, we

receive him and he receives us: So that as God cannot hate Christ, so he

cannot but love us, being engrafted into him. "Hence through the Sacrament we

are absorbed into His nature. Andrewes saw the fraction as the visual teaching

for the fusing of the divine and human. "Now the bread which we break, is it

not the partaking of the body, of the flesh, of Jesus Christ?' It is surely,

and by it and by nothing more are we made partakers of this blessed union."

Accordingly "it is most kindly to take part with Him in that which He took

part in with us, and that, to no other end, but that He might make the

receiving of it by us a means whereby He might 'dwell in us, and we in Him.'"

His theosis teaching was very similar to that of the Orthodox Church.

One of Andrewes' favourite texts in his teaching on participation was

St. John's discourse on "1" am the Bread of Heaven". Accordingly in a lecture

at St. Giles, he taught that we were "to Labour not for that bread which

perisheth but Labour for that which enduretb"; the first kind cannot endure

for long before it perishes, but the bread for the soul never does. It never

perishes because "it is Christ, the Sonne of man, that gives us this bread of

life". We must never forget that Our Lord "commands us not only to seek and

desire in our hearts" this everlasting Bread, "but to hunger for it as we doe

Reynolds, p. 418. However his view on the Presence of Christ in the
Sacrament is different from Andrewes. He maintained that the bread can "never
properly ... be called the Body of Christ, till taken and eaten. ...
Otherwise, if Christ were not really and corporally present with the
consecrated Elements, severed from the act of faithful Receiving, the wicked
should as easily receive him with their teeth, as the faithful in their Soul."
ibid., pp445.

49
Andrews, Vol. 2, p. 220; Apos. Sacra, pp. 573 - 4.

Andrewes, Vol. 1, p. 16; Apos. Sacra, p. 600; Meyendorff, pp. 201,
205.
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for the food of our bodies". He constantly emphasised this meaning from St.

John's gospel which differed from many of the Reformers, including Creamer who

had attributed to these words a spiritual meaning only:2

So it is "ii this Sacrament we have both a means of victory and a

pledge of our reward, that is, the life of grace begun in us here, to assure

us of a glorious life in the world to come." This he stressed to counter those

who denied that grace was received in the Sacrament or taught that the Word

is the main source of it. With this in mind he also preached just as "every

tree must have a root1so Christ speaks of the Sacrament being a root when it

is sown "in the hearts of the receivers". Through the work of the Holy Spirit

it "shoots forth and becomes a tree" giving "a life ot grace" to fight against

sin, and in due time when our bodies are raised up from "the dust of death",

we shall receive "the life of glory" in "the heavenly Paradise."

b. Unity
As the Sacrament denotes peace and unity, Andrewes stated that it

should be the meeting place for all the local community as it had been in pre-

Reformation days. It is "for all sorts", but nothing seemed to divide his

contemporaries as much as over Christ's Body and Blood. He emphasised that as

God's people gather together or prayers and for "the dispensation of His holy

mysteries", that gathering should reflect Cyprian's teaching of the "many

grains" in the bread, and "many grapes" in the wine. The importance of coming

together as one was also reflected in one of the names given for the Eucharist

in the early Church, Synaxis."

This concern for unity was particularly evident in some of his lectures

at St. Giles. In one of these he compared the fraction within the English

Church as similar to that which existed in the Corinthian Church. St. Paul had

appealed to the contentious at Corinth to live in "love and concord" with one

another as they were all "one body" in Christ. He is the head and only source

of a Christian's "one beginning and one nourishment". That beginning is "in

the fountain of regeneration" when we are "baptized into one body by one

spirit, and all made to drink of one spirit", and the nourishment comes from

42
Apos. Sacra, pp. 531, 534, 537, 601; G. Dix, The Shape of the Liturgy,

2nd ed (London, 1993), pp. 648 - 9.

Apos. Sacra, pp . 576 - 7.

44
Duffy, p. 92; Andrewes, Vol. 1, Pp. 281 - 2; Cyprian, The Epistles Of

S. Cyprian, L.F. Vol. 17 (Oxford, 1844), p. 161 (lxiii.10).
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"the Sacrament of accord". Like St. Paul, Andrewes insisted that if Christians

could be persuaded they are partakers of the one Body of Christ "there would

not be such divisions and dissensions in the World as they are." This prelate

always maintained that we cannot ideally participate in the Sacrament unless

we earnestly desire union with one another which makes our participation

active rather than passive as we are meant to be "living stones" in that "body

mystical" by growing in "mutual love and charity1.45

Therefore he viewed the practices of both Puritans and Papists as

hindering that unity which the Sacrament should give. He accused the former

of distorting "fractio panis," because they saw it as being nothing else but

that, and consequently communicants were not united in Christ. Papists

likewise had created their "imagination" over the "fractio panis" through

their sine fractione. Yet Andrewes insisted it was clear from both SS. Luke

and Paul there could not be a "breaking of bread" without the partaking of

it.
46
 Such imaginations denied "the breaking of bread" as the focal point for

unity and fellowship which had been strikingly evident in the early Church.

Living "in unity with one another" through the Sacrament could not of

course be separated from living in charity with one another, and especially

with the poor as they were "not exempt from God's offering". Thus for Andrewes

the breaking of the bread also signified "breaking bread to the needy". Just

as Christ gives of Himself in the former, so we in the Sacrament "communicate

ourselves with our poor brethren". This then makes "a perfect communion", as

it fulfills Christ's command to look after the poor.47

Unity and charity both imply reconciliation. Hence the Sacrament must

also focus on harmony not only between God and man, but between man and man.

The offering of bread and wine represents this reconciliation which in turn

is given back as Christ's life which absolves sins and reconciles all in "the

Blood of the Lambe". Thus we cannot rightfully seek God's forgiveness in the

Sacrament if we have neither forgiven our brethren nor sought forgiveness for

our sins towards them. This was the reason, as Andrewes indicated, that at the

offertory in the early Church, the celebrant read the appropriate verses from

St. Matthew's gospel which demand that each Christian examine his donscience,

and be reconciled with his brethren before he presented his gift at the

45
Andrewes, Vol. 1, p. 282, Vol. 2, p. 289; Apos. Sacra, p. 614.

46
Andrewes, Vol. 5, pp. 66 - 7.

ibid., p. 67.
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48
altar.

C. The Real Presence
One of Andrewes' great sorrows in life was that the Sacrament of our

Lord's most blessed Body and most precious Blood was shrouded in so much

controversy. However through James 1 he was forced into public debate on the

Eucharist. Hence In his Tortura Torti (1608) and Responsio ad ... Bellarmini

(1610), his replies to Cardinal Bellarmine's works, and a few years later in

his Two Answers to Cardinal Perron (1618), he set out what he believed was his

Church's teaching on the Eucharist, of which the most important was the

presence of Christ in the Sacrament. In his replies to the cardinals, Andrewes

made it clear that "we define nothing rashly", especially in regards to the

"presence". Just as "we do not anxiously inquire, any more than how the blood

of Christ washes us in our Baptism, any more than how the human and divine

natures are united in one Person in the Incarnation of Christ." However he

informed Bellarmine that "we believe no less than you that the presence is
49

real", except we reject any change of substance. There is no doubt that

Andrewes believed in the real presence, and so there were many examples of his

teaching "Hoc est Corpus Beum", illustrated in this 1615 Christmas sermon.

There is always a perpetual Bethlehem, and unlike the shepherds or wise men

none has to travel to "the town itself", nor "go out of this room" because

"here is to be had the 'true bread of life that came down from Heaven',

and where that Bread is, there is Bethlehem for ever." This teaching was

reflected in the engraved star on the canister "wherein was the Sacrament of

His body" in the early Church, and as already noted it appeared on Andrewes'

paten-cover."

Andrewes like the Orthodox when speaking of the Presence often

expressed it in terms of the living and not the dead Christ, no doubt to

counter the latter's association with Transubstantiation. However there are

occasions when Andrewes suggested that the communicant does in fact receive

the actual crucified body of Christ, as evident at St. Giles, Cripplegate in

1598. Gdd is "able to nourish us by his flesh crucified for us, unto eternall

life, if he gives us grace to lay hold of it by faith." This concept re-

48

Apos. Sacra, pp. 576, 598.

49 
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emerged more strongly in the 1612 Paschal sermon. We receive Christ's body not

as now it is, but as then it was, when it was offered, rent and slain,
and sacrificed for us. Not, as now He is, glorified, ... But as then He
was when He suffered death, that is, passible and mortal. Then, in His
passible estate did He institute this of ours, to be a memorial of His
passibile and Passio both. And we are in this action not only carried
up to Christ, (Sursum corda,) but we are also carried back to Christ as
He was at the very instant, and in the very act of His offering. ... He,
as at the very act of His offering, is made present to us, and we
incorporate into His death, and invested in the benefits of it. If an
host could be turned into Him now glorified as He As, it would not
serve; Christ offered is it, - thither we must look.

This "dead" Christ image has to be juxtaposed with his teaching on the

living Christ through his teaching on the Holy Spirit. Christ's "flesh and

blood ... are not spiritless [as] ... His Spirit is with them". Indeed ever

since Christ was "conceived by the Holy Spirit", the "flesh and the Spirit go

together." "Even with this blood there runs still an artery, with plenty of

Spirit in it,' Thus at the Eucharist it is "Accipite cOrpus, accipite

sanguinem; 'take the holy mysteries of His body and blood;' and the same, the

holy arteries of His blessed Spirit."
52
 It would seem more in character with

Andrewes' teaching that it is the living Christ who is given at the altar.

There were two teachings which Andrewes never advocated. One was

Zwinglianism, 53 and so he stressed that it is "not a sign, figure or

remembrance of it" as "the Church hath ever believed a true fruition of the

true body of Christ in that Sacrament". The other was Receptionism, and like

Luther he despised both of them.
54
 The real presence was one of the few

beliefs he shared with Luther, not that he ever admitted it. 55 His rejection

of them was clearly manifested in the first of the Paschal sermons given at

the court of King James 1.

For he who - eateth His flesh and drinketh His blood, dwelleth in Christ,
and Christ in Him;' not ... for a time, but dwells continually. And
never can We more truly, or properly say, in Chris to Jesu Domino nostro,
as when we come new from that holy action, for then He is in us, and we

Apos. Sacra, p. 538; Andreweg , Vol. 2, pp. 301 - 2.

52
ibid., Vol. 3, pp. 162, 199 - 200.

To Cardinal Perron Andrewes stated "if the Cardinal mislike him [i.e
Zwingli], so do we." ibid., Vol. 11, p. 14.

54
ibid., Vol. 5, p. 67.

55
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in Him, indeed."

Andrewes' teaching on the real presence differed from Hooker's which was

nearer to Calvin, that "the real presence of Christ's most blessed body and

blood is not to be sought for in the sacrament, but in the worthy receiver of

the sacrament." Still there were Sacramentalists who echoed Andrewes' belief,

one of whom was Mohtagu who looked upon Andrewes as "our Gamaliel". In The

Gagg he also expressed that there was "no difference" between the English

Church and the Roman Church, except over "de modo praesentim. "We acknowledge

right willingly and profess that in the blessed Sacrament ... the Body and

Bloud of our Saviour Christ is really-participated and communicated; and by

means of that real participation life from Rim and in Rim conveyed into our

souls."
57

d. Sacrifice
Sacramentalists spoke of three types of eucharistic sacrifice which

were summed up by Laud in his debate with Fisher. Although Laud did not share

Andrewes' belief over the real presence, he nevertheless believed in the

Eucharist as a sacrifice. The first is by "the priest only" as he offers the

commemorative sacrifice of the Eucharist; the second is the joint offering of

priest and people of their "sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving for all the

benefits and graces we receive by the precious death of Christ"; and the third

"is the sacrifice of every man's body and soul, to serve him in both all the

rest of his life.""

a. Commemorative
For Reformed and Roman Catholics the sacrifice of Calvary is celebrated

at each Mass, but what kind of sacrifice iS it? Is it a physical re-enactment

of Calvary or a commemoration of that sacrifice? For Reformed Catholics it was

the latter. Andrewes taught that as Christ's death could never be repeated,

what was celebrated at the altar could only ever be "a representation of the

memory of that sacrifice" of Calvary. This was doing what Christ Himself had

commanded: "'Do this in commemoration of Me.'" Since then that sacrifice "once

actually performed at His death" has "ever since [been] repeated in memory"

and will until the end of the world. That was on of the reasons for Andrewes

56
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urging the frequent celebration of Christ's sacrifice in order to keep the

memory of Christ's death "fresh in mind" and the "great price" He paid for

"our sins, so many in number, and so foul in quality" in order to make us

partakers of "the kingdom of Heaven". This he declared had been the teaching
59

of the early Church.

Thus the altar for Sacramentalists is not another Calvary, rather

"Christ's cross was His altar where He offered Himself for us", and since then

the Church too "hath an altar ... where it off ereth itself, not Christum in

Capite, but Christum in membris." We do not therefore take "upon us to

sacrifice the natural body of Christ otherwise than by commemoration, as

Christ Himself and St. Paul doth prescribe." In this funeral oration for

Andrewes, Buckeridge insisted that this was the kind of "daily sacrifice of

the Church" which Augustine and the Fathers taught, and was "warranted by the

Scriptures". Andrewes, a quarter of a century previously, had taught this at

St. Giles. That sacrifice "was once performed upon the Crosse"; a fresh

sacrifice was thus no longer necessary as "His flesh is made bread for us in
60

his passion, when he died, but is given and applied to us in the Supper."

Sacramentalists therefore distinguished between "the bloody" and "the

unbloody" sacrifice. Buckeridge certainly made this distinction in that

oration. He argued that it could no longer be the former as "Christ's

sacrifice ... is long since past", and now He resides "in heaven as our High

Priest, and makes intercession for us." As He no longer suffers but lives in

glory, this means that there can be "no offering of Christ, by St. Paul's

rule, without the suffering of Christ." Although "in the cross and the

Eucharist there be idem sacrificatum, that is, the body and blood of Christ

offered by Christ to His Father on the cross, and received and participated

by the communicants in the sacrifice of the altar; yet it is impossible there

should be the same sacrifice."61

By emphasising the unbloody sacrifice which of course repudiates

Transubstantiation, Buckeridge was highlighting another link which Reformed

Catholics felt they had with the early and Orthodox Churches. In late second

59
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ibid., Vol. 5, pp. 260, 265 - 7; Apos Sacra, p. 537.
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century "unbloody" was clearly used to differentiate between the Christian

sacrifice of the Eucharist and those sacrifices of the Jews and pagans which

involved the bloody sacrifices of animals or birds. Soon this "unbloody

sacrifice" is linked with "a reasonable, holy, and lively sacrifice". Eusebius

spoke of "the sacred offerings of the table of Christ, through which we have

been taught to offer the unbloody and reasonable sacrifices." The Anaphora of

Chrysostom also began with "We offer you this reasonable and unbloody

service." " Taylor in his own Liturgy composed in the Interregnum referred to

the "unbloody sacrifice": Let us "present ourselves before Thee at Thy holy

table to represent a holy, venerable and unbloody sacrifice for our sins.""

It was along these lines that Andrewes sometimes referred to the

commemorative sacrifice as a mystical sacrifice as it was Christ's mystical

Body, and not His natural Body, which is offered up as the true, "all-

sufficient", and perpetual sacrifice at the altar. Such a mystical sacrifice

is emphasised in the participation of the whole Church offering the sacrifice

when the angels and saints of heaven join with the priest and people at the

altar. This he believed was clear in the prayer of oblation when we pray "that

we and all Thy whole Church may obtain remission of our sins, and other

benefits of His Passion." This prayer also revealed that this commemorative

sacrifice is offered not only for those present at the Eucharist, but for all

the living, dead and even for the unborn. When Cosin commented on the words

X "we and all Thy whole Church" i\actually quoted these words of Andrewes. Cosin

also added that it is plain that Christ's sacrifice was "for the sins and for

the benefit of the whole world, of the whole church; that both those which are

here on earth, and those that rest in sleep of peace, being departed in the

faith of Christ, may find the effect and virtue of it." The Church therefore

"offers corpus mysticum, ... to God in her daily sacrifice.""

remembrance and oblation of praises and rendering of thanks unto God for our
redemption in the Blood of Christ is called of the old Fathers an 'unbloody
sacrifice.'" J. Jewel, 	 The Works of John Jewel, ed. J. Ayre, 4 vols
(Cambridge, 1845 - 50), Vol. 2, pp. 734 - 5.
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B. Praise and Thanksgiving
"'By Him therefore let us offer the sacrifice of praise to God

continually, that is, the fruit of our lips giving thanks to His name.'" It

is in this sacrifice, Andrewes indicated that the people also have a sacrifice

to offer, their "praise and thanks" to "God for His chief and great blessing

of our redemption". As with the other eucharistic sacrifices it must "be

offered up and accepted in, by, and through Christ: "

Many Sacramentalists followed Andrewes' lead, and linked this particular

sacrifice with an offering to the poor. Thus Buckeridge stated that there

cannot be a true "sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving in the Eucharist",

unless we "distribute and communicate the sacrifice of compassion and alms to

the poor out of the Church." Accordingly "Sunday, is ... best ... observed,

when to our prayers, ... praises and sacrifices of ourselves, our souls so add

the sacrifice of our goods and alms, and other works of mercy to make it ...

perfect and complete."
67
 Cosin also included the offering to the poor as part

of this sacrifice which he believed, in the words of the author of the

Hebrewes, is "a sacrifice well pleasing to God", and without it, "it cannot

be a perfect and complete adoration of God". He also quoted from Andrewes'

sermon on "Worship and Images" that the "breaking of tread in the Satranent

is" not to be severed from "the other Breaking of bread to the hungry" . Just

"as Christ communicates himselfe to us, so wee communicate our selves to our

poor brethren; thus a perfect Communion. ... The Agape or Love-feasts of the

Primitive Christians for releefe of the Poore, doe plainly expresse this,

[and] became the Christian Offertory.""

r. Oblatory
Both priest and people present themselves a living temple to God in

worship when we offer the "whole Oblation of ourselves, Souls and bodies, to

be a reasonable, holy, and lively Sacrifice to God". This was the other

sacrifice which involved the laity. One of Andrewes' common themes was that

there could be no worship without oblation and sacrifice, as we must "present

ourselves" in order "to receive His blessed Body and Blood."
69
 That coming
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involves not only offering to God "our bodies" and "our spirits", but also our

gifts. "We must give him a present, even the firstfruits of that we have,

acknowledging that all came from him, ... so as the ground of our oblation,

is the testing of our thankfulnesse." He explained that although God is like

"a Prince, having made a conquest of a City, doth distribute it to his

subjects at his pleasure; yet so, as he reserveth to himself a rent or

service, be it never so little, that they may thereby acknowledge, that

whatsoever they have they hold it of him." Therefore we must not come "before

him empty handed", and like Abel we bring our best gift. These offerings

imitate that ancient practice when "the people were to bring their first

fruits in a basket, and to offer to God by the Priest and to make not a

vocall, but a reall confession of Gods goodnesse." By our oblatory sacrifice

we also acknowledge our obedience to Christ and "our subjection to God, that

as he gave us our souls, so we confesse we ought to bestowe our souls on God".

This waS another reason why Andrewes was so much against simply hearing a

sermon as there was no oblation offered, "a real oblation they bring none.""

It is clear then that in Andrewes' teaching on eucharistic sacrifice he

had departed from Cranmer's concept of it which was merely one of praise and

thanksgiving. It was even far more embracing than that of Hooker's with his

emphasis that the sacrifice of the Eucharist was offered for every member of

the whole church, living and dead and unborn. Again this represented Andrewes'

universal vision that Christ's sacrifice on Calvary had to be for all, living

and dead, and that Christ can not be contained by man's narrow perimeter.

PART 3.

Differences with other Churches over Eucharistic Doctrine

Christ ... is the matter of this sacrament.n

Sacramentalists believed there was a difference between their belief in

such a sacrifice. Hence it is not the English Church which denies "the daily
sacrifice of the Church, ... warranted by Scriptures and [the] Fathers" in the
"offering of Christ's mystical body, the Church, that is ourselves, our souls
and bodies." Andrewes, Vol. 5, p. 266.
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ibid., Vol. 2, p. 347; Apos. Sacra, pp. 377, 380, 387.
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ibid., pp. 594 - 5.
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.	 72	 73
the real presence and Transubstantiation and Zwinglianism. Sometimes some

of them linked Consubstantiation " with Transubstantiation. Both extremes,

they insisted, were not the beliefs of the English Church, and in this they

were correct as 38th Article indicated. However some of them failed to realise

there was a difference between Consubstantiation and Transubstantiation. Thus

/ even Montagu whose belief of the real presence was similar to Andrewes'

stated, why should we be "distracted with those unexplicable Labrinyths of

Con-substantiation and Trans-substantiation, which only serve to set the world

in division". Hooker, too believed that our Lord's words "This is my body and

this is my blood" were inapplicable to either of these two doctrines:5

Andrewes never confused Consubstantiation with Transubstantiation. In

fact he never used the term Consubstantiation, happier to use the language of

the Fathers, "hypostatic union". His criticism was against the two extreme

teachings of Zwinglianism and Transubstantiation, mainly because both "never

existed in the first four hundred years" and were of recent innovation. For

him, like Luther, what mattered was that our Saviour meant what He said, "This

This medimval doctrine as defined by the Fourth Lateran Council in
1215 and endorsed at the Council of Trent, was based on the Aristotelian
foundation of substance and accident. Thus "the substance of something is its
essential nature, whereas its accidents are its outward appearances." Applied
to the Sacrament "the accidents of the bread and wine ... remain unchanged at
the moment of consecration, while their substance changes from that of bread
and wine to that of the body and blood of Jesus Christ." McGrath, p. 169.

When I say " - the sacrament of the Lord's body', I am simply referring
to that bread which is the symbol of the body of Christ who was put to death
for our sakes." Thus the bread and wine are "simply bare signs", and so
Zwingli flatly denied that the body of Christ is given to the communicant as
"the real body of Christ is the body which is seated at the right hand of God,
and the sacrament of his body is the bread, and the sacrament of his blood is
the wine, of which we partake with thanksgiving." ibid., p. 175.

74

This doctrine came to be associated with Luther. It expresses "that
after the consecration, the substances both of the Body and Blood of Christ
and of the bread and wine co-exist in union with each other. Luther
illustrated it by the analogy of the iron put into the fire whereby both fire
and iron are united in the red-hot iron, and yet each continues unchanged."
F. L. Cross and E. A. Livingstone (eds.), The Oxford Dictionary of the
Christian Church, 2nd ed (Oxford, 1974), p. 340. Luther spoke of fleischbrot
and blutwein. This means that the bread is not a sign of the body "it has
coalesced with it into one new substance. We can no longer properly speak of
either the bread or the body separately." And similarly too for blutwein.
Gerrish, Continuing the Reform, p. 63.

Gagg, p. 252; Hooker, Vol. 2, p. 353, (5:lxvii.6).
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is my body". 
76 

In a sense Andrewes branded all Reformed eucharistic teaching

as one, evident in his 1612 Paschal sermon with its theme of keeping this

Paschal feast "not with old leaven, neither with the leaven of maliciousness

and wickedness; but with with the unleavened bread of sincerity and truth."

He accused those who denounce the Pope for usurping authority, of taking "upon

[themselves] papal authority" in deciding their "leaven". "We love our leaven

so well, be it malice or be it some other leaven as bad, so well we love it,

we will not part with it." However what is needed for the true Passover is not

the "old leaven" with its "sour malice" but that "sweet bread", which St. Paul
77

"binds us" to use.

i. The Church of Rome

a. Presence
The Roman Church's teaching of Transubstantiation means that Christ's

sacrifice at Calvary is repeated at the altar. This teaching was challenged

by Andrewes who informed Bellarmine that "our men deny that the fathers had

anything to do with the fact of Transubstantiation any more than with the

name." Although the early Fathers agreed that there is a change in the

elements they are not "in substance, or of the substance". Therefore we

believe with Gregory of Nyssa and Ambrose that by virtue of the blessing, the

nature of bread and wine is changed, but is not transubstantiated.

eucharistic change for Andrewes did not imply a change of the elements, but

did imply a definite change in the nature of the elements, how did this

happen? The answer is found in his response to Bellarmines's interpretation

of pseudo-Cyprian's words, "Panis ... non effigie, sed natura mutatus

omnipotentia verbi factus est caro ... as meaning Naturam id est substantian

mutari dicit; et effigiem id est accidentia, non mutari." Andrewes could not

accept this equating of nature with substance and argued:

... at the coming of the almighty power of the Word, the nature is
changed so that what before was the mere element now becomes a divine
Sacrament, the substance never themselves remaining what it was before.
There is that kind of union between the Visible Sacrament and the

76
Luther in the Articles of Schmalkalden in 1537 stated that "The Bread

and Wine at the supper are the true Body and true Blood of Christ, and not
only good Christians but the wicked themselves receive them." Dix, op. cit.,
p. 634.
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Andrewes, Vol. 2, pp. 290, 302, 304.
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Ibid., Vol. 8, pp. 262, 265 - 6; trans. in Stone, pp. 264 - 5.
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invisible reality (rem) of the Sacrament which is there between the
manhood and the Godhead of Christ.

He accused Bellarmine of breaking off abruptly the words of pseudo-Cyprian

which compared this change to the union of humanity and divinity in Christ.

This "union" Andrewes believed must be accepted unless one wished to be

accused of Eutychianism. This he had made clear in his 1623 Nativity sermon

when he stated that "in the blessed Eucharist" there is a

hypostatical union of the sign and the thing signified, so united
together as are the two natures of Christ. ... That even as in the
EuCharist neither part is evacuate or turned into the other, but abide
each still in his former nature and substance, no more is either of
Christ's nature annulled, or one of them converted into the other, ...
but each nature remaineth still full and whole in His own kind.

This he insisted was that "Sacramental union" of which the Fathers spoke. In

his teaching on "sacramental conversion" he is more "concerned what happens

to the elements of bread and wine themselves, rather than the use in which

they are employed. They are changed inasmuch as they are no longer only bread

and wine but are also Christ's body and blood."
79
 Andrewes informed Bellarmine

we know well, (and so do they too,) that Christ said, This is My
body.' He did not say, ''This is My body in this way.'" We hold firmly
to This is' ... As to the This is in this way,' (namely, by the
Transubstantiation of the bread into the body), as to the method whereby
it happens that it is, by means of In or With or Under or By transition
there is no word expressed. And because there is no word, we rightly
make it not of faith ... [and] place it perhaps among the theories of
the sthool.

More importantly for Andrewes was to look upon the Sacrament as "a

mystery ... as the Fathers very elegantly express it, that is, adored with
80

faith, not discussed by reason." Thomas Bayly (son of Dr. Bayly, sometimes

bishop of Bangor), a convert to Roman Catholicism, suggested that Andrewes and

the "more ingenious and learned" Protestants did not really disagree with

Transubstantiation, but to save credit against Roman Catholics argued over the

79
G. L. C. Frank, "The Theology of Eucharistic Presence in the early

Caroline Divines, Ex6mined in its European Theological Setting", Ph. D. thesis
(St. Andrews University, 1985), pp. 143 - 4; Andrewes, Vol. 1, pp. 281 - 2,
Vol. 8, p. 265. ThiS teaching was also explicit in some of the lectures at St.
Giles in the 1590's, and as one would expect is implied in other sermons on
Christmas day at Court. Apos. Sacra, pp. 536 - 8; Andrewes, Vol. 1, pp. 16,
80 - 3.
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ibid., Vol. 8, p. 262. William Forbes quoted this passage from

Responsio	 Bellarmini in his de Euctaristia. Forbes, Vol. 2, p. 401.
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manner of the presence and not the real presence.
81
 However Andrewes' main

argument against Transubstantiation, the hypostatic union does not bear this

out.

Another who denounced Transubstantiation was Cosin, ap illustrated in

y ;an his treatise Of Transubstantiation and in his correspondence with Father

Robinson. Writing in the style of Andrewes, he stated that those who taught

this "new doctrine of a gross and corporal manner" cannot be "good Catholics",

and that a true Catholic would not enquire into how the bread and wine became

the Body and Blood of Christ but would "leave it to the power and wisdom of

our Lord, yielding a full and unfeigned assent to His words." This was the

true Catholic doctrine of the Church, understood by Augustine and other

Fathers, "and so it is still". In his debate with Father Robinson Cosin quoted

Andrewes' views that the Sacrament is a mystery and therefore we do not define

rashly over the "Real Presence", and "we know well, (and so do they too,) that
82

Christ said, This is my Body,'... ."

Forbes was more moderate in his views on Transubstantiation when he

declared that "Transubstantiation is not of faith, nay, is contrary to the

Scriptures and the more ancient fathers, yet is by no means to be condemned

as heretical." It is interesting to note that in A Reformed Catholike

published in 1598, Perkins on the surface sounded similar to Andrewes. "We

differ not [from the Roman Church] touching the presence itselfe, but onely

in the manner of presence." However as much as this sounded like Andrewes, his

meaning was very different as he believed that "Christ's bodie and blood in

the sacrament" were only received spiritually."

b. Sacrifice
If the Roman Church abandoned the doctrine of Transubstantiation then,

Andrewes believed, there would be agreement over the nature of the sacrifice.

"Willingly we allow that a memory of the Sacrifice is made there. That your

Christ made of bread is sacrificed there we will never allow." " For Roman

Catholics the altar became another Calvary and Christ was once again the

T. Bayly, An end to Controversie, between the Roman Catholique and the
Protestant Religions (Douai, 1654), p. 376 in Dugmore p. 78.
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Cosin, Vol. 1, p. 283, Vol. 4, pp. 156 - 7, 247, 282 - 3.

Forbes, Vol. 2, p. 447; Perkins, Vol. 1, 583.
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Andrewes, Vol. 8, p. 250, trans. in Stone, Vol. 2, p. 266.
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sactifical victim. In his Paschal sermon in 1612, preached not long after

writing Responsio, Andrewes outlined, why the eucharistic sacrifice could not

be this re-enactment. This sacrifice represents "how His sacred body was

'broken,' and how His precious blood was 'shed.' And in Corpus fractum, and

Sanguis fusus there is immolatus." Unlike the Jewish Passover

there is but one only sacrifice ... [Of] Christ's death. And that
sacrifice but once actually performed at His death, but ever before
represented in figure, from the beginning; and ever since repeated in
memory, to the world's end. That only absolute, all else relative to it,
representative of it, operative by it. The Lamb, but once actually slain
in the fulness of time, but virtually was from the beginning, is and
shall be to the end of the world.

It is in this light that Andrewes informed Perron that "the Eucharist ever

was, and by us ... considered both as a Sacrament and as a Sacrifice" as "the

Sacrifice of Christ's death" succeeded all those "sacrifices of the Old

Testament ... [which] is available for [the] present, absent, living, dead"

and even the unborn. On this point he assured Perron that he was following

Augustine whom he quoted."

c. V4idity
Andrewes and all Sacramentalists never doubted for one moment that the

Eucharist celebrated in the English Church was valid. As Andrewes never

accepted otherwise, the clOsest he ever came to discussing it, was in that

reply to Perron, if we can agree "about the matter of sacrifice", then we

shall not disagree about the altar". " However there were some who felt the

English liturgy had to be defended. One was Cosin. He acknowledged that the

Church of Rome was correct when it taught "that there is to be a certain form

of words wherewith the Sacrament is to be made and consecrated." Such a form,

Cosin declared, was also observed in the English Church as our "words of

consecration [are] as fully and amply as any priest" in "the recitation of

Christ's command to have His death and Passion remembered". The correct

prayers were all said; indeed "no Mass-book hath more .., than we have here".

He insisted that for the Roman Church to make this a point of division

'betwixt us, where none is, sounds more of the evil spirit - the desire of
87

contradiction, than of the good Spirit - the desire of peace and unity."
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Andrewes, Vol. 2, p. 300, Vol. 11, pp. 19 - 20.
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d. Communicatitg
Sacramentalists stressed the importance of commUnicating in both kinds,

to counter the Roman Catholic practice of giving only "half the Sacrament" as

Andrewes called it. He believed most strongly that the Roman Church had

perverted Christ's intention and certainly the practice of the early Church,

by denying the laity the chalice. It was simply not lawful for priests only

to receive "the Cup in the Supper", and on this issue he agreed with the

Reformers.
88
 As the Roman Church advocated that Christ's words were only

spoken to the disciples, and therefore it is only lawful for "Priests to

receive the Cup", Andrewes taught that from St. Paul and Dionysius the

Areopagite we know "that both parts of the Sacrament was administered to all

sorts" in the early Church. Christ offers "to communicate Himself both ways,

never restrain Him to one / . We are indeed "commanded to drink the spirit of

life". Therefore there were many times when he emphasised the receiving of the

chalice as well as the Host. For instance at St. Giles; he preached on St.

John's reminder that "unlesse ye eate the flesh and drink the blcod of Christ,

ye have no life in you (John 6:57". Henceforth "with these conditions and for

these uses are we commanded to drink" and so by drinking "the blood of Christ,

we shall drink the Spirit of lifer. In a prior lecture at Cripplegate he had

taught that "the drinking of the blood, is a pledge of our rising up at the
89

last day".

Furthermore Andrewes accused the Roman Church of having no "'breaking

of bread'"at all, as the Host was not broken for the faithful to receive. This

belief "comes from the mopnt of Samaria not from Mount Sion. Let them pray,

let them perform their rites in a language they know not, without

understanding, without edification. ... Let them halve the Eucharist." However

"in the supper of Sion it was never thus taken, but only whole. Let them adore

the divinity concealed under the species and made from the bakehouse [de

pistrino factum]. Sion would have without doubt shuddered and started back

from this." Thus it was obvious that the Church of Rome followed its own "god"

and had departed from "Christ's Church" over this."
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Andrewes, Vol. 11, p. 15.
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Apos. Sacra, pp. 597, 617 - 9,
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Andrewes, Vol. 10, pp. 91 - 2, trans. in Russell, pp. 371 - 2. One of

his prebendaries at Ely cathedral, Boys commented similarly. "If the Papists
imagine that he tooke bread, but brake it nOt, or brake it, but gave it nqt,
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Andrpwes also questioned the validity of private Masses on the grounds

that the Sacrifice of the Mass was not just that of the priest but also of the

people. Those who offer it, are "to partake of it, and that he partake by

receiving and eating, as the Saviour ordered". 91 He also challenged the

validity of the Viaticum if it was only received in one kind. "If any at the

point of death do seek the viaticum, but recoil from one or other kind, it may

further be enquired, whether in that case it may be dispensed with that they

may communicate in one kind merely. 
92

e. Adoration

RefOrmed Catholics also disagreed with Roman Catholics over worshipping

the Sacrament. Andrewes held that Christ in the Sacrament is adored but not

the Sacrament itself. This is evident in his response to Bellarmine's attack

on James l's Apologia.

Now the King laid down that Christ is really present in the Eucharist
and is really to be adored, that is the reality (rem) of the Sacrament,
but not the Sacrament, that is the earthly part' as Irenaeus says, the
visible' as Augustine says. We also, like Ambrose 'adore the flesh of
Christ in the mysteries' and yet not it but Him who is worshipped on the
altar.

Neverthpless like Augustine we "'do not eat the flesh without first adoring.'"

Andrewes thought that Bellarmine put his question poorly when he asked "'What

is there worshipped? Rather he should have asked, 'Who,' as Nazianzen says,

'Him,' not 'it.'" To Perron, Andrewes stated that we reverence the Sacrament

in the manner taught by the Fathers, and he then quoted Chrysostom's teaching

"that we should not come to it at a venture, carelessly, or in homely-manner,"

but "with much fear and reverence.""

Cosin too admitted to adoring Christ in the Sacrament. "At that time

when he receiveth them, rightly doth he adore and rpverence His Saviour there

together with the Sacramental Bread and Cup, exhibiting His own Body and Blood

unto them." In case this sounded too much like worshipping the Sacrament,

Cosin, like Andrewes, insisted that "our kneeling, and the outward gesture of

humility and reverence in our bodies, is ... only to ... express the inward

they make the Lord's Supper a merry jest." Boys, p. 63.

Andrewes, Vol. 8, p. 251, trans. in Stone, Vol. 2, p. 265.

92
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reverence and devotion of our souls towards our blessed Saviour." He referred

to the adoration of the Host at the elevation as a "novelty" as it was not

practised in the early Church whose custom was that "after the elements were

consecrated, the priest and deacon together held them in their hands, and

shpwed them to the people'. He also pointed out that in the Sarum use

"heretofore used in the Church of England, the priest is appointed only to

elevate the consecrated elements"; there was certainly not any mention of "the

people's adoring ... at that time". He maintained that "order and custom in

effect is by us still observed" as had been in Andrewes' chapel, and was a

clear shift from the intention of Cranmer's liturgy.
94

Probably Reformed Catholics had a fear that adoration to the Blessed

Sacrament itself would quickly lead to accepting Transubstantiation, for does

not belief in the doctrine of Transubstantiation lead to "the adoration of the

Sacrament"?
95
 However there were some Satramentalists especially in the 1630's

who unashamedly advocated adoration to the blessed Sacrament. One was Eleazor

Duncon who believed it to be "lawful, pious and laudable", and another was
96

Forbes.

f. Reservation
In the pre-Reformation Church the Sacrament was reserved principally for

adoration rather than administering to the dying, and as such was opposed by

Sacramentalists. In his Answer to Cardinal Perron, Andrewes upheld

reservation, because of its antiquity. "It cannot be denied but reServing the

Sacrament was suffered a long time in the Primitive Church," when "in time of

persecution they were permitted to carry away how great a part they would, and

keep it by them, and to take it at times to comfort them. Because they knew

not when they should, or whether ever they should, meet at the Sacrament

again." Furthermore "those that lived as Anchorites and Hermits, in remote

desert places, were likewise permitted to carry away with them how much they

thought good, to take at times." The sick too had the sacrament given to them,

and in "the time of extremity it was thought not amiss to have it reserved;

that, if the priest should not then be in state to go to the sick party, and

then to consecrate it, for him; yet at least it might be sent him." Perron

94
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challenged Andrewes that his Church had departed from this practice and

therefore it could no longer claim to be at one with the early Church. In

reply, Andrewes argued that reservation was no longer necessary since "at the

desire of any that is [sick] ... [we] may not refuse but go to him and

minister to him". This he believed was implementing the teaching of the
97

Fathers.

Forbes, like Andrewes, observed the antiquity of reservation to be

"carried to the sick", but also stressed that there was a great difference

between reserving the Sacrament for the sick and reserving the host "in

ciboria to be carried about in a theatrical pomp." Although such a procession

may be "liked by some of the faithful, yet it can never be shown that they

were approved by the Universal Church in the first and purest ages'.." Cosin too

declared, "we deny that the Sacrament outside the use apppointed by God has

the nature of a Sacrament." Therefore if it is carried in procession it is

outside the purpose for which Christ ordained it. 98 This approach was strictly

adhering to Article Twenty-five which stated that "the Sacraments were not

ordained of Christ to be gazed upon, or to be carried about, but that we

should duly use them."

ii. The Reformed Churches

a. Presence
B. A. Gerrish distinguished amongst the three major Reformed teachings

on the Eucharist. The first was what he termed "symbolic memorialism"

(Zwingli), the second was "symbolic instrumentalism" (Calvin), and the third

was "symbolic parallelism" (Bullinger). He also intimated that the difference

between the last two was very slight as they may "be considered just another

school question, not unlike the medieval division between Thomists and

Franciscans". The difference was over the question of "how" and not whether

grace is given in the sacrament. However with Zwinglianism "the sacrament is

a sign only of past grace, not of present grace, and the congregation, rather

than its Lord is the subject of the eucharistic action."
99

Hence in the Lord's Supper for Zwingli the elements of bread and wine
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remain simply sighs. There is no participation in the substance or essence of

Christ's body, and therefore the faithful do not receive Christ in any way.

In its celebration "the three basic ingredients are thankful recollection, the

reassurance of faith and union with the church." With Calvin, the elements are

not merely signs as they do convey what they signify, and so "the benefits of

Christ are not signified but given9 : Hence "through the signs of bread and

wine Our Lord Jesus presents to us his body and blood." The Communion is

offered to all, whether good or evil. For Bullinger "in the Lord's Supper, the

thing signified is the communion, (communicatio) of the body and blood, the

salvation won on the cross, and forgiveness of sins, which are received in

faith as the signs are received corporeally." Here the Sacrament is more than

a sign for it "does not only symbolize, commemorate, move us to joyful

thanksgiving, and binds us in loyalty to the head and members of the church:

it is also the means by which God gives what he promises."'"

All of these rejected the real presence of Christ in the blessed

Sacrament which is precisely what Cranmer had done with the 1552 liturgy.

Sacramentalists objected to the absence of a real presence as to them it

reduced the Sacrament to "a bare shadow, emptie and destitute of Christ", and

thus taking from it the sense of mystery and wonder. '°1 This was why Andrewes

constantly emphasised that the humble eucharistic elements become the Body and

Blood of Christ. Rem sacramenti and signum sacramenti, the signum and

signatum, is where the heavenly and earthly, are united together in the

Sacrament, and where we and Christ are united in the closest bond we can have

with Him. He always emphasised that the Bread and Wine are "not of a sign,

figure, or remembrance of ie.' 102
Indeed Andrewes often took this Zwinglian concept of sign to teach on

the Real Presence. In his 1618 Nativity sermon he took the in given by the

angels to the shepherds, "the Child swaddled, and laid in a cratch". The Child

there will lead us to Him in the Sacrament, which outwardly like the cratch

seems of little value. "Of the sacrament we may well say Hoc erit signum, but

through the sign, invenietis Puerum (you shall find this Child). For finding

100 ibid., pp. 120, 122 - 3.
101 
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His flesh and blood, you cannot miss but find Him too." Thus by "infirma et

egena elementa" we find Christ just as the shepherds "did this day in przsepi

jumentorum panem Angelorum, (in the beasts' crib the food of angels); which

very food our signs both represent and present unto us.""

b. Sacrifice
Just as the nature of the sacrifice had been a contentious issue between

Sacramentalists and Roman Catholics, so was the concept of sacrifice between

the former and Reformers. Even the most conservative of them, Martin Luther,

never really supported the notion of a sacrifice. He grudgingly acknowledged

there could be a sacrifice of "prayer, praise, thanksgiving, and offering of

ourselves" provided they are not offered "before the eyes of God on our own

account" Rather "we are to lay them on Christ and leave it to him to present

them to God. ... If the mass is called a sacrifice in this sense, and so

understood, it is all right." The only suggestion of sacrifice in Cranmer's

liturgy "points forward to the living sacrifice of the faithful after eating

and drinking" the holy bread and wine which was his reason for moving the

prayer of oblation to after communion. In Calvin's teaching the emphasis was

on the sacrifice which Christ now pleads in heaven, and thus the faithful are
104

to sursum corda to where Christ is.

Andrewes' reaction to this was that 'Calvary, the altar, sacrifice and

sin, life and forgiveness are all inextricably bound. By coming to Christ in

the Sacrament we cannot ignore the sacrifice He made at Calvary. We alll'have

need of a Sacrifice, both in respect of the grinding and upbraiding of our

consciences for the sinnes we have committed, and by reason of the punishment

we have deserved by them." The Sacrament announces such a sacrifice when

Christ offers "himself to God as an oblation and sacrifice of a sweet smelling

savour". Through that sacrifice, by the taking of the cup of Salvation", "we

have planted in our hearts the passive grace of God, for the quieting of our

consciences against sinnes past". Just as "the blood of the Paschal Lamb

sprinkled upon the dores, saved the Israelites, ... So in this true passover

we receive the blood of the immaculate Lamb Christ, to assure us of peace with

God, and to deliver us from the destroying Angel." Although for our sins "we

worthily deserve punishment" but instead, providing we are humble and
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penitent, we are forgiven and cleansed by drinking from "the cup of

salvation", and eating "the Bread of life", which come from that sacrifice at
105

Calvary.

c. Communicating

Angther difference was over the frequency of celebrating the Eucharist.

One of Andrewes' main grievances was the neglect of celebrating this sacrament

and the poor participation in it by the laity. "We must come often," he would

say. Of course Andrewes would have like to have seen the Eucharist celebrated

as often as it had been in the primitive Church which was almost daily rather

than the present monthly custom. Yet even this practice was ignored and had

been replaced by panis annuus, which was but following the custom of the Roman

Catholic Church. "I would to God we were as meet to do it, as the Sacrament

is to do it."1"

Cosin too challenged this panis annuus. Be reasoned that the directions

of the Book of Common Prayer showed that the intention of the Church was "that

the Sacrament should be propounded every day, for them to come unto and

receive who were godly disposed." For example the directions for the repeating

of "the collect, epistle and gospel, appointed for Sunday shall serve all the

week after" and the appointing of "the prefaces proper upon the feasts of

Christmas, Easter, Ascension and Whitsun ... to be read six days after"

revealed this intention.
107

PART 4.

The Lesser Sacraments

We all agree there is no perament but of
Christ's own institution.

Confirmation, confession, matrimony, unction and holy orders were not

regarded in the same light as baptism and the Eucharist by most Reformed

105
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Catholics, including Andrewes, nor were they in the Orthodox Church.
109
 Not

being over concerned about the number of sacraments, Andrewes was faithful to

his belief that God's ways of bestowing grace are boundless. Nevertheless as

already indicated he acknowledged the traditional seven sacraments. The

important factor was that "the matter [and] ... form" of a sacrament remain

as such, and if these are changed, there can no longer be a proper sacrament.

On these grounds Andrewes queried ordination as a proper sacrament in the

Roman Church. It was only that the words "'Receive ye the Holy Ghost; whose

sins ye remit, &c.'" had been

retained in their ordinations, it might well have been doubted, for all
their Accipepotestatem sacrincandi pro vivis et mortuis, whether they
had any Priests at all, or no. But as God would, they retained them, and
so saved themselves. For these are the very operaV bve words for the
conferring this power, for the performing this act.

i. Ordination
With his strong sense of the sacerdotal, ordination featured prominently

in Andrewes' preaching, especially to counter what he termed "private"

callings. He therefore emphasised that it is only bishops, through the

unbroken line of ministry in the Catholic Church from the time of our Lord and

His Apostles, who could ordain. Reformed Catholics' teaching on this sacrament

reflected those three aspects emphasised in the Ordinal: this apostolic

succession, the hierarchical structure of the three-fold ministry, and the

office. On the apostolic succession Andrewes taught that it is rooted in

Christ's giving of the Holy Spirit and the accompanying commission on Easter

day which is the warrant for having bishops in the Church; that warrant has

continued for over fifteen hundred years and shall "to the world's end". The

"key of jurisdiction" given to the Apostles and thereafter to the Church made
111

"their acts authenticalif.

The hierarchical structure of the ministry dispelled any notion of

"equality" as was taught by many of his contemporaries. In his 1622 Whitsun

sermon he explicitly outlined this structure: governing by bishops, teaching

109
St. Gregory of Palamas had stated "in these two [sacraments], our

whole salvation is rooted, since the entire economy of the God-man is

recapitulated in them." Meyendorff, p. 192.
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by priests, helping by deacons in the Church. Sucb a ministry he maintained

had its roots in pagan times; the main difference being that the heathens

taught "by the light of nature, in their religion", while the Christian

ministry functioned through and by the Holy Spirit."'

In regards to the office, although the bishop imposes his hands, it is

God the Holy Spirit who gives the grace and Christ who sends. Andrewes

constantly stated that grace bestowed at ordination was for the "spiritual and

sacred function" of the minister and the "key" is in being sent. It had

nothing to do with being a "godly" minister nor being moral. Hence it was

possible for a priest to live imMorally without affecting the efficacy of the

sacraments such as remitting sins. "Good it were, and much to be wished, they

were holy and learned all; but if they be not, their office holds good

though." To the Puritans' constant claim for a godly ministry, Andrewes

replied, did they not know "this breath" which ministers receive is "not into

them for themselves, yet goeth into and through every act of their office or

ministry, and by them conveyeth His saving grace into us all'. However once

"the office" is severed from the priest, then they "stand or fall" before God

according to how they have lived.
113

One of the important commissions within that office is "a power" over

sins. By virtue of his ordination a priest is also committed to reconcile man

with God and his neighbour, either through the sacramental or private

confession. The importance of this office was also stressed by Taylor who

advocated that inexperienced priests should be "instructed" in how to hear
114

confessions and advise penitents.

With his loathing for poor preaching Andrewes stressed that ordination

did not automatically give the priest the right to preach. From the time of

Chrysostom it has been recognized that not "every one that ministered the

Sacraments, should also preach"; for that he needed a licence from his bishop.

"The meaner sort dealt with the Baptizing, and they only that were of the more

wise sort with the word."15

112 ibid., pp. 387 - 8.
113 ibid., pp. 276 - 8, 281.
n4 ibid., Vol. 5, pp. 93 - 4, 101; Cosin, Vol. 1, p. 89; Taylor, Vol. 7,

p. 447.
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U. Confirmation
Of the other sacrament reserved for a bishop, Andrewes had very little

to say. What he does teach on confirmation is its inseparateness from baptism

as it was in the early Church and is in the Orthodox Church. In baptism we are

made Christians, but the rite of confirmation makes us "Christian-makers" from

the "breath [that] comes after" baptism. That "breath" fills Christians with

those various gifts enunciated in the service of confirmation, to which there

are many references in his Pentecostal sermons. "So the Spirit must come to

all, and it goeth through; neither can aught be done for us, or by us without

it. ... Come He must." This inseparateness is clearly expressed in the

Paschal sermon for 1616 in which he stressed that the baptised is free from

eternal death and damnation by receiving the Spirit. To live faithfully

afterwards "that life next needs motion and strength" which is conveyed in

confirmation. "Vivam follows well of regeneravit. For they that are begotten
_ 116

are so to live, to have life."

Andrewes gave no hint at what age confirmation should take place. Given

his strong eucharistic teaching he would no doubt have agreed with the age of

seven, that suggested by the rubric at the end of the catechism. Taylor

advocated between infancy and the age of twelve, with a distinct preference

for a lowtr age. Young children should be confirmed "before they understand

too much of sin, and when they can competently understand the fundamentals of

religion." Cosin too emphasised an early age for confirmation as baptism can

only save those who live for a short time afterwards. For others confirmation

is needed to "help them who are to go on the hard and straight ways of
h, 117

Christianity" in order to resist "the temptation of Satan

One of the Puritan objections was to the laying-on of hands, and so

Sacramentalists taught the significance of the imposition of hands and the

prayer accompanying that act. It is "an especiall means Ordained by God to

procure that Blessing from Him upon them whom, by this solemn rite, wee

present unto Him for that purpose." Cosin showed how this sacrament began in

antiquity when "Israel blessed the sons of Joseph, and imposed his hands upon

them, and the like custome was usually observed from the time of Moses to

Christ, who used it himself and his Apostles after Him." Since then "the

ancient Fathers and Bishops of the Church everywhere in their learned, godly,

116
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and Christian writings impute unto it those gifts and graces of the Holy
118

Ghost."

iii. Confession
From his preaching, Prayer Book notes and his own private devotions

Andrewes revealed how vital he considered this sacrament. He prayed to be

given "good hopes of the remission of them [i.e.sins] by repentance, and by

the works thereof, through the power of the most hbly keys, and sacraments in

Thy Church." This importance was also evident in his insistence that Hooker's

teaching on auricular confession be included in the publication of Book Six

of Ecclesiastical Polity. In this book Hooker never insisted that auricular

confession was absolutely necessary for every one, but it was available for

all who needed it. Andrewes did not insist either, but yet there was always

a pleading that all should, which is not there in Hooker. This was the purpose

for his revival of the office of confessor to the prebend of St. Pancras at

St. Paul's Cathedral. It was also the reason that in his Ash Wednesday sermons

he advocated the "discipline of repentance" of the early Christians who during

Lent were "open penitents in public". The penitent will "confess humbly his

sins before Thee, and ... crave pardon for them" and be thankful that God

opened his eyes to sin.

In his sermon in 1600 Of the Power of Absolution, Andrewes used the term

"key", a word with definite Popish overtones for many members of Court, to

convey the releasing from sin. That key is in the words of absolution

pronounced by the priest after confession, but the "power of remitting sin is

... in God alone. And in Christ our Saviour, by means of the union of the

Godhead and manhood into one person." In characteristic style he once again

maintained that God could have used this power in any way He wished but had

chosen Christ's commissioning His Apostles to remit or retain sin as He wanted

to make them His co-workers. The Apostles passed on their commission to their

successors, and therefore it was an error for any to suppose that this

commission became extinct when the Apostles died. By "committing this power"

to his priests, "God doth not deprive or bereave Himself of it" but proceeds

through the Church by "His own ordinance" to work together with them. Thus

priests "have their parts in this work, and cannot be excluded; no more in

ne
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this than in the other acts and parts of their function." To deny priests this

function would "wring the keys out of their hands to whom Christ hath given

them, ... and make void this clause of Remiseritis."
120

He also stressed that this commission is strictly a priestly function,

given at his ordination, and therefore it is not a layman's. This office lies

in "the sending" by Christ and therefore the laity must be "willing to have

[their] sins remitted by God, and willing ... to remit [their] sinning" now

as this remitting or retaining of sin must always be in the "present tense".

There can never be a putting off of Confession and living out the fruits of
121

repentance.

Such a full-blooded sermon on sacramental confession caused a few

ripples at Court. One who heard the sermon, Rowland White, remarked that

Andrewes had preached "that contrition, without confessiän and absolution and

deeds worthy of repentance, was not sufficient*. And through their ordination

"the ministers had the two keys of power and knowledge delivered unto them;

that whose sins soever they remitted upon earth, should be remitted in

heaven." A ripple, yes, yet one would have thought that the Court would not

have been entirely unsympathetic to the idea of sacramental confession as

since Elizabeth's time there had been the position of confessor at Court. We

know this from a letter written by Secretary Conway to Andrewes in October

1625, over the appointment of Dr. Middleton as confessor in Charles l's Court

to replace a Mr. Beckett who had been confessor in the last years of

Elizabeth's reign and during that of James 1.
122

In his Prayer Book notes Andrewes stressed the importance of the priest

reading the second exhortation to his people at the Eucharist so that they

could understand the gravity of sin, and the benefit received from using the

sacrament of confession. "It is most expedient that this be read to induce the

people that they bethink themselves of the absolute benefitt of absolution by

their penitent confession." Another reason for reading the exhortation was to

120
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demonstrate that the English Church "willingly retain the doctrine of

Confession" and to counter "the slander of the Jesuits" who preach "that wee

absolve not" 
123

Andrewes' teaching on sacramental confession was often reiterated in the

1630's. Sylvester Adams of Peterhouse, Cambridge in June 1637 had taken the

same text as Andrewes did in 1600 when he preached at Great St. Mary's. He

went further than Andrewes by teaching that auricular confession was necessary

for salvation. Sparrow was another who taught similarly.
124

This importance of sacramental confession was evident in the visitation

articles of Sacramentalists. Andrewes' article in 1625 was identical to

Overall's in 1619.

Whether doth your Minister before the severall times of the
administration of the Lords Supper, admonish and exhort his Parishioner,
if they have their consciences troubles and disquieted, to resort unto
him, or some other learned Minister, and open his grief, that he may
receive such ghostly counsel and comfort, as his conscience may be
relieved, and by the Minister he may receive the benefit of aMplution,
to the quiet of his conscience, and avoiding of the scruple?

What Andrewes did was to restore auricular confession which was

repugnant to the Puritans to its rightful place in the sacramental life of the

English Church. Although sacramental confession was abhorrent to the Puritans,

yet confession was not, as their diaries acted as the confessional. Richard

Rogers explained, It was "to know mine own heart better, ... and to be

acquainted with the divers corners of it and what sin I am most in danger of

and what diligence and means I use against sin."
126
 Andrewes disapproved of

this approach and referred to it as "bosom confession".

iv. Unction
In his Prayer Book notes, Cosin wrote that the sick were anointed by the

priest "upon the forehead or breast only making the sign of the cross, saying

thus, the visible oile received outwardly Symbolises the inward anointing by

123 Andrewes, Vol. 11, p. 155; Lambeth MS. 943, p. 67.
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the Holy Spirit."
127
 Although the form for unction had been dropped in the 1552

Prayer Book, its practice was continued by Sacramentalists, not only for the

dying as observed in the Roman Church but for the sick. From Andrewes' A

Manual for Direction of the Sick, compiled for use in his London parish, it

is obvious that he saw caring for the sick and ministering to the dying as

crucial aspects of his ministry. One of the main emphasis was preparing for

a good death. Hence thiS manual contained a form of self-examination and a

commendation of the soul into God's merciful hands a g well as appropriate

prayers and meditations. Besides these, Andrewes encouraged sacramental

confession, evident in that sermon on confession in 1600. Quoting St. James

he stated, "'Call for the priests, and let them pray for the sick person, and

if he have committed sin it shall be forgiven him. 
,,128 

He also advocated the

receiving of the Viaticum which nourishes Christians in the way that "leads

us thither". It was this emphasis on the importahce of receiving the Sacrament

on one's deathbed, that again aligned Andrewes closer to the pre-Reformation

Church and further distanced him from the Reformers.

How Andrewes administered the Viaticum we do not know, whether he

celebrated the Eucharist "in the sicke mans house" as directed by the

rubric,
129
 or in a chapel, and was carried to the dying, or according to the

Latin Prayer Book. Compiled by Walter Haddon in 1560, it provided for

reservation. (It also provided for a Euchatist to be said at a funeral with

Its own collect, epistle and gospel) ."° The importance of administering the

Viaticum was also evident in CoSin's annotation on the rubric "that in time

of plague" the priest could administer the Sacrament to the sick alone. "God

forbid any minister should decline this most Christian office by putting his

own safety before the sick." After all "God is able to protect his Ministers
131

from all infection when they are sincerely discharging their office."
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When death came, SacraMentalists insisted on a decent and reverend

burial for the dead as indicated in the Prayer Book service. Although the

emphasis in Cranmer's burial service was on the living, both Andrewes and

Cosin commented on the attitude of some of the Puritans towards the "orderly

procession and solemn music of the choir" to the grave-side, and to the dead.

Andrewes made this clear in his 1608 Easter day sermon in which he illustrated

that the burial of the dead should nOt be unlike the burial of Christ.

Herein is love [which] ... continueth to the dead, as if they still were
alive. And when I say dead, I mean not such as the dead hath left behind
them, ... but I mean performing offices of love for the dead himself;
to see he have a sepulchre to go to; not so to bury his friends, as he
would bury his ass. ... To see he have one, and not thither to bring
him, and there to leave him, and bury him and his memory both in a
grave. Such is the world's love.uf .. All after Christ living, but go to
His sepulchre who will, not we.

v. Marriage
As Anthony Fletcher has indicated once the monasteries were dissolved

and the Reformation allowed clergy to marry "the patriarchal family was

stressed more forcefully than ever before as the nucleus of the church and of

society". Hence the upholding of the sanctity of Christian marriage became an

important teaching in the post-Reformation Church. It also made a clean break

from the Augustinian emphasis the sinfulness of the flesh and taught that

sexual pleasure is an important aspect of married life. Much of Andrewes'

teaching on marriage did not differ from the Protestants, except as always he

emphasised the sacramental side. This was evident when he stated that the real

model for marriage was given by Christ Himself when "He forsook his Father in

the Heavens, and was incarnate", and when "he forsook his Mother, and suffered

death, that he might cleave to the Church, and the Church to him, that so they

might be one spirit, [and the] ... bond ... continue perpetually."133

God "makes the match and bring them both together in marriage that all

may know that it is a state most holy and honourable by his own ordinance."

Amongst his lectures on the second chapter of Genesis, Andrewes taught what

hebelieved to be the Church's teaching on marriage as reflected in the Prayer

Book: the remedy against fornication, "the begetting of children", and

"mutuall help in household and civil affair." The purpose God had for this

132
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sacrament was exemplified in Adam and Eve. "Before the glorious companie of

heavenly Angells, God himself, as the Priest, joined them together." Thus

their marriage is the "pattern and plat-forme" for all marriages; it "is the

original' Canon and Rule to be observed", This marriage was also "magnum

SaCramentum shewing us the mysterie of Christ, the second Adam, and his

espousage to the Church, which was his Eve out of his side." Thus "God

commends unto us a sacred thing in marriage, that is the spiritual and holy

conjunction of Christ with the Church." Therefore marriage should be

reverenced and never mocked, nor condemned as sinful "as the Papists doe", nor

looked upon as being evil. Those who looked upon matrimony as being "a

carnal" filthinesse, and full of sinne" were just as "wicked" as those who

held that all must marry. The important thing was that both marriage and
134

single life are only "well used" when undertaken to "the glory of God".

Andrewes also stressed that this "honourable estate" is the foundation

for an orderly society in the world which of course begins in the home. Here

the husband must care for his wife who in turn brings "up their children in

the fear of God and true godlinesse: His teaching on married and family life

was not all that different from the Puritan concept of "the godly household"

in which the wife was subordinated to "the absolute authority of the male

head", but was reponsible for the education and discipline of her children and
135

servants.

From these lectures it is clear that Andrewes, as expressed in the 1604

Canons, believed marriage to be indissoluble. "The knot of wedlock" is "surely

knit", and thus it is a "bond [that] may not be broken at mans pleasure."

"Even the act of adultery doth not dissolve" a marriage. Thus he condemned the

number of "shameful divorces and separation of man and wife which are rife now

adayes d': This was evident in his visitation articles when he enquired "whether

have any persons, once lawfully married, forsaken each other, or do live

asunder without the authority of the Ordinary or ... being divorced or

separated, marry again", while the former spouse is still living? With his

strong stand again divorce why then did he vote in favour of a divorce for the

Earl of Essex and his wife. His action in siding with the "law" rather than

"divinity" has been a puzzlement to many, then and since. Perhaps as Welsby

134 
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pointed out, as it was a nullity and not a divorce, Andrewes yielded to James
136

l's pressure.

As Andrewes believed that marriage was indissoluble, it could only be

in a rare case that a married couple should separate. The only real reason to

justify separation was "spiritual adultery" when one partner was married to

a heathen who persisted in worshipping idols. If this separation led to

divorce each partner must not remarry as in the eyes of God they were still

married, and besides there always had to be a hope of reconciliation. When

this happened there must be repentance on one side and forgiveness and

forgetting on the other so that their marriage could continue in a loving way.

At the heart of Puritan ethos on marriage was also "marital chastity". Like

Andrewes, Puritans also believed that the too common breakdown of marriages
137

came when carnal love was not rooted in "holy and religious love".

Sacramentalists also specified there were certain times in the Church's

year when marriages were not solemnised. Such times are the penitential

seasons of Advent and Lent and Ember days which make them inappropriate for

such a joyous occasion as a marriage. However if a marriage took place during

those solemn days, as Cosin indicated, it did not make the marriage unlawful

or less binding on the couple:"

With his strong eucharistic teaching, it is out of character that

Andrewes never commented on the Prayer Book rubric at the end of the marriage

service which demanded that "the new married persons (the same day of their

marriage) must receive the holy communion." As far as I know there are no

accounts of his officiating at a marriage to discover his views here. His

consecrations of churches and altar plate were conducted in the context of the

Eucharist, and so when he did officiate at a wedding it may have also been in

an eucharistic context. We know that in the celebration of a marriage for

Puritans a sermon on marriage was always preached, and was "as much the

centrepiece of the wedding ceremony as of any other act of worship":"

Andrewes would have agreed that a sermon was appropriate, but never would he

have thought it shOuld overshadow the actual solemnising of Marriage.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DOCTRINE

... every moment makes us vary. With God, it is
nothing so. He is that He iS, He is and changeth
not.' He changes not His tenor, He changes not His
tense; keeps not our grammar rules, hath one by
Himself; not, Before Abrahap was, I was; but,
'Before Abraham was, I am.'

Andrewes taught that all essential doctrines had been laid down in the

first five centuries by the Fathers when they guarded the faith against such

heresies as Nestorianism. Thus at the council of Chalcedon they decreed that

Christ "'was so made flesh that He ceased not to be the Word, never changing

what He was, but taking that He was not.'" Andrewes informed Bellarmine "there

is no 'principal dogma' in which we do not agree with the Fathers and they

with us."
2
 In a way Andrewes saw himself as a protector of the Fathers'

teaching against some of the modern variations of the old heresies: the

Anabaptists, the modern day followers of Valentinism; the "carnal Gospellers

... the Gnostics of our age"; the "civil Christian" followers of "the sect of

theEncratites"; and the Puritans, "the old Cathari who believed they had more

more discipline than other men", and that "all things" must be done "to the

exact pattern of the Apostles' days". 3 He also constantly criticised the "new

learning",
4
 reflected in comments such as: "if our new masters have taken it

up the other day, ... the Apostles never knew it"; "notwithstanding this new

conceit and opinion"; and it is "our new masters" who "itch after a new

1 
Andrewes, Vol. 3, p. 374.

2 ibid./ Vol. 1, pp. 90 - 1, 163, Vol. 8, p. 70.
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1993), pp. 26 - 44, p. 26.
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manner". He even remarked on "pastor" and "calling" being new terms. It is

this "new learning" from which Andrewes continually distanced himself as he

emphasised over and over again that it is "the venerable Antiquity of those

first Ages [which] shall be ever [held] in greater esteem with me then the new

upstart device of any whatsoever.

Andrewes' constant appeal to the Fathers might on the surface have

sounded similar to that made a few years earlier by that first Reformed

apologist, John Jewel, who stated that "the ancient bishops and the primitive

church do make on our side, and that we have not without just cause left these

men, and rather have returned to the apostles and old catholic fathers,h6

However Jewel's claim was in defending the Reformed Church against the Papists

whilst Andrewes was upholding the teaching of the Fathers as the status quo

for all Christians.

What made his teaching and those of other Reformed Catholics such as

COsin, Overall, Montagu and Hooker distinct from most Protestant theologians

was that they hardly ever cited the Reformers. Bauckham indicated that in the

main text of Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity, Calvin is cited only nine times,

of which three of those is to disagree with him, and even fewer references are

made to other reformers. 7 Andrewes himself in the Ninety-six Sermons made one

reference to Calvin, and that is not doctrinally, but on defining "the rich

of this world", Luther once, and there are no references to other Reformers

such as Bucer and Zwingli. It is interesting to note that especially in his

pre-Jacobean days he quoted from Grotius whom he saw as a "very learned and

able man" . 
8
Thus Andrewes practically always spoke with that authority of the

Fathers behind him.

Because of this, it has been said that Andrewes lacked originality in

5
Andrewes, Vol. 2, p. 406, Vol. 5, p. 61; Episcopacy, pp. 17, 47, 59.

Other Reformed Catholics followed Andrewes by disclaiming any association with
the new learning. Coin, for example, in his will stated that ever since his
youth he had detached himself from "impertinent new-fangled or papistical
superstitions and doctrines and hew superadditions to the ancient and
primitive religion and faith." Cosin, Vol. 4, p. 527.

6
J. Jewel, The Works of John Jewel, ed. J. Ayre, 4 vols. (Cambridge,

1845 - 50), Vol. 3, p. 56.

' fl. Bauckham, "Richard Hooker and John Calvin: a Comment", J.E.H., Vol.
32, No. 1 (1981), pp. 29 - 33, p. 29.

8
Andrewes, Vol. 5, p. 20, Vol. 3, p. 328; Lambeth, p. 102; Chamberlain,

Vol. 2, p. 141.
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his theology. To that idea, it could be said that he would have been horrified

at the suggestion that he taught anything contrary to the faith of antiquity.

As Lossky has indicated, it depends on how one interprets the meaning of

originality. If one takes "originality" to mean to make something one's own

by firstly absorbing into one's being the truths of the faith, and -then by

experiencing those in one's own life before teaching on them, then in that

sense Andrewes is original. 9 There is no doubt that the teachings of the

Patristics were impregnated in his very bones.

PART 1.

GOD

Yet are there Ivaryings and changes," it
cannot be denied. We see them daily. True,
but the point is i 'oper quern', on whom to lay
them. Not on God.

i. Not a matter of controversy or curiosity but a mystery
God, Andrewes believed, should not be the centre of controversy, and

therefore doctrine should not be subject to long drawn out debates. Like the

Eastern Fathers, Andrewes' attitude to theology was one of awe and mysticist,

and therefore God surely should be shrouded in "great mystery". All "arts and

trades ... have their mysteries," which are kept, but in theology men want to

probe in order to know all God's secrets. So "doubts are made, questions arise

about them; all are not manifeste magna." These he believed were from Satan

who "by his curious questions in all subtility" had firstly enticed Eve "to

commit sin" and continues "in our day how men languish about some points,

which they would have thought to be greet ..." This was all so evident in "great

books of controversies about there. Andrewes referred to the curious as

followers of the Bethshemites who "longed to be prying into the Ark of God".

Such prying has led to "a false conceit" to creep "into the minds of men, to

think points of religion that be manifest to be certain petty points scarce

worth the hearing." Hence Andrewes' concept of curiosity differed from that

of Perkins who saw it as a form of hypocrisy when one was more enamoured "of

ancient tradition" rather than the "commandments of almightie God'. For

Lossky, p.6.

Andrewes, Vol. 3, p. 374.
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Andrewes it was much more serious as it made men wanting to possess almost the

mind of God, rather than adoring Him and doing His will. To counter this

speculative approach Andrewes stressed that God had revealed those vital

beliefs to the Church, and what had not been, are "not necessary" for
11

salvation.

Even before the doctrinal disputes raged in Cambridge in the the mid

1590's, Andrewes was criticising those who wanted to speculate about doctrine.

For instance his Genesis lectures beginning in 1591 were full of references

to those who ignored the mysterious nature of God. One of these was over the

various naMes given to God in Genesis.

There are many difficult mysteries in these names, which because some
are too curious in standing upon, and others have itching eares
listening too much after curiosities, I will omit; only this we Must
needs know, which the nature of the word sheweth, that God is he which
is of himself, and by whom all things are, move, and have their being.

To press home his point and to conclude this particular lecture, he declared

that he would not enter into debate whether heaven was made for the earth or

whether it was vice versa as "I will not curiously discusse but allow each
1

sense, as having a good and a godly use to such as be sober minded."
2

Ten years later at Westminster school he told students that "our

Christian faith ... is a meer treasure or mixture of marvells", and of all the

mysteries there is one "which most exceeds all created capacity and

comprehension" when God "cover[ed] and cloth[ed] himself with ... flesh and

blood, and the two natures so infinitely distant meet and unite themselves in

one person." This "great" mystery of God manifesting Himself in the flesh is

such that "not a distinct particular knowledge is requisite", Hence he urged

them not to be like those who "desire to know" this and other "mysteries that

are the secret of divinity", and who draw conclusions which are dangerous and

ignorant. Andrewes therefore warned them against those "schoolmen" who

speculated whether God could have redeemed us some other way rather than the

Incatnation as "a needless and dangerous curiosity'. . Such "schoolmen" are "too

audacious" in their bold "disputing of the power and widsome of god, what he

could and what he might have done in this case": What is certain "if other

meanes were possible, yet of all others this was most convenient, that the

wrath of God should be pacified, the sin of man purged by the blood of him who

1 1 ibid., Vol. 1, pp. 33, 35; Perkins, Vol. 1, p. 38.
12

Apos. Sacra, pp. 144 - 5.
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is God and man." By choosing this way, there could not "be a more clear

demonstration of the boundless justice,. mercy, truth, wisedome of God than

this.h"

One matter of curiosity and controversy which Andrewes particularly

addressed was in relation to discovering the "secret will of God". No doubt

he had especially in mind his contemporary at Cambridge, William Perkins, who

probed this in A Golden Chaine. This divine therefore constantly declared that

"we are not curiously to enquire and search out of God's secret touching

reprobation or election, but to adore it." To those "with their new

perspective [who] think they perceive all God's secret decrees, the number and

order of them clearly", he had this to say. "His secret will is, voluntas

beneplaciti ... [and] His revealed will is, voluntas signi." However

Christians should be content with knowing His revealed will and acknowledge

that "the secret will of His heart is, voluntas adoranda non scrutanda". Moses

had distinguished the two, and under the old covenant had taught "'The things

that are secret belong to God, but the revealed are for us and our children.'"

Under the new, Christ revealed that "the secret will of the Father is, that

of all that He hath given Me, I should lose nothing'", while His revealed will

is that He sent His Son so that they who "'believeth in him, should not perish

but have everlasting life.'""

Likewise "God's judgments which are the fountain of reprobation, are

abyssus magna" and consequently not for man's determining. Instead Andrewes

insisted that Christians should ponder on the more positive attributes of God

such as "His mercy" which is "extended to all" who have "faith", and in that

faith accept God's judgments as being too deep for them. Thus what should

concern us is to submit our wills "to God's secret will, and to frame our

wills and the actions of our life to that declared and open will of God which

for our direction He hath revealed in His word." "Our desire therefore is,

that the will of God may be done and fulfilled in us" by the assistance of His
15

grace.

13 

Lambeth, pp. 170 - 1.

14 
Andrewes, Vol. 3, p. 328, Vol. 5, pp. 397 - 8.

15 

ibid., pp. 397 - 8, 404 Cdsin in his sermon from Genesis also
followed Andrewes' line. "The decrees of God are hid with God; if they be
secrete we neither know them, nor are we to know them. This we know, and are
all tied to take notice of it, that revel ata nobis, those things of God which
liehath revealed to men, those only are for us to know; and to know thus much
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ii. The existence and attributes pf God
If Christians are going to know God, they must firstly believe that He

exists, insisted Andrewes, and so in his catechetical lectures he always began

by establishing the grounds for God's existence. He therefore suggested to

students that by being sensitive to what is within and around them they will

discover reasons for this. Around them, they will see an order and purpose for

everything which must have a beginning. Creation is a "wonderfull framing"

which even the pagans admired, such as Pliny, who after marvelling at a gnat,

concluded that there had to be "a power above nature". Then, by reflecting

inwardly they will find "a soul induced with reason and understanding" which

"must either be the cause of itself, of its own being, or else have it from

some other". Andrewes argued that it cannot be "of itselfe" as it does not

know itself, nor of "the house of clay in which it dwells". Even those who

have "anything to do in producing man", be "the father that begets, or the

mother that conceives" do not know. This is contrary to "any ordinary work of

Art" whose. artist knows every detail. Therefore we "must necessarily have our

being from some other cause, and there is no cause in the world partaker of

mans understanding but man; and seeing man is from himself, he must be from

some superiour reasonable cause which is God."
_16

There were two kinds of attributes, primary and secondary. The first

"describe God in himself", such as "perfection, unchangeableness and

infinitness", and the second "declare God as he is to us''. These are "life,

power, will, mercy, justice, knOwledge, holiness, happiness, love [and]

truth." When considering these attributes they are "equally communicated to

the whole Trinitie, Father, Son and Holy Ghost". Just as "the Father is

perfect, unchangeable, infinite" so are the other two. Andrewes emphasised

that in giving God various attributes, it is to help Our perception of God and

for our benefits, Accordingly we describe God as "merciful" whet he frees the

wretched from sin, and "just" in his judgment of the unrepentant. Yet in Him

these two and all other attributes are "the one very entire essence of God".

Consequently we cannot describe these attributes as being "unequally proposed"

As God is not more merciful than He is just. However because we are frail

creatures we speak more of His goodness, slowness to wrath, "and that his

besides, that He does not use to reveal one thing, nor to any thing, and mean
another." Cosin Vol. 1. p. 224.

16 Lambeth, pp. 49 - 50.
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mercy hath the premixence over all his works" rather than His wrath or

justice:7

In discussing God's attributes I have taken the two that Andrewes

constantly preached on as being the most important, love and mercy, as they

give hope to all mankind, and counter that image of God given by

predestinarians. Andrewes' God is one full of compassion.

a. Love
The loveliest of all God's personal attributes is love, a love of great

bounty which was especially evident in his kenosis when "He was pleased to

empty, to lay aside the robes of his majesty, and to vail the lustre of his

glory with the mantle of our flesh" for the sake of sinful man "who is nothing

but emptiness and vanity''. Within the Godhead "The Spirit is the essential

love of the Father and the Son", while "the fulness of [God's] love" was

manifested in the sending of "His own Son" to raise our fallen nature. "And

to make the union with us full, He was content not to be sent alone but to be

made; and ... to be made so as never unmade more.'" That love which began

within the womb of Mary shone all through Christ's life, and climaxed at

Calvary where "to testify His love" for us He forsook both life and reputation

on the cross.

This love of God, Andrewes stressed, is "unchangeable" towards us

despite how much we sin against Him. As our Father, He showers us with "His

fatherly care" through His "fatherly compassion and ... bounty''. By the former

He forgives us of our sins, and with the latter He has "prepared for us a

heavenly kingdom, whereof we are made 'co-heirs with His Son Christ.'" God's

love as well as mercy towards man was also uppermost in His mind when He

created the world, as before He made him, He provided so many varied fruit

trees, herbs, seeds, spices and grains for him, and even made him lord over

the animals. For example, "the oxen plougheth the ground, to give us bread,

and eateth grasse to be our food, [and] he giveth his hide to shoe us."

b. Mercy
"Glory be to Thee, 0 Lord, glory be to Thee; glory be to Thee, and glory

be to Thy mercy, the super omnia, the most glorious of all Thy great and high

17

ibid. pp. 55 - 6.

18 

Andrewes, Vol. 1, p. 52, Vol. 3, p. 382; Lambeth, pp. 133, 136.

19 

Andrewes, Vol. 5, pp. 367 - 8; Apos. Sacra, pp. 105, 107.
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perfections", preached Andrewes at the end of his 1615 Gunpowder anniversary

sermon. The deliverance from this "Jesuit" plot he believed was just one

example of God's continuous mercy. To show the extent of God's mercy he quoted

Gregory Nazianzen's words that even in hell itself, God's "very punishment is

tempered with mercy". To counter those who emphasised the eternal damnation

of most souls, Andrewes described God's mercy as a canopy which covers and

embraces everything; His "mantle is wide enough, it leaves none out", and so

His mercy is over all, from the smallest of creatures to the largest. Indeed

of all His attributes, even more than love, it is mercy that "hath the highest

place of all", revealed in the ark where the cherubim sat at the top, and

"upon the top of their wings, was the mercy-seat". This "shews plainly what

virtue it is He loves above all, and what virtue He commends to us above

all.""

Of all God's attributes there is none that we fear more than justice.

Yet as Chrysostom said, quoted by Andrewes, that justice will always be

tempered with "'the wide and deep gulf of the mercy of God that hath no

bottom.'" His mercy even prevails against Satan's assaults as there is "more

in mercy to save, than in Satan to destroy". To illustrate this, Andrewes

again quoted Chrysostom. "'Great is the whirlpool of my wicked works, but

greater is the Bethesda.'" So over his years of preaching Andrewes constantly

stressed that through His mercy God is infinitely patient with each one of us

as He waits for our repentance and turning to Him, rather than a God who has

already condemned most of His children to hell.

iii. The Trinity

Andrewes' preamble to his will reflected his strong Trinitarian teaching

and was indicative of his revival of the prominence that the early Fathers

gave to the Trinity.

I yeeld upp into the hands of Allmightie God that which he hath
created, that which he hath redeemed, that which he hath regenerated ...
partaker by the mercies of the Father, and through the meritts of his
Sonne, of thMorgiveness of my Sinnes, and all the comforts of his Holy

Spirit... .

One of the features of the Fathers' teaching on the Trinity was that each

Andrewes, Vol. 4, pp. 324, 340.

ibid., p. 328; Apos. Sacra, p. 635.
Andrewes ) Vol. 11, p. c.
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person is equally active in creation, redemption and sanctification. "The

Father, the Fountain; the Son, the Cistern; the Holy Ghost the Conduit pipe."

Hence "our rule is, the works of the Trinity ... are never divided. What one

doeth, all do." Andrewes believed that too often the various persons of the

Trinity were restricted to a particular role. For instance the Word is seen

only as Mediator and redeemer and not as creator. However it was through His

mediation that all things were "set joint and in order". The Holy Spirit was

also often overlooked in creation, but He sanctified and made perfect God's

works, and then "set it in right order and joint again, being by Adams sinne
0 23

clean out of frame .

This "unity of essence and trinity of persons" figured prominently in

his Genesis lectures on creation; indeed Andrewes declared that God by his act

of creation wanted us "to discover the mysterie of the Trinity". Accordingly

all was made by his Power which is the property of God the Father; by
his Widsome, which is the property of God the Sonne, by which all things
were orderly disposed and distinguished; And by the riches of his
Goodness, which is the property of the holy Ghost, by which all things
were adorned and made perfect.

Thus the Father is the originator, the Son gives the reason for it, and the

Spirit makes it all possible as His moving enabled firstly the dilation of the

heavens above, and secondly the contraction of the lower firmanent in the

uniting of "earth and waters". 24 Although Andrewes stressed the unity within

the Trinity, he also acknowledged these distinctive gifts of each person as

giving each a separateness; nunumsunt, but not minus". These were incorporated

into Andrewes' own devotional life when he prayed, "Let the 'power' of the

'Father' guide me; Let the 'wisdom' of the 'Son' enlighten me; Let the

'operation' of the 'Spirit' quicken me."
25

"The whole Trinity" is also "equally interested in the accomplishment

of the work of our salvation". For example at Christ's baptism, the Son in the

water, the Holy Spirit in the dove; the Father in the voice. In sanctification

the Spirit gives the "gifts" but the "offices" come from Christ and "works"

from the Father. "The Spirit gives all to all; Christ, He appoints all for

all; God the Father works all in all," and therefore at Pentecost when the

23
ibid., Vol. 3, pp. 362, 381; Apos. Sacra, p. 38.

24
ibid., pp. 10, 58.

n 
ibid., pp. 188, 382, Andrewes, Vol. 11, p. 310.
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27

ibid., pp. 185 - 6, 354; Hooker, Vol. 1,
Lambeth, p. 57.

PP• 268 - 9 (1:xiv2);

Apostles were "ordained" all three were active.
26

The Trinity is also active in the sacramental life beginning with our

rebirth when we are baptised "into all Three". At the Eucharist we receive

He That breathed, and He That was breathed, both of them vouchsafe to
breathe into those holy mysteries a Divine power and virtue, and make
them to us the bread of life, and the cup of salvation; God the Father
also sending His blessing uvon them, that they be His blessed means of
this thrice-blessed effect!

To those who denied the Trinity in his age such as the Socinians he

stressed, as Hooker did, that although the word Trinity is not explicitly

expressed in Scripture, yet it is plainly implied. For instance St. John in

his first letter describes the Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost all

bearing record in heaven. Andrewes also indicated that the concept of the

Trinity was older than St. John's time, as "under the Law nothing was held

perfectly hallowed, till it pass three: 1. cleansing water, ... 2. sprinkling

of blood, ... 3 ... [and] holy oil were upon it too," In his 1612 Whitsun

sermon, he explicitly preached on the Trinity and the divinity of Christ to

counter the teaching of Socinians and those philosophers who denied the

Trinity. Once again he quoted from the Fathers, in this instance Basil. "All

the Christian world knew to be true, nor was there ever heretic so bold as to

deny" the saying of "'Glory be to the Father, the Son and Holy Ghost,'" as the

doxology to conclude all "psalms, and hymns, and thanksgivings." This as he

told students, was formally adopted by the council of Nicaea "as a lesser

creed or confession of the trinitie" to defend the "consubtantialitie of the

sonne and the holy Ghost with which the Fathers upheld against the Arians who

denied that Truth'. 
28

iv. Cteation theology
As already evident in the chapter on Aestheticism and Sensuousness, the

Trinitarian God has revealed HiMself in creation and given "that most

wonderfull and beautifull work of the whole World, and all things therein

contained". Within this act of creation Andrewes highlighted two aspects,

orderliness and perfection which he believed were necessary to live the

Christian life. Nowhere was perfection more manifested than in paradise where

ibid., Vol. 3, pp. 353 - 4, 381, 383.

ibid., pp. 169, 279.

28
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God placed man for his eternal enjoyment and pleasure. Orderliness was shown

when God created the cosmos with "celerity, conformity and constancie".

Accordingly frOm the chaos of the "foggie gross darkness" God brought order

in the making of "the dawning or morning, which is a mixture of some light and

some darkness; And after, he made the perfect light". Then everything else was

made in a set order, "the sea before the Fishes, the Leaves ... after the

Tree", the stars not "tanquam in centro but tanquam in circulo'% That

orderliness was also seen in the rhythm of the cosmos. "The sunne riseth and

goeth down, and draweth to his place where it riseth, the winde goeth towards

the south, and compasseth toward the north." Corn is sown when the sun is at

its weakest, it appears with moisture in spring, and it ripens by the heat of

the sun in summer. Thus the seasons follow one another, day follows night,

whilst even the sea and air have their own orderliness."

Andrewes informed his students that they could- learn many doctrines from

creation. As Christ said, the kingdom is always close at hand like "the lilies

of the field". Hence the Resurrection can be learnt by going into our gardens

of "herbs and flowers". We see "how they decay and die to rise again and

flourish", and in the fields we "see how the same corn that lay dead under the

clod, sprouts forth, first the blade, then the ear, after that full corn-.

These resurrected lives should make us believe, "then why not my dead body?"

After this, "looke higher, the heavens declare ... ('tis Tertullian) each

night is but the last dayes funerall, and what's the morning but a

Resurrection?" This could also be learnt from the more "sensitive" creatures:

"Phoenix f flies, grasshoppers, and silkwormes which after they have been

changed into the formes of diverse other creatures, at last resume their own

shape again. ... From the raising of these low inferiour creatures, we may

confidently conclude a liklihood and probability of rising" ourselves."

Spring teaches us repentance as it represents "the turning of the year".

In heaven, the sun in his equinoctial line, the zodiac and all the
constellations in it, do now turn about to the first point. The earth
and all her plants, after a dead winter, return to the first and best
season of the yeàr. ... Everything now turning that we also would make
it our time to turn to God in.

Then in summer the orchards bearing their fruits teach us our repentance is

nothing unless it too brings forth fruit. Just as the unfruitful tree was axed

29 

Apos. Sacra, pp. 11, 51, 81 - 2, 116; Lambeth, p. 62.

30 

ibid., p. 149.
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by Christ, so will ours if they do not bear fruit, and be cast in the fire for
, m

fuel, "the end of all unfruitful trees'.

The gathering of the sheaves at harvest time denotes that the season has

came full cycle by giving up her products, and $o it teaches us to meditate

on the kind of harvest we shall bring to the "the great 'Steward of this great

household'" on Judgment day. What kind of "gathering" we bring in depends on

how much "fruit" we have yielded during our lives. Just as there are "seasons

for the things on earth and their fulness", so are there "seasons for the

things in Heaven, and for the filling of them". The "fulness of the seasons

of the natural year" also leads to Christ in the Sacrament. The harvest of

corn gives bread while the wine-press yields her wine. These remind us that

our Lord compared Himself with "the wheat-corn" when He declared that He is

"the living Bread that came down from heaven,'" and as "the true Vine", He

is "the blood of the grapes of that Wine". However this, "the true Manna" can
32

be gathered at any season.

The Ascension could be learnt from the stars. "In heaven the stars, they

be no sooner risen above the horizon, but they are in their ascendant eo ipso

and never leave ascending till they be in the highest point over our heads,

in the very top of the sky." The appearance of the stars is similar to "the

little spires that peep out of the ground, now at this time, nature's time of

her yearly resurrection, they be no sooner out but up they shoot, and never

leave to aspire till they have attained the full pitch of their highest growth

they can ascend to." The heavens are also an inspiration for worship and

private prayer as the sun, moon and stars remind us with the host of heaven

to praise God. Furthermore the heavens set the example of humility when the

sun, the greater of the lights gives way at night to the lesser light and with

"the rule of the Moot the sunne doth not murmur"."

The seas and their industries illustrated Christ's- kingdom. "His word

is the net; his Churche is the ship, the Apostles are the Fishermen"

(Matth.4.19), while "Mankinde are the fish, the Heaven is the Shore, [and]

Christ is the Pilot." The organisation of the Church could also be learnt from

expanses of water. The great sea is like "a great Cathedrall Church, and the

Arms, Streams, and Rivers" are the "Parish Churches to that Sea or Diocesse;

31

Andrewes, Vol. 1, pp. 357, 417 - 18, 439.

32 ibid., pp. 267 - 8, 281.
33 ibid., Vol. 3, p. 48; Apos. Sacra, pp. 7 7, 80.
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so that ... all inferiour Parishes are ordered and depend on their Mother

Church

Within the natural world there were also many creatures from which we

can learn aspects of our faith. For example the whale when it swallowed Jonah

has become a "symbolum resurrectionis". Jonah's three days and nights in its

belly foreshadowed Christ's three days "in the heart of the earth. "An eagle

or any other bird, in sitting on the egges to hatch their young" is a

continual reminder of the presence of the Holy Spirit hovering over creation.

Brooding birds also teach us that God having brought forth us as "his young",

the Spirit now sits and spreads "his wings over" us, and thus gives us our

"vital life and power'. The fowls of the air teach us about repentance and

more specifically the season for it. "They have a time ... [and] place",

according to the climate. When the cold weather is over "they fail not but

find a time to turn back thither again'. They teach us who are "less careful

and more senseless than they" and who many times, "take our flight from God,

occasioned by no cold or evil weather for commonly we do it when times are

best and fairest", to find a time to return. These birds keep "their appointed

season; ... It will not be long, but you will see the swallow here again''.35

PART 2

SOTERIOLOGY

He is the only-begotten', and so of the substance
of His Father, (very God, of very God, ') .
The Word, to shew His proceeding pure and merely
spiritual; the Son, to shew that for all it is
true and substantial. Truly consubstantial with
the Father, as the Son; but inHall clean 4nd pure
manner conceived, as the Word.

Although Andrewes' theology is very much Christ oriented it is on the

understanding that His work is accomplished through the grace of the Holy

Spirit in obedience to the Father's will.

Christ, ... the Anointed, what Person is he? The Son, the second Person.
Anointed by whom? By the Father ... the first person. Anointed with

ibid., pp. 59, 87.

ibid., p. 48; Andrewes, Vol. 1, pp. 350 - 1, Vol. 2, p. 384.

ibid., Vol. 1, p. 88.
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what? With the Holy Ghost the third person. So a concurrence of all
persons in,,phis name, all willing And well-pleased with the work of our
salvation,

Yet like the other persons of the Trinity, Christ has His distinctive

features. As the Logos, He "alone is the Truth of all Types, Body of all

shaddowes, substances of both Testaments, end and aime of the law, whole and

sole substance of the Gospell." At the centre of Andrewes' teaching was that

salvation was offered to all, and not simply to the eleCt, and for his

contemporaries to realise their need for a saviour. 38 That saviour is the

Logos which took our flesh. "Flesh would have been the Wdrd, as wise as the

Word - the cause of our ruin; meet then the 'Word become flesh,' that so our

ruin repaired." Yet it was not until the public proclamation of His birth at

His circumcision when Christ was given "the name of Jesus", that He "truly ...

and properly [could be] .... called our Saviour". From that moment "took He

on Him the obligation to save us'.38

At Westminster school Andrewes taught why man needs a saviour, and why

this had to be Christ, who alone could "satisfie for sin and be a Saviour of

soules". A saviour has "to deliver men from the bondage of their spiritual

enemies, sin and Satan; to defend them from Hell, death and damnation, ...

restore the image of God and ... confer righteousness and life everlasting."

A saviour must also give men "full redemption from all their miseries both of

body and soul, and to place them in eternall happiness'. As there was "no

finite creature ... able to abide and overcome the infinite wrath of God, the

sufferings due unto us for our sins" had to be borne by God. Thus the Logos,

the son of God himself, pittied us, was content to lay aside the robes
of his glory and majesty to be covered with raggs of our nature, and
though he was Lord of all, yet he became a servant, and suffered death
for our sins, which otherwise every one of us should have suffered both
in body and soul to all eternity.

It was only He who could appease God's wrath, not even the angels could do

that. In this defining he followed Anselm's teaching, who in Cur Deus Homo had

argued from the Pauline epistles that God became incarnate in order to pay the

3.7

ibid., p. 77.

Apos. Sacra, p. 16; Lambeth, p. 170. Overall, in the Cambridge debate,
had stressed too that in the Incarnation "God gave His son for the world or
the whole human race; ... and that He sets forth grace and salvation for all
in Him". Porter, p. 410.
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debt of man's sin through the disobedience of the first Adam.°

i. Incarnation
"The tenor of it is all abput a Child to be born, a Child with an ecce;

in Whom and in Whose birth, God should be with us - so with us as never

before. ... and having Him we need nothing else." The Incarnation for

Andrewes and all Sacramentalists, as described by Dean Church was to live in

"adoration, self-surrender and blessing, and in awe and joy of welcOming the

Preaence of the Eternal Beauty, the Eternal Sanctity and the Eternal Love, the

Sacrifice and reconciliation of the world." As it was as much a sensuous

experience as spiritual, it was another difference between Sacramentalists and
41

Puritans.

Although Christ's birth is often regarded as beginning the process of

salvation, Andrewes stressed that it commenced at the moment of His

conception. Here within the womb of the blessed Virgin He began His work of

eradicating our corruption in its very roots.

For our conception being the root as it were, the very groundsill of our
nature; that He might go to the root and repair of our nature from the
very foundation, thither He went; that what had been there defiled and
decayed by the first Adam, might by the Second be cleansed and set right
again. That had our conception been stained, by Him therefore, 'primum
ante omnia,' to be restored again. He was not idle all the time He was
an embyro - all the nine months He was in the womb; but then and there
He even eat out the core of corruption that cleft to our nature AncLus,
and made both us and it an unpleasing object in the sight of God.

Christ's coming also brought harmony within the whole universe; "heaven

is at peace with itself; and heaven with earth is now at peace. So is earth

too with itself." That harmony through Christ extends to all peoples as the

"partition wall'" between Jews and Gentiles had been removed whilst the Old

and New Testaments were "bound together now in one volume" as He who gave the

Law is now the Gospe1.43

Kandais and Humility
The greatest wonder of the Incarnation for Andrewes was the kenosis,

Lambeth, pp. 92 - 3.

Andrewes, Vol. 1, p. 135, R. W. Church, Paschal and Other Sermons
(London, 1895), p.77.

42
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when the Logos which had existed since all eternity emptied Itself of all Its

splendour to be one of us. Although Christ performed great miracles on earth,

"the greatest miracle of all" is that "God from the beginning decreed this

humility of his Son";

This great God who measureth the earth and sea, the sun, moon and
starrs; who sustaines all things created, governs them without pain or
wearinesse, in so much that a leafe from a tree cannot fall to the
ground without him. This is 4 who made of no small reputation as to be
made in the likeness of man.

Andrewes compared the kenosis to the time of Christmas when nature has been

stripped of all its loveliness. "His birth fell ... in the sharpest season,

in the deep of winter" "when we gather nothing, when nothing grows to be

gathered." Yet this most empty season of nature becomes "the fullest and

richest in grace". More wonderfully still for Andrewes was that the Logos

would return to heaven as the Son of man.

To have made Him a body and taken it upon Him for a time till He had
performed His embassage, and then laid it off again, that had been much;
but so to be made as once made, and ever made; so to take it as never
to lay it off more, but continue so still, 'it, sto become His very
nature,' so to be made is to make the union full.

Christ's humility was again manifested when He was "born of a woman",

and took "flesh" rather than simply becoming man. By taking "upon him the

mattre of this flesh, a body of clay", He possessed "a body [which] was

capable of death and corruption, a body subject to the same passions,

weaknesses and infirmities that ourselves are, sin only accepted". This meant

that the Word was prepared to live and die in an inglorious way. "Today, in

the flesh of a poor babe crying in the cratch, in medio animalium; after in

the rent and torn flesh of a condemned person hanging on the cross, in medio

latronum, in the midst of [criminals]."
46
 Andrewes constantly emphasised

Christ's humility to show that He is is truly man as well as God to counter

the heresy that Christ is not the Son of Mary (discussed under next heading).

iii. Hypostatical Union
The Chalcedonian council formulated that in Christ there is the union

of two natures, the divine and human. Yet no "point of divine truth hath been

44 
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either more subtly opposed by heretiques, or more learnedly cleared by the

great lights of the ancient church than this of the hypostaticall union,"

stated Andrewes. To his students at Westminster he listed what these main

"errors" were. "Some Changed the one nature of Christ into the other; some

confounded the two natures with their properties; others divided the person;

others separated the natures; and lastly some affirmed them to be united only

accidentally." It was against these dangerous heresies that "the famous

councell of Calcedon (a venerable assembly of above 600 bishops)" gave its

ruling "in the name of the whole Christian Catholique Church". Andrewes

summarised this as the Godhead limited to the second person of the Trinity and

the manhood united in the one person Christ:7

Andrewes took one of these old heresies taught by Marcion and now

manifested in the Anabaptists to teach "the truth of [Christ's] humanity" to

his students. This heresy taught "that Christ had not a true and reall, but

only an imaginary and phantasticall body". Consequently Andrewes stressed that

"His body was not an airy meteor, an empty phantame, a meer shape or shadow

but a true humane body endured and informed with a humane and reasonable

soul." By taking our nature "He did not only resemble it in some few more

noble and excellent partes and faculties of our nature, but was made like unto

us", "with hunger, thirst, wearinesse, weaknesse, weeping and heavinesse. He

suffered died and was buried." This then was certainly not "a shape and
shadow, or empty resemblance of our flesh, but every way, in all respects, in

all things, like unto us only sin (the Shame and stain of nature) excepted."

As well as experiencing our bodily weaknesses, He also shared within His soul

all human emotions such as joy, sorrow, love and hope. If He had not been

wholly man then He could not have been "our true redeemer, he did not die for

us in truth, but only in conceit and opinion of bystanders ". In other words

he could not bear "our griefs" and carry "our sorrows", nor could he have been

wounded for "our trangressions".
48

As this doctrine "is deep and difficult", Andrewes warned students to

"walk warily in this narrow path, between ignorancie on the one side and error

on the other". However they could tread "this narrow path" wisely by taking

those words of the Nicene Creed that Christ "was God of God, light of light,

ibid., p. 173.
48

ibid., pp. 171 - 3. He also attacked this heresy in his 1611 Nativity
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very God of very God" and various passages of Scripture to learn of the two

natures of Christ. Some of those passages which Andrewes gave to show His

divinity were Isaiah's "wonderful counsellor, the mighty God", St. John's "the

Word was made flesh, and that Word was God" and St. Paul's in Colossians

"though in the form of God, thought it not robbery to be equal with God", Thus

Andrewes argued:

once existing and being in the form of God, doth signifie the very
nature of God; For as his being in the form of man proveth that he was
a very man, so his being in the form of God and that he thought it just
and lawfull, no wrong, no robbery to be equall with God, doth prove unto
us that he is a very God by nature, before he was incarnate and made
man, for who can be in the form of God who can be equal' with God, but
God?

Other Scripture had revealed that if any usurped the title of God

sooner or later, the fearful judgments of God were upon him for it. And
so if Christ had been but a meer man and not very God, the hand of God
would have been upon him, but when he suffered for us, when he bare the
punishment due for our sins, he then most of all triumphed.

His humanity could be learnt from John 1:14 which manifests that "he assumed

1. all our humane nature, a true body and a reasonable soul: 2. all our

natural' properties and infirmities, sin only excepted."
49

To James 1 and courtiers he taught this hypostatical union in the terms

of Child and Son, as had been "decreed by the Fathers assembled in the Council

of Seville (619)." The "child" denotes Christ's humanity, the "Son" His

divinity.

All along His life you will see these two. At His birth, a cratch for
the Child, a star for the Son; a company of shepherds viewing the Child,
a choir of angels celebrating the Son. In His life, hungry Himself, to
shew the nature of the Child; yet feeding five thousand to shew the
power of the Son. At His death, dying on the cross as the 'Song Adam;'
at the same time disposing of Paradise, as the 'Son of God.'

iv. Theogis

Another of Andrewes' favourite teaching_ themes was the patristic adage

that "God became man, that man might become God." Man had been "alienated from

the life and communion with God" since the Fall, and so to restore that

ummunion it had to come by one of "our nature" as attested by Irenaeus,

Augustine, Cyril and all the Fathers. Unlike the Calvinist who viewed man as

Lambeth, pp. 90 - 3, 174.

50
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a depraved being, Andrewes argued that to deny his potential deification was

to ignore the whole purpose of the Incarnation. 51 From the time that "Christ

[was] an embryo", He has been "no less than ours".

We that were abhorred by God, filli irm was our title, were by this
means made beloved- in Him. He cannot, we may be sure, account evil of
that nature, that is now become the nature of His own Son. ... This
honour is to us by the dishonour of Him; this the good by Christ an
embyro.

Or as he told his students, "He is not only God for us, or God with us, but

God one of us." He who "hath none like himself in heaven or earth, hath yet

made himself like one of us. He that was our Father is now also a brother."52

Andrewes also drew attention to the fact that the Hebrew word for

"flesh" and "good tidings" are the same. "The Word is now become flesh" is our

"good tidings" as God was content to be born of "'the woman's seed.'" This

means that "He and we become not only one flesh,' as man and wife do by

conjugal union, but even one blood too, as brethren by natural union." Thus

the most wonderful feature of God being "flesh of our flesh, and bone of our

bone" is that we "are partakers of his Divine nature". Another example he

gave to illustrate theosis was to present the crib in terms of Jacob's ladder,
with "'one end touching the earth and the other heaven.'" By His birth, God

became "the 'Son of Man'" and "by our new birth" Christ gives "us a capacity

to scale the ladder and become the sons of God."53

v. Redemption, Atonement, Resurrection and Ascension
Good Friday is certainly "the day of God's wrath" in the Anselmian

tradition which Andrewes taught at Westminster.

When we were at odds with God, 'twas he that set us even and made up the
breach. When we lay all arrested by Gods law for the debt of our sins,
Christ gave his word for us, who being our surety, paid our debt,
cancelled our obligation, fastehed it to the tree, and crossed tale black
lines of Gods debt-book, with the red lines of his own blood.

His definition of redemption was also Anselmian.

Lambeth, p. 135. HOoker had similarly expressed God became incarnate
in order "that the grace of sanctification and life which was first received
in Him might pass from Him to His whole race, as malediction came from Adam
unto all mankind." Hooker, Vol. 2, p. 252 (5:1vi.10).

52
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Redeeming ... is a second buying, or buying back of a thing before
aliened or sold. ... Our nature aliened in Adam, ... [and] daily we
ourselves alien them for some trifling pleasure or profit, matters not
much more worth. And when we have thus passed ourselves away, by this
'selling ourselves under sin,' the Law seizeth on us, ... the sentence
passes on us, and wa waiting but for the execution. ... Sold we were,
and bought we must be; - a price must be laid down for us. ... with a
high price He purchased us; it cost Him dear to bring it about. ... His
precious blOod was the price we stpod Him in.' Which He paid, when He
gave His life a ranson for many.'

This Anselmian teaching was evident in his 1604 Passion sermon in which

he emphasised how man by "his grievous sin" had incurred the "wrath of God".

This meant that man could not appease God, nor fulfill His sense of justice.

Only a sinless man could do that by offering and sacrificing a blameless life.

Pity it is to see a man pay that he never took; but if he will become
a surety, if he will take on him the person of the debtor, so he must.
Pity to see a silly poor lamb lie bleeding to death; but if it must be
a sacrifice, such is the nature of sacrifice, so it must. And so Christ,
though without sin in Himself, yet as a surety, as a sacrifice, may
justly suffer for others, if He will take upon Him 'Weir persons; and
so God may justly give way to His wrath against Him.

One feature of Anselm's teaching which Andrewes incorporated into a

number of sermons was the mercy-justice debate. In his 1616 Nativity sermon

with its theme of how God's justice and mercy meet together as expressed in

psalm eighty-five, Andrewes proposed, "Cannot God forgive offences to Him

made, of His free goodness, of His mere mercy, without putting His son to all

this pain?" His reply was, yes He could have, "but His justice and truth are

to Him as essential ( as intrinsically essential, as His mercy". Therefore if

he had relied on mercy alone, justice would have remained "unsatisified; and

satisfied it must be either on Him or on us". Justice demands death for sin

but our death could be of no avail as "the sin was ours". Thus God's Son "took

upon Him our debt of sin" by "'laying down His sOul [as] an offering for

sin.'""

However his Anselmian teaching was tempered with that of the Eastern

tradition with its emphasis on Christ's joy and love in His suffering, and in

the anticipation of Easter. Christ's redemptive act was thus described as
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life-giving as He trampled down death. These apects are present in both the

1604 and 1605 Good Friday sermons. In the latter Andrewes depicted Christ as

being "content to lay down His crown of glory, and ... to wear a crown of

thorns" gladly at Calvary for "the joy of our salvation". This was "the honey

that sweetened His gall". In the 1604 sermon there are similar remarks: "By

His sweat we refreshed, by His forsaking we received grace", and "this day,

to Him the day of the fierceness of God's wrath, is to us the day of the

fulness of God's favour." Such and other benefits come from His "incomparable

love".
58

Over and over again Andrewes would emphasise that Christ's death and all

blessings from it were for all, both living and departed. This countered the

teaching of Calvinist theologians like Perkins who denied this universality

with his teaching that Christ's sacrifice was "a ransome for the sinnes of the

elect". In his sixth Temptation sermon within quick succession Andrewes stated

that "by His death [Christ] paid the price for the sins of the whole world",

and "we were 'all bought with a price' the same great High-Priest redeemed us

all with his blood." He also stressed that Christ redeemed the whole person,

that is, both soul and body. If He had redeemed just the soul, it would be

"but a half redemption" and therefore "imperfect". But "our Redeemer is God,

and God's works are all perfect; if He redeem, He doth it not by halves."59

Everything which our Lord suffered was for us. His death therefore not

only paid "our debt", but "bought for us ... an everlasting inheritance and

brought us to it. "All He did, all He suffered, all He bequeathed, all He

was, He was for us." Or as he expressed it to his students at Westminster:

his thirsting on the crosse was not for water, he is the well of life,
but for man's redemption; his rising from the dead, was not for himself;
for so there was no more need of taking up his life, than of laying it
down, but it was for us men, that we might be freed from the power of
the grave.

Thus the end that Christ "aimed at in all his sorrows and sufferings,
, 60

victory and triumph [was for] the good of us men and for our salvation .

Despite his emphasis on Anselm's teaching, the essence of Calvary for

Anchwes meant triumph, triumph over death, the penalty from Adam's sin. Death

now becomes, not something to be feared, but to be anticipated with hope and
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joy. Thus Christ's redemptive act could not be separated from His victory over

the grave. "Christ's dying, and His rising are so linked together, and their

audits so entangle one with another, as it is very hard to sever them." Hence

for Andrewes the cross of Calvary and the Easter garden were inseparable as

it had been for the Cappadocian Father."

This unity is expressed in his Easter day sermon in Durham cathedral in

1617 in which he compared Jonah's three days in the whale's belly with those

of "Good Friday, ... Easter-Eve ... and ... now the third day", what is known

as the Triduum. Thus Jonah's time in "the whale's belly [was] the sign of

Christ's grave"; his" three days" inside that belly, was "the sign of Christ's

three days" as "He laid in His grave"; and the casting up "on dry land" was

the sign "of Christ's arising out of His sepulchre", "from death to life
62

immortal'''.

Although in the Resurrection all "good is revived" and made "anew", and

"the hope of that life immortal is the very life of this life mortal" it is

still did not complete man's redemption. For that the Ascension is required.

Mary Magdalene's news to the disciples was not only that Christ had risen but

"that 'I ascend.'" Thus there can be no rising on our part without our

ascension. "For to rise from the bottom of the grave to the brink of it, to

stand upon our feet again and tread on the grave stones, and no more, is but

half a rising, is but Lazarus'rising. To rise up, up as high as Heaven, that

is to rise indeed, that is Christ's rising; and that to be ours." After all

what message of hope is it to souls to be told of a "rising" unless it leads

to life, life eternal? "Resurrexit, tell that to all the world. All that die

in Adam will rise in Christ - miscreants, Jews, Turks and all - no Gospel

that, properly. Tell the Christian of more than so; tell him of ascendo too,

... that pertains to it." Therefore we must set our minds on "ascendo, look

well to that" as this completes Christ's redemptive work."

vi. Assurance
In Christ's death the Christian is assured of the promise of eternal

life provided he is faithful to His Lord to the end. It iS this second part

which distinguished Andrewes' teaching from the Calvinists who believed that
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Chr2st's death assures the elect only of salvation, even though his faith may

waver or even be lost. This was one of the controversies in the Cambridge

debates of the 1590's. Perkins had taught that the elect "cannot fall finally

from Christ, yet he may fall very dangerously from his former estate.

Andrewes' reply to that was that salvation can never be taken as fait accompli

but is a process whiCh involves effort and faithfulness, and so in his

response to the sixth Lambeth article, Of the assurance of salvation, he

preferred to speak of the "assurance of hope" rather than "assurance of

faith".
64
 This was also the -approach he took in a lecture at St. Giles on St.

Bartholomew's day, 1599. Here he stressed "we must have a perfect assurance

of hope; not a hope halfe full, but the full measure of hope",In the words of

St. Paul, "the end of all Scripture is, that we may have hope, (Rom.15:4)".

This hope for St. Paul comes from faith; "We by the Spirit wait for the hope

of righteousnesse through faith", and thus he makes hope "a part of our

salvation (Eph. 2:24).''Yet it is not simply a matter of thinking "hope", but

by doing "works of love," that "we shall attain to hope", not a "faint" hope

but "one of full measure". Unlike Perkins' temporary faith, this will lead to

"the full assurance of hope, which shall ... continue to the end of time°165

Andrewes constantly stressed the importance of faithfulness in the

present tense. "Now, at this time, it is the time that all things turn, now

is the only sure part of our time." It is only the present moment which can

give assurance. What "is past is come and gone, that which is to come many

peradventure never come. Till tomorrow, till this evening, till an hour hence,

we have no assurance." Therefore "we must now live the life of all godlinesse"

by seeking "for the spirit of God". This living faithfully in the "now" was

a common theme in Andrewes' preaching as it the only "hope" a Christian has

of attaining eternal life. None is Secure in his salvation unless he lives
66

moment to moment in a state of grace.

Christ's Heavenly Office of Mediator: Priest, King and Prophet
After the Ascension, Christ took His manhood to heaven where he began
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His mediatory office. The purpose of Christ as a mediator is "to reconcile two

parties at odds and variance", which are God and man. In his series of

lectures at Westminster on Christ's office as mediator, Andrewes focused on

Christ as king and priest more than that of prophet. He also stressed that

Christ alone is our mediator; the angels and saints as mediators as taught,

for example, by Aquinas can never usurp the role of Christ. Although "they

have a generall desire ... for us, ... that they should offer up our prayers

and so make particular request to God for us, as Mediatours we have no ground

in Scripture, and that only ought to be our Rule of faith and obedience." Not

even the Holy Spirit is our mediator. It is Christ alone who "is an Advocate

for his church and doth in his own Person in Heaven apply his meritts and with

his Father further the cause of our Salvation17

a. Priest
In his teaching on Christ as High Priest Andrewes taught his duel

function of interceding and sacrificing.

a. Intercessory
Unlike Calvinists who believed that Christ only interceded for the

elect, Andrewes made no such distinction. Perkins had stated:

the end of Christ's intercession is, that such as are justified by his
merits, should by this meanes continue in the state of grace. Nowe
Christs intercession preserveth the elect in covering their continuall
slips, infirmities and impufect actions by an especiall and continuall
application of his merits.

To counter this teaching, Andrewes in one of his St. Giles' lectures,

declared that Christ pleads at the right hand of God for all, not only for the

"godly" but also "for his enemies". He also "prays not only for the

forgiveness of sinnes, but for the turning away of punishments due to sinne.

"We who cannot offer up such tears for sinne as we ought", have His "strong

cries and tears, which he offered ... stand between God and us." Our "agonie

and grief of ... heart [which] is cold and dead", have "the agonie that he

indured" as "a suppliant". It is through Christ that "all His Father's

mercies" is conveyed to us. To his students he also stressed the universality
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of Christ's pleading. "Whosoever cometh to [Christ] for his counsell and

intercession, he will in no wise cast out", and that Christ intercedes for all

to overcome their imperfections in order to have eternal life. With his

universal approach, he taught that if we pray confidently in His name He will

hear and grant the desires of all His children."

Another aid from Christ's intercessions is to give "virtue to our

prayers" whiah are imperfect. "Because -our prayers are sinfull he therefore

purifieth them and offereth them up to his Father mixed with the sweet

smelling odour of his meritts." By this He procures God's "favour for us, and

keeps away the malice and rage of Satan from us' : That is why we conclude all

our prayers "through Jesus Christ". Even if our hearts and minds have

wandered, as long as we can say our conclusion confidently, we can be assured

that in His name "he will both heare our desires and graunt our requests,"

declared Andrewes. Christ also prays that the Holy Spirit be given to us

against temptation, and "that we may be partakers of glory with him, ... and

be where He ie• 70

Yet His intercessory role could not be separated from the sacrificial.

This oneness he taught at Westminster school. As an intercessor Christ

reconciles the "two parties at odds" by interceding "for the partie offending,

to the partie offended; ... to satisfy for the injury done; ... to be a

sponsor and to promise that the partie offending, shall not doe like againe."

The party that is "offended was the eternall, immortall God", while "the

partie offending [is] mortal man," for which he deserved "eternall death".

Through Christ's mediation, "by virtue of his own blood ... he satisfied the

justice, appeased the wrath of an angry God, and made a firm peace between

heaven and earth, God and mankind." To the party offending the "intercessor

of God" informs "us, how God is pleased to accept his satisfaction for us"

which He applies "to us by the grace of his spirit". This in turn begets

"faith and willingness in us, to beleeve and to be ready to embrace this

satisfaction made for us for unless both parties consent, there can be no

Reconciliation." Hence by Christ's mediation and our faithfulness, God will

finally raise "us up and glorifie us with himself in Heaven"."

Apos. Sacra, pp. 571 - 2; Lambeth, p. 109.

Apos. Sacra p. 571.

Lambeth, pp. 96 - 7.
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B. Oblatory
ChTist as High Priest fulfilled the function for which "every priest is

ordained", that is, "to offer sacrifice and remission of sins". In scripture,

there are "two orders of priesthood, one after the order of Aaron", the other

"after the order of Melchizedek *. The former was "to offer sacrifice, to make

an atonement and to bless the people", while the latter consisted "only in

blessing". Although Christ is called a priest after the order of Melchizedek

in Hebrews, He is also "a priest after the order of Aaron, for as he hath and

doth now blesse his people, so he did offer sacrifices for thee. He was first

appointed "to offer up sacrifice for the sinnes of the world which he

performed once for all when he offered himself upon the crosse (Heb 7:27) and

therein exercised the office of ... Aaron's priesthood, all the rites and

ceremonies and Sacrifices under the law." When that was finished "he entered

into the heavens", and until "the end of the world, doth exercise the office

of an high Priest in interceding for and blessing his people ... after the

order of Melchizedek*. 72

With his constant appeal to antiquity Andrewes stressed the similarity

between Christ's sacrifice as High Priest to those made by priests under the

old covenant. Both were conciliatory by establishing "peace between man and

man, and between God and man*. Under the sacrifice of the old covenant a calf

was cut in two and between these halves the people and prince passed. The

heathens also had a similar sacrifice as illustrated by Livy when two armies

passed between their divided sacrifice. Just as "the beast was divided and

cutt in two, for both [armies] to passe through and so peace to be made

between them", Christ "was divided and cutt (as 'twere) in twaine, the Godhead

for a time forsaking the manhood (Ps.22.1)*. This meant that in his death His

soul "separated from his Body, his joints loosened, the vail of his Flesh rent

and he cut in twaine as one common sacrifice between both *. Another similarity

was the people's part. Although the priest "only offered up the sacrifice ...

yet to shew it was their act, [the people] used after to eat of it, or of that

which was offered up with it, and by that eating of it, that they did partake

of it, the apostle tells us (2Cor.10:18)." In like fashion

to show that we wete consenting to and partakers in the sacrifice of our
high Priest we partake of that sacrifice of our Lord Christ (2
Cor.10.16), the bread which we break, is it not the communion of the
Body of Christ? ... and so by eating thereof, we are all partakers of
that one bread as the thing signifying and of that one body as the thing

n ibid., p. 120.
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signified. So Grotius [said] upon Matthew 26.26. They are in Christ's
intent,so partakers of this his sacrifice, as if yourself had offered
it up.

That Christ's sacrifice "was sufficient and satisfactory" is now

confirmed "by two articles of our creed, firstly Christs ascension, his entry

into heaven, [and] secondly, His sitting at God's right hand. Furthermore

when Christ ascended into heaven "He came confidently and boldly ... [and] God

lets Him stay there. This is proof that Christ has "given God full

satisfaction," and that "His kighteousness was the only Righteousness by which

men were to be saved" and which "God's justice doth accept ... to save

sinners'!. All was "perfectly performed". If it had not been

Heaven could no more have contained him, then paradise did Adam, if the
handwriting had not been cancelled, if the debt had not been paid; we
may be sure there would have been no going into heaven, no remaining
there, but he should have been sent back againe; to perform the rest;
but being there, and so maintaining his stat49n there, Gods justice is
fully satisified because we see him no more.

As His Father welcomed Him and "all the angels in heaven fell down and

worship him", it means "there is no more left for Him to do by way of

satisfaction". So now He sits "on God's right hand" after accomplishing our

redemption, that is the work the Father gave Him to do, to offer "a perfect

and complete sacrifice for the sins of the world'''. Again Andrewes indicated

that through our "high Priest, ... how deeply we are engaged to the mercy and

goodness of God who was pleased to look upon us and help us in our greatest

extremity." Our High Priest is indeed compassionate to all and not simply

towards the elect.75

b. King
At Westminster school Andrewes taught how God the Father has "entrusted"

to His Son "His actual administration of power in the church which originally

belonged to Himself"., and "hath crowned him with glory and honour, set him over

the works of His hands, and bath put all things in subjection under His feet*.

This kingdom [His dispensatory or kingdom of grace] is quite distinct from His

"natural kingdom [or kingdom of glory] which belongeth unto him as he is God,

coessentiall and coeternall with his Father". For His dispensatory kingdom God

prepared it by giving Christ "an human Body", ... [and] by grace of personall

ibid., p. 126.
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of personall and hypostaticall union, caused the Godhead to dwell bodily in

him". At His Son's baptism God proclaimed "his kingdome unto the church", and

within His Church He gave His Son "a scepter of righteousness" and power to

"make the law of faith" and to expand or abrogate laws. God has thus committed

to Him "the soules and consciences of all men", and accordingly "He hath given

him a power of remitting sins and sealing pardons". "He hath honoured him with

many ambassadors and servants to negotiate the affairs of his kingdome, some

apostles, some prophets, [some evangelists, some pastors and teachers] ...

(Eph.4.11-2)." How different was this from Perkins' teaching that "Christs

Regall office, is that; whereby he distributeth his gifts, and disposeth all
76

things for the benefit of the elect".

His dispensatory kingdom is quite distinct from worldly ones as the

"nature and quality of Christ's kingdome" are "peace, security, protection and

assurance to his people." His rule is not over men but rather "God hath given

to him, the soules, the hearts, the very thoughts of men; to be made obedient

unto his scepter", "to bind and loose the conscience", and "to capitivate

[their] affections'. Thus His ministry is "to the soules of men". Unlike

earthly kings, Christ "doth not compell men against their will to become His

subjects, but brings them in by a way of voluntary obedience" throdgh "the

secret and ineffable and sweet operation of the spirit of grace". This

"open[s] the eyes, convinc[es] the judgment, peTsuad[es] the affections,

enclin[es] the heart, enlighten[s] the understanding, and quicken[s] the

conscience." In other words man is "swayed unto the obedience of Christ", and

therefore is drawn to it freely."

Another distinctive feature of Christ's kingdom is that it is based on

love. Before His death Christ gave a new commandment for His citizens to love

each other as He loves, rather than to cause "another to sinne." To illustrate

this kind of love Andrewes quoted Grotius' comments from John 15:

He speakes not of Common love and charitie towards all, nor of love
between Brethren and Kinsfolke, nor between Beneficiaries and
Benefactors, but of that speciall Love that ought to be amongst
themselves; Christians to bear one with the infirmities of another, to
construe all things in the best parte, And this law he presseth thrice
in one chapter John 15. This is my commandment that yee love one
another.(v.12), and these things I command you, that yee love one
another (v.17), and a third time by this shall men know that you are my

76 ibid., pp. 99 - 100; Perkins, Vol. 1, p. 30.
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Disciples, if yee love one another."

Hence when Christ gave various commandments and instructions to all His

subjects they were based on love, and consequently He anticipates obedience

from them as they were made for the good of His people. Furthermore unlike

earthly rulers, Christ assists His subjects as He knows "we are but flesh,

yea, he remembereth we are but dust, (Ps.103.14), and so he will not

overburthen this flesh, he will not scatter this dust; if we be but willing

and obedient." In the words of St. Peter "He makes [His subjects] a chosen

generation, a royall Priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar people, that they

should shew forth the praises of him, who hath called them out of darkness

into his marvellous Light."
79

To counter Calvinism, Andrewes depicted Christ more "like the good

shepherd" than a ruler. "He shall gather the lambs with his armes, carry them

in his bosome, and gently lead those that are with young, such as be feeble

and weake, such as have any dawnings of grace in them; yet act and walk

according to the measure of their strength, of those he will be exceeding

carefull." With such a king, our great assurance and comfort is that although

our "hideous guilt", be "so- foul, and inexcusable", and our souls "so black"

and dark, His mercy, compassion, fidelity, will "free I's from our own

torments". "So although we be as the vine, of all other Trees the weakest, as

sheep of all beasts, the simplest, yet we have for our vine a Gardiner, and

for our shepherd, Christ Jesus, who watcheth over us, who searcheth and

seeketh us out" in all "our stragglings and feedeth us". He also rewards our

"willingness" and "obedient disposition". So Christ the King had made it

possible for all to be His subjects as He is "no rigid tryant"."

This kingdom of grace, unlike the kingdom of glory, will have an end as

it will last only "until the consummation of all things" when Christ has

subdued all his enemies "by the scepter of His sword". He will have no mercy

on enemies as "there shall be no mixture of any sweetness in the cupp of

Gods displeasure, but all poison and bitterness; there shall not be afforded

... a minute of ease to an eternitie of torment." Christ will be merciless as

He has already given us that choice between "a way of life, and a way of
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death" when He said, "And he that beleeveth shall be saved, but he that

beleeveth not shall be damned, (Joh. 3.36). With the former He invites,

beseecheth [and] enticeth us with promises," while with the latter He deters

"by forewarning us of the wrath to come". Those who ignore Christ's teaching

make themselves His enemies and thus will not escape His wrath.81

To the question whether the Church will disperse Once Christ surrenders

His kingdom, Andrewes answered a definite no. The Church is Christ's for which

He paid with His own blood.

But as his blood was shed from the beginning of the world, so doth it
continue to the end in regard of its merit and efficacy; so long as he
sitteth at the right hand of God, which must be till the time of the
resqtution of all things, the merit of his blood shall work amongst
men.

c. Prophet
Andrewes said very little about the prophetic role of Christ, and what

he did say was interwoven with his kingly office. Here he taught that "the

voice of the Lord is powerfull and mighty in operation"; it is indeed so

strong that it can uproot "the tallest cedar in Lebanon (Ps. 29.4-5)". In like

manner "it rowseth up the dull and dreary sinner from the bed of security':

He also made clear that Christ has given His laws and commands which are now

repeated by the Church, and which his subjects are to obey.
In

PART 3.

PNEUMATOLOGY

The Spirit is the cause of all life, blit specially of
the spiritual life which we seek for.

In the medieval Church the Holy Spirit had been overshadowed by the

great emphasis placed on Christ, especially the crucified Christ. In his

theology, Andrewes restored that prominence the Spirit had in the early

Church. Accordingly he preached that within the Trinity "it is the Spirit ...

ibid., pp. 108, 110.

ibid., p. 113.
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WhO is the principal witness, and principally to be regarded, before the rest.

... He is one of the Three, both above in heaven, and beneath in earth; third

there above, first here beneath." It is thus the Holy Spirit who is "a Witness

in both courts, admitted ad jus testis in both, for His special credit in

both; the medius terminus as it were between heaven and earth, between God and

man
85

i. Creation and Sacraments
Following in the early Fathers' footsteps, one of Andrewes' names for

the Holy spirit was "breath" to emphasise the giving of life to the first

creation and then to the second. With the first it was not only "dixit Deus,

... the Word, but ferabatur Spiritus, the motion of the Spirit, to give the

spirit of life" to the natural world, and to man. With the second, the Spirit

sanctifies "the waters of baptism" in which the natural man becomes a

spiritual being whereby he perceives and receives "the things of God". Thus

"Accipite Spiritum, gives to man the life of nature; Accipite Spiritum

Sanctum, to the Christian man, the life of grace." After baptism the Holy

Spirit sustains the Christian all his life. "By Him taught ... that we know

not, put in mind of what we forget, stirred up in what we are dull, helped in

our prayers, relieved in our infirmities,' comforted in our heaviness; in a

word,'sealed to the day of our redemption', and 'raised up again in the last

day.'""

The Holy Spirit is also present in the celebration of the Eucharist.

Andrewes described the Spirit as "fire on the altar". No doubt he stressed

k this as to counter the Puritan accent on receiving the Spirit through the

Word, both preached and spoken, rather than in the Sacrament. So he insisted

that in the Sacrament the Spirit is always received as "when ... we say

Accipite corpus, we may safely say with the same breath Accipite Spiritum; and

as truly every way. For that body is never without this Spirit." When Christ

spoke in St. John's gospel "'if any thirst, let him come to Me and drink,'...

He meant ... of the Spirit.'" Hence Christ's "flesh and blood ... are not

spiritless [as] ... His Spirit is with them" and makes them that " - meat that

perisheth not, but endures to life everlasting.'" It is also the Holy Spirit

who gives unity to all who partakes in the Sacrament. Here we all "'drink of

ibid., Vol. 3, p. 355.
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one Spirit,' that there may be but one spirit in us."
87

There were two other sacraments especially associated with the Holy

Spirit: confirmation and ordination. In both the Holy Spirit bestows special

gifts. However it is the gifts given at ordination that Andrewes gave more

attention to in his sermons to counter "private Callings". For example on

Pentecost, 1616 he referred to ordination as "the very office [of] ... grace'.

"There is the grace of a holy calling;' for it is a grace, to be a conduit

of grace" which is "derived from [the Apostles] to us, and from us tO others,

to the world's end." Through this office of grace the Apostles and their

sucCessors are able to do what others cannot do such as to remit or retain

sins. Two years later he stressed that this "office of grace" did not

necessarily include preaching. Even when licensed to preach, Andrewes

emphasised that grace was never given to a minister simply for preaching. "Is

the pouring of the Spirit to end in preaching?" No, grace is given essentially

to perform the sacerdotal ministry.
88

ii. Prayer
The basis for all prayer had to be "Veni, creator Spiritus," stated

Andrewes. This way "the Spirit must come to all, and it goes through; neither

can [anything] be done for us, or by us without it. Away then we ne veniat;

we cannot say it, we may not think it." One of the reasons for his series of

lectures on prayer was to teach what he considered was the right approach to

it and how the Spirit is the real prayer. By invocating the Holy Spirit, He

firstly "opens our hearts to pray", gives us "a desire to pray", fills us with

the goodness we lack, and thus enables us to "say Domine, paratum est cor

meum, '0 Lord, my heart is ready'"; secondly, He opens "our mouths" to pray;

thirdly, He directs our thoughts back to God when our hearts are gone and our

minds wandering; fourthly, He kindles a warmth in our hearts when our praying

is "dull and heavy"; fifthly He gives "fervency' to our prayers when we grow

weak and faint; and lastly He "teacheth us to submit our will unto God's" when

"we cannot pray". As St. Paul stated, the Spirit then "groaneth" on our behalf

to the Father to perfect our intercessions. Although Andrewes readily

acknowledged the operation of the Spirit in prayer, he was very critical of

extempore prayer. He also stressed the difference between prayers of the

heathens and Christians; the former were "natural" or "carnal", the latter "of
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grace" or "of the Spirit"."

iii. The Church and Salvation
Andrewes taught that the Spirit and the Church have been inseparable

ever since its beginning in the days of Enoch. Under the old Covenant the

Spirit was present at the giving of the law, and was ever present with Christ

during His whole ministry. When "Christ's errand" had been accomplished and

He returned to the Father, the Spirit was given to the Apostles after they had

"received the Sacrament" on that first Pentecost. His coming is "to take the

charge, and to establish an order in the Church", and to set His seal upon it.

Thus Pentecost marks "the first dedication of Christ's Catholic Church", and

also demonstrated that the Holy Spirit could only be received within the

Church. To those who lived by their "private spirit" or the "spirit of the

world", he constantly stressed that they "cannot live the life of grace" nor

"come to the life of glory" unless they receive "that same Spirit by which

Christ was conceived'. "

The Holy Spirit is also active in the redemptive work as Christ's

sonship "is of nature" but His manhood is by "grace". "Christ is the Lamb" and

"the Spirit a dove"; and "where the Spirit ends, Christ begins". Thus Andrewes

often preached on the co-working of Christ and the Spirit. For instance

"Christ is the door'" but "the Holy Ghost is the porter.' No man passeth

through the door, but whom the porter openeth to. No man to Christ, but by and

through the holy Ghost." This co-working was seen in Christ's earthly

ministry. "When He came as Jesus, the Spirit conceived Him. When He -came as

Christ, the Spirit anointed Him. When He came in water at His baptism, the

Spirit was there; 'came down in the shape of a dove, rested, abode on Him.'

When He came in blood at His Passion, there too." "It was the eternal Spirit

of God, by which He offered Himself without spot unto God.'" Even the benefits

of the power which comes from the Resurrected Lord cannot be had without the

Spirit. "Now this power is inherent in the Spirit as the proper subject of it,

even the eternal Spirit, whereby Christ offered Himself first unto God, and

after raised Himself from the dead." Just as in "the natural body ever there

goes the spirit with the blood; ever with a vein, the vessel of the one, there

runs along an artery, the vessel of the other, so is it in Christ; His blood
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and His Spirit always go together." Thus the Spirit is "a Witness to Jesus

Christ, That came in water and blood;' Witness to Jesus Christ That

came.""

v. Grace
Just as Andrewes stressed that Christ died for all to counter Calvinism,

so he taught that no Christian is excluded from the the gifts of grace.

Through the Spirit the "partition is thrown down" as none is excluded by sex,

age, race or position. Neither should any despair, irrespective of how he

lived previously. "Let no man despair of his part in these gifts, or say, I

am shut out of the grant, I have so lived, so behaved myself, never dwell with

God." If he will make himself available, Scripture makes it clear that he will

receive the gift of grace. "He, even He, that God from Whom we thus fall,

depart, revolt, reacheth His hand to them that fall, turneth not away from

them that turn to Him, is ready to receive to grace them, even them that

rebelled againt Him." So he frequently preached on the abundancy of grace; sin

may abound but grace superabounds. If we come to Him, "'out of His fulness we

shall receive grace for grace.'"
92

Andrewes taught, as did the Reformers, that we can never earn grace, but

he differed from them when he preached that this free gift of grace "is

plenitudo fontis, the fulness of a fountain,' which is never drawn dry.

Within this fountain there is a "'great variety of grace,'" for everyone.

There is also that "'over-abundant grace,'" so that "we might rest assured

there is enough and enough, in the Father of lights,' to master and to

overmatch any darkness of the prince of darkness, what or how many soever."

This over-bounding grace also enables us "to attain the second estate" of

which Adam had but a glimpse before he broke "the condition whereto it was

limited'. Thus he emphasised that God is continually offering Himself, even

to those who have forgotten or forsaken Him."

Of course Andrewes' constant teaching on the availability of grace was

partly a reaction against the Calvinist teaching that grace is only given to

the elect which had been fiercely debated in Cambridge in the 1590's. Across

the waters in Holland a similar debate began in the early seventeenth century

Andrewes, Vol. 3, pp. 101, 284 - 5, 354 - 5, 386, 388 - 9.
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when Arminius discarded his Calvinist upbringing and espoused a doctrine of

universality of grace and redemption at the university of Leiden. After his

death his teaching becams known as Arminianism which was taught by his

followers, the Remonstrants. The bitter dispute between them and Calvinists

resulted in the Synod of Dort in 1618."

One of the doctrines debated in Cambridge was falling from grace.

Sacramentalists insisted it was possible, whilst Calvinists believed that it

was impossible for the elect, perhaps for a time, but not finally to fall from

grace. Perkins stated "we denie not but grace may in part, and for a time bee

lost, to the end that the faithfull may hereby acknowledge, and know their

weakness, and for it to be humbled: but that there is any totall or final'

falling from grace, we utterly denie." Barrett challenged this teaching when

he preached "that persons might fall away from grace" permanently. Andrewes

also indicated the dangers of this teaching by giving the example of the inner

three disciples who after having received the Sacrament "were not able in time

of greatest peril to watch with their Master one hour". It is particularly at

those times when we are "restored out of the state of sin into the state of

grace" that we are most vulnerable.
95

In Lent 1594, a year before Barrett's sermon, Andrewes had preached

against securitas. He stressed there was no security against falling from

grace, except perhaps by persevering faithfully to the end. He was adamant

that grace can be lost; it can be regained, but it also can be lost forever.

This was instanced in Lot's wife who had lived in grace for many years but in

the end was lost. Despite her thirty years of faithfulness she chose "to cast

away that which God would have saved'. The grief of all this is "that she

should persist all this time, and after all this time fall away". She is thus

the example for those who

weary of a good cause which long they have holden, for a little ease or
wealth, or I wot not what other secular respect fall away in the end;
so losing the praise and fruit of their former perseverance, and
relapsing into the danger and destruction from which they had so near

escaped.

Thus all that "we have done is vain", and what "Christ hath done for us is in

vain" too as He "hath lost His labour".
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Our salvation can only be worked out by having our eyes fixed on the

eternal city; Lot had his eyes fixed on "little Zoar" while his wife looked

back to Sodom. Hence the way to heaven for Andrewes was not in the security

of believing that one could not fall from grace but in perseverance in faith

and striving towards perfection. He insisted that this "perseverance we shall

attain, if we can possess our souls with due care, and rid them of security,"

by fearing security as Bernard stated. As perseverance is essential to claim

heaven, Andrewes believed that Augustine and Gregory rightly described it as

the "'Queen of virtues,'" and thus making it "'the only crowned virtue.""

What was more important for Andrewes was to preach on how to stay in a

state of grace. For him the Christian life was one where the Christian falls

from grace, and then is restored by grace through penitence. That is why the

"now" featured so often in Andrewes' sermons, and for his continual pleading

that we should pray daily for the Holy Spirit's dwelling. Another constant

theme was to make "perfect which is imperfect". Through the Spirit we grow

from "grace to grace, to profit in it. As to go on still forward is the

perfection of a traveller, to draw still nearer and nearer to his journey's

end. To work to-day and to-morrow as Christ said, and the third day to be

perfect perfectly perfect.'" This Andrewes believed is the goal for all

Christians and for which they should be striving. Thus by "growing from grace

to grace," we are tranpsorted from one "'fulness' ... to be partakers of
97

another, ... the fulness of eternity."

vi. Filioque Clause

The issue which had technically split the Eastern and Western Churches

in the eleventh century was over the Filioque clause. The Western Church

maintained that the Holy Spirit "proceeded" from the Father through the Son,

rather than directly from the Father. On this issue Andrewes was definitely

Western, and appealed to councils and Scripture for his claim. The Holy Spirit

Proceeds, and from both. 1. from the Father, the Constantinopolitan
Council, from the express words, Who proceedeth from the Father'(John
15:2)); 2. from the Son; the Council of Toledo, the eighth, from the
visible sign, where the Son breathed on the Apostles, and willed them
from Him to 'receive the Holy Ghost'(John 20:22). And, Aron a Semet Ipso
loquetur, sed de Beo accipet (John 16:13-14) sheweth fully as much.

He summarised this as, the Spirit is "sent by the Father Mioque, and by the
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Son too (John 14:26,15:26). And so,'Spirit of the Father'(Mat. 10:20),

Filiigue, and of the Son'(Ga1.4:6) too."

Thus the Holy Spirit proceeds

from them, and not by way of generation - that is Christ's proper; He
is often termed the Only begotten,' and so none but He - but by way of,
emitte Spiritum, emission, sending it forth; that is, out of the very
body of the word spirit, by spiration, or breathing. One breathing, yet
from both; even as the breath, which carrieth the name and resenblance
of it, is one yet from both the nostrils, in the body natural.

However there is a hint from Andrewes that the Spirit proceeds from the

Son alone. This is in his 1616 Whitsun sermon in respect of remitting sins.

This proceeding, as it holds other-where, so specially in this of
'quorum remiseritis', the remission of sins, ... For in that, of all
other, the Holy Ghost proceeds from Christ most properly. For inasmuch
as the remission of sins came from and by Christ, very meet it was He
should have the dispensing of His own benefit, and the Remitter of sins
proceed from Him also. One by the blood out of His veins, the other by
the Spirit out of His arteries; and He, as bleed the one, so breathe the
other. ... That howsoever in other respecp, in this sure from Him, and
none but Him, the Holy Ghost to proceed.

In his overall teaching on the Holy Spirit Andrewes in true character

emphasised the Trinitarian unity. "And as no man comes to Christ but by the

Holy Ghost, so no man to the calling but by the gift. And as no man comes to

the Father but by Christ, so no man to work but by the calling." So by
no

receiving the Spirit, the entire Trinity is received.

PART 4.

MAN

0 Lord I believe
That Thou didst create me;

Despise not the work of Thine own hands.

98
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That, according to Thy image and likeness;
Suffer not Thy likeness to be blotted out.

That Thou didst redeem with Thy blood;
Suffer not the price of Thy redemption to be lost.

That Thou didst set me out for a Christian, after Thy own name;
Despise not me, whO am called by Thy name.

That Thou didst sanctify me in the regeneration;
Destroy not me, whom Thou hast sanctified.

That Thou didst ingraff me in the good olive-tree,(Rom. 11.24) as a
member of the mystical body;

101

Cut not off a member of Thy mystical body.

1. Hia Nature
The above devotional act of Andrewes, manifested two of the most

important aspects of his teaching, the trinitarian and ecclesial and man's

place therein. Although man is "one - one flesh and one blood - with the Son

of God," he is created as "a joint work of the Trinity", after which he is

given his spiritual birth at baptism in the name of the Trinity. Man is thus

"made in the image and after the likeness of God" (homoiSsis) and then

incorporated into the life of the Church, where he ideally contemplates His
102

maker in joy and thanksgiving, and serves his fellow man.

In creating man, God has given him an "exquisite frame" as there is no

"place, use, form, [which] doth not admit wonder". As the last act in God's

creation, he was the crowning glory, the masterpiece of God's artistry and

handiwork, the lord of all creation and the microcosm. God breathed into man's

soul, and filled it with an "inward dignitie and excellency". These gave him

a"holinesse, righteousness and uprightnesse of desires and actions which were

imprinted in [his] soul" and the prospect of immortality. Furthermore God

"gave him the sparks of knowledge, and indued his soul with reason and

understanding, in which regard it is called the candle of the Lord.'" All
103

these with religion teach man what he should do.

Andrewes maintained that man was made last "so that he might be the

world's high priest to offer up the sacrifice of praise to God for all the

creatures". He was also made "monarch of the earth" as all in "Paradise were

at his command" until he disobeyed God. By his disobedience "Gods image in man

wa8 defaced". Nevertheless Andrewes depicted man as potentially good; "we are

the clay, we are all the work of thy hand." Calvin had described man as a

101 
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"frightening deformity", and Perkins taught that "every man is by nature dead

in sinne as a loathsome carrion, or as a dead corps lieth rotting and stinking

in the grave having in him the seed of all sinnes." To depict man as this,

Andrewes believed, is to insult Christ who wedded Himself to us when He took

our "earthly bodies of clay". "He united the Word with our flesh, that our

nature might be restored in the person of Christ." Henceforth His manhood

"ennobled" every person born into the world, and raised him to "a little lower

than the angels", and further "we cannot go". God also gave man another

privilege after he fell "from his first estate" by opening "to him a door of

repentance", a favour which was not granted to the fallen angels, and to

"crave God's favour".
104

The Calvinist teaching implied that there was no goodness in man at all.

He has "not only an impotency to good, but such a forcible proneness and

disposition to evil as we can do nothing but sin", and "we cannot be liberated

from the misery unless God lifts us out by His grace which he does not impart

to all since he does not choose to do so." However Andrewes could never accept

that man could fall so far that he could not be raised; there is "not such a

departure but there is a place left to return". Nevertheless he recognised

that to live in that divine image, man needed grace, but unlike the Calvinists

he believed that grace was freely available to all to make them the sons of

God. He knew well enough that without continually receiving grace man succumbs

very easily to his base nature. This was reflected in one of his devotions,

prayed in the style of St. Paul. "In me (that is, in my flesh) dwelleth no

good thing. For, the good that I would, I do not; but the evil that I would

not, that I do." 1" Thus he had no misapprehensions about man, and continually

pointed out many of his imperfections, but which could be overcome by grace.

Andrewes, in his teaching on man, always emphasised that he was given

both a body and soul, a factor which overflowed in his teaching on worship.

It is this combination which makes man quite distinct from all other

creatures. According to God's plan, the soul is to rule the body in order to

lift it "to heaven and to God that it might so be made of the same excellent
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nature and estate which the soul had." However when Adam sinned he perverted

God's purpose, and consequently the reverse has happened. By bestowing more

"care and cost" on the body than the soul, "our body doth labour to pull dawn

the soul and make it earthly, base, and miserable" with its fleshly pursuits.

It seemed to Andrewes that the soul is worth very little for many, and so he

continually stressed that it is the spiritual that will bear those fruits of

"glory and immortalitie". The true Christian realises this and knows that

"Christ hath valued the soul above the world itself" and even "above

Himself".
106

ii. God's covenants with man
It was when man's "soul was blessed and beautified' and God's image

shone "in him without blemish" that God made His first covenant with him.

Under this covenant Adam would have lived for ever. "But man being in this

honour, continued not, this cedar of Paradise had his fall, this glorious

creature was dethroned, his crown forfeited, himself cast out of paradise,

condemned to death, and so deprived both of eternitie and felicitie." Since

then "not any of his posteritie" is justified "by that first covenant of
• 107

workes .

Nevertheless after Adam sinned, God through His love and mercy was

intent "to make a second covenant with man", the covenant of grace, which

would do even more than the first by securing "the eternall happiness of

mankind". In announcing this covenant God showed His "unspeakable mercy in

propounding the remedy before He pronounced the sentence" when he informed

Adam "of the promised seed; the seed of the woman" before He "told him of his

doom". Later this covenant was renewed with Abraham in whom "all nations will

be blessed" which "was never fully and clearly declared, untill our Saviour's

coming in the flesh". In Him was the new covenant confirmed, and through Him

man has been able to renew his covenant with God.'"

On the surface this does not sound all that dissimilar to the covenant

theology of the federal theologians. They too spoke of the covenant which God

made with man. However this was for the elect only who vowed obedience to

God's moral laws as expressed in the Decalogue. Thereby the elect freely
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received God's benefits through Christ. Perkins defined the covenant of grace

as "that wheteby God freely promising Christ and his benefits, exacteth againe

of man, that hee would by faith reteive Christ, and repent of his sinnes."

Thus a contract is made whereby "Gods promise to man, is that, whereby he

bindeth himselfe to man to bee his God, if he performe the condition. Mans

promise to God, is that, whereby he voweth his allegiance unto his Lord, and

to performe the condition betweene them.""

What separated Andrewes from Perkins over the covenant of grace was that

this could Pot be divorced from sacraments. For Andrewes the first seal of the

covenant which God makes with man is in baptism, and the regenerate in turn

accepts this covenant by ptomising to be a faithful member of His kingdom by

fighting against the devil, sin and worldliness. Baptism was just the

beginning of that covenant as this seal "can be set but once, and never

repeated more". As the Christian frequently breaks his side of the covenant
0

a way is needed to renew it. Such a way is in the blessed Sacrament.
11

With this sacramental emphasis Andrewes' approach was quite distinct

from Perkin's' teaching which was essentially non-sacramental, and based on

a personal relationship of promise between God and the elect. Admittedly the

sacraments were important for Perkins but he did not see them as intricately

bound to the covenant, and any benefits given were only a means to strengthen

the elect. The Sacrament was, but "a proppe and stay for faith to leane upon",

and therefore it was not absolutely necessary for salvation as "it cannot

entitle us into the inheritance of the sonnes of God as the covenant [of

grace] doth". Hence there was no hint of a continual renewal through the

sacrifical blood of Christ. However for Andrewes the only way a Christian

could be a faithful partner in the covenant was by regularly receiving the

blessed Body and Blood of Christ. Through Him, Christians are forgiven of

their sins, and thereby renew their covenant. He described the Cup as that

"kernel of grace" [which] ... bringeth forth the fruits of holiness and

righteousness in our whole life". "Of this sealing there be many days, many

days to seal us well, and make us sure against that one day, the day of

redemption.'"

It may seem that the Sacramental approach to covenant theology lessened
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man's cOmmitment. Not so! Andrewes, like the federal theologians, emphasised

the contractual nature of the covenant . whereby both partners have obligations.

On man's part "by undertaking the duty He requireth, we are entitled to the

comfort which here He promiseth." Hacket illustrated perhaps better than

Andrewes what the covenant meant through Baptism. ' Iam no longer a stranger

and foreigner, but a fellow-citizen with the saints, and of the houshold of

-God." Such a citizenship "allows me not the liberty of sinning after the

custom of the world; but obligeth me to the strict discipline of my Lord, to

live holily, justly, and soberly, to walk in newness of life." Andrewes

characteristically focused more on the obligation to "do this". This "He would

have us, as is plain by His hoc facite" as it implies that other key factor,

repentance. This way the sinner could always return, and be "in best terms of
# U2

disposition to covenant with Him

iii. Free will
At Westminster school Andrewes confronted his students with this

proposition, whether God, by giving Adam free will was not in effect

responsible for his fall. His reply was that God is not "compelling, nor

commanding, nor persuading but permitting and disposing'. To illustrate what

he meant he gave this allegory. Every house for conveniency has a door "which

is made of sufficient strength to keep out the theif" as long as the

inhabitants keep it shut. "Now if the theif by fair words, not violated force,

got entrance and spoil the goods, who is at fault? the workman that built the

house or the Inhabitants that set open the doores?" Accordingly God who

"created man holy, gave him sufficient strength to withstand the subtle

suggestions and plausible persuasions of Satan, but he making ill use of that

light and strength, and power God gave, was overcomed and spoiled." He

therefore has "none to blame but himself." In turn man cannot blame Adam for

all his sins as he willingly makes himself a slave to sin by turning freely

away from God, and thus of his own volition he embarks on that road which

leads to eternal damnation.
113

Andrewes stressed that God has purposely given man free will as without

it he would have been a mere puppet. This would also have been contrary to His

own nature, and God cannot act other than what He is. Hence man is free to

choose between good and evil, and to accept or reject God's grace. If he
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elects to reject grace which can only lead to sin, he freely chooses to live

in a state of damnation. This teaching of Andrewes and also that of Hooker's

challenged the Calvinists' teaching that grace is irresistible for the elect.

In emphasising man's freedom, both Hooker and Andrewes showed how this was

quite different from Pelagianism which "ascribed to man's freewill an ability

to keep God's law, and thereby made void the grace of Christ." For both it was

definitely only through grace that man could aspire to any sense of holiness,

have faith, obey God's commandments, and do good works.114

Perkins stated that "we hold ... that a man willeth not his own

conversion of himselfe by nature either in whole or in part, but by grace

wholly and alone." However Andrewes' teaching on free-will implied that man

has a hand in his own salvation. In fact his teaching is similar to that

expressed in Hunt's painting of Christ as the Light of the World; Christ

knocks but man must open the door, Our Lord offers salvation to all, and as

Andrewes stressed goes to great lengths to save all, but this is of no avail

unless man freely accepts Christ's offer. Ideally, as he taught in his

lectures on the Lord's Prayer, we should "lay aside our will .,. so that God's

will may be done". When our will becomes "blind and childish and perverse",

we must call to mihd that God's "is full of counsel and wisdom [and] ...

goodness." If our will is contrary to God's, "and will not be subject unto it,

then we must ... pull it up by the roots".'15

iv. Sin

It reigns in our bodies, "it fills the heart full of evill and madnesse

[and] ... makes men implacable." There are "no boundes, no limitts, no lawes

will restrain or keep them in order", if sin rules you. Like Adam who sinned

for a "trifle" so we do daily. These are but a few of the many remarks

Andrewes made about sin to his contemporaries. All through his ministry he

hammered away about the ravages of sin on the soul as it "was so riveted into

=nature", and the soil of it "so baked on men" that we are "so hard frozen

in the dregs of it". Yet that sin was the deadly enemy to living with Christ,

and could only lead to eternal damnation, and therefore it is nothing short

of a "rebellion". Put simply, "sin ... will destrpy us all", even that

"everlasting destruction ... in the other life". There is "nothing so
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dangerous, so deadly unto us, as is the sin in our bosom; nothing from which
..116

we have 8o much need to be saved."

No one understood that ravage of sin more than Andrewes. He who

confessed regularly as being "the chiefest of sinners" (as the celebrant does

in the Orthodox Church before communicating), bemoaned in his 1614 Pentecost

sermon:

And oh, the thraldom and misery the poor soul is in, that is thus held
and hurried under the servitude of sin and Satan! The heathens'
pistrinum, the Turkey galleys are nothing to it. If any have felt it he
can understand me, and from the deep of his heart will cry, 'Turn our
captivity, 0 Lord.'

Thus from his own experiences he constantly preached that "sin must be met

with if ever it shall rightly be put away" for it is this which makes "a

partition between God and us". Hence just as Christ 'died for sin", so must

we. Yet he realistically saw that in this life we can only come as far as "ne

regnet, that sin 'reign not,' wear not a crown, sit not in a throne, hold no

parliaments within us, give us no laws." Yet this did not mean that we should

not make a genuine effort to overcome our perpetual sins. "We must have a care

that hereafter we fall not into sin, more than our infirmity compels us."117

He taught students that all sin is either actual or of infirmity, with

the former having its roots in the "original corruption". "Original corruption

is to actual sins as fuel to fire, as the fountain to the stream, as the tree

to the fruit, as the body to the members or as the habit to the act." Thus he

defined actual sin as "every action outwards or inwards disagreeing with the

law of God". In other words it is the breaching or violating "of Gods

commandments in the course of our life", "in thought, in word, or work". The

cause of this sin is in "the understanding and will" which respond to our

imaginations and appetites. Often "one sin prepares the way and brings fruit

to another". For instance "when covetousness and ambition make work for

strife, debate and murder, arising about wealth and honour who shall profit

and command most of this molehill, the earth." As well as sins of commission,

actual sin also included sins "of omission, in not doing what Gods law doth

command". In this category he included the neglect of worship, and thus those
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who failed to attend the parish church were "deliberately omitting to do

something [they] should", as well as committing "a sin in [their] will".

"Sins of weakness and infirmity" include those sins we commit through

ignorance "or from some present prevailing temptation which we cannot overcome

... provided allwayes that this [is] ... perceived not from some former wilful

sin of ours." Yet Andrewes maintained that it was difficult to ascertain what

ere actually included in this category as there are so many influencing

factors such as knowledge, strength, and use of grace.'"

Another sin which Andrewes often preached on was the sin of hypocrisy.

Many have outwardly turned to Christ, but inwardly their "hearts [are] still

wandering in the by-paths of sin". In his Genesis lectures Andrewes took Adam

and Eve's cloaking their sin by fig-leaves, as the first example of hypocrisy,

which is still practised in "Divinity and Religion". Although hypocrisy is

often well concealed, like all sins it cannot be hidden from Christ who before

His passion cursed the fig tree "to shew us, that untill the leaves of

hypocrisie fall off, and till our fig tree beare fruit, Christs passion will

doe us no good'. Yet it is not only in religion as "there is no vocation or

trade in life" which does not have "the fig-leaves of excuse". For instance

the lawyer hides behind the law as his reason for his incompassion. Yet this

sin was not as bad as that against the Holy Spirit which is wilfully sinning

"against clear light and true knowledge", and is therefore a malicious act.

Almost as wicked was "to cause others to sinne", and "is a farre greater

sinne" than our own. "9 Therefore as we all sin many times each day, our daily

prayer to God should be "to take from us the opportunity of sinning; so frail

we are, it is no sooner offered but we are ready to embrace it - God help
120

us."

Andrewes taught that the remedy for sin and the most comforting aspect

of the Gospel is Jesus Himself. Unlike the Calvinists, Andrewes stressed that

it was not so much that Christ died for our sins, but that He is the forgiver

of our sins. "Jesus ... never sheweth Himself as Jesus in nothing so much as

in being the physician of a broken contrite heart." This remedy is available

to all by firstly, trusting in Him, secondly, praying for grace to overcome
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sin, and thirdly, through meditation. One helpful meditation, Andrewes

suggested, was the Incarnation. If we saw this as ennobling our nature, it

would make us "hold ourselves more dear, ... than to prostitute ourselves to

sin, for every base, trifling, and transistory pleasure." Other helpful

remedies were to live in the spirit of "charity, and ... humilitie".121

One of the characteristics of Andrewes' preaching was that he always had

a word of encouragement for those who could be termed "hardened sinners".

Hence he recommended that sin should be seen as a finite act, committed

through Our infirmities as against the infinite love, mercy and strength of

God. By juxtaposing the two, we would see that His mercy and strength are

greater than "our sinne and miserie", even if these "be great", and "'red as

scarlet.'" God pardons all if we are like Peter and penitent for all our sins,

be they great or small. After all Judas offended "God more in repelling his

grace and despairing of his mercy after his sinne, than he did in betraying

the Sonne of God." God's grace is always available, and if we accept the

"grace offered to us" then "we shall have the mastery over [sinr. Furthermore

if we deny Christ's power to forgive, then we are acknowledging that we do

"not beleeve the promises of God, that the womans seed shall be of sufficient
122

power to break in pieces the serpents head."

Of course Andrewes acknowledged that in the blood of Christ is the

"Cure" for sin, but he warned, "we must be heedfull, that while we seek to

cure desperation, we make not a way to presumption, for that is the great

sinne." There is no such thing "as to sin with security" as God sees all sin

as "most odious and hatefull" and therefore it should be hated by us. We must

never presume God will automatically cleanse us from sin, that Andrewes

believed was that dangerous divinity taught by predestinarians. Instead we

must see sin "as the only ground of all our misery, of the creature vanity,

of all that trouble sorrow and affliction, which we meet with in the world."

And so "when sinne comes to us, ... we must runne to Christ."123

v. Original Sin
"Of the Angels, when some fell, other some stood, and so they all did

not perish." However "in the first man all men fell, ... and so, in and with
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124
Adam, all had come to naught." Andrewes stressed that "God is not the agent

of sinne, but the cause of sinne is only from Adam himself", and so since the
Fall man has been tainted with sin. As he was far more interested it the

remedy from the inherent guilt of sin which is in Christ, he very seldom

preached on original sin. There survives only one account of Andrewes actually

defining it, and this was at Westminster school. Here he stated that this term

began with Augustine in his dealings with the Pelagians, and ever since the

Church has retained his term, but it has come to mean different things for

different theologians. For Augustine it meant that "sin is propagated to all

mankind from Adam"; "we are tainted with it ... from our nativitie and

conception"; and it is "the source and fountain of all other sins. Thus from

his definition "this sin supposeth 1. The actuall trangression of Adam, in

whom we all sinned. 2. The inbred [de]pravity and corruption of human Nature.

3. The guilt or binding over to punishment."125

Lossky pointed out that over original sin Andrewes parted company with

Augustine who had placed much weight on Romans 5:12 which stressed "the

collective guilt inherited from Adam in whom all sinned', according to the

Vulgate version" of which Andrewes always omitted the last words of this
ns

verse. In keeping with that view, that after having set out Augustine's

teaching, Andrewes preferred to teach on original sin according to Anselm who

defined it as a "privation and want of originall righteousnesse" (which is

really how Augustine defined evil). This definition diminished Augustine's

concupiscent and depraved aspects. From Anselm, Andrewes drew the following

conclusions. Firstly, "it is an evill defect through Adam's default, we not

having through the dominant of his sin, what we ought to have by the law of

creation, and the bond of that first covenant made with our God." Secondly,

"the contagion of original sin extends to ... all mankind." When Adam breached

that law and covenant, it meant that all his descendants by natural grace are

children of wrath. This original sin is therefore present in every newborn

child, and is the cause of death and sin and "all those sorrows and diseases

and afflictions" in our lives and in the wOrld. Hence "the contagion of sinne

extends to ... all mankind", even "a child ... a [daye] old is not innocents!'

Thirdly, "it extends to every part of the whole man." From Scripture (Gen
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8:21) we know that "the heart of man is evill from his youth", and from it

"proceed evill thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts,

blasphemies, (Mat. 15.19)." "This inbred sin, wherein every[one] is conceived,
hath equally polluted all men", while the fall of Adam has also given "an

universall darkness and blindness in the minds of men, Eph. 4:18-9. Thus "by

reason of this vanity and blindness there is firstly in the heart of men

naturally without a teacher, the original and seed of all errour and

heresies"; secondly "an universall weakness and disabilitie in the will of

every man to anything that is good"; thirdly "there is dulness in the memory,

[and] forgetfullness of all good things we should remember"; fourthly "there

is corruption, disorder and rebellion in the affections, [and] imaginations";

and "lastly the conscience is defiled (Tit.2.15); the judgment of what is

right and wrong is perVerted" so that there is no "sense of sin or the danger
127

ensuing", that is, eternal damnation.

Even children born "of believing parents" whom Paul called "holy"

(2Cor.7.14), are corrupted. Parents' holiness is to be understood as "a

federal holiness" which gives a "right and privilege, unto the promises of

life and glory, [but] not of saving sanctified holiness". Andrewes illustrated

this meaning by taking a son of a consul in the Roman state who though born

politically free "was not born a consul", whilst "in the Christian church a

saint doth begett a child in a federall right to the Christian promisee, but
128

this does not make him a saint, although "federally holy". Andrewes' belief

on original sin was not much different from his Calvinist contemporary,

Perkins, who described it as "that corruption ingendered in our first

conception, whereby every facultie of soule and bodie is prone and disposed

to evill." It is indeed "a disorder or evil disposition in all the faculties

and inclinations of man, whereby they are all carried inordinately against the

law of God." 129 However the noted difference is that Andrewes does not define

it as an "evil disposition" but rather as a contagious disease.

In his Genesis lectures Andrewes concentrated on the consequences of

Adam's sin of disobedience. From these lectures and also his later sermons

127
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Andrewes, like the Eastern Fathers, saw death as the main consequence of the

Fall. "Adam and his sinne was the cause of death, death was made by him",

"death hath rule over all" and "by mans fall, man became mortal, subject to

death." Put simply "Adam brought death." 1" For example on Good Friday in 1597,

Andrewes preached " - As in Adam all men die, so also in Christ shall all be

brought to life,'" and "'We have all sinned'" rather than the Augustinian line

that in Adam "all have sinned". It is our sins which crucified Christ, not the

Jews, not Herod, nor Pilate; it is we who drove that sword into His side. As

Lossky stated, "each one, then, by his sin is held responsible for the Passion

of Christ. That implies that the sin of each one is in the image of the sin

of Adam and Eve and consequently committed freely and not simply in virtue of

the fallen state of nature that acts blindly." In his 1602 Ash Wednesday

sermon Andrewes thus declared, "'it is far worse to be matched with a beast

than to be born a beast'. ... But to be born a man and to become matchable

with beasts, that is our fault, our great fault, and therefore, the worse
131

certainly."

By being more Eastern than Augustinian, Andrewes implied that man has

a certain freedom in which he either binds himself to the slavery of sin or

chooses to live in Christ. However he never suscribes to the hard anti-

Augustinian line as Taylor later did in his Vhum Pecessarium in which he

stated that Augustine's teaching meant that even "little babies" who die

unbaptized, perish in hell. This would make God unloving and uncaring if He
132

made a human being to perish for sin before he was born, declared Taylor.

Juxtaposed against Taylor's teaching, Andrewes also stressed that Adam's

sin corrupted the whole of creation. Whilst ever Adam obeyed God so did all

the "plants, trees, beasts and all the elements ... for the ancient Fathers

are Of minde that the Sun was more clear, the waters more pleasant, the earth

more fruitful, all things more perfect." Consequently Adam lost "that happy

place of joy by negligence, sinne, ungratefulnesse and unbelief." By debarring

Adam from the tree of life meant death came to all. Adam's sin thus shattered

the perfection of all creation and brought disharmony and ugliness into the

130
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wOrld. "But man, changing, all was turned upside down, all cold pierced, the

earth was barren and herbs poysonesome._" It was also the reason for beasts

becoming wild and eVen dangerous, while the "very nettles" and the barrenness

of the earth remind us of Adam's sin.'3

vi. Repentance and Confession
Harington stated "that one of the two special things" he remembered of

Andrewes' preaching was that it taught of "the fruits of true Repentance"

which "lead to amendment of Life, and to good works". Andrewes had also

stressed that "repentance is opposite not to sin, but the continuance of it -

that is the point."
134
 Obviously he made his point with Harington! No doubt too

Andrewes preached on the continual need of repentance in order to counter the

Calvinist doctrine that the elect could not fall from grace. Repentance in

this context figured in the doctrinal debates in Cambridge between Calvinists

and Reformed Catholics. Overall before the Cambridge heads insisted that man

can fall from grace, and remain there until he repents. "All men justified,

whether elect or not, who should willingly sin, ... lie in sin against their

conscience."135

Like the early Fathers, Andrewes pleaded, cajoled, and almost enticed

his contemporaries to repent, to emphasise how essential it was. In a lecture

at St. Giles in the late 1590's he declared that before Christ's coming we

were like strayed sheep as there was no shepherd to guide us. We "were

sinners, of all sorts, ... but now [we] are justified and sanctified," in

Christ's death, providing we repent and confess our sins, and purpose "not to

continue in sinne". Under the Law the direction had been "not to sinne, but

the comfort of the Gospel is, that albeit we have sinned, yet we are turned."

However if we ignore the gospel message of repentance preached by both John

Baptist and Christ, we "must to hell". Hence in all his sermons he presented

this alternative forthrightly, repent therefore "or perish there under God's

wrath for ever; not to repent and not to perish, is not possible." Yet he

tempered this with his belief that God is never passive in His relationship

with man, and so He was always endeavouring to draw "men to repentance [by]
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'goodness, and his long suffering and patience,'" rather than to damn them.
136

Aware only too well of his own frailty, and as a penitent, he preached

from his own constant need for repentance and confession. "We must ... beware

that we deferre not our confession and repentance, but speedily return to

God." As one would expect then in his sermons on Repentance and Fasting during

Lent he constantly hammered away at the urgency of turning to God. This has

already been seen in his doctrine on creation, how nature each year reminds

us of this turning. 'Hence one of his definitions of repentance was that it "is

nothing else but a kind of circling' to return to Him by repentance from Whom

by sin we have turned away." Accordingly he defined the Christian life as a

circle, "which circle consists ... of two turnings. ... One, is to be done

with the 'whole heart;' ... the other with it 'broken and rent.'" With the

first turn "we look forward to God, and with our 'whole heart' resolve to

'turn' to Him." By the second turn "we look backward to our sins wherein we

have turned from God, and with beholding them our very heart breaks." The

first thus involves "conversion from sin", a "declining from evil to be done

hereafter" and a resolve "to amend [what] is to come". The second means

"contrition for sin", "sentencing itself for evil done heretofore" and a

"reflecting and sorrowing for [what] is past". Together they "make up a

complete repentance, or ... a perfect revolution" which should result in a

great change in the penitent's life as he discards the old life in sin for the
137

new in the Spirit. With so much emphasis placed on "turning away from" and

"turning tO", one feels that Andrewes is continually reminding his

contemporaries not only of private sins but also those sins against the

Church. Turn away from the modern practices of worshipping and discipline and

turn to those practised in antiquity.

Andrewes believed that true repentance is shown when the penitent

expressed sorrow and anger for his sins, as without "some passion", the heart

cannot suffer, and suffer it must for sin. Of the two, Andrewes believed that

anger is the more appropriate. We should be angry at ourselves for our

grievous sins as without that, even sorrow is "but a heavy dull passion", and

does hot lead to "a true turning to God n , im This kind of feeling Andrewes

suggested was the positive kind a Christian should have rather than the
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comfortable one arising from feeling secure in one's faith.

From his observations of how people lived at Court and elsewhere

Andrewes concluded many did not see repentance as a serious business, and

treated it lightly or quickly. Therefore he preached, "I take it to be an

error and that of dangerous consequence, teaching repentance, to think it a

matter of no more moment than to be dispatched in a moment, commonly our

repentance is too soon done." Thus many of his contemporaries have learnt

I know not where, a new, a shorter course, which flesh and blood better
likes of; to pass the whole course of our life, and in the whole course
of our life not to be able to set down where or when or what we did,
when we did that which we call repenting.

This kind of repentance is far from St. John's "fructus dignos" and St.Paul's

"opera digna", "and I can say little to it, but I pray God it deceive us not."

"'Here is the plain way,' this is the straight path laid out before us by him

who was 'sent to prepare the way of the Lord', and to make his paths straight;

amigo which way we will, we shall hear the voice behind us, crying to H&c est

via, ambulate in ed."139

The right kind of repentance will also bring forth fruit like the trees

of summer. Therefore "we may not stand ... about the tree, we are called on

for proferte, to bring somewhat forth; else how shall we know it is a tree and

no log? ... It is the bringing forth that makes the difference." Repentance

thus had to lead to a life which enabled a Christian to grow towards

perfection. As the Calvinists did not seem to emphasise the urgency of

repentance, Andrewes taught that when it is taken seriously it involves the

fruit of mortification which counters Eve's taking the fruit from the tree in

paradise. One of these is fasting, and that is why it is linked with

repentance in Lent. For those who neglected this, he preached that "there is

a false imputation cast on us, that we should teach there goeth nothing to

repentance but amendment of life; that these of fasting and the rest we let

run by, as the waste of repentance, no, that for fasting we proclaim a fast
190

from it', and teach a penitence with no penal thing in it."

To the unrepentant Andrewep pleaded with them to make some effort

towards repentance. Christ will recognise "some conscience made, some care

taken, some zealous desire, some earnest endeavour ... [and] some proffers

towards those seven degrees in 2 Cor. 7 which may serve to assure ourselves

139
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and to shew the world, we dally not with repentance but make a serious matter

of it and go to it in good earnest; in.witness whereof, this and this fruit

we have brought forth." In due time this will lead to being "persons truly

penitent, whereto He would say, 'My grace is sufficient for you.' And in that

we may rest.
"141

Repentance means metanoia. The next step is enumerating those sins. If

we are truly penitent "our sins should make us weep, [and] smite our breasts",

and bring forth "some sighs of devotion, some thoughts of grace, [and] some

kind of thankful acknowledgements". In his Genesis lectures, reflecting on

Cain's unrepentant response to the murder of Abel, Andrewes declared that "the

gate of repentance is confession of sinne, ... for the sore or wound cannot

be healed so long as it is kept secret, but when it is disclosed, the

physician is willing to cure it." Thus God is waiting for our "voluntary

confession" so that He can pour His grace into our sick souls and heal them.

Unlike "in the courts of men" where the confessing of faults "is the way to

be condemned, ... with God the only way to be absolved and acquitted from sin

is truly and unfainedly to confesse our sins unto him" in some structural form
142

of confession.

No doubt for Andrewes the best way to acknowledge our sins and to have

a healthy soul was through sacramental confession and not "bosom repentance"

as practised by some contemporaries. This was after all doing what Christ had

commended before His Ascension. In his sermon on Of the Power of Absolution

in 1600 he informed his auditors that by enumerating their sins they were

assured in the words of absolution by the priest that God has forgiven them.

As Soon as we confess our sins "they are already remitted". However he warned

that the penitent must be willing to hear both "'Thy sins are forgiven thee,'

[and] ... 'Go and sin no more.'" The latter was just as important as it showed

that the penitent was truly sorry for his sins.143

The importance of confession in the Christian's life was also

illustrated in another of his Genesis lectures when he indicated how Adam

tried "to cover and conceale" his sin instead of confessing it to God. He,

like so many after him, was persuaded by Satan that "confession is a deadly
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poison", rather than seeing it as "a speciall means" which "God hath ordeined

... to save our ,souls from sir'''. Adam should have said to God, "I was afraid

and naked and fled for conscience of my sinne; therefore I confess humbly my

sinnes before thee, and do crave pardon for them." Like many nowadays, Adam

overlooked the goodness and mercy of God, and thus his attitude showed that

he was presumptuous rather than humble, that virtue which Andrewes stressed

is at the heart of confession.

It is a perfect signe of an humble and a good mind, when one can say
from his heart, let me bear the shame and punishment of my sinne, as a
fatherly correction in this life; only 0 Lord, pardon and forgive me;
that I escape thy wrath and judgment in the life to come: He that can
be content thus to doe, is one of a good humble and contrite heart.

If Adam had truly confessed his sin then "Christ would have been his advocate

to plead for his pardon"; instead he made Christ to be his judge "to give
194

sentence against him".

One of the reasons for Andrewes' stressing confession was that without

it, he believed, we could never have union with Christ, and live by truth in

the Truth. So he would say when "a true confession is by man made, veritas de

terra orta est." On the other hand if we cover them with "fig leaves ... there

is no truth in us." Hence he warned against the danger of making the wrong

kind of confession/ what he called, a confession in the style of Cain who

"long deferred" confessing his sin, and when he did, he made no "prayer for

pardon". This clearly showed he was unrepentant and had no intention either

of desiring God's forgiveness or amending his life. Such an attitude could

only lead to a "desperate hardness of heart", and eternal damnation, he
145

warned.

Andrewes had much to say about death-bed repentance. He believed very

few thought of death until it is upon them, and for this he partly blamed his

fellow clergy for not warning their people to prepare for death. He himself

implored his contemporaries never to defer living Christ's way, and to prepare

for death before it comes upon us; seek it before it seeks us, he would

preach. To those who ignored any recognition of repentance until their death-

bed, he declared " - what should we do' when we are able to do nothing ?" "When

we are come to the very last cast, our strength is gone, our spirits clean
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spent, our senses appalled, and the powers of our soul as numb as our senses,

when a general prostration of all our powers, and the shadow of death [is]

upon our eyes."

Would we turn to Him then when we are not able to turn ourselves in our
bed? ... Or 'enquire after Him' when our breath faileth us, and we are
not able to speak three words together? ... No hour but the hour of
death? No time but when He taketh time from us and us from it, et tempus
non erit amplius? What shall I say? Shall I commend this seeking,
turning, rising, enquiring? No; I cannot commend it either in itself or
to any.

To those who seek "a little opiate divinity ministered to [their] ... souls"

at death's door need to have their answer from Christ.

Let them save you at this time, whom ye sought at all othertimes. As for
Me, it shall come to pass, as I cried and you would not hear, so you
shall cry and seek and shall not find or be heard, saith the Lord.

Thus it is certainly "too late to begin to live, when we are ready to die".

Quoting Gregory, he suggested that "he is little better than an infidel, that

forbeareth to repent till he is old", while Augustine maintained "that seldom
1,

or never a full conversion is seen in the end of a man's days. 
146

Nevertheless Andrewes believed that deep down in the soul of every man

there comes a stirring to be reconciled with God. "They that greedily seek

sin, at last would be glad to be rid of it, and they that merrily scorn

religion at last are glad to seek it." He knew from his own pastoral

experience that both the genteel and lowly recognise that "the sight of

[their] sins" can bring them "so low", lower than "any worldly calamity".

"When God opened their eyes to see this sight, their hearts were broken, yea

even ground to powder with it; contrite indeed." However this brokenness

should not be felt only at the end of one life but a realisation that "we

are born to repent us of our sins, that we may prevent God's judgment in this

world, [and] ... to escape his judgment in the world to come, eternal death."

Andrewes suggested that one of the reasons for this putting off is the result

of Satan's subtle work ta persuade men that they can leave amendment of life

until their death-bed. Thus the devil persuades "men now-a-days; that they

need not go down fair and softly, in fear and trembliftg, but to defer all till

their dying hour, and then commend themselves to God, and throw themselves

upon God's Mercy." They presume that the "fiery chariot that took up Elias

shall come and fetch up them; or else, an Angel shall carry them up." They are
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197

198

also as6ured by Satan "they shall have no harm, for they be God's darlings,

and God doth so dote on them, that He will not suffer them in any case to

receive the least hurt that May be." Yet harm they will receive, asserted

Andrewes. To enforce this teaching he added this little anecdote. It is not

often that those who have forgotten to take money on a journey come across a
147

purse on the way.

vii. Predestination: Election and Reprobation
Andrewes regarded double predestination as a "negative" doctrine, and

therefore in his preaching he concentrated on "positive" teachings such as

union with Christ in the Sacrament, repentance and confession. One of the

reasons for this was to counter the predestinarian teaching of many of his

Calvinist contemporaries, especially Perkins, who had stated that "there is

one set number of them which are predestinate, or rejected, and that can
,,1413

neither be increased nor diminished. Andrewes also responded to the Lambeth

Articles in 1595 by modifiying them in light of the teaching of the early

Fathers. Hence to the article on reprobation, he stated that it was not the

will of God but the sin of man which leads to damnation.

That the reprobate are such, not by the absolute decree of God, as the
Articles affirm, but on account of sin; that some previous dispositions
are offered to do, and indeed conferred upon all men, and that saving
grace itself would be conferred upon ALL men were they not obstinate;
that all men are not drawn to the Father is due not to the absolute will
of God but to the depraved will of man.

In regard to the elect, Andrewes agreed that God knew from all eternity the

elect, but this was through his eternal knowledge, and not foreordaining.

That there are in the mind of God, in that his eternal (whether one may
call it foreknowledge or) knowledge by which he sees those things which
are not as though they were, some who are predestinate, others who are
reprobate.

For Andrewes the divine predestination could not be separated from divine

prescience, nor from Christ.

The Fathers seem to me to have been of the opinion, that there could be
no election if it were not thus connected: first that God loves Christ,
then us in Christ; which the Apostle saith, that he accepts us in the
beloved' (Eph. 1:6); secondly, that he confers on us so accepted grace
and faith; thirdly, that he elects us thus endowed and thus differenced
(discretos) from the rest; fourthly, that he predestinates us who are

Andrewes, Vol. 1, pp. 309 - 10, 317; Vol. 5, p. 521.

Perkins, Vol. 1, p. 96.
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149
elect.

To teach that God had foreordained some to eternal blissand the re'st

to damnation denies God's love, His "act of grace by which [He] makes a

difference, and election, which is the act of judgment."

For the chain of the moderns (another dig at Perkins) plainly takes away
all election, by which chain God is made to appoint these to salvation
and those to eternal perdition by the first act and that absolute
together and at once, neither considered as existing together in any
similar condition [nec in ullâ massa] not in any way distinguished one
from another by his own gifts: after which destination, what place there
is for election I cannot understand, or how this destination it self can
be called election.

Furthermore predestination cuts across God's "good-will" to men, as announced

by the angel on that holy night, and hence the whole purpose of God becoming

man.
150
 A quarter of a century later he showed similar disapproval of the five

articles passed at the Synod of Dort.

Beza also noted that "we teach contrarily to that which D. Andreas

doth." He "doth most falsly object against us, that the eternall decree or as

Paul speaketh, the purpose of GOD, must not be sought in the bottomlesse

counsell of God, but rather in the manifestation of it, namely, in his

vocation by the Word and Sacraments." Beza responded:

Now because that externall vocation, is not proper onely to the elect,
Math, 22,14 (for many are called, but few are chosen) but such a
vocation as is effectuall, that is, whereby the understanding is not
onely inlightened with the saving knowledge of God, but in the will also
there is created a true, though not a perfect hatred of sinne; from
whence ariseth an abhorring of sinne, and love of that which is good,
or rather a desire to will, and doe that which is right.

Andrewes replied that it is only through grace from the sacraments and prayer

that a sinner can acknowledge his sinfulness. Beza also pointed out that the

elect can for a time fall, but not for ever. They are like the trees in winter

which are "dead, but they spring againe in sommer season". He claimed that it

was "a bold untruth" for Andrewes to suggest that all who are baptized and

receive the sacraments are "regenerate and adopted".
151
 To counter this

predestinarian teaching Andrewes emphasised the purpose of repentance. As seen

in his teaching on this he regarded no one as such a vile sinner that he could
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not turn to God and receive His balming grace in confession. Yet he also
warned those who paid little heed to their souls and who sought in this life

the pleasures of the body that they were on the road leading to eternal

damnation. Repentance was necessary for salvation.

Of course Andrewes acknowledged that there are the "elect" and

"reprobate" in life. In fact he declared that "it i$ a matter of absolute

necessity, that the scripture should make mention of the ungodly and

reprobate." This it did in distinguishing between Cain and Abel who set the

"pattern of distinction ... begun in this life, and perfected in the great day

of the Lord, when he shall set Abell and his true worshippers on his right

hand, and Cain and his false worshippers on the left." The difference between

the two was also expressed in "the seed of the woman" and the "cursed seed of

the spiritual serpent". By the former "is understood the faithful, that are

born and begotten in the church, which is the mother of us all Pd, while the

latter are "the wicked", and between the two God has "proclaimed enmitie".152

In his first Pentecost sermon before James 1, Andrewes clearly showed

this difference when he described the Holy Spirit blowing where it will.

And this, of blowing upon one certain place, is a property very well
fitting the Spirit: ... At that instant, one or two and no more; one
here, another there; they will feel the Spirit, will be affected and
touched with It sensibly; twenty on this side them, and forty on that,
will not feel I sit all becalmed, and go their way no more moved
than they came.

Andrewes also taught against supralapsarianism (that is, the doctrine

that even before creation and the Fall, God had foreordained the elect and the

reprobate) in one of his lectures on Genesis. He declared "that the

foreknowledge of God is no cause of any action, no more then our eyes, being

open and seeing a man." "God gave Adam power and ability and freedom of mind"

to obey His command. However Adam chose not to follow God's counsel and

commandment, but his own desires. "Therefore man knowing God's will and yet

willfully breaking it, is the cause of his own ruine, and God is justified"

to punish him. And so it is man who makes himself a reprobate: " Yet unlike

Perkins he never for example would presume who the reprobates were, that was
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God's business.
155
 Accordingly he taught that "we must be carefull in

separating evill froM good, untill the great day of separation, when Godshall

sever all evil from good for ever; for here God is a Fisher, and Common-

wealths and Churches are as a Net, which hath in them good and bad together."

On Judgment Day God will do the separating:" Those who taught double

predestination, Andrewes suggested could not love God. "Men, when their brains

are turned with diving into God's secrets, may conceit as they please; but

when all is said that can be, no man can ever entirely love Him Whom he thinks

so evil of as to be the Author of evil."'"

In the series of sermons published as The Wonderfull Combate, which as

already mentioned was published a year after Perkin's Golden Chaine, Andrewes

depicted Christ's struggles against the temptations of Satan in a contemporary

setting. In these he intimated that the teaching of predestination was satanic

as it undermined that Christ had come "to perform the work of our redemption

[and] ... restore the work of God to his original perfection." Just as Christ

would have thwarted God's purpose if He had succumbed to the devil, so do we

when we give in to Satan. This was illustrated in Christ's third temptation.

"Whereas the ordinary way was down the stairs, he would have Him leap or throw

Himself over the battlements." From this "a man may see to what end the

devil's exalting cometh; he brings a man up by little and little to some high

place, that so high may send him at once with his head down-ward. All the

preferments that he bestoweth on a man is not to any other intent but that he

may do as the devil himself did." That is not the way towards perfection, but

damnation. 158 Andrewes insisted that Satan's temptations can be resisted, and

growth in perfection can be achieved by making "a preparation of ourselves by

the use of God's sacraments"; meditating in a "solitary place ... to kindle

good thoughts; ... fasting; ... watchful prayer; ... [and] perfecting

ourselves in the Scriptures." These were the "ordinary means" for the
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Christian and to seek in any other is not God's. '" The order of these ways was

a rebuke to those who emphasised Scripture as the main means of grace, and

also to illustrate that the sacramental life is essential in the process of

salvation.

Thus one of the reasons for Andrewes' preaching against double

predestination was that it diminishes not only this sacramental life but the

purpose of the Incarnation. If God hag already exercised His will in salvation

then God taking human flesh in order to save mankind is of little avail.

Predestination implies that as well as Christ not dying for all mankind, the

Church is not the extension of the Incarnation, in which Christ freely gives

His grace through the sacraments as well as prayer and the Word.

One of the other "negative" aspects of predestination for Andrewes was

is that it leads either to the sin of presumption or desperation. Of the

former, "Saith the devil, you need but a jump from your baptism into heaven,

you shall need no stairs at all", and they jump! Predestinarians have thus
been beguiled to believe "there is but one degree or step in all Christianity,

it is no more but out of the font to leap straight into heaven; from

predestination we leap straight to glorification, it is no matter for

mortification, there be no such mean degrees." However this contradicted St.

Paul's teaching "that we had need of a ladder in which be many steps" such as

"calling on God, believing on Him, [and] hearing His word."
160
 At well as steps

of faith, there are also steps of virtue to be climbed: knowledge, temperance,

patience, godliness, brotherly kindness and love. Hence once a man is

"regenerate by baptism" he must work at his salvation all his life.16'
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The other sin, desperation robbed Christians of hope which "is the blood

of faith", and thus the "despair of pardon hath made many a man desperate".

For Andrewes the real difference "between the faith of the Devils and men

reprobate, and the faith of the Children of God is that the latter have "hope

for that which they beleeve." "It is but a comfortlesse thing to beleeve that

there is an everlasting joy and glory laid up in Heaven, except a man be

persuaded that he shall be a partaker of it." He also indicated that "the

special drift" of the writer to the Hebrewes was "to shew that the Christians

comfort standeth in the perfection of their hope." Yet he also warned of the

danger of reading such Scripture as "God 'hath chosen us in Christ to the

praise of the glory of His grace'" that we do not make "that error which some

gather upon these words", that is, they are among the elect.'"

Double predestination also denied the only real claim a Christian can

make upon God, His mercy, and it also inhibits that great virtue before God

and neighbour, humility. Hence to students at Westminster he described God's

"incomparable mercy" as "the best link in the golden chain of our salvation,

the whole and sole cause of all our happinesse" when He rescues us from our

deadness "in sin". For Andrewes the Christian way lies "between two ... rocks,

... that is presumption and desperation" and "therefore blessed is he that so

loveth God, that he can be content to creep on hands and feet to him."'"

Hooker in his two sermons based on Jude's epistle with its emphasis on

faith, hope and trust in Jesus Christ, also made it clear in his first sermon

that the "reprobates" are not those predestined by God to hell, but those

"many evil and wickedly disposed persons ... [whoT 'turned the grace of our

God into wantonness, and denied the Lord Jesus.'" Thus "they who fall away

from the grace ... of God ... separate themselves unto perdition." In the

second he stressed how the "wicked" were never to assume themselves to be

outside the reach of God's grace; "God is not at that point with us that He

careth not whether we sink or swim." As He desires only the good for His

children He never denounces "judgments against the wicked". Rather "He maketh

and to the discovery of midler axioms. And this way is now in fashion. The
other derives axioms from the senses and particular, rises by a gradual and
unbroken ascent, so that it arrives at the most general axioms last of all."
Bacon, p. 64.
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some Proviso for His children, as it were for some certain privileged

persons." Moreover God "never speaketh of godless men, but He adjoineth words

of comfort, qr admonition, or exhortation, whereby we are moved to rest and

settle our hearts on Him.
"164

It is obvious that these sermons have

similarities with Andrewes' sermons on the Temptations.

viii. Justification
Luther's teaching that we are justified by faith and not by good works

was adopted by all major reformers and it came to represent a standard

difference between Protestants and Roman Catholics. There were times when

Andrewes took this Reformers' view. For example in a lecture on 2 Peter 1:9

in St. Giles at the end of 1598 he preached that "the doctrine of grace is not

rightly apprehended, until we admit of the Doctrine of good works." However

these "have no power to work justification because they doe not contain a

perfect righteousnesse, ... yet they are tokens of justification." No works

are acceptable to God until a "person be justified", even "the best works, if

they proceed not of Faith, are sinne, Romans, the fourteenth chapter.

Therefore if we doe any good works, they proceed from our incision and

ingrafting into Christ; by whom they are made acceptable to God."165

The Reformers' teaching was also reflected in his response to the

Papists' question, "where we find 'only' in justification by faith." "Indeed

we do not find it, but we do find that by faith' and nothing else we are

'justified,' and so we may well collect it by faith only. By grace we are

saved through faith; and that not of ourselves, it is the gift of God.'" This

Andrewes stressed was the opinion of "many of the ancient Fathers [who have]

been bold to add the word 'only;' as Origen upon Romans the third chapter and

twenty-eighth verse, Hilary upon Matthew the ninth chapter and divers other
..166

say, 'Faith only justifieth "

However his true belief on this doctrine is probably reflected in his

answer to Cardinal Perron. "We hold good works necessary to Salvation: and

that faith without them saveth not." In this teaching he moved closer to the

Roman Church. However he condemned the Roman Catholic concept of merit. At
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544.

168

Westminster school he taught that "good workes are necessary but not

meritorious; 'tis our duty to be fruitfull in them, God commands and we must

obey", yet "even our best works ... will have a tincture of sin adhereing to

them." So although we must "perform good workes" we must pot "rely upon them".

In his Spital sermon of 1588 he accused the Roman Church of erring in

x deducing that good works is the foundation of faith. There could only ever be

one foundation to a building, and for the Church that is Christ, and for the

Christian, faith. However above the foundation there is "the lowest row of

stones" which are the Apostles who taught the need of charity and works of

charity. In this sense the lowest row "may be called foundations too", and so

both faith and good works are necessary. This means that although we believe

that we are justified through Christ's righteousness in shedding His "precious

blood," yet "our belief in Christ [is] manifested in both faith and good
167

works."

Just as he criticised the Roman Church for making works as the

foundation for faith, so he condemned those who scorned the "merit of works".

Taking the parable of the tares and good corn, he declared that "the Devil

sowed in mens hearts the wicked opinion of merit of works, as tares among the

good come." The tares were the "merit" while the corn was works "of

righteousnesse and mercie". And so "while men laboured to take away the

opinion of merits, then he {i.e. the Devill] takes away out of mens heart the

care of works." Hence we must be careful that by plucking up the tares "we doe

not withall pluck up the good come of good works". At the end of his life he

had another reminder for those who disregarded the need for good works for

salvation in his teaching on Good Friday-Easter. "Good Friday to bring sin to

death, Easter to bring good works from the dead. And we that were dead before

to good works, by occasion of this to revive again to the doing of them."

Hence our redemption as well as our creation necessitate good works by which

we are made perfect. "And the faith that is without them, is not only

imperfect, but Stark dead."1"

So "what end are good works?" Simply they are necessary to enter heaven.

Although "by our good works we cannot deserve heaven, yet they qualify us for

admittance thither." Thus for Andrewes good works could be seen as being "the

167 ibid., p. 49, Vol. 11, p. 29; Lambeth, pp. 146 - 7; Apos Sacra, P.

ibid., p. 522; Andrewes, Vol. 3, pp. 83, 94.
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good Samaritan" theology. "Let the streams of our light succour the poor" and

needy. "The first and principal point of enquiry at the day of doom" will be

whether we have fed the hungry, clothed the poor and done other "works of

mercy". Hence on Judgment day Christ will say, "They that have done good,

shall come forth into everlasting life, and the comfortable sentence

pronounced by the Judge at the last day, upon all those that have shewed forth

this diligence, in doing good workes of mercy shall be: Come ye blessed

possese the kingdome prepared for you."'"

PART 5.

Angelology and the Doctrine of the Saints

The Angels, and all the Celestial Powers sing praise ...
Uncessantly crying one to another, ...
Holy, Holy, Holy,
Lord God of Hosts, 170
Heaven and earth is full of the Majesty of Thy glory.

The "celestial hierarchie is constituted in a most holy order"; within

there are nine orders: archangels, angels, virtues, thrones, dominions,

principalities, powers, cherubim, and seraphim. By stressing this hierarchy

Andrewes was following the belief of pre-Reformation days. In his sermons he

described them as "heavenly" and "glorious" spirits. Although "wholly

spiritual", they are not "shadowes"; although "invisible", they have "spirit";

although "immortal [and] incorruptible, yet nOt so immortal but that God may

destroy them."rn

Their main ministry is serving God. In heaven they "cast their crowns

before" Him, and in humility they hide "their faces before the Lord of Hosts"

in worship. Yet their worShip is not limited to the heavenly realm as they

surround each altar when the Eucharist is celebrated. They are also

intermediaries in prayer as they descend and ascend the ladder between heaven

and earth conveying God's favour and grace to men via His priests and carrying

169
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their prayers back to heaven.172

In God's service they are also His swift-winged messengers whom He uses

to destroy His enemies or to bestow "His mercy in the preservation of His

truth". In this role they are "heavenly souldiers or Gods host" which do

"their militarie service" when they "pitch their camp about the Godly ad

muniendum for defence and ad puniendum they doe pursue and scatter the wicked"

with their "fiery sword4 ,They also protect the good by "spreading their wings
173

over" them.

In his Michaelmas sermon in 1599, Andrewes queried the medieval teaching

of whether each person had his own special guardian angel on the grounds that

Scripture does not specifically mention,this. However we know that "they pray

for us in generall, wishing well unto all Gods chosen upon earth as their

fellow servants as in their heavenly anthem they wish peace in the earth (Luc

2.14)." Although the angels pray for and protect us and express their joy when

sinners repent with "penitent teares", he nevertheless warned against seeing

them as mediators. It is not "sound theology" to view them as offering up "our

prayers to God as mediators", for again there is no ground for this in

Scripture. Nor should we "pray unto them or perform any worship to them" as

all our prayers should be addressed "to God only, through Jesus Christ our

Lord." Ytt, although "we doe not adore them with divine honour", we have a

"duty" to thank God for the benefits we receive from them. Undoubtedly for

Andrewes one of the main functions of angels is their support for us in our

daily warfare against the devil's temptations in order to attain perfection.

And in our earthly life their last service to us is to carry us "into Abrahams

bosom".
174

The saints have already run the race and won the prize long ago. Now

they "look on us [and] ... how well we carry ourselves-." Thus we in turn

should "look to them, that we may carry ourselves well in the course we have

undertaken." The saints are therefore an inspiration for us to follow and

imitate in their faithfulness, stated Andrewes. However, although the saints

lived most holy lives or even experienced cruel martyrdom, he stressed, they,

like the angels, could never be approached as a mediator, as had been believed

172 
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in the medimval Church. They too needed a redeemer as they "could not serve

to satisfy God's justice for their sins" which could only be satisified by the

death of Christ" in His "life and obedience".
175

Although we should not pray to the saints, he insisted that we never

pray alone as the saints always join their prayers with ours. They do not pray

"privately for themselves but for the whole body of the Church; so that the

weakness of one member is supplied by the fervent and earnest prayer of the

other." Their prayers are therefore our comfort and strength for when "we pray

but faintly" we know that "God's saints ... pray for us with all instancy."

This makes for "but one body of prayers" which tends "to our good as well as

their own." As well as praying with us, they also pray for the coming of

Christ's kingdom. Like the angels, the saints continuously "confess to God,

'Thou hast created all things, and for Thy will's sake they are and were

created,' and therefore refuse not to subject their will to the will of God,
176

be it pleasant to them or not."

Andrewes' approach to the saints was- similar to that of the ancient

Church which revered but did not pray to them directly for succour as was the

practice in the medimval Church. Another common practice in pre-Reformation

days was to go on pilrimages to tombsites or shrines of saints as it was

believed that the saints performed miracles. Hence Canterbury cathedral with

the tomb of St. Thomas a Becket, Chichester with St. Richard, Lincoln with St.

Hugh, the shrines of our Lady at Walsingham, Doncaster, and Caversham, and the

Holy Blood at Hailes were popular places. To Perron, Andrewes had expressed

his doubts about the authenticity of such shrines, and the effectiveness of
177

miracles.

Although Andrewes could not accept that the Mother of God was co-

redemptrix as expressed in the pre-Reformation Church, he nevertheless had

great admiration for Theotokos. This was evident in a sermon at Westminster

where he commented on God preparing a "new thing upon earth". This "new thing'

was about "a woman... [and] a man and that woman a virgin too; here is one

richness upon another, a virgin with child, nay a virgin to bring forth a man,

and that the ancient of dayes, and who had his being before, and gave a being
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to his Mother."

[Out] Saviour of the world passed by all the great Potentates and sent
his Angell to an handmaid of low degree (Luc 2.52) to tell her that the
Holy Ghost should overshadow her, and he would be born of her. And here
was a pew thing under the sun, that God should be born of a woman; that
the Blessed Lady virgiO Should be both the Mother of her Father, and the
daughter of her son.

His devotion to the Blessed Virgin was also seen in the inclusion of prayers

from the Eastern liturgies in his own private prayer life. One such prayer he

used came from the liturgy of James and Chrysostom which ended. "Neither are

we unmindful to bless Thee, for the most holy, pure, highly blessed, the

Mother of God, Mary, the eternal Virgin, with all the Saints." 79 In some of

his sermons the Orthodox way of praising Theotokos was also evident in its

expression of "more honourable than the Cherubim, and incomparably more

glorious than the Seraphim." For example in his first Nativity sermon to James

1, Andrewes stated, "And we, wretched men that we are, above and before the

Angels, the Cherubim, the Seraphim, and all the Principalities, and Thrones,

in this dignity."
180

PART 6.

Eschatology

For as a 'Play' so our 'Life', it skillg i not how
'long', but how 'good', how well acted.

The purpose for all of Andrewes' teaching was to direct his

contemporaries to the beatific vision. It was this vision of the unspeakable

joys when we are united to Christ that made it possible, Andrewes believed,

for every Christian to rise above all uncertainties and difficulties in this

life. 182 That was why it was a constant theme with him to live this life in
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union with Christ in the Sacrament, and through grace to grow little by little

towards perfection.

The tone of Andrewes' sermons was such that he pleaded with his

contemporaries to live in that "sure way to heaven". And so throughout his

ministry there were such admonitions as "look on your souls have pity on

them", and "deceive not yourselves; think not that when my words shall be at

an end, both they shall vanish in the air and you never hear of them again.

Surely you shall, the day is coming when it shall be required again at your

hands." He also emphasised that the difference between sinners in heaven and

those in hell is that the former did good works and brought forth fruits in
183

their lives.

a. Death
"Death itself is nothing else but the very separation of the life from

the body." As one would expect so much of Andrewes' teaching on death was

through his sermons on the Resurrection. In these he described death "not like

a fall like that of Pharaoh into the sea, that 'sunk down like a lump of lead'

into the bottom, and never came up more; but a fall like that of Jonah into

the sea, who was received by a fish, and after cast up again." The latter of

course was but a foreshadowing of Christ's death which showed that His burial

was not like that of "a log or stone" which "lieth still" in the ground but

like that "of a wheat-corn ... which is quickened and springeth up again."184

To students at Westminster he taught that there were three kinds of

death: spiritual, corporal and eternal. Firstly, spiritual death means living

in this life with dead souls. There are many who live all their lives in death

for it is simply living without God, that is "being separated from the blessed

communion and banished from the gracious presence of God" both now and in

eternity. Those with deadened souls have a complete "deprivation of primitive

integrity and original' righteousness" and "of sanctifying and saving graces

which man was endured with in his creation". Although the "natural man" has

"glimpses of moral righteousness", it is not possible for him to experience

"the least light of evangelicall truth". His conscience "though sometimes

awakened yet it is polluted"; and his "affectiOnes, though restrained from

some vills, .... yet are they inordinately carried into other impieties."
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Spiritual death thus means livifig in "voluntary servitude and slavery into

sin',.

Secondly, corporal death which, although it often "surpriseth the body",

first begins "in this life in sickness and Sorrows (Gen.3.17); in servitude

and slavery (Deut. 28.36); in toil and weariness (Ecc1.2.22); calamities and

wants, (Deut.28.29)." When death occurs it is consummate to man's day here,

but "then begins the anguish of eternall torments." The dead are laid "in a

grave of corruption, the soul is hurried to an hell of perdition, where they

remain till Death spirituall and corporall be swallowed up in Death

eternal 1."
186

Thirdly, eternal death "which is the separation of body and soul at the

last day ... from the presence of God, into Hell, the place, the prison of the

damned, where they shall suffer an insufferable and eternall punishment." This

means "a totall and finall separation from the gracious presence of God, and

from all the joy and blisse and glory which doth accompany that beatificall

vision and full fruition of him." It also means "unspeakable tortures and in

that fire of hellish flames which ever scorcheth with uncessant torments [and]

... endless ... weepings and wailing and gnashing of teeth." This had been the

state and condition of the natural man before Christ's coming, "a captive to

the Prince of darkness, sold under the power of sin from which came "the curse

of death" and everlasting punishment:"

However for the faithful, Christ's sacrifice and His continual mediation

for them after His resurrection and ascension means that they no longer have

to fear death. Christ "made the grave as a womb for a second birth to travail

with us anew, and brings us forth to life everlasting." When He was

"imprisoned in the house of death for three dayes and three nights, [He] broke

down the prison of the grave, shook off the bands of death not only for

himself, but for us too." By his conquest of sin "death hath lost her terror1

force and strength, nor shall the grave hereafter be able to hold any of us,

but every faithful soul, may ... [overcome] death and the grave." Hence the

faithful Christian upon death can anticipate the "resurrection of the body"

when he "will have his spring. ... And so as Christ is risen from the dead,

185
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188
even so shall we" as this is God's promise.

ii. Judgment
Andrewes constantly preached to those who wanted "long life" here, but

not that life which lasts for ever. Such men pursued the pleasures of the body

rather than of the soul, and failed to realise that it is only the Spirit that

can "save the flesh, by spiritualizing it; not the flesh destroy[ing] the

spirit by carnalizing it." He warned them that there is a heaven, but there

is also hell; there is death and also judgment. Everyone has to face his

Lord's judgment, and so we should "remember the fire, the thirst, and the

torments" and learn from Lazarus' experience. What use is it to "never 'lift

up our eyes' till we be in hell,' nor remember that may do us good till it

be too late." "Remember ... our being remembered" by Christ hinges on our

"remembrance here". Nothing is more certain that "he commeth to judge the

world in truth."1"

Andrewes compared God's "first judgment of man" With the last. Just as

"the voice" summoned Adam and Eve "to appear before God to receive according

to their deserts and works", so will an archangel "summon all flesh" on that

"generall judgment" with his trumpet. On that day we shall have to look at out

Judge "upon His throne, in the end of the world". For some this will be the

first time that they have "looked" at Christ, and this is why he advocated

that we spend time here "'to look upon Him'". According to God's laws we shall

have to account firstly for those breaches of faith to Him, as Adam and Eve

had to, and also for the "breach of charity" towards our fellow man, as Cain

had to "for the sinne he committed against his brother." That sentence on

Judgment Day is irrevocable to either everlasting felicity in heaven or

everlasting torment in hell, and so "it will be too late to seek for our oil

when the bridegroom is coming". If that sentence is against us, it inflicts

another "grief", "to be separated from the Church triumphant" and "the company

of the Angels" . We shall be "punished with the losse of this heavenly place"

and light, and "being cast into utter darAnesse", a darkness utterly different

from that darkness which brings the comfort of sleep and the joy of meditation
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in our earthly life.m

c. Hell
"All rise with [Christ] out of their graves, but not all rise to the

right hand . ... A great part rise to stand on the left, not to sit on the

right hand of God." Andrewes instilled into the minds of students at

Westminster that hell is the "prison of the damned" where those sentenced will

"suffer an insufferable and eternall punishment" as well as "a totall and

finall separation from the gracious presence of God.
"191

To impress upon the minds of these youngsters that hell lasts for ever

for those condemned there, he used strong and sensuous imageries. In this

"heartless", "pale and ghastly" place

no musick can refresh him, no dainties cheare him, no company delight
him, nothing can ease him. He is weary of the day, weary of the night
... every shadow, every dream affrights him; he still tosses and turns,
yet still finds his tortures remedeless. Fain would he stop the
clamouring mouth of his conscience, but still it barkes and yells, fain
would he smother his sin or at least cast it behind his back, but still
it will be his face, he cannot look upon a stick or stone but they seem
to upbraid him with his villany, the 1/Ey birds and beasts seem to cry
out upon him and to say 'Thou art He'.

There is no relief ever of this torment; There is no hope of any kind

of comfort. All "'Relief' is denied, even to 'a drop of water;' ... they

cannot presently, or for ever, look for any passage from thence, but must

there tarry in torments everlastingly." Although in this life miseries always

have an end, there an "end will never come". Andrewes stressed both the never

and the now. This "'never' is never deeply enough imprinted nor seriously

enough considered" by us.

That this 'now' will be still' now,' and never have an end; and this
cruciaris be cruciaris for ever, and never declined into a preterite
tense, as recepisti was. This is an exaltation of this cross, above all
else; none will ever conTudown from it, none will ever beg our body to
lay it in our sepulchre.

At Court he preached that if we live in such a way as to spend eternity

in torment, then it was our own fault as "Our Saviour Christ unlocketh hell-
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gates to let us see it." Through the parable of Dives and Lazarus He has

revealed "what sighs( and what sufferings are in the other world". By taking

Chrysostom's argument, he suggested that Christ "tells us of that place, to

the end we never come in that place.'" Indeed Christ chose the imagery of fire

to represent Hell, as most of us have experienced at some time either the pain

from the burning of our tongue or of our hands.'"

His sensuous descriptions of hell made it just as terrifying and

realistic as it had been for medieval Christians. However his motive for

teaching in this way arose from his pastoral concern to save all souls from

this eternal damnation, and so he constantly preached that God's love and

mercy are always awaiting the penitent. Once again there is that common theme,

God's grace is always greater than sin which is available to all.'"

d. Heaven
"That day will come; ... when ... He will ... take us to Himself. That

as He hath been our Immanuel upon earth, so He may be our Immanuel in Heaven;

He with us, and we with Him, there for ever." At the generall resurrection

"these thick clods of earth shall be made glittering and glorious like so many

starres of light", and thus our "earthly bodies shall become spirituall bodies

and these weake ignorant soules, perfectly wise, just and holy like the

Angells." Here in heaven the faithful will triumphally sing "Death is

swallowed up in victory."'"

As heaven is our true land we as "citizens" should live by "the laws

of our country" which is lifting "up our hearts and affections from earth to

heaven" each day. Although we fail often, Andrewes emphasised that by

persevering and "growing from grace to grace ... we shall at last ... receive

the full fruition of the inheritance whereto we are but adopted." This "will

be perfect, complete, absolute fulness indeed, when we shall all be filled

with the fulness of Him who fills all in all.'" It is "to this we aspire, and

to this in the fulness appointed of every one of our times Almighty God bring

us by Him, and for His sake, Who it this 'fulness of time' was sent to work

it for us in His Person; and work it in us by the operation of His blessed

Spirit." Unlike Calvinism, Andrewes taught that the river of pleasure, "never

194
Andrewes, Vol. 2, pp. 79 - 80, p. 84.

195 
Lambeth, p. 158.

190. 

196 
Andrewes, Vol. 1, p. 152; Apos. Sacra, pp. 562 - 3; Lambeth, pp. 152,
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ebbing, but ever flowing to all contentment" where the Logos welcomes us "in
the life to come", is not unattainable for any baptised person. It is his goal

providing he is not an idle Christian, and perseveres by grace to the end.197

197
Andrewes, Vol. 1, p. 63, Vol. 2, p. 198, Vol. 5, p. 379.
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CHAPTER SIX

THE CHURCH

God He is, and Holy is His title: so would
His place be a holy place; and, for God, a Temple.

The Reformation had brought structural changes to the Church in some

parts of Europe. This however was not the case in England where the church

structure remained unchanged. This dissatisfied many of the more radical

Protestants who during Elizabeth's reign tried to implement Calvin's ecclesial

teaching. Like Andrewes, Calvin believed that Scripture set down the required

form of government but had come to a different conclusion. He concluded that

there was a not a threefold but a fourfold ministry of pastor, doctor, elder

and deacon. The Church as an institution was important to Calvin, and he used

standard patristic language to illustrate this, such as Cyprian's, "You cannot

have God for your Father unless you have the Church for your Mother", and

outside the Church "one cannot hbpe for any forgiveness of sins or any

salvation" (a maxim also used by Andrewes).
2
 However within the Church,

Calvin, like Luther before him, made the significant distinction between the

visible and invisible. The former was where the Word was truly preached and

the sacraments administered to the elect and reprobate, and where grace was

dispensed, while the latter was the community of the elect known only to God.3

In England, to counter the Puritan push for this Genevan Church,

Elizabeth, with the support of bishops, demanded conformity to the Prayer Book

and the preservation of the three-fold and apostolic ministry. Hooker's

Andrewes, Vol. 3, p. 237.

2
ibid., Vol. 1, p. 391; 3. Calvin, Institutes Of The Christian Religion,

ed. 3. T. McNeill and trans, F. L. Battles, L.C.C., 2 vols., nos. 20 and 21
(London, 1961), Vol. 2, pp. 1012, 1016 (iv. 1. 1, 4); Cyprian, "Unity of the
Catholic Church" in Early Latin Theology, ed. S. L. Greenslade L.C.C., Vol.
5, (London, 1966), p. 128.

3
McGrath, pp. 195, 199 - 200.
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treatise also addressed this.
4
 As is obvious from his catechetical lectures

and his sermon to the clergy of the province of Canterbury in 1593, Andrewes

was no bystander to the Puritan campaign. He had no time for the Genevan

Church, and so he preached vigorously against it by affirming that the Church

is of divine origin, of great antiquity, apostolic, epitcopal and visible.

i. Visibility of the Church
Unlike Hooker, Andrewes was not concerned with debating whether the

Church was visible or invisible. What really mattered for Andrewes was that

the parish church was the visible evidence of Christ's body in the world to

which all the baptited belonged, whether faithful or lapsed. This he made

clear in that conversation with Toby Matthew when he denied that the English

Church followed either Luther or Calvin, and that he personally "was far from

submitting to any other Reformed Church than that of England."
5

The Church has Christ as her head, and as the continuation of the

Incarnation, it is His body in this world. Thus as Christ was clearly visible

to all whilst on earth, so is the Church, and just as He was present to His

followers so is He still through the sacraments. As these in turn are the

"only visible part of religion", they are meant to be administered publicly

in church. Moreover the celebration of the Eucharist not only assures the

continual presence of Christ in this world, but for the existence of the

Church. As Christ paid highly for it "with his blood", there will always be

a Church on earth where people gather "unto him by the preaching of the

gospell", to receive the sacraments, and to confound "all the malice and power

and policy of all his enemies!. However scheming and powerful Satan is, he can

"never root out the vine which God the Father hath planted", and which the Son

reaped. These benefits from Christ can only be had within this visible Church.

"If a man be out of the body, and be not a member of Christs body, he cannot

be saved", as Christ told us in this parable of the vine and branches, stated

Andrewes.6

One of tht reasons that Andrewes emphasised the parish church as the

focal point for worship was not only to highlight the visibility of the Church

but to counter one of those sins of the age that God could be worshipped

4

Hooker stressed the visible, corporate and social nature of the Church,
as well as its antiquity. Hooker, Vol. 1, p. 351 (3:i.14).

5
Mathew, p. 97.

6
Andrewes, Vol. 3, p. 219; Lambeth, p. 113; Apos, Sacra p. 616.
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anywhere, in fields, parlours, and also in private chapels of recusants. He

insisted that it is only in the parish church where the incarnational life of

God can be preached and received. Another important factor was its communal

aspect as that sharing in the life of Christ made the parish church a

community. Its members prayed the same liturgy, offered collectively their

worship as "a lively sacrifice" to God, and then gathered at the altar to

receive the Sacrament in order to qo out to do His work in their community.

The fact that the Prayer Book made it clear that the Eucharist should be

celebrated often but only when "there be a good noumbre" present illustrated

this communal aspect.

Predestinarians also belonged to the parish church and worshipped as

members of their local community. However, they saw themselves primarily as

being the godly, and the parish church was where they heard the Word of God

and thereby received grace. They probably never comprehended it as the vehicle

to offer salvation to the rest of mankind, and perhaps never understood it as

being Christ's body here on earth. How this differed from Andrewes' teaching

who frequently stressed that the Church is a place primarily for sinners.

Hence he maintained that although "the Church is full of spots", yet these

"spots" can alwayed be cleansed "by the sunne of righteousness°.7

Rather than thinking in terms of an invisible church, Andrewes

emphasised the mystical nature of the Church as being the temple of Christ

which was "bought and sold, rent and torn, crucified and slain" when the

Spirit was torn from the flesh and "the flesh from the blood". "And His body

as the body of the Temple, and His heart in the midst of His body as the

Sanctum Sanctorum, with the spear loosed all." How apt was Ambrose, Andrewes

believed, when he preached of Christ's body being, "'Truly a temple He, no

temple ever so truly, as wherein was offered up the true propitiation for, and

the true purification of our sins.'" This was One of the reasons for Andrewes'

loathing of the sin of sacrilege. Those who stripped churches and left them

naked had forgbtten that the Church is "His body mystical" of which we are a

part. Through the twin sacraments, and especially the Eucharist a Christian

is to be "'the Temple of His Body'" which he is when "Templum hoc and Hoc est

Corpus Ileum are now come to be one, for both Templum hoc and corpus hoc are

7
Ibid., p. 83.
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in TempluM corporis

ii. The English Church
To the question put by Roman Catholics, Where was your Church before

Luther?": Andrewes and Reformed Catholics all insisted that the Reformation

did not cause a new church to appear in England; it was and is the same church

they argued in their various debates against Roman Catholics: Andrewes in his

replies to Bellarmine and Perron, Bramhall to Militiere, and Cosin to

Robinson, to name just a feW. However that Church had undergone a kind of

spring clean aS Andrewes had intimated to Sir Toby Matthew, and as Bramhall

illustrated in a garden before and after it is weeded.

As stated in the introduction the fact that Christianity came to Briton
--

long before 597 was of immense significance to Reformed Catholics. It even

featured in some of the petitions presented to Parliament in 1641 for the

preservation of the Church "which came into this Island, ... with the first
dawning of the day, very neere, or in the time of the Apostles themselves."

With this early beginning it made the British Church at least as old as the

Church in Rome, and not dissimilar to many other regional churches which all
11

adhered to the Catholic faith. It had kept its own identity for the first

six hundred years, but after the arrival of Augustine it found itself sharing

the conversion of the seven Anglo-Saxon kingdoms with the Roman Church which

had some noticeable differences. Such differences were faced at the Synod of

Whitby, presided over by the Abbess Hilda in 664, at which it was decided that

the Church in England should follow the Roman Church's calendar and monastic

structure. From that moment the English Church became more controlled by the

Papacy. However Reformed Catholics stressed that after Whitby various acts of

Parliament had abrogated some Papal claims and restricted its power. Hence

there had never been a time when the Papacy could claim absolute superiority

in England. Yet over the centuries new doctrines were taught and as a

8
Andrewes, Vol. 2, pp. 345, 350, 352, 355, 362. Hooker too saw the

church.being formed "out of the very flesh, the very wounded and bleeding side
of the Son of man." Hooker, Vol. 2, p. 250 (5:1vi.7).

9
To this question, Hooker answered, "As if we were of opinion that

Luther did erect a New Church of Christ. No, the Church of Christ which was
from the beginning, is and continueth unto the end," Hooker, VOl. 1, P. 346
(3:i.10).

Mathew, pp. 99 - 10D; Bramhall, Vol, 1, p. 113.

Aston, A Collection, p. 49.

10
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consequence some abuses crept in.

One of the reason for Andrewes' reply to Cardinal Perron was to indicate

that under medimval Catholicism the purity of the faith had been eroded but

the Reformation had corrected the abuses, and the English Church shone again

as an example of unadulterated Catholicism. When Bellarmine had challenged

such a claim by stating that it was the English who had broken from its

Catholic past and its church was nothing more than "modern sectarian

opinions", Andrewes in Tortura Torti, replied that the Cardinal was under a

misapprehension to think this. He assured him that if it is "modern" it is

certainly "not ours". They could not be, because "our appeal is to antiquity -

yea, even the most extreme antiquity". When Bellarmine also intimated that the

English Church was Calvinist, Andrewes in Responsio Bellarmini stated that

this could not be the case as our faith is of the universal church, and not

that of Calvin. Again he insisted there were no innovations in English

Catholicism, but this could not be said about "the catholic faith ... at your

hands". "Much filth has it contracted [which] ... has lately, in some parts

of the world, been washed off, and the form which the faith originally

possessed has been restored. To this faith we cling as reformed; not to your

deformation of it." He emphasised that at the most we may "renovate what was

customary with those same ancients, but with you has disappeared into

novelties." He maintained that to enforce those articles of faith which were

not amongst the "many things which are laid down in the creeds and canons of

the four Councils" was wrong. Such beliefs belong to the schools only. In

insisting that the Church in England was no innovator, but a renovator,

Andrewes had adopted a similar line used by Jewel in his Apology. However

Andrewes' meaning was quite distinct from Jewel who had used it in the context

of Rome being the anti-Christ, whilst for Andrewes it meant restoring the

purity of the Catholic faith as taught by the Fathers. Andrewes therefore

informed Bellarmine that "where Rome parts company with antiquity, England
1

parts company with her."
3

When Bellarmine challenged the validity of the English Church, Andrewes

answered that any schism which had occurred was not of England's making, but

M. Deanesly, The Pré-Conguest Church in England (London, 1963), pp. 61
- 82;

Andrewes, Vol. 7, p. 96, Vol. 8, p. 159; trans. in Ottley, pp. 157 -
8, 164 - 5; J. Jewel, The Works of John Jewel, 4 vols, (Cambridge, 1845 - 50),
Vol. 3, p. 60.
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as a result of the edict of Pope Pius the Fifth in 1570 which ex-communicated
Queen Elizabeth 1. Until then, he indicated, the term recusancy was barely

known, and there were no recusants until the eleventh year of Elizabeth l's

reign as they had been of the same religion and had attended the parish

church. " This was similar to what Sir Edward Coke had claimed a few years

earlier in his Assize charge in Norwich in 1606 when he had stated:

Not any of ...[the Papists] did refuse to come to our Church, and yeeld
their formall Obedience to the Lawes Established. And thus they all
Continued, not any one refusing to Come to our Churches, during the
first tenne years of her Majesties government. And in the beginning of
the eleventh yeere of her Raigne, Cornewallyes, Beddingfield and
Silyerde were the first Recusants. They absolutely refusing to come to
our Churches. And until they in that sort began the name of Recusant,
was never heard amongSt us.

The issuing of this Bull, Andrewes stated, had far reaching implications

as religion became "mixed up with disloyalty towards the prince". "Truly most

miserable and dangerous was the state of the Romish recusants in respect to

the Bull" as they were subject not only to fines for not attending Sunday

worship, but liable to imprisonment for breaking the law of the land enforced

against all dissenters. It also forced recusants to commit the civil sin of

treason if they were obedient to the Pope's command.
15
 The full repercussion

of this Bull for Andrewes was manifested in the Gunpowder Plot.

As Andrewes fervently believed that there was only one Church in England

to which all should belong, he never contemplated via media, that is, a church

between the Roman church and non-conformists. Yet he was aware, in the words

of Montagu, that the English Church had "Scilla and Charybdis" on either side
16

of her. He insisted that the Reformed Church was the one to whom all

Englishmen should belong, and under its umbrella be nourished with the Bread

of Heaven. Thus he persistently pointed out the errors of schismatics,

separatists and non-conformists in the hope they would re-unite with their

true "spiritual Mother". With this in mind he stressed that since the English

Church had been reformed it was unnecessary for some Protestants to agitate

continually "to dissolve a frame of government", and to replace it with "quite

Ottley, p. 68.

E. Coke, The Lord Cake His Speech and Charge: With a Discoverie of the
Abuses and Corruption of Officers (London, 1607), D2; Andrewes, Vol. 7, pp.
133, 152 - 4, trans. in Ottley, p. 68.

Cosin, Correspondence, Vol. 1, p. 21.
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another, nothing like it, a new one never heard of before." To the Roman

Church he suggested that the Pope by his bull of 1570 was seeking to

"dissolve" a reformed Church. This to Andrewes was an absurd aim, and against

the whole principle of catholicism to undo the reforming of abuses within the

Church. He stressed that Christ "would not see it abused, would never endure

to have it destroyed; specially not when He had reformed the abuses.""

Andrewes' beliefs and affection for the English Church shone after his

death in the 1630's and in particular during the Interrregnum when it was

partially shorn of its glory. The determination of Sacramentalists to remain

faithful to the Reformed Catholic Church, was constantly manifested by them

from the early 1640's. Hacket, on behalf of the clergy, addressed Parliament

in 1641 for the continuation of episcopacy and preserving the status quo of

cathedrals and collegiate churches. " Yet it was not only clergy who defended

this church but also laymen. One was Thomas Aston,
19
 who in his preface to A

Collection of Sundry Petitions Presented to the Kings Most excellent Majestie

(a total of ninteen), echoed those concerns expressed by Hacket over

cathedrals and clergy and also for the preservation of episcopacy. The

petition from Cheshire, spearheaded by Aston, argued in the Andrewes' vein

that the "present form of Church-Government handed to Parliament" was not

aimed "at reformation" but "Innovation of Government", and "dangerously

exciting a disobedience to the established form of government." Aston

expressed indignation that any petition could call the episcopal government

"a perpetuall Vassalage, an intolerable Bondage" and to pray for its removal.

In all "justice or charity" we cannot join such petitions. Aston's petition

applauded "the suppressing of the growth of Popery" but pleaded for the

keeping of the episcopal order which has always been in the Church, and for

which many had been martyred.

As Andrewes frequently did, Aston appealed to the antiquity of bishops

and their defence of the faith. They "were instituted in the time of the

Apostles; That they were great lights of the Church in all the first generall

Councells; That so many of them sowed the seeds of Religion in their bloods,

Andrewes, Vol. 2, pp. 347, 358.

Hacket, pp. xviii - xxiv, xxi - xxii, xxxiii.

Judith Maltby hat described him as "England's leading lay defender of
the Book of Common Prayer and of the episcopal government of the Church of
England." J. D. Maltby (ed.), The Short Parliament (1640) Diary of Sir Thomas
Aston, Camden 4th Series, Vol. 35 (London, 1988), p. xv.
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and rescued Christianity from utter extirpation in the Primitive Heathen

persecutions." In our own time the bishOps have similarly guarded the faith.

"To them we ow[e] the Redemption of the purity of the Gospel, we now profess,

from Romish Corruption." Amongst those bishops whom Aston believed had

preserved the "purity of the Gospel", annotated in his margin, the only one

who could be classed as a Sacramentalist was Andrewes. Like him Aston was

particularly concerned that the introduction of presbyterianism could dnly

lead to "Anarchie". To allow congregations to carry out their own

ecclesiastical censure "we cannot but express our just feares". He urged

Parliament "to stop the torrent of such spirits before they swell beyond the
_

bounds of Government."
20

During the Interregnum many Sacramentalists compared the persecution and

suffering of members of their English Church with that of the primitive

Church. Duppa writing at the end of 1655 advocated that "when the persecution

goes higher we must continue to go lower and to serve our God as the ancient

Christians did, in dens, and caves and deserts." Hacket described the

persecution of the English Church as being "tried ... as Silver is tried in

the hot fire ... which purifies but wastes not. In this "our Church resembled

the Primitive Church which grew up in persecutions."

iii. The English Church and Commonwealth.
The "palace and the temple ... stand upon two tops of one and the same

hill." Like Hooker, Andrewes indicated that just as a child is born intd the

English nation, so when he is baptised he is adopted into the English
22

church. Likewise the offering of the Liturgy in the parish churches is the

worship for the entire nation, for all types and classes of people. "Every man

in his place to do his best. They that are His Priests, by bowing their knees

daily, and lifting up their hands to God. They that in the place of Council,

Aston, A Remonstrance, no page numbers; Aston, A Collection, pp. 1 -
4, 35, 42, 49.

Duppa in R. S. Bosher, The Braking of the Restoration Settlement: The
Influence of the Laudians 1649 - 1662 (London, 1951), p. 41; Hacket, p.
xxviii.

Andrewes, Vol. 4, p. 16. Hooker stated, " We- hold, that seeing there
is not any man of the Church of England but the saMe man is also a member of
the commonwealth; nor any man a member of the commonwealth, which is not also
of the Church of England." Hooker, Vol. 3, pp. 330 (8:1.2).
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by all the ways of wisdom, they that in the seat of justice, by just and due

execution." Both Hooker and Andrewes saw the ecclesial and civil as

inseparable. Christ "is both King and Priest" as He "hath a kingdom to rule,

[and] ... a diocese to preach in." That unity is illustrated in Christ as the

corner-stone of a building. Yet in this union, Andrewes insisted that the

Church must be the superior of the two, as there can be be no good government

without religion. If -"Religion thrives not" then "Justice will not hold long."

In his Genesis lectures he stated that the need for civil government was

inherited from the time of Cain. Otherwise "the power -ecclesiastical would

have been sufficient to have governed the world but Cain [in] building a city

made the ungodly first take order for their defence." This caused "city

against city" which led tO "civil government, because some men, like the horse

and mule, would still be offering violence and injury, if there were not a

power to bridle them." It is also obvious in Andrewes' teaching that it is

Christian virtues and not morality which are needed for good government. In

fact he told students that "if religion did possess sincerely and sufficiently

the hearts of all men, there would need no other restraint from evill."23

Although Andrewes always taught that the ecclesial is superior to the

civil, he nevertheless acknowledged that the head of the commonwealth is also

the temporal head of the Church, a position he/she held from God. Sovereigns

"are His vicegerents upon earth; they are in God's place, because they

represent His person; ... they are His s ministers His chief ministers." It

is His Spirit which guides them to govern after being anointed by oil taken

from the sanctuary at their coronations. This oil "drops immediately from the

true Olive, the Holy Ghost - He the true Olive, as Christ the true vine."24

"Oleo sancto Meo, with Mine holy oil have I anointed them." Thus the office

of monarch is "Given by Him, sent by Him, placed in their thrones by Him,

vested with their robes by Him, girt with their swords by Him, anointed by

Him, [and] crowned by Him." Therefore the monarch's-authority comes from God

alone, which can only be relinquished at death. (This is why some bishops

refused to transfer their allegiance to William and Mary in 1688 as James 11

was still alive. "Nolite tanvere unctos, 'touch not them that I have

anointed.'" These have become known as non-jurors). Yet this "royal unction

Andrewes, Vol. 1, p. 297, Vol. 2, p. 12, Vol. 4, p. 69; Apos. Sdcra,
p. 493; Lambeth, p. 20.

Andrewes, Vol. 2, p. 31, Vol. 4, pp. 33, 84, Vol. 5, p. 243.
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gives no grace, but just a title only, in Regem, 'to be King;' that is all,

and no more. It is the administration to govern, not the gift to govern well;

the right of ruling, not the ruling right." Our allegiance to him is not

"because he i virtuous, religious, or wise, but because he is christus

Domini." "Now what God hath set on, let not any presume to take off. Not any,

but He that set it on. What by Him alone done, by Him alone to be undone."

This Andrewes believed was the teaching of the early Church, even in pre-

Constantinian days. Thus he saw kingship not unlike the priesthood where grace

is given for the office and not to the person.25

Andrewes also maintained that monarchical government was the kind of

government that Christ brought with Him. "And this 'government' is by name a

principality, wherein neither the popular confusion of many, nor the factious

ambition of a few, bear all the sway, but where One is sovereign. Such is the

government of Heaven, such is Christ's 'government.'" Therefore just as the

Church should be obeyed in rules of faith, so the sovereign should be by his

subjects, even a bad king was better "than an anarchy; better any one a King,

than everyone a King; and every one is more than a King, if he do what he

lists." The anarchy which results from following one's own authority, Andrewes

taught had been demonstrated in Cain, and so a monarch, whether a good or bad

ruler, as God's anointed, had to be obeyed by his subjects. In the 1620's this

was expressed in the ship money dispute, and the passive obedience sermons

such as that preached by Sibthorpe at Northampton at the Assises in February

1626/7.
26

For Andrewes those who did not obey the sovereign were enemies of the

Commonwealth, including such religious sects as the Anabaptists who opposed

not only the Church but "against the very estates of Kings", and "would put

out est Re gem clean". So were the Papists who would "make Time Deum to blow

up TiM8 Regem". Thus in their "new edition" it has become "fear God and the

Pope" rather than the king. He alSo included as enemies those who thought "a

presbytery would do much better ... than a hierarchy" as they who wanted

parity amongst ministers will also want "a governMent of states than a

25 

ibid., Vol. 4, pp. 54 - 5, 58 - 9, 284.

26 

ibid., Vol. 1, p. 24, Vol. 5, p. 183; Apos. Sacra, p. 493; R.
Sibthorpe, Apostolike obedience. Shewing the Duty of to pay Tribute
and Taxes to their Princes, according to the Word of God (London, 1627).
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monarchy .

Andrewes' teaching on the divine rights of kings, meant that sovereign

and church became inextricably bound, as after all i their oil came from the

same sanctuary. Never was this more obvious than in the 1630 1 s and early

1640's so that inevitably what affected one affected the other. It also led

to an exalted view of the monarch which had been evident in Andrewes' 1593

Lenten sermon before Elizabeth 1 in which he honoured her for her wise

government. "Chtist hath anointed over us, and given us a most gracious

sovereign, by whose happy and blessed reign we long have - and longer may we

grant!" 28 Indeed he has sometimes been seen as being too royalist, but in

those so called "royalist" sermons such as this one, the main emphasis was in

praising a ruler who has given a period of peace in England and has preserved

the reformed Catholic religion. The Gowrie and Gunpowder anniversary sermons

also exalted the monarch. In James 1 "God hath dealt graciously with us", and

has rescued both him and his realm from traitorous plots. Andrewes always

stressed that the Church has no "greater enemies than such as alien the minds
29

of Kings, and make them heavy friends to her welfare and well-doing."

iv. The unity of the Church
Unity within the Church was anOther constant theme throughout Andrewes'

ministry. As already indicated he saw the Papal Bull of 1570, the Gunpowder

plot, some Puritans and separatists as being chiefly responsible for disunity

within the English Church. In his Genesis lectures Andrewes compared those who

caused schism in the Church as following Cain who was "the first that brings

up schism and apostacy".. His sin was censured by God and thus he was cast out

of His presence. Likewise separatists by departing from the Church deny

themselves "the spirituall food offered in the sacraments" and God's presence.

Therefore they are no longer "members but excrements of the mysticall body".

Yet all this bred disunity. Papists also breached unity. "The world has long

since known who is the real disturber of catholic unity and peace",. Andrewes

informed Bellarmine. "It has learned that the Roman pontiff recks not how many

he sever from the Church - even if it be the whole of the East - so that his

own pride may be gratified and there may be occasion for the kissing of his

Andrewes, Vol. 4, pp. 11, 13- 4, 300, 303, 106.

ibid., Vol. 2, p. 56 - 7; Vol. 4, p. 55.
ibid., pp. 17, Vol. 5, pp. 183 - 4.
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feet."

Andrewes' plea for unity in the Church, was evident in his 1609 Paschal

sermon which he preached shortly after the publication of Tortura Torti. In

this he declared "that Christ may haVe His wish, and there may be peace

through the Christian world; that we may once all partake together of one

peace-offering." However "What is become of it? If we look upon the Christian

world, we see it not, it is gone as if Christ had never wished it." What "was

first with Christ, is last with Christians." With a clear reference to some

of the Puritans, he stated that even if we do wish it, it is but faint,

illustrated by our "sitting" rather than our "standing". We are "loath to

leave our cushion" and "standing is painful". Thus "our wish hath lips, but

no legs." Yet peace and unity will never be had by "sitting and wishing" as

we must follow Christ's example who manifested both "His hands and His feet,

to shew what must be done with both for it." Even when we stand, our desire

for unity must be in "a certain place" - in God's special place. Thus he

warned that those who seek peace and unity in the wrong spirit, "if with the

Pharisee to the corners, either by partiality one way, or prejudice another,

no good will be done." Yet despite the present and past disunity for over

sixteen hundred years, Andrewes maintained that the Church has offered her

daily "peace-offering, the Body Whose hands were here shewed, and the side

whence issued Sanguis crucis, the Blood that pacifies all things in earth and

heaven.'" By the Sacrament, Christians can still "renew the covenant of ...

peace". This he insisted should be the aim of all Christians as there is

"nothing more worth the wishing". However so many "hear it, and then turn

their back on it; every man go his way, and forsake his peace; instead of

seeking it, shun it, and of pursuing, turn away from it." 31 Over and over

again Andrewes pleaded that the Sacrament should be the source of unity.

v. The Fathers and the early Councils
In his correspondence with Moulin, Andrewes expressed his admiration and

respect for the early Fathers who had guarded the Church against the early

heresies, and in the process had defined the main Christian doctrines. In his

own learning, it is already clear that Andrewes made "the rule of the Fathers"

his own. So often his teaching was supported with appeals to them, instanced

30
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in the following: "that What our Fathers and Elders in the Christian Faith

bounteously employed on Christ; what :they, I say"; "the Fathers that I have

read [say] with uniform consent"; "there is not one of the Fathers that I have

read, but interpret it" this way; "the ancient Divines upon this point say";

and "I agree fully with the opinion of the ancient Fathers which are the most

wise and the most learned 
32

Hence his sermons have many quotations from the Patristics. In his

sermon for Christmas 1616, Andrewes chose as his text two verses from the

introit psalm "selected by the primitive Church" (1)5.85:10-11) for the

"service of this day". In his expounding on the appropriateness of this text

for Christmas he indicated how Augustine insisted that Mercy and Truth must

meet, and Righteousness and Peace must embrace one another, while Ireneaus

revealed how the four met in Christ, and so as Bernard observed they are
33

inseparable.

In his sermon at Pentecost, 1601 he quoted from the Patristics to

illustrate the link that both Easter and Pentecost had with the old covenant.

Andrewes quoted firstly Cyprian who taught that the keeping of Pentecost "was

to hold harmony, to keep correspondency between the two testaments, the Old

and the New." Thus "at Christ's death .... He was slain, not only as the Lamb

was, but even when the Lamb was slain too: on the feast of the Passover, then

was, 'Christ our Passover' offered for us." Secondly, Chrysostom stated "that

as under the law, at [Pentecost], they first put their sickle to the corn-

harvest, in that climate, beginning with them in this month- the first fruits

whereof they offered at Easter." Thirdly, Augustine explained that "the

number" is "in the very name of Pentecost, and that is fifty. Which being all

along the law the number of the Jubilee, which was the time of forgiving of

debts, and restoring men to their first estates," Finally, Cyril disclosed the

purpose for the outpouring of the Spirit.

There was first an emission of the Spirit into man at his creation,
which being since choked with sin and so comes to nothing, this day
there is here a second emission of the same Spirit into man, full to
restore and renew him, and in hit the whole mass of the creation.

It is in his 1617 Pentecostal sermon that Andrewes paid the Fathers the

Episcopacy, p. 18; Andtewes, Vol. 2, pp. 49, 270; Vol. 3, p. 135;
Apos. Sacra, 312, 335, 280, 337.

Andrewes, Vol.1, pp. 186, 192, 194.
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greatest compliment. Explaining the effects of anointing by the Holy Spirit,

Andrewes decribed how bil "soaks even into the bones ... but it works upon the

joints and sinews sensibly, makes them supple and lithe, and so the more fresh

and active to bestir themselves. By virtue of the sweet odours mixed with it,

it works upon the spirits and senses." In our search for knowledge "we spend

much oil" to light "our lamps oft". Thus one of the ways we come "to our

anointing now [is] by books ... by the books of the ancient Fathers and lights

of the Church, in whom the scent of this ointment was fresh, and the temper

true; on whose writings it lieth thick, and we thence strike it off, and

gather it safely."35

In his Responsio	 Bellarmini, Andrewes expressed his desire for the
holding of a council for all Christians not ashamed of Christ's name from

which might come "unum per omnia sentire". "For a long while have we been

making our appeal to a council, but to a council duly summoned." However he

insisted it must be

a council in which business is conducted in the same manner and order
as in the first famous four; wherein there is liberty of voting; wherein
prejudice is not set in place of judgment; wherein he sits not as judge,
who should be treated as defendant; wherein there are no titular or
unreal (factitii) bishops; [and] wherein the number is reduced of those
Italian prelates who, by the quantitysf their votes, outweigh all the
other bishops of Europe put together.

Yet he saw the Gunpowder plot as making it very difficult for any

dialogue to take place between the English and Roman Churches at a council

level. Such a plot unveiled the devious means that the Papacy was prepared to

stoop so that "we have lost all our general councils at one blow. The Church

of Christ hath to this day never a general council, with one wipe,' we dash

them out all, we leave never a one, no not one. For all that ever have been,

have been thus called and kept." Indeed under the new formulation set by the

Papacy even those first four "which all Christians have ever had in So great

reverence and high estimation" would not be regarded as lawful now. He

believed that the recent council of Trent should be revised and in his

correspondence with Carleton he commented that if this were to happen it would

only be by the intervention of Princes as nothing would be achieved "by the

ibid., pp. 286 - 7.

ibid., Vol. 8, pp. 216, 448, trans. in Ottley, p. 164.
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pen"."

To contrast the different attitudes of modern and ancient councils,

Andrewes enumerated those councils which were acknowledged by the universal

church. Of these, seven could be classified as "general", and "the rest were

only of the West Church". The first held at Nicaea called by Constantine and

attended by three hundred and eighteen bishops set the precedent for all

councils as emperors summoned bishops to the councils of Constantinople,

Ephesus and Chalcedon, and then successive ones in Constantinople. These

councils formulated the essential doctrine of the Church, during which "the

force of the truth presenteth itself so clearly, that Bellarmine is even

dazzled with it", declared Andrewes. Thus from "the consent of the church we

have" the three universal creeds, of which the Athanasian is the most detailed

in expressing "the undivided unity of Gods own person", and which sum up the
Christian belief."

After these general councils, princes summoned councils. For instance

in the Western Church, Charles the Great summoned councils "at Frankfort,

Arles, Tours, Chaltin, Mentz and Rheims", while in Spain over a "space of three

hundred years" "two councils were summoned at Braccara, and ... ten at

Toledo." All matters raised at these councils were "good divinity". Then from

the mid tenth century for nearly two hundred years there was the "great

silence", until about 1180 when the bishop of Rome convened the Lateran

Council. This, Andrewes emphasised, marked a new approach and domination by

one church. Since then councils of the Western Church have departed from the

first general councils and even those councils held in pre-Constantinian days.

As always for Andrewes those matters of importance for the Church were rooted

in antiquity, and so the holding of councils could be dated back to Moses."

Andrewes maintained that one of the reasons that "imaginations" have

arisen for practically every conceivable teaching of the Church was because

the faith of "our fathers and forerunners" in those early councils was no

longer taught. The result was that now "every man upon his own single bond is

trusted to deliver the meaning of any Scripture", which in turned undermined

the whole structure of the Church. He suggested that such "imaginations" were

devil inspired, and so rightly could be "called doctrine demoniorue. It was

37 
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against such false doctrines that "the ancient Fathers had take[n] upon

themselves the task of interpreting the Apostles' doctrine,'" and to preserve

their teaching.°

This was the reason that Andrewes sought a General Council in his own

time. Hooker too had intimated the need for a general synod for he also

believed that it was only in such an assembly that canons and rules could be

made to "redress abuses". One of Andrewes' contemporaries, Harington,

commented that if ever a council was held in Europe to end "this great schism

in the Church of God", then "this reverend prelate will be found one of the

ablest, not of Ehglandonely, but of Europe, to set the course for composing

the controversies."'"

Of course there was a kind of council held during Andrewes' time, the

Synod of Dort in 1618, to which James sent five representatives.
42
 This synod

had been summoned to discuss Arminianism as aefined in the Five Articles of

the Remonstrants written in 1610. 43 As a result Arminianism was crushed and

its leaders were executed, exiled or imprisoned. In Andrewes' eyes it could

not be called a proper council as it did not represent the universal church;

indeed he commented that "it was the first Generall Synod that ever was held

with one bishop." Although Andrewes did not want to get involved in foreign

politics, he was "mtch interested about the Synod" and was anxious to have

first hand information. Writing to Carleton on the 24th October, 1618,

Chamberlain informed him that Andrewes had intimated that he was not in

contact with the Divines at Dort, but would have "me to impart to him what I

heare from time to time of the proceedings" from you. Carleton obliged, and

in due course sent "the like book of the acts of our Synod"."

Although Andrewews refused to support publicly the Dutch Arminians, he

40 
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viewed the outcome of the synod quite differently from his friend Carleton.

His response to it was manifested in his support for Jeremy Beale in the

election of Master for Pembroke College in 1619, and in his preaching. With

the former, Beale and his opponent Brownrig were involved in intense lobbying

for election, and it would seem that the outcome was due principally to the

support Andrewes gave to Beale who was a definite Sacramentalist. " With the

latter, Andrewes in his Whitsun Sermon after Dort, declared it was not only

the Roman Church which believed it was the authority on the faith, but also

those who "with their new prespective ... think they perceive all God's secret

decrees, the number and order of them clearly." He declared that Luther was

right when he said "that every one of us hath by nature a Pope in his belly,

and think he perceives great matters. ... And out they come with their

comperis:' Two years later at Easter he contrasted our Lord's words to Mary,

"Nbli life tangere, who had failed in little, with what he would say to those

who have a "greater ... fault ... than hers" and who think they have "at their

fingers' ends" those secret decrees of God. In reference to the fact there

were five Articles issued at Dort, he referred to predestinarians as being

able to "tell you the number and order of God's decrees as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5."

Such men assume to know more than the saints of God, and therefore somehow

"must have been in God's cabinet, above the third heavens" where not even the

saints have been privileged to be. Indeed they have presumed "a licentious

touching" of Christ by "tossing His decrees of late", but in "sounding His

judgments with our line and lead" they have presumed "too much". It is not

therefore surprising that it was Andrewes' views on the Synod of Dort that

Charles 1 sought when he became king."

vi. The Authority of the Church
Andrewes believed that the Church spoke for Christ in this world as He

had commissioned the Apostles who in turn appointed their successors. Ever

since then the Church "hath the power of a mother over us, and a mother hath
47

power to give laws to her children." However Reformers challenged this when

they taught that the only authority was Scripture which could be interpreted

by individuals as well as the ChUrch. They also emphasised the authority of
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the individual's conscience over the Church, which in England resulted in the

imprisonment of the likes of Barrow and Greenwood. It was this refusal to

acknowledge the Church's authority that Andrewes addressed in his Lenten

sermon preached on St. Matthias Day, 1590. As there are always rebels within

the church, she must always exercise her authority. While "populus sicut oyes"

are led gently the "populus sicut hirci" must be driven forcibly, and

therefore the Church needed to exercise discipline "for the strange children

who like goats, ... will not stir a foot farther than they be forced", and for

the "wild and unbroken as the ass-colt" which will not "submit themselves to

government." "For them Aaron hath a rod to sever them from the fold by censure

of the Church." If this be not sufficient "Moses hath another which he can

turn into a serpent and sting them; yea, if need so require, sting them to

death by the power secular." Thirty years later, in his 1621 Lenten sermon he

tempered this severity by depicting our mother as indulgent and tender. She

will do anything "to help [her children] to live better", and will do all she

can not to impose any more discipline than can be endured. Yet when all was

said and done the Church in England could be and do no other than what the

Church's "ancient order and custom calls us to it". This means that she
48

expects obedience to her authority from her children.

vii. Church - Scripture - Reason - Tradition - Custom
One of the marked differences between Reformed Catholics and Roman

Catholics was over authority for the essential doctrines of the Faith. The

latter "have the Fathers, Councils, the Church and the Pope", but "we have not

so", stated Andrewes. Instead we have the Scriptures as the foundation for all

essential doctrine as it had been for the early councils which had determined

the canonical books of the bible. As this was his rationale he rejected both

the singular authority of the Pope for interpreting Scripture, and "private

interpretation" by many Protestants. The latter, he believed were "to be

pitied" as they "strain ... out of them that is not in them." Yet "we may see

it every where, many reeds shaken with the wind, tossed to and fro with the
49

wind of every doctrine, now whence proceed so many mishaps from errors." In

48
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2, p. 266.

pp. 3 - 4,

similar fashion Hooker stated that when Scripture is abused it becomes nothing

"but a snare and a torment to weak consciences, filling them with infinite

perplexities, scrupulosities, doubts insoluble, and extreme despairs."
50

To counter private interpretations and thus all kinds of untruths,

Andrewes insisted that Scripture could only ever be taught in the context of

the Church so that Christians could be guided, beginning from the simple, and

proceeding into more complex doctrines. He stressed how dangerous it was, even

"folly and madness to venture at first to swim in water before we learn

to wade", and as a consequence many "have been drowned in these deep
waters.""

The importance he attached to Scripture was evident in those series of

lectures at Westminster school where he insisted that every student should

know his bible as it was one way which God reveals His truths. Those truths

which Andrewes recommended reflected his own soteriological and sacramental

teaching, and included, whosoever tastes of "the bread of life and the water

of life ... shall never thirst", and "He would have none to perish" but to

live. As Scripture reveals Christ as the Redeemer of the fallen world, he

described it as a book of hope for Christians. "'Whatsoever is written for our
52

learning, that we by patiente and comfort in the Scriptures may have hope.'"

Although Andrewes would never place Scripture in the life of the

Christian above the Eucharist as Puritans did, he nevertheless held it as a

means of grace, evident in this imagery. "Gods word is called verbum qratix,

which doth contain heavenly grace as the clouds doe water which by the

influence of Gods spirit is made aqua vitcp and vivincans Johh 6:35 for the

word is as seed." Hence he constantly advised Scripture as a source for

meditation for which he gave various guidelines. Firstly, he suggested that

there are some parts more inspirational and suitable than others for the

various needs and situations of people. For instance, psalm forty-one helps

the rich to judge "rightly of the poor", and do acts of charity towards

them."

Secondly it was important to go "to the kernel and let the husk lie",
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in other words, "let go the dead letter, and take we to us the spiritual

meaning that has some life ill it." " One example he gave came from his 1623

Paschal sermon with its text "Who is this That cometh from Edom ?" "What

care we for the literal Edom or Bozrah, what became of them; what are they to

us? Let us compare spiritual things with spiritual things", as that "must do

us good." For this "I will give you a key." From the prophets we know that

these two cities were "sworn enemies of the commonwealth of Israel." Yet there

is more than this, "if the angel tells us right, Revelation the eleventh,

there is 'a spiritual Sodom and Egypt where our Lord was crucified'; and if

they, why not a spiritual Edom too whence our Lord rose again?" 55 For Andrewes

there was quite a distinction in giving a spiritual understanding to Scripture

and interpreting it allegorically as the former goes to the heart of the

passage, while the latter, he believed, destroys its very substance.

The Puritans viewed Scripture as being the word of God. Yet they never

conceived that "word" in the dynamic sense that Andrewes did. For him

Scripture was not simply the written word of God but the revelation of the

Word itself, the eternal Word, which has always existed within the Godhead as

a co-worker with his Father and the Spirit in the act of creation, but more

importantly He is still active. He is the root which gives life to the

branches. As the Word came not only as our Saviour as the "'the Only-

begotten'" but also as our Teacher, "He discloseth to us all God's counsel",

"the wisdom of the Father, and little by little "unfoldeth Himself." Hence in

knowing God it must be "Verbum factum, 'the performance" as well as "verbum

dictum, the word spoken.'" So Scripture more importantly presents the living

Word of God by whom comes both grace and truth; "grace referreth to the Son,

truth to the Word; grace is to adopt us, truth to get us anew." It is only

through grace that we discover the Word, and after "grace hath brought us to

Him, truth will hold us with Him." So the written word and the living Word,

truth and grace cannot be separated, and are united in the Sacrament of the

54
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altar where "all may resort to Him". For Andrewes then Scripture and Sacrament

could not be parted.

To go to the word and flesh together. ... But at this now, we are not
to content ourselves with one alone; but since He offereth to
communicate Himself both ways, never restrain Him to one. The word we
hear is the abstract of Verbum; the Sacrament is the antetype of caro,
His flesh. What better way than where these are actually joined,
actually to partake them both? Not either alone, tte word or flesh; but
the word and flesh both, for there they are both.

For Andrewes as with Hooker understanding of Scripture could never be

separated from reason and enlightened knowledge which "is a virtue of the

reasonable part". The fOrmer stated that "as the sun giveth light to the body,

so God hath provided light for the soul; and that is, first, the light of

nature, ... from this light we have ... knowledge. ... With this light -every

one that cometh into the world' is enlightened," and enlightenment we

can come to see that "the bible is the perfect rule of knowledge." This is not

unlike what the Puritans called "inner light" which "makes us see in the

Scriptures more cleere ... than we see the Sunne light with our own eyes."

However for the Puritans this enlightenment always followed faith; it could

never be given before. Hence they maintained that the heathens could not
57

possess reason or true enlightenment. Not so, argued Andrewes, reason is a

gift from God given to the "naturall man", And so even in him it is not "so

repugnant from Faith". This he believed was manifested in the "Heathenist

Philosophers" who in their writings also acknowledged God as the creator of
58

the universe.

By using our gift of reason Andrewes also showed how it helped "to finde

out the true sense of the Scriptures". This, he suggested, was accomplished

by following six basic steps. The first is prayer; the second is comparing

places; the third is examining the original tongue (i.e. Hebrew for the Old

56
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and Greek for the New Testament); the fourth is a knowledge of the dialect in

which they were written; the fifth is a consideration of the intent of the

sacred writer; and the sixth is A study of the circumstances involved."

Although Scripture, not tradition, taught the essential doctrines of

faith, traditional customs were also important for Sacramentalists. Scripture

might tell, for example of baptism, but it does not explain how this is to be

observed. Puritans however objected to ceremonies which were unscriptural and

therefore "fraught with popish ceremonies". Both Andrewes and Hooker had

argued strongly against this mentality by stressing that those ceremonies of

the English Church were inherited from antiquity. An example of this was in

Andrewes' Paschal sermon for 1618 with its text, "'But if any man seem to be

contentious, we have no such custom, neither the Churches of God.'" In this

sermon Andrewes took such examples as men praying with their heads uncovered

(women covered), as a custom of the church from its beginning. However he also

made clear "a custom is not [only] ... good, because we have it ... [from] the

Apostles", but "'if the Churches of God' in general have had it." It is this

which makes it "Catholic", yet if it is from "our new masters" we can be

assured that "the Apostles never knew it". There were times, too, when he

believed that a national church had the right to make its own customs.

Although "the Fathers in the first Nicene Council insisted that 'old customs

prevail'", as did the other general councils, it has not prevented "every

Church" ... to begin a custom, and that custom power to bind her own children

to it; provided her private custom affront not the general.""

viii. Church Government
As already stated Andrewes detested the Genevan Church, all too evident

incbmments like this, "some have fancied" that the government "should consist

of Lay-elders, Pastors, and Doctors, and whether of Deacons too is not fully

agreed yet." It thup had abandoned the episcopal form of government which had

been "received every where by all Churches" and which had been maintained by

the English Church. As "such, [it] comdth most neer to the form and Manner of

the Antient Church", and "the sense of Scripture." In fact it is the form of

government which Andrewes viewed as "a true pattern or mould" for all
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government. Therefore to oppose this ancient form of government belonged to

that sin of the "imagination". There was never any doubt in Andrewes' mind

that the bishops' office and authority were given by the Trinitarian God. "For

happy is the government where the Holy Ghost bestoweth the gift, Christ

appoints the place, and God effecteth the work, works all in all."6'

In his correspondence with Moulin he wrote that this government had been

the teaching of the early Fathers who were his authority for upholding the

ancient three-fold ministry of bishops, priests and deacons. For example

Jerome declared that "Bishops hold the place of the Apostles, [and] all are

51ccessors of the Apostles." Augustine and Ambrose made similar comments,

while Cyprian emphasised that while it was "our Lord /who] chose the Apostles,

that is, bishops and Prelates", it was "the Apostles, after the Ascension of

our Lord [who] appointed Deacons for themselves, as ministers of their

episcopacy, and of the Church."62

Andrewes' belief that the form of Church government was explicit in

Scriptures formed one of the main differences between _himself and Hooker.

Although the latter supported the government of the last fifteen hundred

years, he did not accept that it could be proved from Scripture. He therefore

viewed episcopal government as an "accessory", and thus not binding for all

time on the Church which "by universal consent" could abolish it. Another

reason that Hooker never believed episcopacy to be essential was that he

envisaged the churches as politic societies, which had the right to establish

the form of government that best suited them:3

Andrewes' own beliefs were set out in his Summary View of Government.

In this he argued that the government of the church was established under the

old covenant with its hierarchical structure from the high-priest and

overseers down to levites and nethinims. This structure continued in the new
covenant with Christ as the head and in his appointment of the Apostles and

the chosen Seventy. The successors of the Apostles became bishops and the

Seventy, priests; "these two were two several orders or sorts." This he

insisted was also the teaching of the Fathers.
64
 From the New Testament (Acts
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14:22-3. 4:35, 6: 6, 5:3), Andrewes maintained that it was also evident that

the Apostles "ordained overseers to. have a general care over the churches

instead of themselves who first had the same", and "priests by imposition of

hands in every church" to continue the preaching of the gospel. Deacons were

appointed for the distribution of the sacrament and oblations. Since those

times, "God hath no less care for the propagation and continuance of His

church", and so it follows therefore that the power given to the Apostles was

not "tied to them only" but also "given to the church ... to the ages after

and continuing. ... Sa that the very same power at this day remaineth in the

church, and shall to the world's end.""

As a consequence Andrewes taught that the Church's government was by

divine right which he defended in his correspondence with Moulin who had

dismissed this and the hierarchical nature of the ministry in his De la

vocation des pasteurs. Andrewes stated "nothing was done by the Apostles, that

the Holy Ghost, the Divine Spirit did not dictate to them" either in word or

deed. Thus it was "not only those things of which St. Paul wrote to the

Corinthians but those other also which he set in order at His being at Corinth

... [that] were by the same right to wit, by Divine, all of them; both these

and they from the Holy Spirit all." It is this Spirit which still guides the

Church as the apostolic succession continues, through episcopal ordination."

Nevertheless Andrewes recognised that de jure divino was a teaching of the

schools rather than an essential doctrine, and therefore he never held that

those who. lived outside the espiscopal church were beyond salvation.

Accordingly he wrote to Moulin:

Though Our Government be by Divine Right, it follows not either that
there is no salvation, or that a Church cannot stand, without it. He
must needs be stone-blind, that sees not Churches standing without it:
He must needs be made of iron, and hard hearted that denys them
salvation. We are not made of that metal, we e4re none of those
Irons ides, [even though something3-may be wanting.

Andrewes charadteristically also showed how the Church's hierarchical

ministry shared much in common with the pagans. The pontiffs, the equivalent

to the bishops, were "assigned a peculiar jurisdiction ... to look into the

publique and private ceretonie8 of their Religion, to defend and interpret
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their holy mysteries." They also had to decide at "what Altars, to which gods,

with what Sacrifices, upon what dayes, at which Temples prayers and offerings

should be." They were also empowered "to see that every one resorted to

Church, and no new ceremonies to be admitted, that Vows be performed, ... Holy

Dayes proclaimed, the Gods pleased." Under them were priests, also ranked,

with the senior clergy being responsible for interpreting "Ecclesiastical

Law", consecrating churches, providing sanctuaries "and places of buriall".

They had helpers, the equivalent of deacons." Hence even in the heathen

ministry it was clsar that there was no equality, and where the lower rank

acknowledged the 'higher. Therefore there has always been an hierarchical

ministry despite the thinking of the "new learning".

Not surprisingly therefore the word super and its derivatives featured

frequently in Andrewes' sermons to counter this presbyterian notion of

equality amongst ministers. For example in his 1617 Pentecostal sermon, he

preached:

No super, they. Of all the prepositions they endure not that, not super;
all equal, all even at least. Their spirit not subject to the spirit of
the Prophets, nor of the Apostles neither, if they were now alive; but
bear themselves so high, do tam altum spirare, as if this Spirit were

their underling, and their ghost above the Holy Ghost.

What they sought for was to make "all parishes alike, every one absolute,

entire of itself. No dependency, or superiority, or subordination.""

This emphasis on church government being not only of antiquity but of

divine origin, led in time to an exalted view of the clergy, and in a sense

re-introduced that clericalism which had been a feature of the pre-Reformation

Church. However clericalism was partly the result too of Reformed Catholics

being concerned to guard the episcopal government against the attacks made on

it from presbyterians which is of course what happened after 1642.

a. Bishops

The essential office given to a bishop is what both Andrewes and Cosin

referred to as "the Power of the Keys".
70
 A bishop's authority lay in his

office in which he was superior to a priest in four areas: administration,

discipline, guardianship of the faith and his authority to ordain. Although
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the bishop was the chief minister in his diocese, Andrewes emphasised that his

ministry was essentially one of "service". To both his priests and people he

should be "like the great shepherd, the Good Shepherd, the Prince of

Shepherds, Who was ... 'a Shepherd of souls.'" Yet often it seemed that

prelates were "more concerned with shearing than shepherding the sheep". Long

before he was a bishop, Andrewes did not hesitate to remind his superiors to

imitate "the Good Shepherd" and to be guardians of the faith as he did in that

convocation sermon in 1593. "It is your deposit; to you has been committed the

duty of charging men that they teach ... [sound] doctrine; [and] of

restraining them if they do" not. If bishops did not, he warned that their

office will lose its authority, and the Church will be weakened as a result.

Thus they should take more care in the men they ordained, and to whom they

issued preaching licences.

As presbyterianism undermined the authority of bishops, Reformed

Catholics insisted that it is only bishops who can enforce ecclesiastical

discipline, one of which is ex-communication. As Andrewes expressed it, there

is "an idle image that some have imagined, to hold the Church' hath not her

judgment-seat, and power to censure her disobedient children." He explained

that it was always thought to be "good divinity that the Church from Christ

received power to censure and separate wilful offenders"; the Apostles called

it a "'cutting off'" and "the Primitive Church ... excommunicatos4.72

b. Priests
R. T. writing in the 1630's at a time when the sacerdotal ministry was

given greater emphasis, described this office "as the liquor of oyle, [that]

swimmes above other liquors", and therefore "is more sacred than any other

worldly dignities": Before him, Andrewes had set this precedent. He had

stressed throughout his ministry that a priest receives his oil from the

sanctuary which gives him "the power to pray, to preach, to make and to give

the Sacrament and to bless God's people," as well as to remit or retain sins.

He insisted that a priest should exercise every part of his office, including

remitting and retaining sins." He also had a very special role as the

intermediary between God and His people. Their intercessions, Sacramentalists

Andrewes, Vol. 2, p. 34, Vol. 10, p. 39, trans. in Ottley, p. 33;
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believed, were more powerful than those of their people. They "are angeli

Domini exercituum", and like angels they "must not only descend to the people

to teach them the will of God, but ascend to the presence of God to make

intercession for the people."'"

Another sacerdotal ministry shared by both bishops and priests was

blessing, a custom rooted in antiquity when Melchitedek blessed Abraham. This

was continued by the priests under the law until Christ, whose last act in

this world was to "'lift up His hands to bless His disciples". This manner of

blessing was practised "in the Primitive Church" when the celebrant "at the

end of the Liturgy" pronounced the blessing over his congregation, and ever

since has continued:5

c, Deacons
A deacon is one who serves; he is appointed by the bishop "to assist the

Prieste in divine service, and speciallye when he ministreth the holye

Communion, and to help him in the distribution thereof, and to reade holye

scriptures and Homilies in the congregation, and to instructe the youthe in

the Catechisme, [and] to Baptise." He it to inform the parish priest through

his visiting of "the sick, poor, and impotent people of the parish", and he

can also preach "if he be admitted thereto by the bisshop." These functions

of a deacon as set out in the Ordinal had been defined in the early Church,

stated Andrewes. For example Justin Martyr recorded that deacons "distribute

the Communion"; "Tertullian, to baptize; and by Cyprian and divers others" the

other functions. Hooker had stressed more their care for the poor; they are

"stewards of the Church, unto whom at first was committed the distribution of

Church goods, the care of providing therewith for the poor."75

For Andrewes the essential feature of the office of a deacon was

service. Such a ministry, he suggested, had been undermined or had even

disappeared in his time as few seemed to be interested in giving service. He

addressed this concern in his last Whitsun sermon in which he stated that

"service" is "an ill word for pride, who had rather hear of words sounding of

dominion than of service, specially this service, for it is but the order of

74 
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Deaconship, and pride would be at least more than a Deacon.""

d. False Misistry
Sacramentalists insisted that there could be no ministry without the

Holy Spirit which, they believed, belonged only to the Church. Those who were

not ordained Andrewes referred to as "voluntaries" as they "have no mitte

vos". They have not been sent by Christ, but "set out of themselves", and they

have no "accipite, no receiving", yet they "take it up of their own heads with

water, lay their own hands on their own heads, and so take that to them which

none ever gave them." He indicated that every minister must follow Christ's

example who went not before He was sent. Christ did this "to the end He might

teach the Church, that the same were to be on them who in [His] stead are

employed in the same business, ad evangelizandum." This means that ministers

have to be ordained through the laying-on of hands when the Holy Spirit is

poured "upon them, to anoint them". Then He sends them. That order is

essential; "first to anoint, then to send them." So "unless they be first

'anointed,' not to be sent; and though never so anointed, not to start out of

themselves, but to stay till they be sent." Otherwise they are what St. Paul

termed "hypostles ... [or] mock-apostles ... [who] work all to substraction,

to withdraw poor souls, to make them forsake the fellowship.""

Outside of this channel of grace, a "minister" could only be filled with

his own spirit which Andrewes considered was the reason for some "ministers"

to hop "up and down as grasshoppers, hither and thither, but place they will

have none"; "their fingers itch, and they cannot hold them, doing they must

be." Thus "over Christ's head they come, from the gift to the work, without

any calling at all," and "put themselves into business which they have neither

fitness for, nor calling to." Nothing will stop them "but meddle they will,

and in Church matters specially - there soonest of all." Here they "print us

Catechisms and compose us treatises, set out prayers and new psalms, as if

every foreigner were free, and might set up with us. Good Lord what the poor

Church suffers in this kind!" From that last remark it is obvious that

Andrewes was also attacking ministers of the Stranger Church in London. This
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criticism was a precedent for Laud's attack on it in the 1630's.
79

e. The sins of the Clergy
Andrewes maintained that through their poor example, the clergy were

responsible for many of the false conceits which have arisen in the Church and

for the poor esteem people had for them. It has already been noted he

experienced this first hand when a prebendary at St. Paul's Cathedral. ishop

Bancroft's visitation in 1597 described how members of the chapter "have

offended in theere going oute before the end of service, and do wicklye offend

therin, either, by comming tardy, or beinge absent." They also "offended in

not stayinge out the sermons on Sondaies and holydayes at night." When they

did attend services they did not kneel for the confession, stand and face east

for the Gloria Patri and talked through the singing of psalms. The degree to

which, Andrewes believed, the clergy had degenerated was obvious in one of his

remarks in his correspondence to Moulin when he stated how the English Church

had followed the ancient church more than any other existing church in "Order,
80

not in their Worth"; but I "would to God in their worth also." This

unworthiness was clearly expressed in that address to Convocation in 1593 when

he particularly attacked poor learning and therefore incompetent preaching and

pastoral care. He denounced the clergy as those "dunces" who take upon

themselves "to usurp the Pulpit" where they talk "by the hour glasse", and

from where they throw "forth headlong their incoherent, misshapen, and

stinking crudities, to the very glut and surfeit of all wise hearers", under

the guise of preaching. Ever since the

unlearned and itching tongues had invaded the liberty of speaking their
pleasures from the Pulpit, the very Church was infested with as many
fooleries of discourse as are commonly vented in the places where men
sheere sheep, By which means, Theologie turn 'd into meer Battologie, and
the dumb Doggs into barking Whelps.

Worse still such unlearned men cry "out against them who improve their Sermons

with any, unvulgar and choice parts of learning" and accuse them of corrupting

and adulterating "the word of God." Yet it is they who "are the most dishonest

Hucksters and corrupters of it; the crude and raw trifles of their own sick

brains are as unsavoury as spittle, as tastelesse and insipid as the white of
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an Egge." Unless the clergy took heed "there would shortly come a time when

... a Babel should be erected instead of Sion."81

Andrewes also attacked the morality of the clergy. Their lives had to

be better than those of their parishioners, but this often was not the case.

He thus accused them of a whole lists of sins: sloth, indifference, greed,

usury, simony, spoliation, sacrilege, scandal, unlearnedness, servility to the

greet, neglect of parishioners, and soliciting their own interests rather than

those of the Church. Furthermore he warned the clergy that "if you attend not

to the flock, the flock will attend to you", and if "this should come to past"

it would lead to "an unnatural state of things, portentous indeed'. They must

remember that while ever they "are neglectful of the people, be sure that the

people has its eye on you." The clergy must therefore reform themselves, and

set the example to the laity. "If our doctrine is a derision and our life a

scandal, it may be that not in a moment, not in the twinkling of any eye, but

gradually your church establishment will grow old, decay, and tend to vanish

away because of the weakness and unprofitableness thereof."82

His convocation sermon was not dissimilar to that given by Coiet ad

clerum in 1512 when he announced that "the Spouse of Christ ... is made

deformed and ill-favoured" by the sins of the clergy who conform to the

secular world rather than the spiritual with their "greediness and appetite

of honour and dignity." He also upbraided those priests who "minde nothing but

what doth delight and please their senses" by giving "themselves to feasts and

banquetting, spend their time in vain babbling, ... and in a word [are]

drowned in the delights of this world." Thus they pursue worldly pleasures

rather than souls committed to their care. Like Andrewes he blamed the bishops

for ordaining those who are unfit for the ministry, and so they are

responsible for "a multitude of priests who have little learning", including

Scripture "and less piety'. However before bishops could reform their clergy,

Colet told them. that they must first reform themselves. It is worthy noting

that when Colet's sermon was reprinted in 1661, appendixed to r-it were extracts

from Andrewes' Convocation ter:ton and Dr. Hammond's address to the clergy

given 50 years later, and similar to Andrewes'.
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Isaacson in his biography of Andrewes ihdicated that of all those sins

mentioned above, there were three especially that Andrewes loathed: sacrilege,

simony and usury, and of these his greatest loathing was for sacrilege as this

robbed God. " This was obvious in the sermon he preached to the clergy at

Cambridge when he proceeded to Doctor of Divinity in c.1589. In this he

outlined the two things which particularly perturbed him. One was that these

devourers of "Holy Things" included the clergy, and the other that they

allowed the laitk to commit sacrilege, that "blur upon our age". In his

criticism of the clergy, "the true professors an4 servants of Christ", some

of whom "God made use of in the Reformation of Religion", Andrewes declared:

There are many, too many, who Devoure Holy Things For (which, it is to
be feared, some of us do) by sloth and Idlenesse, to tarry here like
Drones, to fling away our precious houres, to flow in Luxury, to be at
leasure for feasts, and playes, and vanities, to do these things, and
yet to fatten our selves with those things which are consecrated to Holy
uses, this is, in our Saviours judgment to Devoure, and spend our
Fathers goods in riotous Living.

Furthermore it is through this devouring by divines that "Holy things

[are] Devoured by others," and so they "gather the Holy Tiths, and to neglect

the Holy Duties." Andrewes feared that if this continued, the laity who "now

sheere the fleece, will one day pull off the skin and fleece together; they

who are now gnawing at Churches Itleanes, will consume them at last with open

mouth, unlesse GOD chang our minds and manners." As a consequence of this sin

all through the land "the wasts and ruins of the Church are manifest" "but,

how they should be repair'd or made up, I see not" in the present climate of

devouring. "I cannot hope that things will be better then they are: that they

will be worse then they are, I can feare.""

He also censured the clergy for being by-standers to impropriations by

the laity. "Let us shew them ... that it is not lawfull for them to do what

daily they attempt." Yet "we Divines see these things, and are lukewarmed, nay

silent; that we put up and Devoure these Devourings." The bishops especially,

but all clergy should follow the example of "Solomon and the like godly

Princes" who would not permit sacrilege of God's temple or anything belonging

to God. Like them the clergy "must often and vehemently call upon men to

remember the Threasury of GOD. ... [and] labour to bring them to ... esteeme

it a part of religion". These impropriators should be taught "not to touch
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anything set apart for Religion; to fast, rather then make their meales upon

holy Things". Unless they were stopped it would cause "the Universities to be

broken up, the Clergy to be trampled on, and all that is called HOLY come to

ruin: In the words of Augustine, Andrewes stated, "'Understand this of the

Church, and spare not; for he that taketh any thing- I say any thing, from it,

is in Judas' case.'"
86

The second sin, simony "was so detestable to him" that he refused to

admit "men to livings, whom he suspected to be simoniacally preferred°, while

the third sin, usury was an odious vice, especially when practised by the

clergy. His aversion to it was evident in those early days of the mid-1580's

as his thesis for his Bachelor of Divinity degree was entitled Theologica de
87

Vsuris. He himself when he lent money did so freely.

f. The Laity
Andrewes stipulated that the laity had a ministry but it was quite

distinct from the sacerdotal, and so they could never assume any priestly

functions. Thus it is unlikely that he would have approved of midwives

baptising babies. Perhaps like Cosin, however he would have acknowledged that

once baptism had taken place, although irregular, it was nevertheless valid.

Although laypeople's "gift of grace" is not the same as given to clergy, each

one has a special calling for "the general benefit of the whole". Not to

labour in that calling, Andrewes believed, was a sin against both the Spirit

and Christ.
88

In worship the laity also had their part. As was practised in the

primitive Church they were to show their participation and consent to the

prayers offered by the priest with their "Amens". Their attitude to worship

was also important, but Andrewes thought many did not exhibit a reverence

towards God. Apart from irreverent behaviour, he particularly criticised them

for their inattentiveness, not only in praying but also to preaching. This in

effect made the sermon "but verbum aerium" and not God's word which pierces

"to the heart and marrow" .. Yet by being attentive they would discover that
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their hearts "have a censer of fire in it" as "Christ's words ... warm the

hearts of the hearers" and fills them with love and hope."

It is not surprising therefore that Andrewes censured those who sermon

and lecture gadded, "every day more and more if we might have our wills". This

he described as "the fashion of the day" as "they miss not such a lecture in

such a place." Although they go to "stay out the hour", it is not with the

intent of "hearing". "Infers auribus, into the ears they go, the ear and all

filled and even farced with them, but there the ear is all." Such an outlook

towards a sermon, he declared was no different from that to "a ballad song"

which reminded him Of St. Paul's words, "What, is all hearing?' All hearing?

Yes; all is hearing with us. But that all should be hearing is as much as if

all one's body should be nothing but an ear; and that were a strange body!"

However that is the absurdity into which we have fallen. Much ado is made over

"auricular Confession", but now "all is turned to an auricular profession".

Although it goes in, it "brings nothing out", and therefore "by our ear-mark

no man should know us to be Christians.""

He also upbraided those who left the church before the service was

finished without waiting to be blessed, and also those who stayed but did not

bow their heads for the blessing. Such an attitude he called "an evil custom"

and a departure "from the Primitive Christians" who "would neither let the

Priest depart, nor depart themselves, till they had their blessing with them;

such a virtue they held in it".91

He reproached too the laity for their sins of sacrilege, simony and

usury. Despite all the lectures and sermons they heard, they had not learnt

to serve God "in righteous doing". They "put their money out to usury, to

grind their tenants", and so they even lack the generosity of the earth which

gives of her fruits a "hundredfold" and "speedily returneth" the gain without

"bonds and obligations". As already evident he accused the laity as robbers

of the Church in that sermon at Cambridge. In his Spital sermon he made a

similar attack on the affluent in London when he suggested that they should

be like the cherub which stretched "out her wings" to protect the ark in the

city of Tyre. However rather than covering the Church, "their wings" protect

"the filth and pollution of the sin of sins whereof you heard so bitter
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complaint both these days, of simony and sacrilege." By committing these sins

they were as guilty as the Pope who "by special and express warrant of the See

Apostolic sent hither into this land his licence dispensative to all patrons

of his mark to set up simony, and to mart and make sale of all spiritual

livings which they have or can get to the uttermost penny." This he did in

order to support his overseas seminaries. Unfortunately we are loathed "to be

behind them in this gain of blood make such merchandise with this sin, of the

poor Church and her patrimony, as all the world crieth shame of it." Thus the

laity could do no better service to the Church, nor is there a better way to

please God, than to restore to the Church what was rightly hers."

The ancient custom of tithing to the Church was another aspect in which

Andrewes found the laity wanting. Tithing, he explained was as old as Abraham

who had "laid upon himselfe the Tith" before the Levitical Law made it payable

to God for those consecrated to Him. After them when the "Primitive Church"

came to determine what should should be given to God and His, "she found out

no equaler portion which she could ordaine, then that known old one and

appointed by the Law." Andrewes declared that Augustine was right when he

declared:

'Thou art mine (5 man; this Earth, which thou tillest, is mine; these
Seeds, which thou sowest, are mine; these Beasts which thou imployest,
mine; the Raine and Showers, mine; the Sun and Heat, mine; all, mine;
thou which lendest only thy hands, deservest only the Tith; but I grant
Nine to thee, give me the 'Pith.'

Andrewes urged laymen to follow Augustine's advice and to give to the Church

what has always been rightfully hers, a tenth of all goods."

ix. Other Christians

Andrewes' attitude towards the Genevan Church and those who wanted to

implant it in England is already evident. He had little time for those who

wished to impose new leaining and government on the Church, and for

separatists and for any who ministered outside the national Church. All new

teachings, he viewed as dangerous to the English Church if it was to preserve

the ancient Catholic faith.

Of all the churches, apart from his own, the one which Andrewes had

most affection for was the Orthodox. Andrewes r admiration for the Eastern
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Church was no doubt due to his respect for the Eastern Fathers and their

liturgies and the fact that the Orthodox Church's teaching had not been

maligned by any new doctrines. His knowledge of the Eastern Fathers enriched

his expression of the Catholic faith, hardly apparent in the pre-Reformation
94

Church in England, and his library included the liturgies of Basil and

Chrysostom which had been published at Paris in 1560. He also possessed copies

of the Triodion, (Lent and the three preceding weeks), Pentecostarion

(Eastertide), and the Menaia (immoveable feasts)." The value he placed on

these liturgies was seen in his own private devotions as he wove them into his

own prayer life, especially in connection with the Eucharist. As already

expressed, in his interpretation of Scripture, he always followed the Fathers,

with a strong emphasis on the Eastern ones. For example in his Paschal sermon

in 1618 on the keeping of Easter he appealed to "a full jury, Greek and Latin"

fathers. "Of them ... the most chief and eminent among them [were] St. Basil,

Nazianzen, Chrysostom, Nyssen, Theophilus, Alexandrinus, Cyril, Chrysologus,

Leo etc." From these

I wflj give you a taste of one. It shall be Nazianzen, surnamed the
Divine, and so one that knew what belonged to Divinity. - Easter day is
come, God's own Easter-day; and again I say, Easter-day is come, in
honour of the Trinity; the feast of feasts, the solemnity of all
solemnities, so far passing all other feasts, holden not only by or fo4
men, but even in honour of Christ Himself, as the sun doth the stars.'

However, unlike Cosin, Andrewes never had direct contact with his

Orthodox brethren. The former when he was in exile in Paris had met the

Orthodox Archbishop of Trebizond, and attended at least one celebration of

Chrysostom's Liturgy by him before the English Court in a private chapel at

the Louvre. In attendance was the Queen of England and the duke of York with

whom Cosin sat to point out the differences between the Orthodox and Roman

94
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liturgies."

It has also been stated that Andrewes dismissed the Roman Church's claim

that the English Church was schismatical or even heretical. Nevertheless he

acknowledged the Roman Church as a true church and part of the whole Catholic

Churcii. This he indicated in Responsio Bellarmini, "Roma enim, pars

Universi."" What Andrewes saw as the main difference between the English

Protestant Catholic Church and the Roman Catholic Church has already been

highlighted in his conversation with Sir Toby Matthew and in his replies to

the writings of Cardinals Bellarmine and Perron. When this prelate came to

deal with Roman Catholics there emerged a tougher, almost a fanatical side of

his nature. His language was pungent, sarcastic and almost as vitriolic as

most Protestants used against Rome. ThiS is particularly evident in the

sermons commemorating the Gunpowder plot, and especially against the Jesuits

whom he held responsible for it.

Andrewes was brought into direct confrontation with Papists when James

l's Apology under Oath came under attack from the Pope who directed the

Jesuit, Cardinal Bellarmine, to respond to it. James had referred to himself

as "a Catholic Christian" and one who reverenced the general councils of the

early Church more than the Jesuits do. Bellarmine responded under the title

Responsio Matthaei Torti ad librum, Triplici etc. James in turn summoned

Andrewes to reply." Accordingly he wrote Torture Torti in which he raised

three major issues: the Papal claim to supremacy, the dispensing power of the

Pope and the Royal Supremacy itself. In regards to the first two Andrewes

stated that the Papal claim was tenuous, evident in the various schisms and

heresies of several popes, whilst his dispensing power had been denied by many

over the centuries. In relation to the third, by ordering Roman Catholic

priests not to take the oath of allegiance to the monarch in England, the Pope

was ignoring the commendation of St. Peter, "Be ye subject to the king as

supreme; for this is the will of God:" With this last argument Andrewes

certainly hit at the Papal claim to be the successor of Peter and then to
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100
ignore Peter's teaching.

As the supremacy in religious matters by the monarch had been raised by

Bellarmine, Andrewes insisted that the sovereign's supremacy is only in those

temporal matters of the Church, and never in the sacerdotal or doctrinal.

"Kings may put the ark in its place, but after that it must be 'touched' by

those whose office as ministers it is to touch it." Hence "we call the King

the chief governor, not the chief Doctor." To show exactly what he meant

Andrewes stated that "we do not give to the King the power which Uzziah aimed

at exercising, but only that which Josiah had." For example "we do not allow

him to burn incense, nor to do that which was then typified by burning

incense." However it is the sovereign's duty to take "an interest in men's

souls", even more so than their bodies because "the law of God makes the King

the guardian and assertor of the first table of the commandments as much as
101

of the second."

Perron had raised twenty-six tests of Catholicity. To many of these such

as "Baptism to be necessary, that there is Free-will; that good works are

necessary, that the Church is visible" Andrewes simply commented "we differ

not". However "we vary" over "worship of Martyrs and their Relics", the

marriage of Priests, and the five inferiors orders. In regards to some

ceremonies such as the mingling of water with wine Andrewes stated, "we hold

it a matter not worth the standing on.° On prayers for the dead, he commented

that "there is little to be said against it". However on praying to the saints

he stated that the English Church had forbidden prayers to them. Although "the

Saints pray for us, ... we were not warranted, by our prayers, to beg those

prayers at their hands." He informed Perron that praying to the saints should

not be taught as an essential doctrine, rather what should be taught is that

the blessed Virgin and the saints are honoured as they were in the primitive

Church. To venerate the relics of saints he believed was also wrong unless "we

were sure they were true and uncounterfeit ... and [they] had ... power of

doing miracles, as those of Saint Stephen had (reported by Saint Augustine)

and those of Felix (by Paulinus)."'"

Much of Andrewes' reply to Perron had appeared in sermons with their

innuendoes of how Rome followed heathenish practices. At the end of his life

no
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in A Learned Discourse, Andrewes explicitly attacked the Roman Church for

observing pagan ceremonies, and ignoring the criterion set by the early Church

which had adopted only those pagan ceremonies suitable for Christian worship.

Accordingly she has turned pagan idols "into Martyrs and Saints, whom ye

worship with correspondent vows", and has filled its churches with images,

just as the heathens had filled their temples. Its worshipping of reliques,

teaching of purgatory, manner of consecrating Churches and Church-yards, use

of candles in churches and burning torches at funerals were also pagan

superstitions. He blamed the Jesuits as being particularly influential in

propagating such pagan ceremonies. "By their learning and counterfeit

holinesse they continue all their life time the singular contrivers of all

fraud and villany."103

In common with all Protestants, Andrewes rejected Papal infallibility.

Yet what concerned him more was the Pope's distortion of the role of a bishop.

In his 1619 Whitsun sermon he contrasted the modern popes' arrogance with

Peter's humility.

Of a truth then we perceive St. Peter comes nothing near his successor.
... He perceives all that is to be perceived at once, can have nothing
added to his knowledge from the first instant he is set down in
cathedra; can have no new comperi, his comperis come in all together;
gets Caiphas' knowledge by sitting in Cephas' chair.

He also made another comparison over Christ's commission to "'feed my sheep.'"

Christ certainly did not say to Peter, "slay the leaders of my sheep, drive

my sheep out of the fold, scatter my sheep, let their pastures be trodden down

and their waters troubled."104

Thus for Andrewes the real issue with the Pope was not over his position

as head of the western Church but how he abused that position. However there

were some Reformed Catholics who objected to the Pope's title. By making such

a claim, Cosin stated that the Roman Church has usurped the rightful head,

Christ Himself. He is "the very head of the building" and "the only head of

His Church ever since". Cosin also denounced her claim to be the Mother

Church. 
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Of all the matters connected with Rome, the one which incensed Andrewes

the most was the Gunpowder Plot of 1605, evident in these remarks.
106
 This was

a time "whereby God's 'anointed' are endangered, men's souls are poisoned,

Christian religion is blasphemed as a murderer of her own Kings, God in His

charge is openly contradicted, and men made believe they shall go to Heaven

for breaking God's commandments." "Religion came never forth with the knife

in her hand till now; a King's life was never a sacrifice to expiate sin,

before." Thus "In Regem, is a sin of sins," as "there is none so high as [the
107

King] and so no sin so high as it."

In his first Court sermon after the event at Christmas in 1605 and on

the first anniversary and at other times, Andrewes clearly showed that the

discovery of the plot was through the mercy of God. "The day, we all know, was

meant to be the day of all our deaths." However God intervened! "We all know,

... we [were] saved, that we might 'not die but live, and declare the praise

of the Lord'" before "His holy Angels." Although the devil delivered "the blow

... the ward was God's." "God provided for our safety even in that very place

where we should have been the 'burnt offering', from Heaven stayed the
108

blow."

What made the Gunpowder plot sinister for Andrewes was that it was done

"in the name of Jesus", that is by the Jesuits but now no longer worthy of the

name. Their "divinity" was not that of "the old Christians". Instead "it is

a brat of their own breed, hatched in these days of ours, never heard of

before." Our time has brought forth "harder hearts in the cloister" where "a

kind of men which style themselves --- Of the society of Jesu" have forgotten

that the name "Jesus ... is a Saviour". Instead their practices are "most

estranged from the nature of Jesus; namely destructions, treasons, seditions."

They are "wicked and deceitful" ...[and] their mind estranged from God, at

least from the true God", as they are more like subjects to king Abaddon, an

anti-Christ. "It is not God's will, in the Old Testament, that Sion should be

built in blood; nor in the New, that His Church on the ashes of any estate;

nor that His not receiving should be pretence for the extirpation of any town,
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much less kingdom or country." What was obvious in their many prayers,

rosaries, and masses for God's assistance, that the Holy Spirit was not their

guide. "For where the Spirit of God is, there the word of God will work; and

where it works not, we may safely say there is no spirit to work on.""9

What really incensed Andrewes was that the plotting was bound to the

sacraments. At Mass the plotters had taken their oath, and in the sacrament

of confession these priests gave not only absolution but "a flat resolution

it was not only no sin, but would serve to expiate their other sins. And not

only expiate their sins, but heap also upon them an increase of merit."

Andrewes was so outraged by using this sacrament in such a profane way that

in his 1616 Gowrie sermon, he went too far when he attacked, supposedly,

Garnet
110
 for not revealing the Gunpowder conspiracy. As a confessor and from

his visitation articles, Andrewes knew that the priest's lips are sealed, and

if he divulges contents of a confession he himself commits sin. Instead he let

his anger pervert this when he declared that the sacrament of Penance "shuts

up a treason, as a treasure, under a sacred seal, at no hand to be broken no,

though all the Kings' lives in Christendom lay on it." This kind of sin was

not through ignorance nor infirmity, but a witting "revolt from their known

allegiance', 
111

For what purpose was their plot? It certainly was not to make England

a true Catholic country. For if it had succeeded it would have given a

"religion ... wherein for your comfort, you shall not understand a word, ...

[of] what you either sing or pray; and for variety, you shall exchange a whole

communion for a half." Instead of fearing God and the King, it would be "fear

God and the Pope".
n2
 This certainly was not the religion of the early Church.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

PIETY AND CHRISTIAN LIVING

In the good, the flesh hath kneeled, prayed,
watched, fastedi, wasted and wearied itself,
to and for God.

In the pre-Reformation Church piety, especially for the laity, centred

on adoration to Christ in the Sacrament and recital of the Little Office of

the Blessed Virgin Mary. In the Elizabethan Church primers remained popular

with Roman Catholics but they also became a favourite with Protestants. For

the latter, these were shorn of those medieval devotions to our Lady and the

sufferings of Christ, and were aimed to give the godly an assurance of the

promises of Christ. Devotions for the godly were mainly said around the table

where after meals the head of the household would lead the family and servants

in prayer, bible readings and catechising. This meant that there was little

emphasis placed on sacramental grace in such piety. How different was

Andrewes' approach. For him piety had to be centred in the sacraments and the

Passion of Christ. In presenting a sacramental approach Andrewes further

distanced himself from Reformers by returning to the practices of the early

Church, but yet it was also reminiscent of medieval piety. Such a difference

was noted by some of his contemporaries.2

That difference focused mainly on how a Christian is united to, and

follows Christ. Just as Andrewes spoke so glowingly of that precious moment

when a Christian is united with Christ in the Sacrament, so Puritans did when

they experienced their conversion. They regarded this in a similar way as

baptism for Reformed Catholics as it is the moment when the natural man,

corrupted by sin, dies and the spiritual, cleansed by grate, is born. Thomas

Goodwin described how he was converted during a funeral sermon at St.

Edmund's, Cambridge on the afternoon of the 2nd October, 1620. The Light

"gave discovery of my heart in all my Sinnings,'" after which he felt the

Andrewes, Vol. 2, p. 263.

2
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presence of God within. Then God said "do you now turn to me, and I will
3

pardon all your Sins tho[ugh] never so many, ... and convert you unto me."
That concept of conversion differed from how Andrewes spoke about it.

True both dealt with sin and an inward inspection of one's soul, and the need

for illumination by the Holy Spirit, but for Andrewes it was more than a one-

off affair. The whole of the Christian life is a cycle of turning away from

sin and turning to God, a life which starts in baptism and continues to the

grave. Thit is why for him it was essential to receive the Sacrament in order

to combat sin and to enjoy the forgiveness of God. A true conversion, he

believed, was constantly shown through repentance, good works and striving

towards perfection and not simply having a warm feeling from believing one is
4

saved.

What Andrewes taught about piety and Christian living were embedded in

his own experiences from trying to live according to Christ as practised by

the early Church. That teaching had a strong ascetic base, and was reminiscent

of the desert Fathers and monks, but a life which was almost the antithesis

of what he saw in many of his contemporaries. Nevertheless it was to a holy

life that he beckoned students, artisans, merchants, actors, writers,

courtiers and monarchs to live. We must "seek; and ... 'set our minds' ...

on things above. ... 'where Christ is'. And why there? Because, where He is,

there are the things we seek for, and here cannot find."5

Of course it would be impossible to include every aspect which Andrewes

taught about Christian living, and so this chapter considers what I think were

the most important to him.

i. Holiness
"The end of man is holinesse, which is nothing else but the image of

God," declared Andrewes. There was absolutely no purpose in seeking a "'long

life,'" even if it is a life of goodness unless it is "a religious life",

filled with "true fear and worship of God". It is this life which should be

sought. Therefore without holiness, "the end of this life" will not begin

"another life that never shall have an end." As there were many who "hath not

[a] care of holinesse," he informed students at Westminster that there was

W. Haller, The Rise of Puritanism (New York, 1947), pp. 77 - 8.
4
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5
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only one way to grow in holiness, and that was "to be made like unto [Christ].

... He is the great exemplar and pattern of holinesse and we ought to follow

his stepps, tho[ughl we cannot fill them." One of the purposes of "his coming

into the world ... [and] his being made like unto us was ... that we might

serv him without fear in holinesse." He, the teacher of holiness, "was pure,

holy, undefiled, and no man can rationally hope to be like unto him in glory

hereafter, who endeavours not to be like unto him" in this life. This meant,

as he often indicated, that "holiness" of life is quite different from a
"good" life:

So it is not surprising that in his sermons he juxtaposed goodness with

holiness, and the standards of this world with those of God's kingdom. "Here

with us men be good because they be great; with God they be great because they

be good." Yet they ar not "good" in any moral sense, but through

sanctification by grace which is holiness. Hence he stressed that holiness

could not be acquired "by any habit, moral or acquisite", but by inspiration

through the Holy Spirit. Christians therefore have to live above the moral

demands made by society; such demands will satisfy "the philosophers" but they

will not do for Christians. The philosophers, and indeed all of us live the

life of nature through the Spirit which we are given as a gift of life, but

to live a life of "holiness% which is Christ's standard,is by receiving the

Holy Spirit, first given in baptism.
7

ii. Towards Perfection
Andrewes often preached that striving towards perfection should be the

goal of every Christian. "Men must not persuade themselves it is an easie

matter to be a good Christian." It needs "all care and diligence ... and the

spirit of God to direct ... in ceasing from evil and following good." Yet God

knows of the conflict within us when "'we cannot do what we would.'" 8 This is

our life's work, and thus it does not have that ease which predestinarians

think. He illustrated this in his first Paschal sermon to James 1:

[To] die and live as He did, that is 'once for all;' which is an utter
abandoning 'once' of sin's dominion, and a continual, Constant,
persisting in a good course 'once' begun. Sin's dominion, it languisheth
sometimes in us, and falls happily into a swoon, but it dieth not quite
'once for all.' Grace lifteth up the eye, and looketh up a little, and

6 ibid., Vol. 4, pp. 116 - 7; Apos. Sacra, pp. 129, 548; Lambeth, p. 178.
7
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giveth some sign of life, but never perfectly receiveth. 0 that once we
might come to this! no more deaths, no more resurrections, but one! that
we might once make an end of our daily continual [relapses] to which we
are so subject, and once get past these pangs and qualms of godliness,
this righteousness like the morning cloud, which is all we perform; that
we might grow habituate in grace, 'rooted and founded in it; steady and
never to be removed;' that we right enter into, and pass a good account
of this our similiter et vosi

iii. Christian Virtues
At St. Giles, Andrewes gave a series of lectures on Christian virtues,

of which the most important are faith, knowledge, godliness, charity and

humility (based on the second letter of Peter, chapter one and verses six and

seven). He compared the Christian life to that of a choir in which all these

virtues harmonise. As already intimated Christian virtues differed from the

moral, manifested in the lives of the heathen "who will shew himself temperate

and patient, but makes little account of religious virtues." However

Christians need to have more than these moral virtues, not even living "an

honest life" is enough, but it must be one which acknowledges God as His

"power". The philosopher sees virtue as coming from his own being, and

recognises that "moral virtues are the perfection of this life." Yet if one

"looks higher to the great and pretious promises, of being partaker of the

divine nature", he will know "his moral virtues cannot raise him up so high

as those virtues of Christianity." Hence Andrewes informed his contemporaries

that even if they possessed every moral virtue it will not seal them "to the

day of redemption" nor raise them "in the last day'. That could only be had

by acquiring Christian virtues."

a. Faith
There was no such thing as "a dead faith" for Andrewes. Thus he

described faith as the "Choragus the first that leadeth the dance." Not only

does it lead the dance for the manifestation of good works but also against

overcoming "the Devil, ... the world, and the pleasures, riches, [and] honors

of the world." The homily on Faith also stated the need of a "lively faith".

In fact Andrewes' teaching on faith differed very little from this homily

which stressed two aspects, one leading to good works, and the other to "a

steadfast hope of all good things to be received at God's hand". Andrewes

ibid., pp. 202 - 3.
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always coupled faith with hope, and so he taught that "ten hope to receive the

end of faith" which "is the salvation of (our] souls, I Peter 1." However his

emphasis on hope distanced himself from many of his Protestant brethren who

equated hope not so much with faith but with security after conversion. For

this divine, hope is "the blood of faith" for Christ as the resurrected Lord

is the hope of every Christian, and so like the homily, Andrewes adopted St.

Paul's teaching that hope is "part of our salvation"."

Andrewes realised that all men hope, and so he distinguished between

"spes mortua" and "spem vivam". The former is "the hope of all men" that God

will protect them from all dangers, whilst the latter is the Christians' hope

which goes further than this life to the "riches of glory". Therefore,

Andrewes maintained that there was never any reason for Christians to be

faint-hearted, but rather to "have a perfect assUrance of hope; not a hope

halfe full, but the full measure of hope" which will continue unto the end,

by striving for that "perfection of hope which was in Job". "This fulnesse of

hope must continue to the end", and be not like that of Demas who had "great

hope for a time ... but his faith and hope had soon an end." By refuting

temporal hope Andrewes of course had in mind Perkins' teaching on "temporary

faith". The latter had classified reprobates into five types of which the

third were those who possess "a temporarie faith" because they "confusedly

believe the promises of God" and do not believe that they are to "be saved".

However Andrewes retorted that the Christian hope, following St. Paul, is that

nothing shall separate us from the love of God. Again mindful of the attitude

of predestinarians he warned that hope must always be tempered with fear,

otherwise it will turn into that odious sin of presumption."

b. Knowledge
As already stated catechising and preaching were the two ways the Church

taught "true knowledge", that is, Christ as the Saviour, Intercessor and Judge

of the world. With this basis, children "grow in grace" and in that knowledge
13

of Christ they can trust in it as being the means of salvation.

Apart from pastoral teaching, the other way to knowledge was through

study and particularly via the Fathers. As a lover of books, Andrewes

Homilies, pp. 36 - 7; Apos. Sacra, p. 627, Andrewes, Vol. 2, p. 209.

Apos. Sacra, pp. 579 - 583; Perkins, Vol. 1, p. 107.

Lambeth, pp. 20, 23.
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described knowledge as "the beauty and ornament ... of the soul" as well as

its "delight and desire". "The philosopher hath made it his ground, and ...

all men by nature love to be knowing" as did Adam and Eve. As knowledge is

precioug , he warned against seeking it like "our first parents" who gave to

"their posterity ... an itching desire and a thirst after the tree of

knowledge." This Andrewes believed was evident amongst many of his

contemporaries when they sought knowledge without first learning the rudiments

of it, that is, "too many would sit in Moses's chair, before they sit at the

feet of a Gamaliel". Such "would be doctors in Israel, before they be taught

their first Principles, which is as preposterous, as if they should desire to

be born, not children but perfect men and to be fed at first, not with such

meates as are agreeable to the tenderness of their age, and the weakness of

their nature, but with such as are fit only for men of riper years and strong

constitutions." He accused these of being guilty of that odious sin of

presumption. Like any virtue, knowledge cannot "be attained all at once but

by parts and degrees". Hence "he that would safely climb this Jacob's ladder

must begin at the lowest round." Men are not meant "to ground [their] faith

upon presumption and presuppositions but by little and little goe forward till

he come to the rock." This is also what St. Paul meant when he spoke of being

"babes in Christ", and it was his method "in converting and confirming" to

give milk before meat. Thus those who adopted a presumptive approach caused

the Gospel's laws and Christ's commandments to be glossed over, and as a

result the learning and the implementation of them has come to "resprecaria".
Consequently too many "have no more knowledge of God and Christ but the bare

14

names".

Unlike Perkins, Andrewes did not differentiate between the knowledge af

the reprobate which the former described as "generall and confused", and that

of the elect which is "pure, certaine, sure, distinct and particular" in

regards to "the kingdome of heaven". Instead Andrewes emphasised that true

knowledge meant knowing Christ, especially in His death and Sacrament. "The

perfection of our knowledge is Christ; the perfection of our knowledge in, or

touching Christ, is the knowledge of Christ's piercing." Therefore "we shall

be nearer our scio" if "'we taste and see how gracious the Lord is'" in the

Sacrament. Thus there could be "no truth at all in human learning or

philosophy that thwarteth any truth in Divinity, but sorteth well with it and

ibid., pp. 12 - 3, 22 - 3.
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serveth it, and all to honour Him Who saith of Himself Ego sum Veritas."15

c. Godliness
Another difference between Andrewes and most Puritans was over the

concept of godliness. It was a term used frequently by both in a seeking for

the "ideal" but with different associations. The Puritan, Richard Rogers,

wrote in his diary (17/11/1587) "I have firmly purposed to make ... godliness

in every part even mine occupacion and trade, that I may from point to point

and from steppe to steppe with more watchfulness, walk with the lorde."

Andrewes on the other hand spoke of godliness in terms of a sacrament, "for

indeed godlinesse is as a sacrament; hath not only the mystery to be known,

but the exercise to be done; not the word to be heard, but the work also to

be performed; or else, if it be not a sacrament it is not true godliness."
16

In common with Puritans, Andrewes taught that godliness is the opposite

to worldliness, and therefore the godly had to witness to God in their lives.

However for Andrewes this was achieved by not only acknowledging that God is

"the highest widsom" and the source of all joy, but also outwardly in their

worship. This meant as well as praising Him with out lips, pur knees had to

bend in reverence and humility in prayer. Hence for Andrewes the first rule

to live and manifest a godly life was obedience, not to one's conscience but

to God through His Church and in His worship.17

d. Charity
"Of all the graces it is the more excellent", and it is the greatest of

all virtues as it had the highest commendation from Christ's example and

teaching. Therefore if Christianity taught this, then in Andrewes' eyes it was

well taught. The guideline for Christian love for this divine is the cross

which meant that charity and Calvary cannot be separated for "the love of

Christ must be the rule of the love of Christians." Flowing from that love at

Calvary, Christ has "carefully commended" all souls "to our love". Another

source of love is embedded in Pentecost when the Holy Spirit Who is the "love-

knot of the undivided Trinity" gives His gifts of which the "very first" is

15 Perkins, Vol. 1, p. 363; Andrewes, Vol. 1, p. 245, Vol. 2 pp. 122,

159, 268.

Diaries (Chicago, 1933), p. 64.

16 
ibid., Vol. 5, pp. 195 - 6; M. M. Knappen (ed.), Two Elizabethan

Apcs. Sacra, pp. 636 - 7.
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love. That is why Andrewes encouraged hi S contemporaries to pray "that the
.18

love of God may be shed in our hearts by the Holy Ghost.'"

To love our neighbour is the second bow of Christianity. Adam sinned

against God, but Cain sinned against his fellow man as well as God. To

illustrate what is the depth and breadth of Christian love Andrewes took St.

Paul's expression of it to the Corinthians in both the 1596 Lenten sermon and

in a lecture shortly afterwards at St. Giles. In these he indicated how Paul

lavished them with love, although that love was not returned. This is love

without hope, as Bernard called it, or love at its noblest, as it is shorn of

all self-love which is prepared "'to spend and be spent.'" Paul's love

manifested for Andrewes the essential difference between Christian and pagan

love. Pagans may have written many books on love, yet that love can never

match a Christian's love which mirrors "the greatest representation of the

divine nature", the love of the Spirit and that of "the Angels". Christian

love is therefore "pliant, ever ready to transform itself to whatsoever may

have likelihood to prevail", whilst it is also "liberal nay prodigal" as

illustrated in the Greek proverb, "the purse-strings of love are made of a
1

leak blade; easily in sunder, and wide open with no great ado."
9

Hence he informed his contemporaries that they could not love God, if

they did not love their neighbour _which included the poor, the lonely, the

prisoner, and the outcast etc. This love is shown by doing good to them, which

of course was reminiscent of the seven corporal works of mercy in the medieval

Church. However he indicated that many live by shunning the poor, "and drive

[their] coaches apace to escape from" them. Neither does it suffice "to say

to a brother or sister that is naked and destitute of daily food, Depart in

peace, warm ... your selves, fill your bellies; but the inward compassion must

shew it self outwardly, by giving them those things which are needful to the

body, James 2:15." Hence Andrewes constantly addressed the problem of the poor

and needy to the affluent of London, evident in his Spital sermon in 1588 when

he made clear that God "will call us to account, not only for the breach of

faith towards himself	 but for breach of charity one man towards
..

another." 
20

ibid., pp. 637 - 9; Andrewes, Vol. 2, p. 113, Vol. 3, p. 238, Vol. 5,
p. 310.

19 
ibicL, Vol. 2, pp. 101 - 2; Apos. Sacra, p. 415 - 6.

20 ibid., pp. 585, 636; Duffy, p. 358; Andrewes, Vol. 5, p. 36.
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e. Humility
Andrewes informed his contemporaries that without this virtue they could

never know Christ, nor have any sense of their own unworthiness in the

presence of God. The worldly scorn it because of their pride and vain-glory,

yet with God it is "a thing much set by" as it is "His sign" at Christmas. His

crib was a pulpit from where Christ preached "learn of me, for I am humble -

humble in my birth you all see." Andrewes argued that "if the sign of Christ's

birth be the proper-sign of a Christian's new birth, ... they who to faith

have not joined humility, are not yet come so far as to be babes in Christ;

not yet, as St. basil speaks, come to their 'swaddling clouts in the state of

salvation.

Andrewes believed that humility could never be separated from love

which he described as "the mother of humility". Such a maternal relationship

meant that the humble always cared for others as they were prepared "to stoop"

as low as Christ "for our brethren's sake". Just as Christ "disdained not to

take on him, even the basest condition of men, of a servant and for our sake

to be poor", so he recommended to all Christians not to "turn [the poor] out

of house and home, [and] suffer them to want and perish." Yet even some of the

poor Andrewes believed lacked humility, evident when they murmured and bore

grudges "against God as an unequall disposer of temporall blessings", or even

stole. He maintained that their poverty made them rich because they could

truly follow Christ's example. 22 Obviously Andrewes did not appreciate the

difference between living ascetically as he did and being constantly poor and

hungry.

How does a Christian grow in humility? Andrewes maintained that it

certainly is not acquired from being presumptuous about one's salvation but

firstly, by recognition of being "poor in spirit". This enables a Christian

to approach "Him Who 'gives grace to the humble'" in prayer. Secondly, by

meditating on Christ's baptism when the Spirit "came 'as a dove, and 'did

light upon Him' That was Himself 'humble and meek,' like a dove." Thirdly, by

reflecting on our sins for "if a man be not humbled with the sight of his

sins, not all the crosses or losses in the world will humble him aright."

Fourthly, by casting oneself on the love and mercy of God which Andrewes

illustrated in a prayer he said before preaching:

21 ibid., Vol. 1, pp. 197, 205 - 6, Vol. 3, p. 197.

22 
Lambeth, p. 140.
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Let us in all humbleness, present ourselves before the mercie seat of
God the father, in the name and mediation of Christ Jesus his deer
sonne, through the sanctifying of his holy spirit, with an unfained
humble acknowledgement, both of our owne unworthiness, to receive anie
of his grace / and Unableness when we have received them, to make right
use of them.

Of course much of what Andrewes preached about humility came from his

own endeavours to live humbly, and there are glimpses of this from time to

time in his lectures and sermons. For instance in the preface to his lectures

at Westminster, he confessed, "I am conscious of myselfe of my small gifts and

weake endowments and so unfit for such an employment." It was also evident

when James offered him the see of Chichester when he professed "that he was

but inutilis servus, nay inutile pondus." Accordingly he had engraved "about

the seal of his Bishopric, St. Paul's words, Et ad hsc quis idoneus? (2 Cor

2:16)." Furthermore whenever he preached on living Christ's way, he spoke to

himself as much as to others. "We are all to pray to God to take from us the

opportunity of sinning; so frail we are, it is no sooner offered but we are

ready to embrace it - God help us." Another example was his teaching an the

Christian ideal of perpetually living in the presence of God. "Who is he that

is able all the dayes of his life, night and day, to intend his businesse as

he ought?""

iv. Asceticism
One of the features of monastic life had been its asceticism which

requires regular fasting, abstinence, and self denial as well as penitence and

prayer. Although monasticism had disappeared in the 1530's, Andrewes observed

some of its features such as asceticism, almsgiving and the offices of prayer.

Judging from his comment to Barrow in solitary confinement it would seem that

he upheld the monastic life as the best of all.
25
 Unlike Perkins who denounced

the "austere life" as "Popish", it is to this way of living that Andrewes

offered to his contemporaries in order to liberate soul and body in service

to Christ. Yet few it seemed were able to discipline their bodies in order to

strengthen their spiritual lives. On our bodies which are meant to be temples

of the Holy Spirit much "decking and trimming ... [are] daily wasted," so that

23
	 Vol. 3, pp. 196, 294; WonderfUll Combat, Al - 2.

24

Lambeth, p. 12; Andrewes, Vol. 4, p. 159, Vol. 11. p. xxiv; Apos.
Sacra, p. 132.

Refer to p. 29.
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let "the soul from it but a moment, and down it falls and there it lies like
26

a log."

Hence Andrewes told his contemporaries that we have none "of that

Christian magnanimity that was in the fathers of our faith." We have forsaken

the practices of "the saints and servants of God" whose "knees have grown

weak through fasting,'" their pillows wet "with their tears,'" and have "given

in alms at once, - half of all that ever they had.'" Rather it has become "the

flesh ... loves to fare well, ... to sleep and take her ease" and enjoy mirth

and good company", and so only a few knew what it means to sleep hard, to shed
27

tears for sins, to fast or pray.

Even when the flesh was mortified Andrewes insisted this was the least

we could do as no number of acts of mortification could ever atone for all our

sins. These acts were but little in comparison with Christ's atonement.

Shall we put them into the balance to weigh the worthiness of our fruits
with the unworthiness of our sins, and the consequent of our sins the
wrath of God;'... At this beam, no fruit of ours will hold weight; none
so found worthy; no, not if we could, I say not shed or pour out, but
even melt into tears, and every tear a drop of blood. ... The infinite
incomparable high worth of Him That in our sin is wronged, the foul
contempt that is therein offered, are far above the worth of any of our
fruits.

In practising asceticism Andrewes obviously focused on the "threefold

Christian" disciplines of fasting, prayer and almsgiving, as these "enable us

to have ventrem moratum, 'the mastery of our belly.'" By them we offer to God

our soul by prayer, our body by abstinence, and our goods by alms-deeds.
29

a. Fasting
The Prayer Book had retained the fasting days of old: Lent, Fridays, the

vigils before major feasts and Embertide days, Yet these had been preserved

not so much for its liturgical or ascetic purposes but for pragmatic and

commercial ones. However Andrewes "strictly observed [fasting] in his

provisions of diet" as practised by the early Church. Thus in an age when

fasting was neglected or kept spontaneously as it was by the Puritans for some

particular cause, Andrewes stressed the purpose of fasting during the

26

Andrewes, Vol. 2, pp. 313, 357; Perkins, Vol. 1, p. 38.

22

Andrewes, Vol. 1, pp. 442, 448.

28 ibid., p.447.
29 ibid., pp. 381, 443.
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Christian year. He pointed out that "in the prime of Christianity" fasting was

held "in high esteem, ... in frequent practice, of admirable performance" in

following Christ's example. "It is a custom this of the Church while it was

a Christo recens, ' yet fresh and warm from Christ;' the Church which was the

mother of the Apostles themselves at all times kept, every where observed,

then and ever since." He informed his contemporaries "which of the Fathers

have not Homilies yet extant in the praise of it? What story of their lives

but reports strange things of them in this kind?"

At Antioch, where the disciples were first called Christians', we find
them at their fast. ... Our Saviour said to them, When He was gone they
should fast.' So they did. St. Paul for one did it 'oft.' And for the
rest they approved themselves for Christ's ministers, ... by their
fasting'. And what themselves did, they advised others to do, even to
'make them a vacant time to fast in.'

Consequently to those who ignored the Church's teaching on fasting Andrewes

suggested that "either we must cancel all antiquity, or we must acknowledge

the constant use and observation of it in the Church of Christ."
30

Thus Andrewes' observance of fasting differed from the Puritans who when

they organised a fast day took a day off work in order to devote the whole day

(8 a.m. to 3 p.m.) to some religious exercise and as a means of almsgiving,

For example in the Dedham classis their almsgiving went to the poor and the

"french Church". However fasting for Andrewes was part of the rhythm of the

Christian life, and of a day's work. Neither did Andrewes approve of Perkins'

reason for fasting that "when a man perceiving the want of some blessing or

suspecting and seeing some imminent calamities upon himselfe, or other,

absteineth, not onely from the flesh for a season, but also from all delights

and sustenance" in order to search diligently "into his own sinnes". For

Andrewes one of the reasons that a Christian fasts liturgically is that it is

a spiritual weapon against sin:1

Thus having in mind how Puritans kept their own fasts rather than those

of the Church, he declared, "Shall our fasting be altogether when we will

ourselves? Shall it not also be some time when the Church will? May we bind

ourselves, and may not she also bind us? Hath she no interest in us, no power

ibid., pp. 379 - 80, 392; Vol. 11, p. xxiii.

R. G. Usher, The Presbyterian movement in the Reign of Queen Elizabeth
as illustrated by the Minute Book of the Dedham Classis 1582 - 1589, Camden
Society, 3rd Series, Vol. 8 (London, 1905), pp. 29, 66, 68; Perkins, Vol. 1,
ILL 41.
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over us?" To those who thought fasting only a late invention, brought in by

"Popery", he informed them that "the Council of Gangara hath laid an anathema

on them that keep it not." To counter further that argument that to fast is

being "like Papists", he declared how disillusioned such men are, as if "not

to fast is made a supersedeas to all Popery, as if that alone were enough to

make us truly Reformed." They should know that the precepts of fasting, and

its twin, repentance "were made in the times under the persecution, the very

best times of the Church, lay forth plainly what is to be followed and

observed in this kind." So strongly did Andrewes feel about this disregard of

the Church's teaching on fasting that at the beginning of his sermon on Ash

Wednesday the next year in 1622 he reiterated his plea for a deliverance from

Puritan "malicious slander" on fasting. Hence he declared that he would rather

"spend the hour in speaking again for the duty to have it done, than to deal

with the caution what to eschew in the doing." If "we cannot get men to it,

to fast; what need we then spend any speech how they should not do it, when
32

they do it not?"

To other contemporaries who for "the most part seem so faintly persuaded

of fasting as if it were no needful part of a Christian man's duty", Andrewes

declared that not only was it the method Christ gave for the mortification of

the body but His speaking of fasting in the present tense, "when ye fast",

meant He took it for granted that we shall fast. "Christ cannot say, When you

fast,' if we fast not at all." Consequently if Christians do not "'turn to God

with fasting,'" we must be ready °to show a good cause why, and to show it to

God." That we fast is also reflected in the Church's appointed readings. If

we were not meant to fast during Lent, then the Church must appoint another

Epistle and Gospel for Ash Wednesday, declared Andrewes. He also reminded them

that "physicians, philosophers, politicians" all advocate fasting for

different reasons. However the gains from fasting for "religious motives" are

far more worthy and more numerous than those gained from philosophical or

health reasons.33

What then did fasting actually mean for Andrewes? What it had always
meant, having one meal each day and forgoing "dainty alluring meat". This was

David's kind who fasted until the sun went down. However if that fasting was

too hard, Andrewes suggested that "the Church as an indulgent mother,

Andrewes, Vol. 1, pp. 392, 398 - 9, 403, 450.

33
ibid., pp. 367, 375 -6, 378.
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mitigates all she may; enjoins not for fast that of David" but also accepts

the fast of Daniel which is "to forbear ribos desiderii, and 'flesh.'" If his

contemporaries rejected these two kinds of fast, Andrpwes insisted "a third

I find not"; there is simply no other kind of fast ever practised by
Christians. However by the grace of God all should be able to fast according

to Daniel's as that was really practising abstinence which in turn is "'to

deny ourselves that we might, for doing that we might not.'" It acts therefore

as "a chastisement for sin", and also as "a medicinal force, a special good

remedy to prevent sin."
34

Andrewes also associated fasting with the virtue of temperance. He

described "a man that cannot reiraine his appetite" to be "like a City broken

downe and without walls." From his own practice he stated that our daily

allowance should "be just as much, and no more, than will serve to hold life

and soul together." By eating "a smaller repast" means there is always some

to give to the poor - a continual plea by Andrewes.35

b. Almsgiving
Andrewes referred to almsgiving in the medimval term as "a work of

mercy" because it is so acceptable unto God that He pours His mercy upon the

almsgiver. One of the characteristics of the Liturgy when celebrated by

Andrewes, as already mentioned, was that the communicant was asked to give a

second almsgiving, for the poor. 36 Christian almsgiving meant sharing "our

goods" with others, and more specifically with the poor for "in the tidings

of the Gospel they are not left out." Hence as discussed later under Factores

Verbi, he pleaded with the rich of London to help alleviate the sufferings of

the destitute and hungry during the frequent famines of the late 1580 and

1590's. Accordingly in his Lenten sermon in 1593 he preached "that our goods

may go, not to some end, nor to some good end, but the the very best end of

all, the relief of the poor." Andrewes stated that he would have applauded

Judas' outcry against the extravagance of Mary Madgalene towards Christ, if

it be be for the right reason. Of course there should be nourishment for "many

hundreds" rather than ointment for one, "necessary relief" rather than

"needless delight"; "continual good" rather than "a transistory smell"; "many

ibid., pp. 368, 388 - 9.

35 

ibid., Vol. 2, p. 54; Apos. Sacra, pp. 632 - 3.

36 
Some fifty years later Hammond pleaded for restoring this "apostolical

institution of the Offertory in the Sacrament." Hammond, Vol. 4, p. 550.
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38

39

hungry bellies filled" rather than "one head anointed".37

c. Prayer
Prayer could not be divorced from fasting which Andrewes described as

"a special friend to" it as it puts "a vigour or fervour" into our devotions

by elevating "our minds unto God", or as Tertullian said, it makes "'our wits

more fresh, our spirits more about us.'" Fasting thus prevents dullness and

yawning in prayer which happen "wheh the brain is thick with the vapour and

the heart pressed down with the charge of the stomach.""

Ideally "a man ought perpetually to be present and conversant with God,

and in our words send up short prayers and praises to God." Of course this had

been the basis for monastic life, and the reason for Andrewes and other

Reformed Catholics such as Laud, Cosin and Hacket observing the set hours.

From Buckeridge's Funeral Oration we know that Andrewes devoted his mornings

to prayer and study, of which the most essential part was to pray "what God

wills may be our will". As Bishop Frere wrote, "He was what his prayers made

him." The importance of prayer in his life, not only as the means of waiting

upon the Lord, but as constant intercession was illustrated in his first

letter to Moulin when he apologized for his tardy reply. This had been caused

by the King's grave illness during which "all I had to do was to fall to my

prayers, with many [more], who were sore perplexed, as then in jeopardy, for

a most Gracious King. But God looked upon us, and restored Him to us."39

As well as the set sermons on prayer and the Lord's Prayer delivered in

his pre-Jacobean days, his teaching on prayer and his own devotions were

collected in the Institutiones Pia, by his amanuensis Henry Isaacson, shortly

after Andrewes' death in 1630. From the preface it is clear that Andrewes'

prayer life was regarded as a model for others to follow. This book is similar

to a primer in that it included prayers to be said at the beginning and end

of the day, in sickness and approaching death. It has extensive prayers on the

Sacrament: preparation, during the celebration, and thanksgiving afterwards.

It also included the seven penitential and thanksgiving psalms respectively

Andrewes, Vol. 1, pp. 443- 5, Vol. 2, p. 42, Vol. 3, p. 290, Vol. 11,
p. 158.

ibid., Vol. 1, p. 390.

ibid., Vol. 2, p. 396, Vol. 5, p. 296; Apos. Sacra, p. 132; W. Frere,
Andrewes As A Representative Of Anglican Principles, The Church History
Society, No. 44 (London, 1898), p. 26; Episcopacy, p. 7.
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and a summary of Andrewes' teaching on the Lord's Prayer, Ten Commandments,

repentance and confession.

Some eighteen years later Private Devotions, was published by Richard

Drake who had translated into English Andrewes' Preces Privatm, which was

mostly written in Greek, Hebrew and Latin. In the preface Drake remarked on

Andrewes' piety. "Had you seen the original manuscript, happy in the glorious

deformity thereof, being slubbered with his pious hands, and watered with his

penitential tears, you would have been forced to confess that book belonged

to no other than pure and primitive devotion." Private Devotions reflected

that Catholic faith which he taught in his sermons."

Andrewes' devotional book followed the ancient five-fold pattern of

prayer: confession, praise, thanksgiving, intercession and petition. Yet his

pattern is like a piece of tapestry with its collections of quotations from

Scripture, especially the psalms, the Eastern Liturgies, and the Prayer Book.

However this weaving is not tight but loose enough to allow for spontaneous

prayer arising from daily needs. Of course it also reflected his loathing of

idle words which is illustrated in his prayer on humility:

0 Thou, who givest grace to the humble. S.James iv. 6
Give me grace to be humble.

0 Thou, who never failest them that fear Thee,
Let my heart rejoice in the fear of Thee. Psal. lxxxvi. 11.
secundum lxx.
Let this my fear be my confidence; H. Job iv. 6.
Let me fear one thing only; not to fear anything more than Thee.
As I would that men should do unto me, so let me like-wise do to
them. S.Matt. vii. 12.
Nor let me think of myself pore highly than I ought; but let me
think soberly. Rom. xii. 3.

Private Devotions also reveals Andrewes' consciousness of being part of

the wonder and loveliness of creation, and of continuing in the line of the

Fathers, and therefore there was always an awareness of praying as part of

that whole Church of God. This is evident by what can be termed an anamnesis

approach to his praying where he constantly recalled the various gifts God has

given through creation, redemption and sanctification.

Ilis universal approach to his theology was also evident in his prayers

as he embraced the whole cosmos, ranging from nature with all its wondrous

unwrappings to the needs of those around him. Everything tust be offered to

40

Private Devotions, Preface.
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God either in praise and thanksgiving for the whole universe or ih penitence

for soiling it. He prayed too "for all. commonwealths of the world" and for all

peoples, whether they worked in mines or courts. More particularly his prayers

included all those who had been associated with him in any way during his

life. So he prayed for his old school and master, colleges, parishes and

cathedrals etc. Furthermore his bidding prayers supported his ecclesial

teaching. In the fragility of the "whole Militant Church, scattred farre and

wide over the face of the whole earth", he prayed for the preserving in it

"those trueths that it hath recovered from the sundrie grose and superstitious

errors of the former age". He also prayed for its unity which it daily seems

to lose "through the unchristian and unhappy contentions of these dayes of

ours".
42
 In praying for the whole church he never forgot that the Church

militant was part of the wider Church with its saints, expecially the Mother

of God and all heavenly beings.

Overall his prayers ranged from his own sense of utter unworthiness and

frailty to the grandeur and wonder of God, and from the humble needs of the

individual to the wide needs of the State. There seemed to be nothing which

escaped his prayerfulness. If one looks closely it will also be discovered

that Andrewes prayed for the dead, although in public he said little as

indicated in his reply to Perron. " He especially prayed for those who have

committed suicide, and when he prayed for his friends and family he assuredly

prayed for those who had departed this life. Perhaps the reason for not

preaching on prayers for the dead, as forthrightly as he did on auricular

confession, another controversial matter, was that he regarded the former as

a pious custom, and not necessary for salvation. Furthermore prayers and

Masses for the dead had of course been one of the very controversial issues

at the Reformation, and the reason for destroying chantries. In his day it was

still very much a very controversial issue, and Andrewes always shunned

controversy if it was possible. Nevertheless as already expressed he publicly

announced the eucharistic sacrifice as being for both the living and the

departed.

AlthOugh Andrewes spent a considerable time in private prayer and

meditation it is clear from his sermons on prayer that it is public prayer

.22
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when the Divine Offices of the Church are offered to God daily that is of

prime significance. Yet he did not undervalue the importance and value of

private prayer, especially at the beginning and end of each day. Thus on

awakening we "shut and close up the entrance to thy heart, from all uncleane,

prophane and evill thoughts, and let the consideration of God and goodness

enter in" as we "offer to God the first fruits of the day," in our "praying

to him, and praising him". There is never a time when we do not "stand in need

of God's particular assistance", nor a place in which we cannot pray. Hence

Andrewes is recommending the importance of ejaculatory prayer in the midst of

work and rest, yet there was never any suggestion thaClaborare est °rare, the

Benedictine motto."

What did Andrewes teach on private prayer? It was especially that time

to be alone in the closet where "all publike, wandering, and worldly thoughts,

which trouble our devotions, and hinder us from lifting up our hearts unto

God" are left behind. Then we are able "wholly, fervently, and considerately,

[to] bend our thoughts and desires unto him" as we enter into "private

meditations and conferences between God and our souls, and between ourselves

and our souls". The kind of private prayer that Andrewes was strongly

recommending was contemplative prayer where the soul is quiet and tuned into

the presence of God, and as such is another aspect of religion which had "been

much approved by the ancients." Hannah "wept and prayed, and her lips only

were perceived to move." She surely taught us that prayer was not the time for

"extreme babbling" and "loudness of voice". Hence learning to wait upon God

guarded against prayer simply being a lip service which was especially

dangerous in petitionary prayer. Andrewes also stressed that posture wag just

as important in private prayer as it was for public worship which he

illustrated from Basil. "How ... can we think, that God will give us that for

which we pray when by our behaviour and gesture, our faint and weak

solicitation, we seem to him, that ... we do not want what we pray for?"

Therefore we must devoutly kneel before Him so that when we pray aright it
45

becomes very much rooted "in the hearty affection of the soul".

Protestants too had their books on prayer, and in some aspects of prayer

there were similarities between their teaching and Andrewes'. For instance

Richard Roger's A Garden of Spirituall Flowers described praying as a

44
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disciplinary act, and like Andrewes praying meant being "solemnely on your

knees" for daily morning and evening prayers, and not lazily in bed. During

Andrewes' time among the most popular prayer books were various forms of

primers and Bbrae. Such devotional books, as mentioned, were particularly

popular in the medimval Church. Dr. Duffy has suggested that "in the two

generations before the Reformation" some 57,000 Horae were published. What was

more remarkable that these were in Latin, but as they were ornamented with

pictures like that of Christ as a Man of Sorrows even the simplest folk could

relate to it. After the Reformation the first official primer appeared in

1545, and in 1559 Elizabeth's Primer was printed. She had preferred the 1551

Primer with its fairly traditional approach rather than the more radical one

of 1553. Thus it still retained the seven canonical hours, and used material

from the Breviary, the Prayer Book, the Little Office and also included the

penitential psalms. The following year Elizabeth authorised the publishing of

The Orarium which was largely a reprint of her father's Latin Primer."

Andrewes never compiled a primer, but his own devotional life reflected

the spirit of it with a definite emphasis on the joyfulness of worship, the

Sacrament, adoration, auricular confession, penitence, and the penitential

psalms. Perhaps if he had lived long enough, it may have been him rather than

Cosin that Charles 1 would have approached to compile Rbrae. The reason for

Charles making this request was to enable the English ladies of the Court to

pray when Queen Henrietta and her French attendants were saying their various

devotions. Cosin's florae varied little from the Catholic primers and the

Elizabethan Orarium with its daily devotions revolving around the canonical

hours with their respective set psalms, antiphons, lessons and appropriate

prayers for the seasons.

v. Meditation
Like the hermits of old Andrewes valued stillness and silence away from

the busyness of life as essential to hear His "voice". He thus advised "if we

would sometimes go aside into some retired place, or in the still of the night

hearken after it, we might peradventure hear it." In his sermons there was

that sense of urgency not to neglect meditation on "all the works of God", but

especially on the Passion of Christ. He also suggested that one of the

46
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stimulus for meditation is the sermon, and hence the reason for his constant

criticism of it as the "consummatum est of all Christianity". A sermon should

make Christians "hear what He would speak". After listening to that voice

"before", they then might hear the voice "behind", "'H&c est via.'" Thus "'by
a little musing or meditation, the fire wonld kindle' and be kept alive, which

otherwise will die." Without meditation those "many sparks" which are kindled

in a sermon are soon extinguished; and those seeds sown are quickly devoured

by "the fowls".
47
 If "a sermon works aright, it leaves [the hearer] not

leisure to say much, to use many words, but makes him rather full of

thoughts." Perhaps this was a hint at the common practice of repeating sermons
48

to others, rather than reflecting upon them.

That this was Andrewes' approach is obvious from some of his remark in

sermons such as, "now what is to be commended to us out of this text for us

to lay hold of? ... to take us to our meditation." Or let me "present you with

a meditation upon this point?" Or "Will you now reflect upon it a little?"

Furthermore if sermons were preached in accordance with the Church's year,

Andrewes declared that Christians through their meditation afterwards would

discover the riches and meaning of all the feasts and fasts. For instance a

sermon on the "feast of the Resurrection" should lead to a reflection on

Christ rising from the grave, and in turn to our rising from sin so that "we

live to God".
49

Without a doubt the heart of Andrewes' meditative life was Calvary. "The

cross is but a little word, but of great contents; but few letters, but in

these few letters are contained multa dictu gravia, perpessu aspera, 'heavy

to be named, more heavy to be endured. 
5O 

In a time when a crucifix was

definitely described as Popish, and the only "crucifying that the Puritan was

interested in was the "crucifixion of the old Adam in him by the power of the

new Adam, Christ", Andrewes dared to suggest how helpful a crucifix could be

for meditation. As he was wont to say, "let us leave the story and reflect

upon" Christ on the cross and our part in his sufferings upon which are "many

Apos. Sacra, pp. 89, 131; Andrewes, Vol. 1, p. 361, Vol. 5, p. 202,
Vol. 3, p. 199.
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excellent contemplations" to be had. 51 This has already been evident in the

chapter on Aestheticism and Sensuousness where Andrewes appealed to his

contemporaries to use their God-given senses to behold and enter into the

whole spectacle of Gethsemane, Gabbatha and Golgotha.

Devotions to the blessed Jesu had been made popular in mediaval

writings, particularly those of Anselm and Bernard. Andrewes certainly

captured that medimval imagery of Christ's sufferings and the closeness

between the sins of mankind and those sufferings. Yet he made no suggestion

of reflecting on Christ's sufferings through the sorrows of his blessed

Mother, and therefore there is nothing of stabat Mater in his devotions as had

been common in pre-Reformation days. However in meditating on the Passion he

advocated a balance between what he considered were the extreme views about

Christ's sufferings. There were some who "shrink it so short", and others who

"draw it so far as some do, is little better than blasphemy". Both these

approaches cannot be other than a "derogation to His love, Who, to kindle our

love and loving regard" suffered all for us.52

What especially did Andrewes recommend for meditation on the Passion to

his contemporaries? Firstly the love of Christ. Christ taught "'greater love

than this hath no man, but to bestow his life for his friends," but His "love

went further" as He lay it down for His enemies, inluding those "who sought

His death" and pierced Him. Yet that great love stretched out on the cross,

enduring "all those injuries even to the piercing of His very heart" wa8 also

for us. By contemplating on the Saviour's love we should surely recognise that

we are delivered from the "evil of our present misery"; and restored "to the

good of our primitive felicity". Another aspect to consider was the cause of

those outstretched arms - sin, the sins of all mankind. "It was the sin of our

polluted hands that pierced His hands", and -caused that blood to flow from His

broken heart and wounded side. Such contemplation should strike a "deeper

degree" of remorse than ever felt before, and "make us cry out with St.

Augustine, Now sure, deadly was the bitterness of our sins, that might not

be cured, but by the bitter death and blood-shedding Passion of the Son of

God.'"

5 i.Davies, Worship and Theology in England (from 1534 - 1965), 5 vols
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Just as in the medieval Church, Andrewes commended Christ's sufferings

as a source of comfort to the sick. In times of suffering, and "in our

greatest pains" the crucifixion is "a kind of ease", a source of strength and

comfort, as no sorrow can compare to His; "all are short of it". Furthermore

by "steadily" beholding Christ on the cross the sick "draw life from Him, and

without it may and do perish." Calvary showed there is one who is "touched

with the sense of our misery, that wish us well, and would give us ease if

[He] could." By looking up to Jesus, the sick realize that their sufferings

can never be like His, and that "the love of His cross is to us a pledge of

the hope of His throne."54

Pater Noster was another source for meditation for Andrewes as it

"breedeth in us devotion and reverence.) . Of course it was not used by him in

that rote fashion associated with the saying of the Rosary and some devotions

on the Passion such as the "Revelations of the Hundred Paternosters" as it had

been in the medieval Church. Rather it was to be contemplated in order to know

not only that "God is our Father" but also "our heavenly Father". These words

also remind us that God is not just 'my Father' but the Father of all peoples.

God loves all and therefore these two words command us to love our neighbour

"no less than ourselves". So when we pray it meditatively it becomes a prayer

"of charity".55

Another aspect for reflection was on our sins. "It is not a business of

a few minutes; it will ask St. Peter's 'retired place', and St. Paul's, vacant

time'." Then, we should

stay a little, turn and look back upon our sins past; it may be, if we
could get ourselves to do it in kind, if set them before us and look
sadly, and not glance over them apace; think of them not once, but ...
over and over; consider the motives, the base motives, and weigh the
circumstances, the grievous circumstances, and tell over our many
flittings, our often relapsing, our wretched continuing in them; it
would set our sorrow in passion.

Such a deep introspection he believed would make our hearts turn and our

repentance would make us lament "the death of our soul" in the same way we

grieve over "the death of a friend." It would also awaken in us how much

"unkindness we have shewed to God as for the unkindness we do that Man sheweth

us." However such was the climate of his age, he declared "it would ask a

Nazarite's vow to do it as it should be done." Yet it is something "I wish we
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would try", rather than allowing all our time to be taken up with "other

affairs" so there is "none for this".."

vi. Tmitatio Christi
"To get us therefore to Christ, and never be got from Him, but there

hold us." In his teaching on imitatio Christi Andrewes differed little from

the medimval concept, made popular by Thomas & Kempis. This distanced him from

the Puritans who saw Christ as their captain and themselves as soldiers

wearing "the armour of God". "We are to imitate our Chiefe Captaine Jesus

Christ" who will lead us in the "fight against Satan," stated Downame.57

For Andrewes this was not what Christ meant when He spoke of being the

Way. "It is sure, there were no better guide than the way itself. ... As God,

He is the End; ... As man, He is the Way; both Way and Guide too. His

doctrine, our guide; His example, in the whole tract of His life, the very way
8

thither."
5
 By following the Way meant imitating Christ's obedience. As Christ

obeyed His Father while here on earth, 80 "there must be an imitation" by

Christians in order to "set ourselves forward to our heavenly country°. Christ

is also the "pattern" for praying, as Christians learn from Him that we can

pray anywhere, and under any kind of circumstance or difficulty. He also gave

the "pattern" of prayer and the shape it should take." The Christian also had

to imitate Christ "in purity and holinesse" if we hope for heaven. This he

assured his contemporaries is made easier when we are constantly united with

Him at the altar. "Let us ... receive Him for our sacramental food", "follow

Him for our pattern ... and wait for Him as our endless and exceeding great
_

reward. 
"60

With his own strong devotion to the crucified Christ it is not

surprising that he commended the Passion above all other parts of His life

especially to imitate. Calvary is the true "'pattern,' and example to follow."

It is "to this, He calleth us; to have a directory use of it, to make it our

pattern, to view it as our idea." There is no other precept needed but to

56 
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"'see and do according to the theory shewed thee ... in Mount Calvary." From

it are manifested all Christian virtues which we should emulate: faith,

perseverance, patience, humility, meekness, gentleness and above all love:1

By emphasising that a Christian should take Christ's life as the example

to follow, Andrewes further distanced himself from Puritans who instead

preached on "possessing Christ". As suggested by McGee, the Puritan

relationship "was often intimate, but seldom imitative". The Puritan, Thomas

Hooker, explained that this was because "contrary extreames" cannot meet, man

is "from the Earth, Earthly, Carnall, Sensuall; but Christ is a Spirit, and

that from Heaven, Heavenly." However for Andrewes the fact that Christ is not

only the son of God but also the son of Mary, meant that our nature has been

raised to its former glory.

Nevertheless there was some emphasis by some Puritans to imitate Christ

in the traditional way which was reflected in Protestant versions of Thomas

A Kempis' Imitatio Christi as Elizabeth Hudson has indicated. One of these was

a translation by Thomas Rogers, minus Book Four which was on the blessed

Sacrament. He also erased or reworded those parts which could be "offensive

to the Godlie". Hence the whole purpose was to give "a Protestant tone to this
63

Catholic work." Andrewes' response to this would have been that in ignoring

the blessed Sacrament eliminated the main source of grace needed for imitating

Christ.

vii. The Blessed Sacrament
The focal point for Andrewes in all Christian living is the Sacrament

"On earth we are never so near Him, or He us, as then and there". Without It,

Andrewes thought it was hardly possible to be a Christian as it denied any

possibility of union with Christ. That is why he preached frequently to come

often to the Eucharist in order to share in "that blessed union" where at the

altar "we then are at the highest pitch, at the very best we shall ever attain

ibid., Vol. 2, pp. 179 - 80.
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to on earth, what time we newly come from it.""

As receiving the blessed Sacrament is the most precious gift in life,

it involved much preparation which are reflected in both Private Devotions and

Institutions Pie. This preparation began a week before and waS the reason for

the parish priest giving due warning of the celebration of the Eucharist to

his parishioners. Andrewes advocated "we ought to spend some hours or days

(the more the better) in meditating upon the great and unspeakable love and

mercy of God towards us miserable sinners, in ordaining so powerful a means

to purge and cleanse us, and bring us to him." He enunciated what a good

preparation involved: giving oneself to Christ; acknowledging one's

unworthiness; a hungering and thirsting "after the righteousnesse of Christ";

a desire "to performe this duty of thankfulnesse to God"; and to come with "an

earnest inclination, as given and drawne of the Father." Sometimes it also

meant the "quietening of one's conscience" by sacramental confession and
65

reconciliation with one's brother.

On the actual day when the Liturgy was celebrated Andrewes listed four

requirements for the intending communicant.

First, Faith, to beleeve that Jesus Christ did, and suffered all things
which are written of him in the Ably Scriptures, for the redemption of
mankind. Secondly Repentance, by which a man confesse his sinnes to God,
with a purpose to lead a new life. Thirdly Reverend behaviour, that in
all humility, we make ourselves fit guests for such a feast. ...
[Lastly] Meditation and Attention that we, during the time of the
administration of the Sacrament, attanCno earthly thoughts, but wholly
fix our souls upon our Saviour Christ.

During the celebration prayers were said especially prior to and after

receiving the blessed Sacrament, and in a sense they replaced the medieval

adoration at the elevation.

Make me a worthy receiver of the high mystery and benefit of thy blessed
Sacrament, whereof of myselfe I am altogether unworthy. Stretch out thy
right hand, 0 sweete Jesu, to me, thy poor servant, and give out of thy
rich store-house of mercy, what I want.

Then after receiving:

I Humbly thanke thee, 0 sweet Saviour Jesus Christ, that thou hest so
plentifully refreshed my dry and fainting soule, with the holy Sacrament
of thy pTetious bodie and bloud ... Let it be to me the absolution of
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my sinnes, the confirmation of my faith, [and] an encrease of all thy
graces in me.

A final prayer was then offered that the "soule be so strengthened by vertue

of this Sacrament, that it may esteem nothing pleasing or delightful in

comparison of thee."
67
 Andrewes' collection of Eucharistic prayers were

reflected in various manuals after him, such as Cosin's florae and Laud's

Devotions. Even laymen such as John Evelyn had their own.

All his life Andrewes stressed the necessity and urgency for Christians

to communicate. Indeed it grieved him deeply to see Christians neglecting to

worship at the Eucharist, obvious in this comment, "take this place, the house

of God, which now you see meetly replenished" for hearing a sermon, but "come

at any other parts of the service of God, ... you shall find it in a manner

desolate. And not here only, but go any whither else ye shall find even the

like." " As already suggested in this thesis one of the great gulfs between

Andrewes and many of his Protestant contemporaries was over the neglect of

receiving the Sacrament and the irreverence towards It.

viii. Preparation for death
"As often as I seriously consider of the day of death, I tremble all my

body over: for whether I eat or drink, or whatsoever else I do, methinks that

terrrible trumpet sounds in mine ears; Arise ye dead, and come to judgment."

These words of Andrewes could have easily been those of a medimvalist who too

was concerned about death, and like Andrewes "feared Hell but hoped for

Heaven".
69
 Both prayed that on the Last Day their piety would outweigh their

sins. One of the themes which weave in and out of Andrewes' sermons was the

brevity of this life, as compared with the everlasting life in Christ. Not

surprisingly then so much of his teaching centred on Judgment day when there

will be a separating of the sheep and goats. It also explains his constant

urgings to live for the soul rather than the body.

The importance of ministering to the dying by Andrewes has already been

noted. His own manual contained various meditations on the Passion, and on the

goodness of God and death itself through various psalm quotations, and in

prayers. As death approached there was a litany to pray and a commendation of
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70
the soul to the blessed Trinity.

Before dying Andrewes encouraged the receiving of the Viaticum, not only

because it has always been the last act by Christians but he also believed

that in receiving the Sacrament, the dying journeyed undoubtedly with His

"sweet Saviour" who interceded for Him to the Father.

ix. Factores Verbi
By being a dOer of the Word, Christians are but following the example

of the good work of God who for our salvation homo factus est. Such are as

blessed as "the blessed Virgin [who] gave flesh to the eternal Word by bearing

It". Both God and Mary showed that it was not sufficient for Christians simply

to hear the Word but to be a doer of it. So did St. Paul who taught us that

we "'were created for good works, to walk in them.' And again, that we were

redeemed to be a people zealously given to good works,'" whilst from St. James

we learn that "faith that is without them, is not only imperfect, but stark
71

dead."

The doing of good works begins by worshipping God, evident in his

sermons on the Magi coming to Bethlehem. Their faith was manifested in their

coming by undertaking a long, dangerous and difficult journey across deserts

and snow. They overcame all these difficulties to reach Bethlehem where their

"doing" climaxed in "worshipping Him devoutly" by "falling down" before Him

and offering the Christ-Child their gifts."

Another reason for good works was to evangelise. "It is Gocfswill that

we should not only doe good works, but that it should be done openly, as

Christ saith ... both that God may be glorified by us, and that we may give

good example to others." However although these good works should be

manifested, they must never be done "to purchase praise to our selves", but

rather they should be an expression of love as taught by St. Pau1.73

Therefore Andrewes preached often On good works, especially towards the

poor. It was especially to the affluent whom he constantly appealed to do

their duty. It was through their lack of "doing good, [that] the Gospel of

Christ is evil spoken of", despite the fact that they hear such a charge
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frequently from the Church. He told them that Christ "would have you part with

part of your wealth to do good." Andrewes suggested there were two kind of

poor they could help,'" firstly the "beggars and vagabonds" who could be

taken care of by employing "them in such sort as they may do good"; and

secondly, those poor captives, orphans, strangers and Students who needed help

in their various circumstances.74

The affluent had as much responsibility to sow the seed of charity as

a preacher had in sowing the seed of the Word of God. "The seed is your alms,

the ground is the poor, you are the sowers." You cannot avoid this duty if you

have "wealth and wherewithal to 'do good.'" It is indeed pointless in talking

about faith, for there is no "religion in you" unless in the words of St.

James you "visit the fatherless and widows.'" In like manner St. Paul spoke

of "'good works', ... not good words. 'Good', with the goodness of the hand,

not with the goodness of the tongue," as the fashion is now. Andrewes warned

them that if they spent their wealth on themselves, they should remember

"there will be a day when enquiry shall be made how we have discharged that

we have received of the Lord; and how you have discharged that you have

received of us in the Lord's name." Unless the rich man has "had a Lazarus

in his bosom here on earth", he will never have a Lazarus "in his bosom in

heaven". This is certainly more preferable as St. Paul says to be "'perfect

in all good works', than perfect in certain curious and quaint terms and set

phrases" as seems to be the "great part of many men's religion ... nowadays."

He also informed the affluent that the Church's precept of doing works of

mercy was far more in line with Christ's teaching on salvation than believing

that faith alone was sufficient, and even more preferable than the fashion of

the day which is devoted to coining new teaching.75

By their lack of caring for the poor, the wealthy of London were put to

shame by members of the Stranger Church which was quite close to Andrewes' own

parish church. They cared for their poor so that not one of them "is seen to

ask about the streets". He also informed them that through their lack of

charity the Papists accused members of the English Church of not doing good

works, as "nothing can be wrung from you", and therefore "our religion hath

brought a hardness into the bowels of our professors, that they pity little

74
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[and] ... give less". In other words "they say that your good works come so

from you, as if indeed your religion were to be saved by faith only".

Furthermore they accuse us, the clergy of not preaching good works to you.

This Andrewes believed was an unfair accusation, especially in regards to his

own ministry. "Here I call for them now, I take witness, I call to you to

record, I call heaven to record ... I have made them a part of my charge, and

the most earnest and vehement part of my charge, even the charge of doing

good." Andrewes insisted that charity is something which every person can do,

"be it little, or be it much, he that giveth all leaveth nothing ungiven" as

our love for our brethren is "in love then to Christ".m

Andrewes practised what he preached by giving compassionately to poor

parishioners, prisoners, debtors and students. As Isaacson wrote:

When he perceived that he had a surplusage, ... he would not suffer it
to lie by him; but some of it he disposed to the relief of poor
housekeepers, some in releasing of poor prisoners, and comforting them
which lay in misery and iron; and„some in furnishing poor people with
gowns, hose, shoes, and the like.

As much as he upbraided the citizens of London for their laxity towards

the poor, he nevertheless drew attention to what he believed had been an

increase it works of charity since the -Reformation. Even though in the Roman

Catholic Church the foundation of faith was good works, these days showed that

in London the good works of its citizens had surpassed those in pre-

Reformation days: alms-houses, schools, colleges "have received greater help

within this realm in these forty years passed". " Of course this was not all

that surprising as in pre-Reformation days various forms of charitable works

had been carried out by the religious in their own houses.

Those who were negligent in performing good works, Andrewes associated

with the sin of idleness. "Such as are idle-bodies, do no work at all, spend

their days in vanity, consume whole years in doing just nothing." In other
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words they "pass their time as it were in a sleep." He told students at

Westminster that "the Idleman is the Devills Cushion". To avoid succumbing to

the devil's comfort, he advocated that they and all Christians should be

employed each day in work, and that work should be in doing the will of God.

Idleness was one of those sins which Andrewes detested, and believed it was

contrary to God's will.
79

In his Genesis lectures Andrewes stated that we should take God's

busyness and diligence in His creating the cosmos as our example for our work,

but many have forgotten it is God's will that we "should be doing whilest we

have time" in order to "redeem the time from idlenesse". The purpose of our

life and being is labouring and we are meant to "labor until the evening" and

not "lie on [our] beds imagining mischief." For the true Christian the "time

of no esse is at night only." What his contemporaries should also remember was

that "God made the earth as his work-house, and shop", and He "made man, not

of loose sand, but of a molde, of gleeb to labour, not to be idle." Thus God

expects us to be His labourers, just as Adam was expected to be, and who in

turn "would not have either of his children trained up in idlenesse." There

is none whom God made to be idle; all must labour, princes, priests and
80

people.

One of the reasons that Andrewes found the Calvinist doctrine of

predestination so unattractive was that he believed that it led to an

"idleness" in the faith. Rather each Christian after baptism should follow St.

Paul's teaching to "work" at his salvation, and not "stand ye idle". To those

who "have taken up their rest, say they have gone far enough already and are

weary", and to those who have made no progress at all in their faith, "we say,

as Christ said to them in the market, Why stand ye still? 'why stand ye here

all the day idle?'" This is not the "life of a Christian" as it has "too much

ease in it". Yet it was not only predestinarians that Andrewes was addressing

but also the worldly who "live after the flesh" and thus have made

perceptibly no progress in holiness. However the Christian approach should be

that we are "moving on, every day getting some ground or other in it;" and
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striving "tO get the mastery" over sin, Indeed "we must not lie still like

lumps of flesh, laying all upon Christ's soldiers, [but] we must 'walk'

forwards, for the kingdom of God' consists not in words but in power.""

Therefore for Andrewes our whole life is meant to be one of labour in

prayer and meditation, charitable deeds and service to one another in order

to grow towards perfection and to attain that purpose for Christ's coming into

this world, to reconcile us to God and to enjoy Him for ever in heaven.

Andrewes, Vol. 5, p. 483.
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CONCLUSION

In the introduction I challenged the view that it was Hooker who was

responsible for breaking the Calvinist dominance of the Elizabethan Church in

the late sixteenth century by claiming it was Andrewes. This thesis has

presented this prelate as having an effective ministry in the late Elizabethan

Church as well as the Jacobean. In the former it is apparent that Andrewes had

a greater influence than Hooker. This has been illustrated by the many who

attended his catechetical lectures in Cambridge and his Genesis lectures in

St. Paul's cathedral and St. Giles, Cripplegate in which he constantly opposed

Calvinism. It was also apparent in those lives affected through his chaplaincy

work to Elizabeth 1, parish priest of an important London parish and

prebendary at both St. Paul's Cathedral and Westminster Abbey as well as

Master of Pembroke college. Although Hooker preached at the Temple regularly

in London from 1585 to 1591 before accepting the living of Boscum near

Salisbury, there is no indication that his preaching touched the lives of so

many as Andrewes did. There is also no evidence to suggest that Hooker's

auditors hung on every word as they did for Andrewes', testified by both the

editors of The Moran Law Expounded and ApospasMatia Sacra. At the end of the

century Hooker died and it would seem for a time his Ecclesiastical Polity was

buried with him, but Andrewes continued his influence at Court, at Westminster

Abbey as Dean and its school, and then as bishop of three dioceses,

Chichester, Ely and Winchester respectively.

Andrews spent the major part of his life in Cambridge which in the

1590's was the centre Of doctrinal debates between Sacramentalists and

Calvinists. Although Andrewes was never in the spotlight in these, as that was

not his style (Apart from his comments on the Lambeth Articles), he

nevertheless redressed those controversial doctrines such as double

predestination, assurance and grace with his teachings on repentance and

confession, growing in perfection through grace and hope as the blood of

faith. He particularly loathed Perkins, a contemporary at Cambridge, and

attacked his teaching often in his own subtle way as evident in the series of

sermons on the Temptations. It was not just co-incidental that they were

published a year after Perkin's Golden Chaine in 1591. To further counter

Calvinism he continually preached on what he called positive theology: the

love and mercy of God, Christ's sacrifice for all, the boundlessness of God's
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grace, and Christ forgiving the sinner in the cup of Salvation providing he

showed some sign of repentance. Nobody was beyond redemption if he would

respond to the grace given at baptism. Thus he constantly juxtaposed God's

wrath with His mercy as for example, in His treatment of Adam and Eve when

before He pronounced thd sentence, He promised life through the seed of the
I

woman.

At Andrewes' funeral, Buckeridge preached on the nature of the

eucharistic sacrifice, an appropriate subject for one whose whole life and

preaching was eucharistic centred. It was this eucharistic teaching of

Andrewes which distanced him from many of his Protestant contemporaries. He

taught that the Sacrament was absolutely necessary in the life of a Christian

and without it one could not be assured of salvation, while the receiving of

our Lord under the guise of bread and wine was the most precious gift a

Christian could ever receive in this earthly life. At that moment he is united

with his Lord in the closest way possible. That was indeed the focal point of

Andrewes' life. "All that we can desire is for us to be with Him, with God,

and He to be with us; and we from him, or He from us, never to be parted."'

Hence he advocated frequent Communion as expressed in this prayer, "Grant also

that I may hunger and thirst after this bread of life, and cup of salvation,

and that I may with a pure minde, and chast affection receive it often that

thereby, my soule and body may be preserved to life everlasting." ' His own

love and reverence for the Sacrament led to some contemporaries such as Robert

Cecil to embrace this sacramental religion in place of Calvinism.

As Andrewes believed that Christ gives Himself in the Sacrament, a

belief noted by Beza, 4 it meant he celebrated the Eucharist not as Cranmer had

intended with its emphasis on "to continue a perpetual memory", but rather to

"celebrate" the sacrifice of Calvary. He also took advantage of the omission

of rubrics to restore the four distinctive acts of the Mass: the offering,

blessing, breaking and giving. Andrewes also insisted that communicants kneel

at the altar rail to receive the Sacrament.

I 
Apos. Sacra, p. 330.

2
Andrewes, Vol. 1, p. 145.

3 Inst. Pi, p. 281.

4
Perkins, Vol. 1, p. 116.
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For Andrewes worship should be a replica of the court of heaven and also

a mirror of the loveliness of God's creation. Thus God should be worshippped

and adored "in the beauty of holiness". This meant not only having the altar

enhanced with beautiful altar plate, but also having various ceremonies which

aroused a sense of mysticism as seen in the burning of incense and mingling

water with the wine in the chalice. Thus the worship offered by Andrewes

presented a dignified beauty hitherto unknown in the post-Reformation Church

in England. What transpired in Andrewes' chapel was adopted in many colleges,

cathedrals, and parishes in England by the 1630's, when the Eucharist became

the main service on Sundays.

Beauty in worship, Andrewes suggested, was but a mini-expression of

nature. Hence he constantly appealed to his contemporaries to use their God

given senses to enjoy worship and God's loveliness in the cosmos which in turn

should lead to a deepening faith. He believed as much could be learnt about

God from His world as could be from His written word. And so in Andrewes'

view, both the aesthetic and sensuous were needed in the life of a Christian.

Another important aspect of Andrewes' teaching was the close ties

between the ecclesial and civil, of which the former was superior. All

Christians he believed had to be obedient to both Church and State as their

authority came from God. Closely linked with this, was hi a teaching on the

divine right of kings whose oil came from the same sanctuary for priests. This

in turn led to an exalted view of both monarch and clergy. By stressing

priestly authority and the sacerdotal ministry Andrewes revised the pre-

Reformation concept of clericalism, and thus changed the role of the clergy

as it had been in the Elizabethan Church.

In his own way Andrewes continued many of what he would have termed the

positive features of the medival Church such as Good Friday's devotions

before the crucifix, the Jesu prayers on the Passion, the imitation of Christ

as the pattern for Christians to follow, asceticism, fasting, and doing works

of mercy, especially for the poor. These he commended to his contemporaries

in order to grow towards perfection in Christ.

A further distinctive feature of Andrewes' teaching was that the

Catholic faith and its ceremonies were rooted in antiquity, even beyond the

old covenant, and therefore much of Chrietianity had been inherited from

heathenism. He even informed the Puritans what little ceremony they observed,

had a pagan beginning. He taught that the early Church had absorbed all the

best features of paganism in a similar way that it had adapted heathen temples
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to churches. From antiquity Andrewes had an etpecial affiliation for the early

Fathers. It was they who had formulated the essential doctrines of the Church

against the various heresies, and so in his various confrontations with Roman

Catholics and Puritans he always insisted that the Reformed English Church

upheld the teachings of the early Church, and had discounted all nova

doctrinx. To both Bellarmine and Perron he insisted that this Reformed Church
in England was the true Catholic Church of that land, and so he criticised

them for wanting to depose a Catholic Church which was purged of corruptions.

He also admonished Puritans for wanting to reform a church which was already

reformed. He constantly appealed to both to return to the teaching of the

early Fathers so that there could be unity in the English Church.

His influence in the English Church was felt not only during his life

time but for the rest of that century (and indeed down to the present day).

Writing in the 1630's William Page expressed how he and many young priests

acknowledged Andrewes as their mentor. "We, young divines dare not dissent"

from him "without some preface, of apology, or excuse." 5 Consequently Andrewes

was looked upon as the authority on doctrine and worship, and the example to

follow in piety. Henceforth the 1630's witnessed the Church in England

observing in worship many ceremonies which featured in Andrewes' chapel, and

the preaching of so much of his teaching. Both Laud and Matthew Wren at their

respective trials declared that what they had practised and initiated were

what they had learnt from Andrewes. For instance when Laud defended the form

of consecration service he used at St. Katherine Cree‘nesbate4"All that I used

was according to the copy of the late Reverend Bishop of Winchester, Bishop

Andrews ... which himself used all the time." His chapels too, he informed his

accusers were modelled on Andrewes'. He also defended his placing of a side-

table (credence table) near the altar on which were placed the elements of

bread and wine, as again following Andrewes' practice. "I did not this without

example" as Bishop Andrewes "used it so all the time". When Prynne questioned

him about whether he used wafer bread at the Communion service, Laud believed

his motive was to "slur" Andrewes who always insisted on this, and an

unnecessary attack on one who "deserved far better usage for his service to

the Church of England and the Protestant cause": One of the reasons that both

Laud and Wren constantly appealed to Andrewes as their mentor was that he was

5
Page, p. 58.

6
Laud, Vol. 4, pp. 203, 210, 251.
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much respected by Puritans for his defence of the English Church against Roman

Catholicism and also for his teaching on the strict observance of Sunday as

the Lord's Day.

There was however one major difference between Andrewes and these two

bishops and that was over the method of implementation. They never caught

Andrewes' spirit of freedom and persuasion, and therefore although Andrewes

celebrated the Eucharist and taught according to his beliefs he never enforced

them on others as Fuller made so clear. 7 This prelate pleaded constantly with

his contemporaries to embrace the Reformed Catholic faith but to advocate

force of any kind was abhorrent to him, and therefore he would never have

supported those policies that became part of "Thorough" in the 1630's. His

attitude is seen in his Lenten sermon on St. Matthias day, 1590 when he

described a true prince as one who "leads" rather than "drags" his people.8

(Perhaps if he had lived for another ten years the 1630's might have been

another story!). As it was by the mid-1630's there was a backlash against what

have been termed by historians as either Caroline or Laudian policies by the

Puritans.
9
 One leading Puritan opponent was Henry Burton who, in 1636

preaching on the anniversary of the Gunpowder plot, complained of "externall

complements, and gesticulation, as cringing and crouchings, bowing, or

standing upright at some Scriptures, more than at others" at worship. Indeed

he took Andrewes' word "will-worship" in describing what he called the

"devising" of these "new Reformers", and his whole argument against

"innovations" mimicked that of Andrewes against novcv doctrine during his life

time. As Burton had been a chaplain to Prince Henry, he no doubt was

acquainted with Andrewes and his style of preaching. He also condemned "a

punctual observance ... in bowing to the name of Jesus, to the Communion

Table, or rather Altar, as to the mercy-seat, ... praying with faces tb the

East, ... reading the second service at their Altar ... [and] auricular

confession". " All of these "complaints" of course were practices of Andrewes,

7 
T. Fuller, The Church History of Britain, 3 Vols (London, 1837), Vol.

3,	 349.

8 
Andrewes, Vol. 2, pg. 16 - 23.

9 
That they were Caroline is the view of Julian Davies in The Caroline

Captivity of the Church (Oxford, 1992); that they were Laudian, by Kenneth
Fincham and Nicholas Tyacke in Caroline altar policy revisited, an Unpublished
paper, delivered at the Institute of Historical Research, 20th June, 1995.

Burton, pp. 67, 129 - 30.
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yet contrary to Burton and perhaps to Laud and other bishops of the time,

Andrewes would never have seen these acts as simply "a punctual observance",

but as a loving expression of reverence and obedience to God in accordance

with what had always been practised by the Church. What Burton-'s sermon also

revealed was how over fifty years the English Church had changed from being

mainly Calvinist to one where sacramental worship and the doctrines of

universality of grace and redemption were also widely practised and taught.

This surely manifeets the influence that Andrewes had on the English Church

over this period which was further substantiated by the various charged

brought against Sacramentalists by the Long Parliament."

Apart from Laud and Wren and other bishops and heads of university

colleges who enforced the church policies of the 1630's, there were others who

also admired and respected Andrewes and had caught something of "his enjoying

without enjoining". It was these who fought to uphold the Reformed English

Church when it lay in ruins after its dismantling by the Long Parliament.

Andrewes' approach was seen in the likes of John Hacket who pleaded on behalf
of the cler4y for the retention of the cathedrals and what they represented

before Parliament; it was illustrated in many of the petitions presented to

Parliament for the retention of episcopacy and the Prayer Book services; it

was lived out by laymen like John Evelyn who constantly attended the

Eucharist, even though it was unlawful to do so, simply because he loved his

Lord in the Sacrament; and it was evident in the number of publications of

Andrewes' works, hitherto unavailable to the public by some of his former

students and chaplains. There was no doubt in their minds as in Andrewes' that

"the English Protestant Catholic Church" provided "a sure way to heaven"912

For it survival they devoted their energies and prayers. That it survived was

all too evident with the restoration of episcopacy and the Prayer book

services on the return of Charles 11. The nation on the whole rejoiced and

even before it was lawful to use the Prayer Book once again over half of the

parishes in England were celebrating the Eucharist according to its rite.

"Proceedings of some worthy and learned divines touching innovations
in the doctrine and discipline of the Church of England; together with
considerations upon the Common Prayer Book" in E. Cardwell, History of
Conferences (Oxford, 1840), pp. 272 - 3.

12 
Mathew, p. 93.

13 
J. Morrill, Reactions to the English Civil War 1642 - 1649

(Basingsto)e, 1982), p. 114.
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At the restoration Andrewes' style of worship was captured in this

description of St. Paul's Cathedral and White-hall by an anti-ceremonialist

when he returned to England in 1660 after travelling on the Continent. "I

could scarce think myself to be in England, but in Spain or Portugal again,

but that their service was in Latine, and ours in English. ... His Cope, his

Hood, his Surplice, his Cringing Worship, his Altarwith Candles= it ... his

Bag-Pipes or Organs, and in some places Viols and Violins, singing Men and

singing Boys &c." This account was printed in a pamphlet published in 1689 in

which Hickeringill satirised "ceremony-mongers" of his day and accused them

of aping their master "merry Andrew". "Take him merry Andrew for he is

thine."

One of the reasons that Andrewes' teaching had such an impact was

because he actually lived out what he preached. In an age where so many, both

in civil and ecclesiastical circles, strove for positions of power, Andrewes

was an exception. He lived as he preached, unaffected by worldly ambition and

ecclesiastical preferment. By this I mean that although Andrewes accepted

preferment, held more than one benefice and spent a great deal of his time at

Court it was never for his own advancement, but rather always to promote

Christ's work. The only court he sought was that of heaven. His insistence on

Christ's standard was reflected in his tefusal of two bishoprics under

Elizabeth 1 as it would have meant committing the sin of sacrilege, a in he

loathed, by alienating Church property and income. One suspects that the

promotions which did come his way under James 1, and the affection and esteem

that he and others held for him was because they saw in Andrewes a divine who

had totally surrendered his life to God and who had a longing to save souls.

Yet those souls must be saved in the bosom of the Church and the faith of the

Fathers. "This is the way, you have heard it, 'walk in it and you shall find

rest to your souls.'"15

Thus there was always an urgency in his preaching. "So give me leave to

speak you, as the angells did to the shepherds", or let me too tell you about

that "tidings of great joy". This urgency was also reflected in his

emphasising the "now", living Christ's way in the present tense. Hence he

E. Hickeringill, The Ceremony-Monger, His Character in Six Chapters
(London, 1689), pp. 8 - 9, 11.

Andrewes, Vol. 1, p. 318.
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preached there is

nothing so properly affirmed of eternity ... as is hodie All is 'to-
day,' ... Nothing past, nothing to come - all present. Present as it
were in one instant or centre, so in the hodie of eternity. 'Past and
to come l ,argue time, but if it be eternal, it is neither; all there is
present.

Andrewes emphasised the present moment because it was only by living from

moment to moment faithfully that a Christian could have any hope of eternal

life. In other words he was saying that in the process of salvation, the

application of man's free will is crucial, as so often this led to a life of

sin rather than to holiness. Hence he preached just as desperately against

sin, and how God stands

wishing and waiting, and longing and listening to hear of His peoples's
repentance. Wishing, '0 that My people!' Waiting, expectat Dominus ut
misereatur; 'longing,' even as a woman that is great, ... listening,
that I might but hear two words from them, that might shew that they
were but thus forward as to think of this point.

Repentance, therefore "is a special thing" which God desires; "no merchant for

his commodity, no Athenian for his news more oft or more earnest."
17
 Another

reason for stressing that a Christian should live in the present moment was

to counter the Calvinist doctrine that the elect cannot fall from grace. What

is needed to be assured of salvation is not security but perseverance, and

that is a life time's work.

The Restoration settlement cemented Andrewes' influence on the English

Church. Yet it also brought definite separation of Christians. In this sense

Andrewes failed in his endeavours to make the Reformed Church in England not

only Catholic in worship and teaching but in membership. Nevertheless in a

RefbrMed Church he had shown by following the Prayer Book it was possible to

live the Catholic way of frequent communion and confession, daily prayer,

observing the feast and fasts of the Church, and revering the saints. His way

of living was followed in his own day and ever since. Over the last century,

for example, the work of many priests and laity in the east end of London

manifested Andrewes' teaching by beginning each day with Christ in the

Sacrament, and then taking Christ out to their people by preaching the gospel,

feeding the poor, visiting the sick, sheltering the homeless, loving the

ibid., p. 295; Lambeth, p. 19.

Andrewes, Vol. 1, p. 345.
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loveless and giving the Viaticum to the dying. This teaching of Andrewes has

sometimes been labelled as Anglo-Catholicism or even Anglicanism. Neither of

these affiliations I think would have met with Andrewes' approval. He saw

himself as always upholding the faith of the early Fathers, and therefore

preserving the Catholic religion of antiquity in England.

Thus of all the Elizabethan divines, including Hooker, it was Andrewes

who especially countered Calvinism, not only by his constant exposure of the

angers of believing some of its teachings such as on salvation and grace, but

also by offering a sacramental life as an alternative to a preaching one. He

insisted that the Reformed Church in England was truly Catholic, and that

within her bosom her members could be assured of a "sure way to heaven".

Through his example and teaching, the Reformed Church in England has preserved

a catholicity which the early Fathers would recognise and which would meet

with their approval.
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